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Preface

On the 16th of October 1843, Sir William R. Hamilton made the discovery of the
quaternion algebra H = qo + qli + q2j + q3k whereby the product is determined
by the defining relations

·2 ·2 1Z =] = - , ij = -ji = k.

In fact he was inspired by the beautiful geometric model of the complex numbers
in which rotations are represented by simple multiplications z ----t az. His goal was
to obtain an algebra structure for three dimensional visual space with in particular
the possibility of representing all spatial rotations by algebra multiplications and
since 1835 he started looking for generalized complex numbers (hypercomplex
numbers) of the form a + bi + cj. It hence took him a long time to accept that
a fourth dimension was necessary and that commutativity couldn't be kept and
he wondered about a possible real life meaning of this fourth dimension which he
identified with the scalar part qo as opposed to the vector part ql i + q2j + q3k
which represents a point in space. In any case the product of two pure vectors
q = ql i + q2j + q3k, q' = q~ i + q~j + q~k gives a quaternion of which the scalar
part is minus the inner product -(q,q') and the vector part is the cross product
q x q', which are the two products that are considered in the so called vector
algebra of triples (Xl, X2, X3) developed by Josiah W. Gibbs since 1881-84 as part
of vector calculus. Hamilton also already introduced in 1846 the Nabla operator
"V = i8x + j8y + k8z from which he also obtained the three most important
operators in vector calculus: the gradient of a scalar function, the divergence of a
vector valued function and the curl of a vector valued function, operations which
playa crucial role in the formulation of electromagnetism.

One could hence argue that quaternion algebra already contained all the ele
ments of vector calculus, yet vector calculus can and was developed independently
from quaternions and became part of the standard mathematical education, to
gether with the matrix algebra which was introduced by Arthur Cayley in 1858.
Since then, for a long time quaternion algebra was considered as a rather eso
teric and somewhat suspect topic. This would probably not have been the case,
should computers have been developed at that time. Inspired by the complex mul
tiplication and before the development of matrices, Hamilton was looking for a
representation of rotations as products of the form q ----t aq, q being a vector and a
being a unit quaternion, but noticed that this product can be a rotation if and only
if q is orthogonal to the vector part of a. Later in 1845 however, Cayley discovered
that all rotations in R3 may be represented by quaternion products of the form
q ----t aqa- l . These are called spin-rotations as opposed to the standard represen
tation of rotations in terms of matrix products X ----t Ax, which is part of classical
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vector calculus. For a long time the importance of spinor rotations was not under
stood. Only if it comes down to problems in which a huge number of rotations has
to be computed in real time, the quaternion representation of rotations turns out
to be much better than the matrix representation. Examples are problems having
to do with aircraft orientation, spacecraft stabilization, robotics, computer vision,
virtual reality and so on. It is well known that the use of quaternions for aircraft
motion applications was a well hidden secret during the cold war. But to incorpo
rate both translations and rotations into a single multiplication, quaternions are
not enough; one needs the geometric algebra of William K. Clifford, also called
Clifford algebra for short.

Inspired by the quaternions of Hamilton, Clifford searched for a higher di
mensional algebra in which the higher dimensional generalizations of the inner
product and the cross product can be obtained from the algebra product.

A higher dimensional generalization of the cross product was already intro
duced by Hermann G. Grassmann in 1844, namely the exterior algebra (at that
time called extensive algebra) in which the basis elements of space satisfy the
product rules ejek = -ekej for all j, k = 1, ... ,m.

This algebra enables the definition of higher dimensional volume elements
and was later incorporated in the algebra of differential forms introduced by Elie
J. Cartan. But the inner product is missing and it is the geometric algebra of
Clifford Rffi, which contains both the inner and wedge products. The defining
relations for Rffi are given by

ejek + ekej = -28jk , j, k = 1, ... ,m,
and the inner and wedge products of vectors x = Lj ejxj, Y = Lj ejYj are given
by

xy + yx = -2(x, y), xy - yx = 2x 1\ y.

For m = 1, one re-obtains the complex numbers, while for m = 2 the quaternions
by making the identification i --+ el, j --+ e2, k --+ ele2. But this identification is
asymmetrical in the sense that i, j are vectors while k is a bivector. Also the inner
product is obtained with a minus sign. Therefore, Clifford suggested the use of the
following alternative definition for the Clifford algebra:

ejek = -ekej, j =1= k and e~ = +1.
This choice of signature was adopted later on by David O. Hestenes as the basis
for what he called geometric calculus. In the three dimensional case one has as
basis elements

scalar 1
vectors el, e2, e3
bivectors e2e3, e3e2, el e2
trivector (pseudoscalar) el e2e3

and already Clifford identified the quaternions with the bivectors

i = e2e3, j = e3el, k = ele2.
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In this way the quaternion unit sphere that is used to represent rotations coincides
with the spin group Spin(3). In general one may introduce the spin group Spin(m)
as a compact subgroup of elements of the form s = WI··· W21, lEN, Wj being
unit vectors, and rotations in Rm may be represented as Clifford multiplications
x ----t sxs- I . But nowadays for the sake of geometry as well as analysis and in any
case for mathematical physics, one needs to consider the Clifford algebra Rp,q of
mixed signature with defining relations

ejek=-ekej, j=j=k; e;=+l, j=l, ... ,p, e;=-l, j=p+l, ... ,p+q.

Special examples are: the Hestenes' space-time algebra R I ,3 = H(2) which is
isomorphic to the algebra of Dirac matrices (that is itself an extension of the
algebra of Pauli matrices representing the quaternions) and the alternative version
of the space time algebra R3 ,1 that is isomorphic to the algebra R(4) of Majorana
matrices.

For the general development of Clifford algebra and spinor theory we also
mention the work by E. Cartan, R. Lifschitz, R. Brauer, H. Weyl, C. Chevalley,
M. Riesz, I. Porteous and the late P. Lounesto, who incorporated the Cayley
octonions into Clifford algebra. Of course the list is incomplete.

The consideration of a mixed signature is also essential for the algebraic
representation of rotations, translations and other conformal transformations by
Clifford multiplications. We hereby mention work by L. Ahlfors, H. Maass and
more recent work by D. Hestenes, P. Lounesto, J. Cnops, J. Maks and many
others. Recently the Spin(3,1) model for the three dimensional conformal group is
used extensively by geometry-oriented people who are interested in applications in
robotics, artificial vision cristallographics etc. Also there are the research groups
inspired by Hestenes' work. See the results of G. Sobczyk, S. Gull, A. Lasenby,
J. Lasenby, C. Doran, G. Sommer, L. Dorst, H. Li and also to the proceedings of
conferences edited by these people.

"Clifford analysis" was the title of a paper by John Ryan and of a mono
graph by Fred Brackx, Richard Delanghe and Frank Sommen presenting the basic
function theory for the generalized Cauchy-Riemann operators with values in a
Clifford algebra with applications to distributional boundary value theory and
Fourier analysis. Since then and up to now the name Clifford analysis refers to an
autonomous mathematical discipline centered on the study of the Clifford algebra
valued Dirac operator ax = I:j ejaXj, applications of this operator to problems in
physics and engineering and more generally involving the study of any system of
special partial differential operators that arises naturally from the use of Clifford
algebra as a calculus tool. Also the theory of the Dirac operator on manifolds,
in which Clifford bundles are employed, is considered by some authors as part of
Clifford analysis.

Before the eighties, the function theory of the Dirac operator was considered
as part of hypercomplex analysis which was the term used for any generalization
of the Cauchy-Riemann system (ax + iOy)f(x + iy) = O. It included quaternion
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analysis in the sense of K. Rudolph Fueter, the Moisil-Theodorescu matrix-system
in three dimensions which is equivalent to the quaternion system (iax + joy +
koz)! = 0 and also Clifford algebra valued analysis which was already developed
by V. Iftimie and Fueter and his students, in particular by W. Nef. Apart from
that the name hypercomplex analysis is also used for various other generalizations
of the analysis of one complex variable such as the theory of Vekua systems and the
more general Douglis systems which were investigated by R.P. Gilbert, H. Begehr,
G. Hile and others. In this connection we also mention the work by K. Habetha
on function theory for general first order elliptic systems.

Hence one could say that Clifford analysis found its origin in quaternion
analysis as developed by Fueter, student of Hilbert from 1928. He was mostly mo
tivated by problems in number theory which he tried to generalize from the com
plex to the quaternion case. Another important generalization of complex analysis
was the theory of holomorphic functions of several complex variables, initiated
by H. Behnke. For a while there was a kind of competition between quaternion
analysis and several complex variables as to which should be the best generaliza
tion of complex analysis. Several complex variables quickly evolved into a major
mathematical discipline while the theory of regular or "monogenic" functions of a
quaternion variable, solving (oqo + iOql + jOq2 + koQ3)!(q) = 0 remained some
what marginal perhaps due to the fact that the product of monogenic functions is
no longer monogenic. Also the theory of monogenic functions in Clifford analysis
suffers from the same defect, which is a serious barrier in the generalization of
complex analysis to higher dimensional Clifford analysis compared with several
complex variables. On the other hand, the holomorphic functions of several com
plex variables may be seen as special monogenic functions. One may go further
and consider monogenic functions in several complex variables.

Hence the old competition between complex analysis and quaternion and
Clifford analysis faded away.

In fact the real breakthrough of Clifford analysis came during the last three
decades of the 20th Century, starting with the development of the basic theory
of monogenic functions by R. Delanghe and F. Brackx, followed by important
contributions from the "Ghent school" (Delanghe, Brackx, Sommen, Cnops, Van
Hamme, Pincket, Constales, Van Acker, Van Lancker) including two books and
various papers. Also the complexified version of Clifford analysis as developed
by V. Soucek, J. Bures and J. Ryan in combination with the conformal geometry
lead to important progress. Also important work on boundary value problems with
applications in engineering and physics is one of the cornerstones of the success
of Clifford analysis. Hereby we mention several interesting books and papers by
the German school with W. SproBig, K. Giirlebeck, S. Bernstein, H. Malonek, U.
Kahler and P. Cerejeiras.

Clifford analysis was introduced to the study of the L 2 boundedness of singu
lar integrals on Lipschitz surfaces by Margaret Murray in her thesis (1983) written
under the supervision of Raphy Coifman. She showed how Clifford analysis could
be used to prove the L 2 boundedness of the double layer potential operator on
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surfaces with small Lipschitz constants by using multilinear expansions, a method
extended to all Lipschitz constants by Alan MCIntosh.

Together with Chun Li, Tao Qian and Stephen Semmes, MCIntosh went on
to give more direct proofs and related results, including Fourier transformation
and multiplier theory of monogenic kernels and bounded holomorphic functional
calculi of Dirac operators forming operator algebras of singular integrals on Lips
chitz graphs. This study was highlighted at the Clifford analysis conference held
in Arkansas in 1993. The analogous theory on spheres and their Lipschitz pertur
bations was developed by Qian using Fueter's theorem and its generalizations on
inducing monogenic functions.

The use of Clifford analysis helped in the proof of Rellich inequalities, which
are used to show that operators such as the double layer potential operator are in
vertible on a Lipschitz surface. This leads to an increased understanding of bound
ary value problems for the Laplacian as well as for Maxwell's equations.

There is extensive research involving the interplay between Clifford and har
monic analysis by many people including J. Gilbert, G. David, J.-L. Journe, G.
Gaudry, R. Long, P. Auscher, P. Tchamitchian, Z. Wu, T. Tao, Yu Y. Qiao, S.
Huang and A. Axelsson. Marius Mitrea made many contributions to this theory
and gave a good presentation of the field in a book.

There were also books and papers on boundary values and operator theory
in Clifford analysis written by M. Shapiro, N. Vasilevski, V. Kisil, V. Kravchenko
with important applications to electromagnetism and strong interaction.

There is in addition a long list of people involved in the theory of Dirac
operators on manifolds initiated by Sir M.F. Atiyah, Sir R. Penrose, D. Hestenes
and T. Friedrich.

Recently there are also important contributions from Clifford analysis into
the theory of wavelets, in particular by M. Mitrea, L.Z. Peng, H.P. Liu, the current
Ghent school (including N. De Schepper), and, in relation to Paley-Wiener and
Shannon interpolation theorems, by T. Qian and K.I. Kou.

Also the theory of Dirac operators on the hyperbolic unit ball is an impor
tant topic of current investigation, mentioning hereby H. Leutwiler, T. Hempfling,
S.-L. Eriksson-Bique J. Cnops, P. Van Lancker, F. Sommen and D. Eelbode, P.
Cerejeiras and U. Kahler and J. Ryan and S. Liu and others. In connection with
Rarita-Schwinger systems there is important progress by the group Bures-Soucek
Sommen-Van Lancker-Bernardes, while in connection with hyperfunctions and al
gebraic analysis we mention the Italian school D. Struppa, I. Sabadini, F. Colombo
including F. Sommen.

Some aspects of octonion analysis have been studied by P. Dentoni, M. See,
C.A. Manogue, T. Dray, L.Z. Peng and X.M. Li.

Last but not least there are important application of Clifford analysis in
number theory with Eisenstein series and higher dimensional modular forms by S.
KrauBhar.
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Needless to say this list of developments is highly incomplete, but we think it
does give evidence of the fact that nowadays Clifford analysis has become a major
discipline of mathematics with a vast field of applications.

This volume is devoted to analytic and geometric aspects of Clifford anal
ysis and its applications. There are two sources of the collected papers. One is
the satellite conference to the International Congress for Mathematicians, August
2002, Beijing, held August 15-18 at the University of Macau; the other articles are
invited contributions not presented at the satellite conference. All the selected pa
pers were strictly refereed, and all contain unpublished new results. Some of them
include comprehensive surveys in the particular research areas of the authors.

The three parts of the book reflect the diverse aspects and applications of
Clifford analysis all of which use Clifford algebras as a main ingredient.

Part A on Differential Equations and Operator Theory starts with a survey
by A. Axelsson and A. MCIntosh on the L2-theory of boundary value problems
for the exterior and interior derivative operators on a bounded, weakly Lipschitz
domain in ~n. Particularly, the Hodge decompositions of the derivative operators
play an important role for the development of a theory of nilpotent operators in
these L2-spaces.

S. Bernstein shows that monogenic functions of bounded mean oscillation in
the unit ball of ~n can be properly defined. A duality theorem is proved which
connects to the Hardy space of right monogenic functions. In a further joint article
with K. Giirlebeck, L.F. Resendis and L.M. Tovar S., monogenic BM-functions are
characterized in terms of harmonic majorants. This is mainly done in the unit disc
of ~3 using quaternions. The same setting is used for the study of series expansions
of monogenic Bq-functions in the contribution by K. Giirlebeck and A. EI Sayed
Ahmed.

The survey by F. Brackx, R. Delanghe and F. Sommen summarizes what is
known on distributions in the Clifford analysis setting and introduces in a unifying
way new kinds of distributions generalizing the known ones and crucially making
use of spherical monogenics. Further, particularly the action of Dirac operators on
these distributions is studied.

Hypermonogenic functions, introduced by H. Leutwiler in the beginning of
the 1990s, have a lot of nice properties - particularly, powers of vectors are hy
permonogenic functions - but so far missed a Cauchy-type theorem. Two papers
by S.-L. Eriksson-Bique, the first of these jointly written with H. Leutwiler and
included in this volume, lead to integral formulas for hypermonogenic functions.

S. Liu and T. Qian examine a new approach to the pointwise convergence
of Fourier series on the unit sphere in ~4. The usage of Clifford analysis leads to
analogs of Riemann-Lebesgue and Dini type theorems.

Conformally flat manifolds are examples of objects where explicit calcula
tions can be performed, such as for Cauchy kernels, integral formulas and Dirac
operators in the Clifford analysis setting. J. Ryan considers in his contribution
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conformally flat manifolds that are conformally equivalent to open subsets of the
n-dimensional sphere in IRn+l.

Several extensions of Clifford analysis are proposed in the survey of 1. Saba
dini and F. Sommen. The authors collect known facts under the important view of
monogenic forms and then introduce to the theory of several vector variables and
to Clifford algebra valued systems of differential equations defined on bivectors
and £-vectors.

In Part B on Global Analysis and Differential Geometry Y. Homma is con
cerned with the construction of Bochner-Weitzenbock formulas for hyper-Kahler
ian gradients, using Lie theory and the Clifford algebra representation of symplectic
groups as main tools.

The sheaf of harmonic spinors on complex two-dimensional space lies in
the heart of T. Kori's article. A Runge type approximation theorem, cohomol
ogy groups and a Riemann-Roch type theorem are proved for conformally flat
manifolds.

M. Martin surveys the diverse connections between Clifford analysis, spin
geometry and seminormal systems of Hilbert space operators. Particularly, a new
approach to joint seminormality is given, leading to a Putnam type inequality for
Riesz transform models.

The contribution by Zhong Chunping and Zhong Tongde defines a mean value
Laplacian for strongly Kahler-Finsler manifolds which generalizes the Kahlerian
Laplacian. Coordinate representations and several properties are proved, and the
definition is extended to Hodge-Laplace operators on differential forms.

Applications to artificial intelligence, number theory, numerical analysis, and
physics are given in Part C of the book.

Non-commutative determinants of Moore and Dieudonne are applied in S.
Alesker's work to characterize plurisubharmonic functions and Monge-Ampere
equations in quaternionic variables.

K. Giirlebeck and W. SproBig study Galpern-Sobolev equations and their
discretization, leading to an implicit approximation scheme and to representation
formulas for the solutions.

Surprising links to number theory are provided in R.S. KrauBhar's survey.
Clifford algebra valued automorphic forms are intensively discussed and a wide
range of applications is given. Eisenstein and Poincare type series playa funda
mental role in this new theory of modular forms.

Clifford algebras also serve as framework for automated geometric theorem
proving in the contribution of H. Li. One reason is that these algebras are perfectly
suitable for invariant computations in metric geometry. Li introduces to Clifford
bracket algebras and Clifford expansions and gives several examples.

An introduction to the theory of (quaternion-valued) wavelets is offered by
L. Peng and J. Zhao. Multiresolution analysis, scaling functions and filters are
discussed for smooth orthogonal wavelets with short support and symmetry.
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Hodge Decompositions on Weakly Lipschitz
Domains

Andreas Axelsson, Alan MCIntosh

Abstract. We survey the £2 theory of boundary value problems for exterior
and interior derivative operators dkl = d + k1eo/\ and 8k2 = 8 + k2eo...J on a
bounded, weakly Lipschitz domain ncRn, for k1 , k2 E C. The boundary
conditions are that the field be either normal or tangential at the boundary.
The well-posedness of these problems is related to a Hodge decomposition of
the space £2 (n) corresponding to the operators d and 8. In developing this
relationship, we derive a theory of nilpotent operators in Hilbert space.

Mathematics Subject Classification (2000). 35J55, 35Q60, 47B99.

Keywords. Maxwell's equations, boundary value problem, Hodge decomposi
tion, Lipschitz domain, first order system, nilpotent operator, exterior deriv
ative.

1. Introduction

The aim of this paper is to survey and further develop the Hilbert space theory
of boundary value problems (BVP's) for the exterior (d) and interior derivative
(15) operators in a bounded domain 0 c Rn with a boundary E = 80 of minimal
regularity. The BVP we have in mind is the following. Given a (j - I)-vector field
G E L2(0; Aj-l) which is k2-divergence free, i.e. 15k2G = 0, find a j-vector field
FE L2 (0; Aj) such that

{

dk1F = 0 in 0,
15k2 F = G in 0,

1/ A f = 0 on E.

Here f := FIE and 1/ denotes the outward pointing unit vector field on E. Thus
the boundary condition 1/ A f = 0 means that F is normal on the boundary.

The authors were supported by the Australian Government through the Australian Research
Council. The research was conducted at the Centre for Mathematics and its Applications at the
Australian National University, Canberra.
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The differential operators are the zero order perturbations dk1 = d + k1eoi\ and
Ok2 = 0 + k2eo.J of the operators d and 0 defined in Section 2, where ki E Care
the wave numbers and eo E 1\1 is the time-like vector. An important property of
these operators is that they are nilpotent, i.e. dt = O~2 = O.

Example 1.1. When j = 1 and k1 = k2 = k, the BVP (1) is essentially the Dirichlet
BVP for the Helmholtz equation (~+ k2 )U = G, where U :n --+ 1\0 = C. To see
this, let F = dkU = \lU + keoU so that

OkF = OkdkU = (~ + k2)U = G.

Since u = UIE = 0 implies that f is normal, i.e. 1/ i\ f = 0 on ~, we see that the
two BVP's are equivalent. Note that since G in this case is a scalar function, the
condition Ok2G = 0 is automatically satisfied.

Similarly, the Neumann problem corresponds to (1) with tangential boundary
conditions, i.e. 1/ .J f = o.
Example 1.2. When n = 3 and j = 2, the BVP (1) coincides with the electro
magnetic BVP for time-harmonic (gt = -iw) Maxwell's equations with frequency
wEe and n- = R3 \ nbeing a perfect conductor. Assuming that n is composed
of a linear, homogeneous, isotropic, possibly conducting material with permittivity
E > 0, permeability J.L > 0 and conductivity a ~ 0, we consider the electromagnetic
field

F = JE,:'( -ieo) i\ (E1el + E2e2 + E3e3)

+ ~(Ble2 i\ e3 + B2e3 i\ el + B3el i\ e2) :n ----+ 1\2R 4
,

where E and B are the electric and magnetic fields and E. := E + ia/w. If we let
k1 = k2 = k =wVf:ji, then Faraday's induction law and the magnetic Gauss' law
combine to dkF = 0 whereas Maxwell's-Ampere's law and Gauss' law combine
to OkF = G, where the four-current G = J<:peo - JliJ satisfies the continuity
equation OkG = O.

In this paper we investigate BVP's from the point of view of splittings of
function spaces following our earlier work Axelsson-Grognard-Hogan-MCIntosh
[4], Axelsson [2] and [1]. The splittings relevant to this paper are Hodge type
decompositions of the Hilbert space L 2 (n; 1\). For simplicity, assume k2 = -k1c.

Then the operators dk1,n and Ok2,n are adjoint, where dk1,n denotes dk1 with
normal boundary conditions and Ok2,n denotes Ok2 without boundary conditions
in n, as in Definition 4.1. Consider the following diagram.
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What is needed here is to prove a Hodge decomposition, i.e. that the space
N(8k2 ,n) n N(dk1,n) of "harmonic forms" is finite dimensional and that the ranges
R(8k2 ,n) and R(dk1,n) are closed, or equivalently that R(f) is a closed subset of
finite codimension in the null space N(r) for both choices 8k2 ,n and dk1,n for f.

Note that Fredholm well-posedness of the BVP (1), put into operator theo
retic language means that

8k2 ,n : N(dk1,n) ----> N(8k2 ,n)

is a Fredholm map. Clearly this holds if we have a Hodge decomposition as above.
The Hodge decomposition in the case k1 = k2 = 0 for a general weakly Lipschitz
domain is due to Picard [21], and the extension to the case k2 = -k1C is straight
forward. Although the Hodge decomposition is not valid for general k1, k2 E C,
nevertheless the BVP (1) is well-posed in the Fredholm sense. Indeed the following
result will be proved in Section 4.

Theorem 1.3. Let ncRn be a bounded weakly Lipschitz domain, as in Defini
tion 2.1, and let k1, k2 E C. Then R(8k2 ,n) and R(dk1,n) are closed subspaces of
finite codimension in N(8k2 ,n) and N(dk1,n) respectively. The maps

8k2 ,n : N(dk1,n) ----> N(8k2 ,n) (2)

dk1,n: N(8k2 ,n) ----> N(dk1,n) (3)

are Fredholm maps with compact Fredholm inverses.
For the Hodge decomposition with tangential boundary conditions, i.e. with

8k2 ,n and dk1,n replaced by 8k2 ,n and dk1,n as in Definition 4.1, the corresponding
result holds.

W.V.D. Hodge's pioneering work on harmonic integrals on Riemannian man
ifolds during the 1930's was published in his book [12]. The splitting of a dif
ferential form into its exact, coexact and harmonic parts, now referred to as the
Hodge decomposition, was in this book proved using Fredholm's theory of linear
integral equations. The connection between splittings of function spaces such as
the Hodge decomposition and boundary value problems in potential theory was
early recognised by Weyl [27]. Here it was shown how the classical Dirichlet mini
mum principle could be replaced by the construction of orthogonal projections in
Hilbert space.

In the present paper, we treat Hodge decompositions from a purely first
order, operator theoretic point of view. By first order we mean that the focus is
on nilpotent operators (see Definition 3.1 below) such as the exterior derivative d
and not on the Hodge-Laplace operator ~ = d8 +8d. An early investigation along
these lines is Friedrichs [8], where the operators d and 8 were introduced as closed
unbounded operators. Other references we would like to mention are Kodaira [14],
where the weak Hodge decomposition (14) appears, and Gaffney [9] and [10] which
introduced the a priori estimate

(4)
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For a domain with boundary, we discuss this inequality in Theorem 4.10. For
further early literature on the Hodge decomposition, we refer to Chapter 7 in
Morrey [20].

On a domain with non-smooth boundary, the Gaffney-Friedrich inequality
(4) is in general not valid. The first proof of the Hodge decomposition on domains
with non-smooth boundaries without using (4) is Weck [26]. The extension to
general weakly Lipschitz domains is due to Picard [21].

Returning the Example 1.2, we remark that the standard approach to the
Maxwell BVP uses the Maxwell operator M acting on a pair of divergence-free
vector fields. An investigation of M on domains with non-smooth boundary, from
the point of view of the Weyl decomposition (essentially the Hodge decomposition
of vector fields) can be found in Birman-Solomyak [5], [6]. They show (in the
language of the present paper) how M constitute part of the elliptic Dirac operator
Dn-L from Example 4.6.

For further literature on the connection between Hodge decompositions and
BVP's, we refer to Schwarz [23] in the case of smooth domains and to Mitrea
Mitrea [17] in the case of strongly Lipschitz domains.

The key idea in this paper is that not only do we treat Hodge decomposi
tions from a pure first order point of view, but we show that by investigating the
"half-elliptic" operators d and <5 separately, one can easily prove the Hodge decom
position on a domain with weakly Lipschitz boundary. Indeed, it is not necessary
to use the given adjoint 8 operator in proving that R(dn) is closed and of finite
codimension in N(dn). As in Remark 3.12, we may equally well choose to work
with the adjoint given by a metric in which f2 has a smooth boundary.

The first step in the proof of Theorem 1.3 uses the duality theorem 3.3 from
general operator theory. As we show in Proposition 3.11, this duality result proves
that the maps (2) and (3) have the same properties concerning closed range and
compact inverse. The second step in the proof of Theorem 1.3 is Lemma 3.13, where
we use the basic differential geometric fact that the exterior derivative is indepen
dent of the Riemannian metric, here given in the form of Proposition 2.6. These
two steps show that the general case of a weakly Lipschitz domain in Theorem 1.3
can be reduced to the case of a smooth domain f2. This reduction technique has
been used by Picard [21]. We also provide some basic density results for the d and
<5 operators in Proposition 4.3 and construct extension maps in Proposition 4.8. Fi
nally, we survey three different ways to prove Theorem 1.3 under certain additional
regularity and topological assumptions on E.

• Theorem 4.10: The classical Gaffney-Friedrichs a priori estimate technique,
which gives optimal Wi(f2; 1\) regularity for fields in D(dn) n D(<5n ) if the
domain has a smooth boundary.
• Theorem 4.13: The boundary integral equation method, which gives optimal
regularity wi/2 (f2; 1\) in the class of strongly Lipschitz domains by using
Rellich estimates.
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• Theorem 4.17: A path integral method for a star shaped domain. This meth
od, which is based on the classical Poincare lemma, seems new. Although
it does not give optimal regularity, it has the advantage of being entirely
explicit.

2. Preliminaries

Throughout this paper n = n+ eRn denotes a bounded open set, separated from

the exterior domain n- = Rn \ n+ by a weakly Lipschitz interface I; = an+ =
an-, defined as follows.
Definition 2.1. The interface I; is weakly Lipschitz if, for all y E I;, there exists a
neighbourhood Vy :3 Y and a global bilipschitz map Py : Rn ---t Rn such that

n+ n Vy = py(R~) n Vy,

I; n Vy = py(Rn- 1 ) n Vy,

n- n Vy = py(R~) n Vy.

In this case n is called a bounded weakly Lipschitz domain.
If p : Rn ---t R n is a global bilipschitz map, then p(Rn-l) is called a special

weakly Lipschitz surface/interface and p(Wi,) are called special weakly Lipschitz
domains.

By Rademacher's theorem, a weakly Lipschitz surface I; has a tangent plane
and an outward (into n-) pointing unit normal v(y) at almost every y E I;.

Example 2.2. We now give two examples of weakly Lipschitz surfaces which are
not strongly Lipschitz, i.e. not locally the graph of a Lipschitz function.

(i) Let Po : sn-l ---t sn-l be a bilipschitz homeomorphism of the unit sphere.
Consider the conical surface

I;:= {x E Rn \ {O}; x/lxl E po(sn-l nRn-1n u {O}.

The natural parametrisation here is p(rw) := rpo(w), r 2: 0, wE sn-l. Using
the identity Irw - r'w'I 2 = Ir - r'I 2 +rr'lw _w'12, it is straightforward to show
that p : Rn ---t Rn is a bilipschitz map. Thus I; is a weakly Lipschitz surface.

An important special case is the "two brick" domain, defined as the
interior of

{(x,y,z) E R 3
; Y ~ 0, z ~ O} u {(x,y,z) E R 3

; x ~ 0, z 2: O}.

Indeed, the intersection with the unit sphere 8 2 is a two dimensional strongly
Lipschitz domain. Nevertheless, the boundary of the two brick domain is not
locally a graph of a Lipschitz function around O.

(ii) Let ai > 0 and e-27ra2 < al < a2 and consider the logarithmic spiral

n:= {reiO ; r > 0, () E R, ale-o < r < a2e-o} C R 2 .
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To see that n is a special weakly Lipschitz domain, define the maps
Ps(x,y):= (x cos(s lnr) - ysin(slnr),xsin(slnr) + ycos(slnr)),

where r2 = x2 + y2, or in complex notation Ps : z 1---7 zeis In Izl. We see that
Ps 0 Pt = PsH, S, t E R and that 1\718l Psi ~ C. In particular P-l : R 2 ----7 R 2

is a bilipschitz map. Since

n = P-l({Z E C; lnal < arg(z) < Ina2}),

this shows that n is a special weakly Lipschitz domain. But clearly an is not
locally a graph of a Lipschitz function around O.

In this paper we make use of the three differential operators d, 6 and D as
described below. These operators act on functions F : n ----7 1\ which take values
in an exterior algebra 1\, sometimes referred to as (multivector-)fields. Boundary
traces and fields on I; will be written with small letters, for example f. We here
use the complexified exterior algebra

1\ = I\cRn+1 = 1\0 EB 1\1 EB ... EB I\n+!

for Rn spacetime. Let {es ; s C {O, 1, ... ,n}} be the standard basis for I\cRn+1.

Here eo E 1\1 is interpreted as a (imaginary time-like) vector and the space of j
vectors I\j is the span of {e s ; lsi = j}. Furthermore, let (.,.) denote the standard
complex bilinear pairing, U C denote component-wise complex conjugation and u~

denote involution. Concretely, if we expand the multivectors u, v E I\cRn+1 as
u = Ls uses and v = L vses, then

(u, v) = L UsVs ,

u~ = L( -l)lsluses'

Definition 2.3. Introduce the counting function O"(s, t) := #{(Si, tj) ; Si > tj},
where s = {sd, t = {tj } C {O, 1, ... ,n}. Basic complex bilinear products on the
algebra 1\ are the following.

(i) The exterior product of two basis multivectors es and et is

es II et = (-1 )""(s,t) esut if s n t = 0 and otherwise zero.

(ii) The left (right) interior product u ..J v (u LV) is the unique bilinear (non
associative) product for which (u..J x, y) = (x, U II y) and (x L U, y) = (x, Y II u)
respectively for all u, x, y E 1\. The action on two basis vectors es and et is

e e - (_l)a(s,t\s) e e e - (_l)a(t\s,s) e
s..J t - t\s, t L s - t\s,

if set and otherwise zero.
(iii) The Clifford product of two basis multivectors es and et is

es 6 et = (-1 )a(s,t) es6t>
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where [:, denotes the symmetric difference when acting on index sets. When
there is no risk of confusion we will use the standard short-hand notation
uv := u [:, v for the Clifford product.

Proposition 2.4. For a vector a E 1\1 and for general multivectors u, v and w E 1\

the following hold.

U -l (v -l w) = (v /\ u) -l W

a[:,u=a-lu+a/\u
, I ( ,)a -l u = -u L a = 2 a [:, u - u [:, a

a /\ u = U' /\ a = ~(a [:, u +u' [:, a)

a -l (u /\ v) = (a -l u) /\ V + u' /\ (a -l v)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

These basic geometric algebra identities are essentially well known and we
omit the proof. Here (5) is the associativity property of the interior product. The
formulae (7) and (8), which are inverse to (6), are sometimes referred to as Riesz'
formulae. The formula (9) is the derivation property for the interior product. A
classical example of (9) is when a, b = u and c = v are vectors in a three
dimensional space. Using the Hodge complement u-l := U-le123 (usually called the
Hodge star *u), and the vector product b x c = (b /\ c)-l, we get the well known
identity

-a x (b x c) = a -l (b /\ c) = (a, b)c - (a, c)b.

Throughout this paper we make use of the nabla symbol \1 = 2:7=1 e/lj. We
recall that the products /\, -l and [:, induce differential operators

n

dF(x) := \1/\ F(x) = L ej /\ (ojF)(x),
j=1

n

15F(x) := \1 -l F(x) = L ej -l (ojF)(x),
j=1

n

DF(x) := \1 [:, F(x) = L ej [:, (ojF)(x) = dF(x) + 15F(x).
j=1

In the same spirit we also denote the full differential of F by \1 0 F(x) =
2: ej 0 (ojF)(x) E Rn 0 1\. Here the formal adjoint of the exterior derivative
operator d is the negative of the interior derivative 8; this differs from the standard
convention. Sometimes we refer to d as (generalised) curl and to 8 as (generalised)
divergence. The (elliptic) Dirac operator D = d + 8 is formally skew-adjoint. Here
D is a square root of the Hodge-Laplace operator t1 = d15 + 15d.

The most important property of the differential operators d and 8 is that
they commute with a change of variables if we change the direction of the field in
an appropriate way.
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Definition 2.5. Let p : U --4 V be a diffeomorphism between two open sets U and
VeRn. Denote by p the Jacobian matrix of p at x E U and extend this linear

-x
map TxRn

--4 Tp(x)Rn to a A-isomorphism ex: 1\ --4 1\ such that ex(eo) = eo and

p (ei 1 A... AeiJ = (p ei1 ) A... A(p eik)'
-x -x-x

if {i1 , ... ,id c {O, 1, ... ,n}. To a field F : V --4 1\ we associate the pullback
p* F :U --4 1\ and push forward p;lF :U --4 1\ of F as follows.

(p* F)(x) := (p )*(F(p(x))),
-x

(p;lF)(x) := (p )-l(F(p(x))).
-x

For convenience, we also define the reduced push forward

p;l F := J(p)p;l F : U ----+ 1\,

where J(p)(x)(el A... Aen) = P (el A... Aen) denotes the Jacobian determinant.
-x

Proposition 2.6. If p and F are as in Definition 2.5, then we have commutation
properties

d(p* F) = p*(dF),

and homomorphism properties

8(--lF) = --1(8F)p* p* , (10)

p*(F AG) = p*FA p*G, p;l(F AG) = p-;l FA p-;lG, (11)

p*(F -.J G) = p-;lF -.J p*G, p-;l(F -.J G) = p* F -.J p-;lG. (12)

In particular, if FJ. := F -.J eOl...n denotes the complement of F, then p*(FJ.) =
(p;lF)J..

Proof. Note that we have the two pairs of adjoint operators

ex: TxRn
----+ Tp(x)Rn, (ex)* : Tp(x)Rn

----+ TxRn,

and

p* : L2 (U; 1\) ----+ L2 (V; 1\), p* : L2 (V; 1\) ----+ L2 (U; 1\),

if "il0 p, "il0 p-l E Loo . The identities d(p* F) = p*(dF), p*(F AG) = p*FA p*G
and p;l(FAG) = p;lFAp;lG are well known facts from the theory of differential
forms. The remaining identities follow by duality. 0

In order to treat Stokes' type theorems in a unified way, we record the fol
lowing theorem, here referred to as the boundary theorem.

Theorem 2.7. Let V be a finite dimensional linear space and let F : n --4 V be a
function in n smooth up to ~ = an with boundary trace f := FIE. Then we have

l v(y) 0 f(y) da(y) = l "il0 F(x) dx,

where the integrand is R n 0 V valued, v is the outward pointing normal and da is
the scalar surface measure.
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Remark 2.8. (i) Note that, via a limiting argument, the boundary theorem can be
extended to less regular functions.

(ii) Recall that this theorem is universal in the sense that for any given finite
dimensional linear space Wand bilinear form L : Rn x V --+ W, L can be lifted
to a linear map L : R n 0 V --+ W. Applying this to the formula in the boundary
theorem gives the special case IE L(v(y), f(y)) d(J(Y) = III L('V, F(x)) dx.

We end this section with a discussion, preliminary to Section 4, about natural
boundary conditions for d and fJ. Let F : 0 --+ /\ be a multivector field in 0, smooth
up to ~, and extend it by zero to a field Fz on Rn. If (J denotes the surface measure
on ~, it follows that in distribution sense we have

d(Fz) = dFb - (v A f)(J and fJ(Fz) = fJFb - (v ...J f)(J.

For example, the first identity follows from the boundary theorem, using V = /\0/\
and the linear map L :R n 0 (/\ 0 /\) --+ C : a 0 (F 0 G) ....... (a A F, G), since

('VAFz,<I»=- i(F,'V...J<I» = i('VAF,<I»- ~(VAf,cjJ),

for any <I> E C~(Rn; /\). Thus, requiring that d(Fz ) E L2 (Rn; /\) means that
dF E L2 (O; /\) and that v A f = 0, i.e. the field F is normal to ~. Similarly,
requiring that fJ(Fz) E L2 (Rn; /\) means that fJF E L2 (O; /\) and that V...J f = 0,
i.e. the field F is tangential to ~. We note that each boundary condition refers to
half of the components (in the full exterior algebra /\) of the field vanishing on ~.

When F E L2(O; /\) and d(Fz) E L2(Rn; /\), although the field F is normal
to ~, it does not necessarily have a well defined normal component V...J f on ~. To
see this, consider the vector field

F(x) := {en, 1/(2j + 1) < Xn::; 1/(2j),
0, 1/(2j) < X n ::::: 1/(2j - 1),

locally around x = (x', xn) = o. Then Fz E L2,loc(Rn; /\) and d(Fz) = 0, but
clearly F does not have a well defined trace.

Similarly, control of F and fJ (Fz ) is not enough for defining the tangential
part of the trace.

3. Nilpotent operators in Hilbert spaces

In this section we develop the operator theory for a nilpotent operator r. This is
then applied to the d and fJ operators in Section 4.

Recall the following basic spaces associated with a linear operator A : 'HI --+
'H2 between Hilbert spaces 'Hi.

• Domain D(A) := {x E 'HI ; Ax is defined}
• Null space N(A) := {x E D(A) ; Ax = O}
• Range R(A) := {Ax; x E D(A)}
• Graph G(A):= {(x,Ax)t E 'HI ffi'H2; x E D(A)}
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If Al and A2 are two linear operators, then we write Al C A2 if G(Ad c G(A2).

Definition 3.1. An operator r : H --+ H in a Hilbert space H is said to be nilpotent
if it is closed (i.e. G(r) is closed), densely defined (i.e. D(r) is dense in H) and if
R(r) c N(r). In particular, r 2 cO.

Recall that N(A) always is closed in HI for a closed operator. For a nilpotent
operator r in H, we have inclusions

R(r) c R(r) c N(r) c D(r) c H. (13)

Note carefully that R(r) may not be closed. Our main work will be to prove that
R(r) is closed when r is one of the d and 8 operators in O.

From (13) we also see that r acts as a bounded nilpotent operator r : D(r) --+

D(r), where D(r) is a Hilbert space with the graph norm IlxI16(r) := IlxI12+llfxI12.

Definition 3.2. Let Al : HI --+ H2 and A2 : H2 --+ HI be two linear operators. We
say that Al and A2 are (maximal) adjoint operators if

G(Ad = {(x, AIx)t EHI tJJ H2 ; x E D(AI)}

IG(A2) = {(-A2y,y)t E HI tJJH2 ; y E D(A2)}

are orthogonal complements in HI tJJH2, where I(x,y)t:= (-y,x)t. In particular
both Al and A2 are closed, densely defined operators, and if x E D(Ad and
y E D(A2 ), then (x, A2y) = (AIx, y).

Given a closed, densely defined operator A in H, we define G(A*):= (IG(A))-l.
Since A is densely defined, G(A*) is the graph of a closed linear operator A*, and
since A is closed it follows that A* is densely defined. We say that A * is the
(maximal) adjoint operator of A.

A fundamental result for adjoint operators is the following, which for example
can be found in Kato [13].

Theorem 3.3. Let A and A* be adjoint closed, densely defined Hilbert space opera
tors. Then R(A).l = N(A*) and R(A*).1 = N(A). Moreover, R(A) is closed if and
only if R(A*) is closed.

Corollary 3.4. If r is a nilpotent operator, then so is r* .

Note that a nilpotent operator acts

r: N(r).l = R(r*) ----; R(r) c N(r),

where the restriction of r is injective. Thus N(r) is at least "half" of H.

Proposition 3.5. Let r be a nilpotent operator in a Hilbert space H, with adjoint
r*. For each a E C with lal = 1, let the corresponding swapping operator be
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IIa := r +ar* with domain D(IIa) := D(r) n D(r*). Then we have H-orthogonal
decompositions

H = R(r*) EB (N(r*) n N(r)) EB R(r), (14)

D(r) = (D(r) n R(f*)) EB (N(r*) n N(r)) EB R(r), (15)

D(r*) = R(r*) EB (N(r*) n N(r)) EB (D(r*) n R(r)) , (16)

D(IIa) = (D(r) n R(r*)) EB (N(r*) n N(r)) EB (D(r*) n R(r)). (17)

The swapping operator is a closed, densely defined operator in H with null space
N(IIa) = N(r) n N(r*) and range R(IIa) = R(r) EB R(r*). The adjoint of IIa is
a C IIa . Thus III is a self adjoint operator and II-I is a skew adjoint operator.

The swapping operator IIa is unitary equivalent to both vallI and -lla . In
particular, the spectrum (T(IIa ) is contained in the line vaR and it is symmetric
with respect to o.
Proof. From Theorem 3.3 we obtain the two orthogonal splittings

H = R(r*) EB N(r) = N(r*) EB R(r).

Using (13), we get inclusions R(r*) c N(r*) and R(r) c N(r). Therefore taking
the intersection of the two splittings gives (14). Now write

HI := R(r*) = N(r).L ~ H/N(r),

Ho := N(r*) n N(r) ~ N(r)/R(r) ~ N(r*)/R(r*),

H2 := R(r) = N(r*).L ~ H/N(r*),

and let Pi denote the orthogonal projection onto Hi. To prove the decomposition
(15), note that the inclusion:) is trivial. For the opposite inclusion, decompose
x E D(r) with (14) as x = Xl + Xo + X2, where Xi E Hi. Since X2 E R(r) c D(r)
and Xo E N(r*) n N(r) c D(r) we deduce that Xl = X - Xo - X2 E D(r).

The decomposition of D(r*) follows similarly, and taking the intersection of
(15) and (16) yields (17).

To determine N(IIa), note that the inclusion:) is trivial and C follows since
R(r) and R(r*) are orthogonal. For R(IIa), the inclusion c is trivial. On the other
hand if y = rXI + ar*X2, then y = IIa(PIXI + P2X2) where PIXI + P2X2 E
D(r) n D(r*).

We now show that IIa and aCIIa are maximal adjoint operators. First note
that (IIax,y) = (x,aCIIay) if x, y E D(IIa), i.e. G(IIa) and IG(aCIIa) are orthog
onal. To prove that G(IIa).L C IG(aCIIa), let (-z, y)t E G(IIa).L and decompose
y = YI + Yo + Y2 with (14). We see that YI E R(f*) c D(r*), Yo E N(r*) n N(r) c
D(r*) n D(r) and Y2 E R(r) c D(r). To verify that Y2 E D(r*), let X E D(r) and
calculate

(rx, Y2) = (IIaPlx, Y2) = (IIaPlx, y) = (x, Plz).
This proves that (Y2' Plz)t E (IG(r)).L = G(r*). Similarly it follows that YI E D(r)
and thus y E D(II",).
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That TIQ is closed and densely defined now follows from the adjointness of
TIQ and aCTIQ (or can be verified directly). Furthermore, note that for any (3 E C,
1(31 = 1 we have

TIQ(PI + Po + (3cPz) = (PI + Po + (3cPZ)(3TIC6c)2Q'

The case (3 = -1 shows that TIQ and -TIQ are unitary equivalent, and the case
(3 = va shows that TIQ and vaTII are unitary equivalent. 0

Remark 3.6. We have chosen the name "swapping operator" since we have the
following mapping diagram

N(f*) n N(r)

R(f),

in which TIQ swaps the subspaces R(f*) and R(f).

We now investigate when a nilpotent operator is maximal in the sense that
it is "half elliptic". More precisely we make the following definitions.

Definition 3.7. Let A : HI -+ Hz be a closed, densely defined operator between
Hilbert spaces. We say that A is a Fredholm operator if the null space N(A) and
the cokernel Hz/R(A) are finite dimensional and the range R(A) is closed (which
follows from dim(Hz/R(A)) < (0).

Proposition 3.8. Let A : HI -+ Hz be a closed, densely defined operator between
Hilbert spaces. Then A is a Fredholm operator if and only if there exist bounded
operators T I , Tz :Hz -+ HI and compact operators K I : HI -+ HI and K z :Hz -+

Hz such that R(Tz) c D(A) and

TIA = I +KI

ATz = I + K z

In this case, the following are equivalent.

• The embedding D(A) ~ HI is compact.
• The left inverse T I is compact.
• The right inverse Tz is compact.

The Fredholm inverses TI and Tz satisfies TI +TIKz = Tz + KITz.

Two references on Fredholm operator theory are Schechter [22] and Kato [13].

Definition 3.9. Let A : HI -+ Hz be a Fredholm operator between Hilbert spaces.
We say that A is diffuse if its domain D(A) is compact in HI, or equivalently if it
has a compact Fredholm inverse.
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Definition 3.10. Let f be a nilpotent operator in a Hilbert space 'H. We say that
f is a Fredholm-nilpotent operator if the reduced operator

r : H/N(r) ----t N(r)

with domain D(r) := D(r)/N(r) is a Fredholm operator. If r is a diffuse Fredholm
operator, then f is said to be a diffuse Fredholm-nilpotent operator.

Proposition 3.11. Let f and IIa be as in Proposition 3.5. Then the following are
equivalent.

(i) f is a Fredholm-nilpotent operator.
(i') f* is a Fredholm-nilpotent operator.
(ii) IIa is a Fredholm operator.

When this holds, f induces a Hodge type decomposition (or splitting) of H, i. e.

H = R(f*) E& (N(f*) n N(r)) E& R(f),

where the ranges R(f*) and R(f) are closed and N(f*)nN(f) is finite dimensional.
If in addition N(f*) n N(f) = {O}, then the splitting is said to be exact.

The equivalence of (i), (i') and (ii) remains true if "Fredholm(-nilpotent) op
erator" is replaced by "diffuse Fredholm(-nilpotent) operator". In this case, we also
have the following.

(iii) The spectrum £T(IIa ) is a discrete set consisting of eigenvalues only.
(iv) If f o is a bounded, nilpotent operator such that ffo + fof = 0 on O(f) =
O(f + f o), then the perturbed operator f + f o is also a diffuse Fredholm
nilpotent operator.

Proof. Split H = HI E& Ho E& Hz as in the proof of Proposition 3.5.
Theorem 3.3 shows that (i) and (i') are equivalent since

1-l0 = N(f) n R(f).L = N(f*) n R(f*).L.

Furthermore, since f : HI ----+ Hz and f* : Hz ----+ HI are adjoint operators, it
follows that (f*)-l = (f-1)* :HI ----+ Hz is compact if and only if f- 1 : 'Hz ----+ HI
is. Therefore f is a diffuse Fredholm-nilpotent operator if and only if f* is.

Note that since R(r) and R(f*) are orthogonal, they are both closed if and
only if R(IIa) = R(f*) E& R(f) is closed. As N(IIa) = 'Ho = 'H/R(IIa ) it follows
that (i) and (i') are equivalent with (ii). Moreover D(IIa) = D(r*) E& 1-l0 E& D(f),
so IIa is a diffuse Fredholm operator if and only if both f and f* are diffuse
Fredholm-nilpotent operators.

The discreteness result (iii) follows from the identity

(M - A)-l - (M - IIa)-l = (M - A)-l(A - IIa)(M - IIa)-l

which shows that (A-IIa ) fails to be invertible if and only if (J=(Y-A)-l E £T(K).
But since K := (J=(Y - IIa )-l is compact, its spectrum is discrete.

To prove (iv), let IIa and II~ be swapping operators corresponding to f and
f + fo. Then D(II~) = D(IIa) is compactly embedded in 'H. Lemma 3.14 below
now shows that f + fa is a diffuse Fredholm-nilpotent operator. 0
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Remark 3.12. An important observation here is that the statement (i) is indepen
dent of which Hilbert norm on H we are using (as long as it induces the same
topology), whereas in (i') and (ii), the adjoint operator f* and TIa depends on the
scalar product.

We finish this section with two techniques to establish Fredholm-nilpotence
of a given nilpotent operator f.

Lemma 3.13. Let Hand Ho be two Hilbert spaces and consider the diagram

where f and f 0 are closed, densely defined operators in Hand Ho respectively and
T and S are bounded maps such that TS = hi. IfTfo C fT and Sf C foS, then
we have the following.

(i) If f 0 is a nilpotent operator, then so is f.
(ii) Iffo is a Fredholm-nilpotent operator, then so is f.
(iii) If f o is a diffuse Fredholm-nilpotent operator, then so is f.

The proof of this intertwining lemma is straightforward and we omit it.

Lemma 3.14. Let ITa be a swapping operator as in Proposition 3.5. If the embedding
D(TIa ) '---+ H is compact, then ITa is a diffuse Fredholm operator with index zero.

Proof. Consider the operators

(18)

Since a(ITa ) C y!aR by Proposition 3.5, (18) is an isomorphism when A tt y!aR.
Now observe that AI : D(TIa) ---+ H is a compact operator. Thus TIa : D(TIa) ---+ H
is a Fredholm operator with index zero. 0

4. Hodge decompositions for d and 6

In this section we apply the general theory for nilpotent operators from Section 3
to the following d and 0 operators in a bounded weakly Lipschitz domain O.

Definition 4.1. (i) Let dll and Oil be the closed, nilpotent d and 0 operators
(Without boundary conditions) in L2(n; /\) with natural domains, i.e.

and similarly for Oil.
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(ii) Let dIT (d with normal boundary conditions) and 8n (8 with tangential bound
ary conditions) be the closed, nilpotent d and 8 operators in 0 with domains

D(dIT ) := {F E L2(0; A) ; d(Fz) E L2(Rn
;A)},

D(8IT) := {F E L2 (0; A) ; 8(Fz ) E L2 (Rn
;A)},

where Fz E L2(Rn; A) denotes the zero-extension of F to Rn.

Remark 4.2. If F E D(dIT), then F is normal to E. The nilpotence of dIT shows
that not only is dITF curl free, it is also normal to E. Similarly, if FE D(8IT), then
F is tangential to E. The nilpotence of 8IT shows that not only is 8ITF divergence
free, it is also tangential to E.

Examples of nilpotent operators considered in this paper are, for each wave
number k E C, the four operators

dk,o = do + keO!\, 8k,0 = 80 + keo...J,

dk,n = dIT + keO!\, 8k,n = 8IT + keo ...J •

Obviously we have dk,n C dk,O and 8k,n C 8k,0.

Proposition 4.3. The operators do and dIT have cores (i. e. a subset of the domain
which is dense in graph norm)

CO'(O; A) C D(dIT)

respectively. In particular, the inclusions

d(CO' (0; A)) C R(dIT)

are dense. We also have dense subspaces

{Fin; FE CO'(Rn
; A), suppdF cc O-} C N(dn ),

{F E CO'(O; A) ; dF = O} C N(dIT).

The same holds true when d is replaced by 8.

Before giving the proof, we note the following important corollary.

Corollary 4.4. The two operators dIT and -80 are adjoint in the sense of Def
inition 3.2 and so are do and -8IT. For the zero order perturbations we have
d:,n = -Lkc,o and dk,O = -8_kc ,n'

Proof. Consider the first pair. By Definition 3.2 we need to prove that G(dIT) =

G(-80), where G(dIT) = IG(dIT)1. .
To show dIT C -80 , let (U, F)t E G(dIT). Then in particular

L(U, dif>C) =L(F, if>C) for all if> E CO'(O) C D(dIT)·

Thus -8nU = F E L 2 (0; A) in distribution sense, which proves (U, F)t E G(-8n ).
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Conversely, to show dIT :J -8n, by Proposition 4.3 it suffices to prove that
IG(driJ and {(<p, -8n<p)t ; <p E CO'(Rn; 1\)ln} are orthogonal. If U E D(dIT) and
<p E CO'(Rn; 1\)ln, we get

r(<P,dITUC
) = r (<P,dU~) = r (-8<p,U~) = r(-8n<p,UC

).In JRn JRn In
This shows that dIT and -8n are adjoint. The adjointness of dn and -8IT follows
similarly. Moreover, since (A + T)* = A* +T* whenever A is a closed, densely
defined operator and T is a bounded operator, this proves the rest of the corollary.

o

To prove Proposition 4.3, we use Lie flows t t--+ a; and t t--+ a~1 constructed
as follows.

Lemma 4.5. There exists a family at : Rn ~ Rn of bilipschitz maps (all being
identity outside a compact set), ItI < T, with the following properties.

at(O) cO,

at(O) :J 0,
Ila;F - FII L2(Rn;l\) ~ 0,

IIa~1 F - FIIL2(Rn;l\) ~ 0,

0< t < T,

- T < t < 0,
t ~ 0, F E L2(Rn

; 1\),

t ~ 0, F E L2 (Rn
; 1\).

Proof. Let 0 c uf'=oV; and Pj : Rn ~ Rn, j = 1 .. . N, be the local bilipschitz
parametrisations from Definition 2.1 and let Vo cc 0 be contained in the interior.
Let B1 := B(O,l) C B2 := B(0,2) be concentric balls. We may assume that
L: C uf' pj B 1 and that PjB2 Cc '0, j = 1 ... N. Let", ECO'(Rn) be such that
0::; ", ::; 1, ",IB 1 = 1 and ",IRn\B2 = 0. Define for ItI ::; T the translation map

f3t : R n
~ R n

: x 1----4 x + ",(Ixl)ten,

let cY1 := Pj 0 f3t 0 pjl and extend to identity outside '0 and let at := af" o ... 0 at·
Obviously the required mapping properties for at holds.

For the Lie pullback flow, if a;F = (at)*G where G := (a;)* ... (af")*F
then

Ila;F - FIIL2(Rn;l\) ::; II (a;)*G - FIIL2(V1;1\) + II(a;)*G - FIIL2(V{;I\)

::; II (a;)*G - GIIL2(V1;1\) + IIG - FIIL2(V1;1\) + IIG - FIIL2(v{;I\)'

Thus it suffices to show that II(a{)*F - FIIL2(Vj;l\) ~ 0. But (essentially) since
translation is L 2 continuous, this follows from

II(a~)* F - FIIL2(Vj;l\) ;S 11(f3t)*(p;F) - (p;F)IIL2(uj;l\) ~ 0.

The proof of the L2-continuity of the reduced push forward flow is similar. 0

Proof of Proposition 4.3. Let "'s(x) := s-n",(x/s) be a mollifier. For F E D(dn),
let °< s << t and define approximating fields

Fs,t :="'s * (a;Fz ).
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Then IlFs,t - FIID(dn) ~ IlFs,t - FIIL2 + lI(dF)s,t - dFIIL2 -t 0 as S, t -t O. Further
more, if doF = 0 and 0 < s << t, then dFs,t = 0 in a neighbourhood of n, due to
Proposition 2.6.

On the other hand for F E D(dn), let 0 < S « -t and define approximating
fields Fs,t as above. Then Fs,t E cO'(n; A) if 0 < S << -t and IlFs,t - FIID(d

IT
) -t 0

as s, t -t O. Furthermore, if dnF = 0 then dnFs,t = O. 0

Example 4.6. Using Proposition 3.5, we form the corresponding swapping operators
II-I·

(i) If r = dn' then the (Hodge-)Dirac operator on 0. with normal boundary
conditions is

Do.l := dn +(50.
Note that D~.l = dn80 +80dn is the Hodge-Laplace operator with relative (gen
eralised Dirichlet) boundary conditions. For a scalar function U : 0. -t AD, we have
D~.lU = 8odnU, and U E D(dn) incorporates the boundary condition Ub: = 0
since all scalars are tangential.

(ii) If r = do, then the (Hodge~)Diracoperator on 0. with tangential boundary
conditions is

DOli := do + 8n·
Here the Hodge-Laplace operator with absolute (generalised Neumann) boundary
conditions is D~II = do8n + 8ndo. Note that for a scalar function U : 0. -t AD,
we have D~.lU = 8ndoU, and doU E D(8n) incorporates the boundary condition
~~ = (1/, VUIE) = O.

(iii) As is well known, the null spaces

N(Do.l) = N(dn) n N(8o) = N(D~.l),

N(DolI ) = N(do) n N(8n) = N(D~II)

of the Dirac operators Do.l and DOli can be identified with the de Rham co
homology spaces of 0. with normal (relative) and tangential (absolute) boundary
conditions, and are thus determined by the global topology of n. However, we are
here mainly interested in how the local regularity of the boundary I; influences
the Fredholm properties of the Dirac operators Do.l and D nll .

We now turn to the proof of Theorem 1.3 and show how to reduce to the
case 0. = B, where B is the unit ball in Rn. The proof that DB.l and DOli are
diffuse Fredholm operators is deferred to the end of this section. It follows from
either Theorem 4.10, Theorem 4.13 (combined with Lemma 3.14) or Theorem 4.17
(combined with Proposition 3.11).

Proof of Theorem 1.3. (i) We first consider the unperturbed case ki = k2 = O. By
Proposition 3.11 it suffices to show that Do.l is a diffuse Fredholm operator. Using
Definition 2.1 we see that there exist bilipschitz maps Pj : B -t nj , j = 1, ... ,N,

where B denotes the open unit ball in Rn, such that 0. = U;=I nj . Furthermore
we may assume that Pj extends to a bilipschitz map between slightly larger open
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sets. Choose a smooth partition of unity {11]} such that supp T/j CC Rn \ (0 \ OJ)
and '£-17] = 1 on O.

Assuming that DBl. is a diffuse Fredholm operator, it follows from Propo
sition 3.11 that dB is a diffuse Fredholm-nilpotent operator. We may now apply
Lemma 3.13 with 11. = L2(Oj;I\), 11.0 = L2(B;I\), A = do.

j
, Ao = dB' T = (pjl)*

and S = pj = T- I , since Proposition 2.6 proves that T and S intertwine A and
Ao. This shows that do.. is a diffuse Fredholm-nilpotent operator.

J

Applying Proposition 3.11 again with f = do.
j
shows that Dot is a diffuse

Fredholm operator. Localising, we can now prove that the Dirac operator Dol. is
a diffuse Fredholm operator. Indeed, if Tj are compact Fredholm inverses to D[!l.

J

respectively as in Proposition 3.8, then a compact Fredholm inverse to Dol. is

T(F) := L T/jTj(T/jF).
j

Similarly one can show that the Dirac operator DOli is a diffuse Fredholm
operator.

(ii) To prove that the map (2) is a diffuse Fredholm map for general kl

and k2 , note that (i) above and Proposition 3.11(iv) with f + f o = d_ kc 0. and
2 '

f* + ro = -t5k2 ,O shows that we have a Hodge decomposition

L2 (0; 1\) = R(t5k2 ,O) EB (N(t5k2 ,O) n N(d_k~,o.)) EB R(d_k~,o.)

and that t5k2 ,O : N(d_k~,o.) -+ N(t5k2 ,O) is a diffuse Fredholm map. In particular
N(t5k2 ,O)/R(t5k2 ,O) is finite dimensional, and similarly N(dk"o.)/R(dk"o.) is finite
dimensional. Thus it suffices to prove that

t5k2 ,O : R(dk1,0.) ---+ R(t5k2 ,O)

is a diffuse Fredholm map. Consider the following diagram

R(dk1,0.)~R(d_k~,o.) ~ R(t5k2 ,O)

~ EB
N(t5

k2
,O) Ok2'~ 0,

where PI and P2 denotes the associated orthogonal projections. To show that
t5k2 opIIR(d -) = t5k2 OIR(d -) is a diffuse Fredholm map, we first prove a priori

1 kl,n ' kl,n

estimates for pIIR(dk1,n)' Note that (i) above and Proposition 3.11(iv) show that
any F E R(dk1,0.) has a potential F = dk"o.U where the map F f--+ U is compact.
This gives

11F11 2 = r (PIF, F C
) + (P2F, (d k1 nUn = r (PIF, r) - (k1+ k2)(eO --1 F, UC

).io ' io
Dividing by IIFII gives the a priori estimate IIFII ~ I!PIFII + 11U11. This shows
that t5k2 ,O(N(dk, ,0.)) is closed and that N(t5k2 ,oIN(dk1 ,n)) is finite dimensional. Now
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Lemma 4.7 below shows that the cokernel N(bk2 ,n) ebk2,nN(dkl:n) is finite dimen
sional, which completes the proof. 0

Lemma 4.7. The deficiency indices of the maps (2) and (3) are

a(bk2 ,nIN(dk1 ,n)) = dim(N(bk2 ,n) n N(dk1,n))

,B(bk2 ,n1N(dk1 ,n)) = dim(N(bk2 ,n) n N(d_k~,n)) + dim(R(Lk~,n) n R(d_k~,n))

a(dkl,nIN(6k2'O)) = dim(N(bk2 ,n) n N(dk1,n))

,B(dkl,nIN(6k2'O)) = dim(N(Lk~,n) n N(dk1,n)) + dim(R(Lk~,n) n R(d_k~,n))'

For any k1 and k2 these indices are finite. Moreover, if the wave numbers are non
zero and arg(k1) + arg(k2) ::j:. 0 mod 21l', then N(bk2 ,n) n N(dk1,n) = {O}.

Proof. (i) Using Theorem 3.3 we get identities

N(bk2 ,nIN(dk1 ,n)) = N(bk2 ,n) n N(dk1,n)

N(bk2 ,n) e bk2,nN(dkl,n) = N(bk2 ,n) n d=~c nR(Lk~,n)
2'

= N(bk2 ,n) n N(d-kc2,n) EB R(bk2 ,n) n d=~c nR(Lk~,n),
2'

which gives the deficiency indices for bk2 nlN(d -). Similarly for dk nlN(6k 0)'
'k1,n 1,H 2,

(ii) The a priori estimate in (ii) in the proof of Theorem 1.3 above shows
that dim(N(bk2 ,n) n N(dk1,n)) < ()() for all kl, k2 E C. To prove that the space
N(bk2 ,n)nN(dk1 ,n) vanishes unless k1 and k~ have the same direction, write f = dn,
f* = -bn, f o = eo 1\ (.) and ro = eo ...J (.). The algebraic property we use here is
that not only is ffo + fof = 0 but also f*fo + fof* = 0, which follows from the
derivation property (9). Assuming (f+k1fO)F = (-f* +k2f(;)F = 0, we calculate

o= (F, (f*fo + fof*)F) = (fF, foF) + (f(;F, f* F)

= -k1!lfoFI1 2 + k~lIfoFII2.

This shows that F = 0 under the assumptions on k1 and k2 since f 0 induces an
exact Hodge decomposition. 0

Another way of reducing to the case of a smooth domain with Lemma 3.13
is to use the extension maps constructed in Proposition 4.8 below. Let BeRn
be a ball containing Q, let Xn : L2 (B; 1\) --+ L2 (Q; 1\) be the restriction map and
pick a b-extension map En : L 2 (Q; 1\) --+ L 2 (B; 1\) as in Proposition 4.8 below.
Then, modulo a partition of unity, Lemma 3.13 applies with H = L2 (Q; 1\), Ho =
L2(B; 1\), A = bn , Ao= b8 , T = Xn and S = En·
Proposition 4.8. Let Xn : L 2(Rn ; 1\) --+ L 2 (Q; 1\) be the restriction operator and
let K J Q be a compact set. Then there exists a bounded extension operator En :
L2 (Q; 1\) --+ L2 (Rn; 1\) such that

(i) xnEn = identity on L 2 (Q;I\).
(ii) supp(EnF) C K for all F E L2 (Q;I\).
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(19)

(iii) dRnEn - Endn extends to an L2(0; 1\) --+ L2(Rn; 1\) bounded map. In partic
ular, En restricts to a bounded map

En: D(dn) --+ D(dRn).

(iv) En(Fl + eo 1\ F2) = EnFl + eo 1\ EnF2·

The same holds true when d is replaced by 5.

- N NProof. Let 0 C Uj=oVj, T/j E CO'(Vj) , 2::0 T/j!n = 1 and let Pj : Rn --+ Rn,
j = 1, ... ,N, be the local bilipschitz parametrisations from Definition 2.1 and
Vo CC 0 be contained in the interior.

(i) We first note that it suffices to construct an extension map E : L2(R+.; 1\)--+
L2(Rn; 1\) acting on fields supported in (pjlsupp T/j) nR+.. Indeed, this gives local
extension maps Ej := (pjl)*Epj : L 2(Vj nO; 1\) --+ L 2(Vj; 1\), extending fields
supported in sUPPT/j nnto fields compactly supported in Vj, j = 1, ... ,N. Then
we can construct En as

N

En F := T/oF + LEj(T/jF).
j=l

Moreover, from the construction of E below and Proposition 2.6, d commutes with
Ej and thus

N

(dRnEn - Endn)F = (dT/o) 1\ F + L Ej((dT/j) 1\ F).
j=l

(20)

Clearly, both (19) and (20) define L2-bounded operators.
(ii) To construct the extension map E : L2(R+.; 1\) --+ L2(Rn; 1\), consider the

stretched reflections
rk: (x',-xn) 1-----4 (x',kxn).

By Proposition 4.3, it suffices to consider G E CO'(Rn; I\)IR+. If we decompose
G(x) = Gl (x)+en I\G2(x), en..JGi = 0, into parts tangential and normal to Rn-l,
then the pullbacks are given by r;p(x', -xn) = Gl(x',kxn) - ken 1\ G2(x',kxn),
and we see that both tangential and normal parts of the field

G:= {G' X n > 0,
3riG - 2r2G, Xn < 0,

are continuous across E. We can assume that supp T/j is small enough so that

suppG C pjlVj if suppG C (pjlSUPPT/j) n R+.. Now define E:= 3ri - 2r2.

The proof for 5 is analogous. We here use the reduced pushforwards (r];})F =
-kFl + en 1\ F2 . 0

Remark 4.9. (i) We see that in a natural way D(dn-) C D(dRn) and

D(dn) = D(dRn)jN(xn).
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Proposition 4.8 shows that Xn : D(dRn) -t D(dn) is surjective and that en
D(dn) -t D(dRn) embeds D(dn) as a complement of N(xn) in D(dRn).

(ii) From expressions (19) and (20) we obtain norm estimates

~ ( Ilpj(x)llop ) ( Ilpj l(Y)llop )
IlenIIL2(n;A)-+L2(Rn;A) ~ 1 + L s~~ . /J( .)() sup. / -1 '

j=l xEPj Vj V PJ X yEVJ V J(Pj )(y)

II [d, en] II L2(n;A)-+L2(Rn;A) ~ 11\71]01100
~( IIp/x)lIop )( II Pj l(Y)llop ) 1+ L sup - sup - 11\71]jloo,
j=l XEPj 1 V j VJ (Pj)(x) YEVj JJ( pj l)(y)

lien IID(dn)-+D(dRn) ::; lien II L2(n;A)-+L2(Rn;A) + II [d, en] IIL2(n;A)-+L2(Rn;A),

where p.(x) : 1\ -t 1\ denotes the A-homomorphism which extends the Jacobian
-J

matrix and J(Pj) is the Jacobian determinant.

We end with a discussion of various ways to prove that the Dirac operators
Dn-L and D nll are diffuse Fredholm operators under certain additional regularity
and topological assumptions on ~. First we recall the standard proof in the smooth
case. Both here and in Theorem 4.13 we use Lemma 3.14, which shows that it
suffices to prove that D(do)n D(8n ) and D(dn) n D(80 ) are compactly embedded
in £2(0; 1\).

Theorem 4.10. Assume that 0 is a bounded open set with C 2 -regular boundary ~.

Then

D(Dn-L) = D(do)n D(8n ) = wi (0.L; 1\) := {F E wi (0; 1\) ; l/ Af = O},

D(Dnll ) = D(dn) n D(8o) = Wi(OIl;I\):= {F E wi(o;I\); l/ -.Jf = O}.

In particular, D(do)nD(8n) and D(dn)nD(80 ) are compactly embedded in £2(0; 1\).
Moreover, if {Vi, ... ,vn-d is an ON-frame on ~ of directions of principal

inward curvatures K,i, then we have the Weitzenbock formulae

Remark 4.11. (i) Note that when ~ is convex, but not necessarily C2 , then K,i ~ 0
and we obtain the inequality In 1\7 18) F(xW ::; In IdF(xW + 18F(xW if either
l/ Af = 0 or l/ -.J f = o. See Mitrea [18] for generalisations of this result.

(ii) Consider also the special case of the Laplace equation as explained in
Example 1.1. If U is in the domain D(~D) of the Dirichlet Laplacian in 0, then
the gradient F := \7U E D(Dn-L). The Weitzenbock formula now reads

ll\7 18) \7U(xW = ll~Ul2 - (n - 1) l H(y)1 ~~(y)12,
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where H is the (inward) mean curvature of E, since for normal vector fields IVi A fl
= IVillfl = If I· This formula is known as Kadlec's formula, see p.341 in Taylor [24].
Proof. We here only give the proof for Dn.L, since that for Dnll is similar.

(i) Assume that FE Wi (0.L; 1\) C D(Dn.L). Using the boundary theorem 2.7,
we obtain identities

in IV' ® FI2 + (F, flFC
) = h(j, (v, V')PCI~;),

in IdFI 2 + (F, 5dFC
) =h(j, V ..J dFCIE) = 0,

in 15FI2 + (F, d5F
C

) = h(j, V A 5FCIE),

where Pdenotes the function on which the differential operator V' is acting. Thus,
subtracting the last two equations from the first gives

in IV' ® FI 2
= in IdFI 2 + 15FI2

- h(j, V A 5FCIE) + (j, (v, V')PCIE).

Using the derivation property (9) and that v A f = 0 and 8Vi v = "'iVi we rewrite
the boundary integral as

h(j, V A 5FCIE) - (j, (v, V')PCIE) = - h(j, V' ..J (v A PC))

n-1 n-1 n-1

= - ~1(Vi A f, v A 8Vi r) = ~1(Vi A f, (8Vi v) A r) = ~1"'ilvi A f1 2
.

Since E is of regularity C2 , "'i are continuous on E and thus the Sobolev trace
theorem shows that the inclusion in :wi (0.L; 1\) '---> D(Dn.L) is a bounded semi
Fredholm map.

(ii) What is left to prove is that the inclusion is surjective. Note that since
eoDn.L is a self-adjoint operator by Proposition 3.5, we have that Dn.L + ieo :
D(Dn.L) ----t L2 (0; 1\) is an isomorphism (for any weakly Lipschitz domain). Thus
it suffices to prove that Dn.L + ieo :wi (0\ 1\) ----t L 2 is surjective.

One way to prove this is to perturb the given domain to a domain with an
isometric double, e.g. the upper half T+. := {x E R n

; 0 < Xn < 1}/(2Z + l)n
of the fiat n-torus Tn := Rn /(2Z + l)n as in Taylor [24]. Since the problem is
local, it suffices to prove that if Pt : 0 = 0 0 ----t Ot is a continuous family of C2

diffeomorphisms, where Ot is a C2 domain in Tn for t E [0, 1] and 0 1 = T+.,
then Dn.L + ieo : Wi(O~; 1\) ----t L2 (00; 1\) is an isomorphism. From (i) we have a

o
continuous family of semi-Fredholm maps

p;(Dn.L + ieO)(p;l)* = do + p;5nt (p;1)* + ieo : Wi(O~; 1\) --t L2 (00; 1\),
t "0

since pullbacks preserves normal boundary conditions, and since [p;, 5] :wi ----t L2

depends continuously on t. Perturbation theory [13] now shows that it suffices
to prove that D(T.;').L + ieo : Wi ((T+.).L; 1\) ----t L2 (T+.; 1\) is surjective. Note
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that DTn + ieo :W.}(Tn; 1\) -t L2(Tn; 1\) is an isomorphism. We see that, given
any G E L2 (Tn;l\) with suppG C T+., there exists F E W.}(Tn;l\) such that
(DTn + ieo)F = G. Now the anti symmetrised field F - r* F, where r : T± -t T~
is the isometric reflection, belongs to W21((T+.) 1.; 1\) and (d +6+ ieo) (F - r* F) =
G - r*G = G in T+. since d commutes with r* and 6 commutes with r;l = r* by
Proposition 2.6. This finishes the proof. D

For non-smooth ~, not only the source function F := D[l.LU influences the
regularity of U E D(D[l.L), but also ~. A standard example, see e.g. Grisvard [11],
is the following.

Example 4.12. Consider a bounded domain 0 C R2 whose boundary ~ is smooth
except at °where it coincides with R+ U eiQR+. Let U : R 2 -t 1\0 be a scalar

7r

function in 0, smooth up to the boundary except at 0, such that U(x) = r asin( ~B)
around °and UIE = 0. Define

F(x) := \7U(x) = ~r~-l(sin(~B)f + cos(~B)B),

for x around 0, where f and Bdenotes the radial and angular unit vector fields.
Then the estimate IFI ;S r~-l shows that F E D(dIT)nD(6[l), whereas the estimate

I~~ I~ r~-2 shows that

11F11~i([l) 2ll~~12 ~11

r2(~-2)rdr.

But in the non-convex case Q > 7r the right hand side is infinite so that F ~

W.}(O; 1\). However, one can verify that 11F11 w l/2 < 00 for any °< Q < 27r.
2

For a strongly Lipschitz domain, we use the L2(~; 1\) theory of boundary
value problems. This uses the Rellich estimate technique, which was first applied
by Verchota [25] to the Laplace equation. This technique was later extended to the
full Dirac operator by MCJntosh-Mitrea [16] and MCJntosh-Mitrea-Mitrea [15].

Theorem 4.13. Assume that 0 is a bounded, strongly Lipschitz domain. Then we
have continuous inclusions

D(D[l.L), D(D[lIl) C wi/2(0;1\).

In particular, D(dIT)nD(<5[l) and D(d[l)nD(<5IT) are compactly embedded in L2(0; 1\).

Proof. Consider the map D[l.L + ieo : D(D[l.L) ---+ L2(0; 1\), which is an isomor
phism since eoD[l.L is self-adjoint, and the dense subset

S:= {F E D(D[l.L); (D[l.L +ieo)F E Cg"(O;I\)} C D(D[l.L).

It suffices to show that we have a continuous inclusion S ~ wi/2 (0; 1\). Given
G = (D[l.L +ieo)F E CO"(O; 1\), let Fo := (DRn +ieO)-lG E Coo (Rn ; 1\) and form
its tangential trace v /\ fo E L2(~; 1\). We now apply the Rellich L2(~; 1\) theory of
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boundary value problems on strongly Lipschitz domains, see [1] for more details,
which shows the existence of a field Fl : 0 --+ 1\ such that

(D + ieo)Fl = 0 in 0

v /\ h = V /\ fo on ~

11F11Iwi/2(o;/\) ~ Ilv /\ foIIL2(E;/\)

dFl ,8Fl E wi/2(0;1\) C £2(0;1\).

Now let F' := Fo - Fl. We see that

11F0Iiwi/2(o;/\) ~ 11F01Iwi(O;/\) ~ IIGIIL2(o;/\) ~ 1IFIIo(Dnl-)

11F11Iwi/2(o;/\) ~ Ilv /\ foIIL2(E;/\) ~ 11F01Iwi(O;/\) ~ 1IFIIo(Dnl-)'

Moreover dF', 8F' E £2(0; 1\) and v /\f' = v /\fo - v /\h = O. Thus F' E D(Do.L)n
wi/2

(0; 1\) and (Do.L + ieo)F' =G= (Dol- + ieo)F. Thus F = F' Ewi/2(0; 1\)
with 1IFIIwi/2(o;/\) ~ 1IFIIo(Dn.L)' D

Remark 4.14. In the proof above we used the fact that

11F11Iwi/2(o;/\) ~ Ilh IIL2(E;/\)

when (D + ieo)Fl = 0 in O. This result is presented in Fabes [7] with an incom
plete proof which is corrected in Mitrea-Mitrea-Pipher [19]. See also [3] for an
alternative correction.

Note that Theorem 4.13 is more constructive than Theorem 4.10 in the sense
that F' is found by solving the boundary equation v /\ h = V /\ fo. However, if
one is only interested in solving for example doU = F, where F E N(do), with a
"good inverse" in the sense that F I-t U is an £2 compact map, then this can be
done much more explicitly using path integrals as we now explain.

Lemma 4.15. Let 0 c Rn be an open set with a smooth retraction Ft : 0 --+

Ft(O) cO to P E 0 such that F l = I, FtFs = Fts for 0:<:::; t, S :<:::; 1 and Fo= p. If
() = dFt/dtlt=l is the vector field with flow Ft, then for smooth fields F in 0 we
have the path integral formulae

F(x) = \7 /\ (11

()(x) ..J Ft F(x) ~), if \7 /\ F = 0 and FI/\o = 0,

F(x) = \7 ..J (11

()(x) /\ Ft-: l F(x) ~), if \7 ..J F = 0 and FI/\n = O.

One can prove this lemma by using Cartan's formula

.coF = 1t(FtF(x))lt=l = \7 /\ (()..J F) + ()..J (\7 /\ F)

for the Lie derivative of the differential form F and using the homomorphism
formulae from Proposition 2.6. For more details, see for example Taylor [24].
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Example 4.16. Let 0 be star shaped with respect to 0 and Ft(x) := tx. Then for
a smooth j-vector field F : 0 --+ I\j we have the path integrals

F(x) = \7 1\ (11

t j- 1x...J F(tx) dt), if \7 1\ F = 0 and j ~ 1,

F(x) = \7 ...J (11

tn- j- 1x 1\ F(tx) dt), if \7 ...J F = 0 and j ~ n - 1.

Indeed, using the derivation formula (9) and that Li ei 1\ (ei ...J F(tx)) = jF(tx),
one can directly verify that \7 1\ (x...J F(tx)) = jF(tx) + tft(F(tx)).

In particular, a curl free vector field F has a scalar potential given by the
path integral U(x) = fo1

(x,F(tx))dt and a divergence free vector field F has a

bivector potential U(x) := fo1tn- 2x 1\ F(tx) dt E 1\2. In classical notation in R 3 ,

the latter translates to F = -\7 X U.1. if U(x).1. := fo1
tx x F(tx) dt.

A third way to prove that the Dirac operators are diffuse Fredholm opera
tors uses an L2 version of the classical Poincare lemma. We here only consider
fields with values in I\Rn = 1\0 EEl ... EEl 1\n. The extension to spacetime setting is
straightforward.

Theorem 4.17. Let 0 c Rn be a star shaped strongly Lipschitz domain. Let 0 <
E < R < 00 be such that B(O, E) cO c B(O, R) and such that 0 is star shaped with
respect to each p E B(O, E). For 1 ~ j ~ n, let T(j) denote the integral operator

T(j) F(x):= In(x - y) ...J F(y) kj(x, y)dy, FE L2(0; I\j), (22)

where kj denotes the kernel

r1
( y - X) t

j
- 1dt

kj(x, y) := Jo TJ x + 1 _ t (1 _ t)n+l

for some fixed TJ E Co(B(O, E)) with f TJ = 1. In particular

suppkj C ((x,y); Y E conv(B(O,E),x)},

where conv denotes the closed convex hull, kj is smooth off the diagonal {x = y}
with estimates

1
Ikj(x, y)1 ~ -!tIITJlloo(R +Et I Inx-y

and T(j) defines a compact operator L2 (0;l\j) --+ L2(0;l\j-1). Then T := 0 EEl
T(1) EEl ... EEl T(n) : N(dn) --+ L2 (0; I\Rn)j N(dn) is a compact Fredholm inverse to
dn. Thus dn is a diffuse Fredholm-nilpotent operator.

The corresponding result for 8n holds true as well.

Proof. Assume that F E Co (Rn; I\j) and supp (\7 1\ F) nn= 0 as in Proposi
tion 4.3. We define

T(j) F(x) = JTJ(p)dp(11

t j- 1(x - p) --l F(p + t(x - p)) dt),
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which by using Fubini's theorem and the change of variables y = p + t(x - p)
becomes (22). Since JTJ = 1, it follows from Example 4.16 that doT(j) F = F.

The estimates off suppkj and Ikj(x,y)1 are straightforward to verify. Since
the full kernel for T(j) has the estimate ;S 1/lx - yin-I, Schur's lemma shows that
T(j) defines a compact operator £2(0; /\j) --t £2(0; /\j-I).

We can now apply Proposition 3.8 with HI = £2(0; /\)/N(do), H2 = N(do ),
A = do, TI = T2 = T = 0 EEi T(I) EEi ... EEi T(n), K I = 0 and K 2 = orthogonal pro
jection onto scalar constants, which shows that do is a diffuse Fredholm-nilpotent
~~m. 0
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Monogenic Functions of Bounded Mean
Oscillation in the Unit Ball

Swanhild Bernstein

Abstract. Our goal is to generalize results for analytic functions of bounded
mean oscillation (BMOA) in the unit circle to monogenic functions of bounded
mean oscillation (BMOM) in the unit ball of ~n. In particular we obtain the
duality of BMOMI and the Hardy space of right monogenic functions H1,r.
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1. Introduction

Both for complex and for harmonic analysis functions of bounded mean oscilla
tion are of fundamental importance. Since monogenic functions represent a pos
sible generalization of analytic functions into higher dimensions and likewise are
connected with harmonic functions, we want to regard monogenic functions of
bounded mean oscillation.

In [3] important and substantial characteristics of analytic functions on the
unit circle and in the unit disc were summarized. In particular the duality of BMOA
and HI was shown, which is a substantial result of C. Fefferman. We will be able
to generalize actually all results for BMOA to monogenic functions on the sphere
and in the unit ball of ~n. The substantial difference consists of the fact that we
cannot use the harmonic measure, which only for n = 2 behaves like the Poisson
kernel. Usually monogenic functions are represented by Cauchy integrals which
contain the Cauchy kernel. But the Cauchy kernel is not positive. This implies a
delicate behavior by using the absolute value of the kernel instead of the kernel
itself because
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as x approaches any boundary point of the unit ball. Analytic and also monogenic
functions are harmonic. Harmonic functions are represented by Poisson integrals.
The advantage is that the Poisson kernel is positive! Because both the extension
of a monogenic as well as a harmonic function from the unit sphere into the unit
ball is unique, the Cauchy integral and the Poisson integral represent the same
function.

To start, let us denote by B := {x E IRn
: Ixl < I} the unit ball in IRn and by

S := {x E IRn
: Ixl = I} the unit sphere in IRn

.

For any left monogenic F in B with boundary values f on S the following
properties are equivalent:

1. f E BMOMI(S), i.e. f E BMO(S) and the Poisson extension F = Pf of f
into the unit ball B is left monogenic. The upper index "1" shows the space
of left monogenic functions, which is right-linear.

2. (1 - Ixl) IV'FI 2 dx is a Carleson measure on B.
3. Let h be the boundary values of a right monogenic function in B. Then there
exists a constant C(J), depending only on f, such that

11 hf dSl :S C(J)llhIIHl.

4. There exists abE LOO(S) such that

F(x) = Le(x - w)wb(w) dS.

5. There exist left monogenic functions G",(x), x E B, such that ScG",(x) E
£00(8) and F(x) = l: G",(x).

The most important consequence is that by proving 3. we established that the
right-linear space of left monogenic functions of bounded mean oscillation BM 0 M l

is a subset of (H 1,r)* the dual space of the left-linear Hardy space of right mono
genic functions. On the other hand, if we start with <P E (Hl,r)* then a Hahn
Banach extension of <P to £1 is represented by some b E LOO whose left monogenic
projection f also represents <P. From 4. ---4 1. we get that f E BMOMI, i.e.
BMOMI = (Hl,rr. Thus we generalized Fefferman's famous result for analytic
functions to monogenic functions.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Clifford algebras and Clifford analysis

We begin by considering the real Clifford algebra Cfn - 1 generated from IRn
-
1

equipped with a negative inner product, i.e.,

x2 = -(x,x).

If el, e2, ... , en -1 is an orthonormal basis for IRn
-
1, then

eiej + ejei = -28ij .
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There is an anti-automorphism called conjugation or main anti-involution,

33

Clifford analysis offers a function theory which is a higher dimensional analog of
the function theory of the holomorphic functions of one complex variable.

A Clifford-valued function f is called left monogenic (right monogenic, or
two-sided monogenic) in an open region n of IRn

-
1 if Df =°(fD = 0, or Df =

f D = 0, respectively). Here, D is the Dirac operator

n-l a
D= Lejax'

j=O J

The most important function which is both left and right monogenic is the Cauchy
kernel

1 x -y
e(x - y) = m(S) Ix _Yin'

where m(S) is the surface area of the unit sphere in IRn - 1.

Cauchy's theorem and the Cauchy integral formula follow:

Corollary 2.1 (see [20]). Let n be a bounded Lipschitz domain in IRn with boundary
an and exterior unit normal n(y) defined for almost all yEan. Suppose that f
is a right monogenic function in a neighborhood of n = nn an and g is a left
monogenic function in a neighborhood of n. Then

r f(y)n(y)g(y)d'L- y = 0,
Jan

Crf(x) = r f(y)n(y)e(x _ y)d'L-y = {f(oX)' x E n,
Jan , x~n,

Clg(X) = r e(x _ y)n(y)g(y)d'L-y = {g(OX), x E n,
Jan , x ~ n.

As an immediate consequence we obtain that left as well as right monogenic
functions can be represented by Cauchy integrals.

The domain we are interested in is the unit ball B in IRn and its boundary is
the unit sphere S.

2.2. Spherical Harmonics and Spherical Monogenics

In classical complex analysis polynomials play an important role. They are easy to
handle and they are also analytic. Obviously also in higher dimensions polynomials
are easy to handle but they need not to be monogenic. For example

is a nice polynomial but

Dx = ei + e~ + ... + e~_l = - (n - 1) ~°
and thus x is not monogenic.
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On the other hand monogenic functions have harmonic components. Har
monic functions have also very nice properties. Let us denote by 1tk (]Rn) the set of
all harmonic polynomials in ]Rn of degree k. Then a spherical harmonic of degree
k is the restriction to S of an element of 1tk(]Rn). The collection of all spherical
harmonics of degree k will be denoted by 1tk(S); thus

1tk(S) = {p Is: p E 1tk(]Rn)}.

One main result of spherical harmonics is now (see for example [1])

Proposition 2.2.
00

L2(S) = EB1tk(S),
k=O

i.e., any function f E L 2 (S) can be uniquely expanded into a series of spherical
harmonics.

We will use the following denotations:

Definition 2.3 ([11]). Call M+(k) the space of homogeneous monogenic Clifford
valued polynomials of degree k in ]Rn. An arbitrary element of M+(k), denoted by
Pk, is called an inner spherical monogenic of order k.
Call M-(k) the space of homogeneous monogenic Clifford-valued polynomials of
degree -(k + n - 1) in ]Rn\{o}. An arbitrary element of M-(k), denoted by Qk,
is called an outer spherical monogenic of order k.
Call M+(k) andM- (k) the spaces consisting of the restrictions to the unit sphere
S of the elements belonging to M+(k) and M-(k), respectively, and put

M(k) = M+(k) + M-(k).

The elements of M(k) are called spherical monogenics of degree k. Arbitrary ele
ments of M+(k) and M-(k) will still be denoted by Pk and Qk, respectively.

For the construction of spherical monogenics we need a representation of
the Dirac operator in spherical coordinates. Using polar coordinates x = r~, with
r = Ixl and ~ E S, we may write

D x = ~ar + ~a~,

where a~ is a differential operator depending only on the angular coordinates. Then
the spherical Dirac operator is

r~ = ~a~

and we have Dx = ~ (ar + ~r ~). If we express the Laplacian 6. x in ]Rn in polar
coordinates we have

6.x = a; + n~l ar+ r\ 6.~,

where -6.~ is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on S. With the aid of the spherical
Dirac operator r ~ we can factorize the Laplace-Beltrami operator in the following
way:

6.~ = ((n - 2)1 - r ~ )r ~ .
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The space 1{k (81) = 0+ (k) EB 0- (k), where o± (k) are exactly the eigenspaces of
the Cauchy-Riemann operator restricted to the unit circle 8 1. In [11] it is proven
that the same is true in higher dimensions. Especially we have

Proposition 2.4.
1tk(S) = M+(k) EB M-(k),

where M±(k) are the eigenspaces of the spherical Dirac operator.

Because of this decomposition we have

Theorem 2.5 ([11]). Let f E L2 (S). Then there exist unique sequences of spherical
monogenics {P(k)fhEN, P(k)f E M+(k) and {Q(k)fhEN' Q(k)f E M-(k) such
that

00

f = I:)P(k)f +Q(k)J).
k=O

Here P(k) denotes the projection operator P(k) : L2 (S) --t M+(k) given by

P(k)f(O = m~s) l C:,k(~,w)f(w)dS

and Q(k) denotes the projection operator Q(k) : L2 (S) --t M-(k) given by

Q(k)f(O = m~s) l C;;,k(~,w)f(w)dS.

Moreover,
00

IIflli2 = I)IIP(k)flli2+ IIQ(k)flli2).
k=O

We will use Gegenbauer polynomials, for which we refer to [8] and [15]. For
vEe with Re v > -~ we have that for all x, t E IR

00

(1 - 2tx + x2)-V = L Ck(t)xk,
k=O

where C;; is the Gegenbauer polynomial of degree k associated to v. Let t = (C
w), ~,w E S- Then we get

C:k(~'w)
= ~ ~ n [-(m + k - 2)Ck

n
-

2
)/2(t) + (2 - n)C:~; (t)((wo~ - ~o~)eo + ~ 1\ '"J] ,

C;;,k(~'w) = 2 ~ n [(k + 1)Ck
n
-

2
)/2(t) + (2 - n)C:~; (t)((wo~ - ~o~)eo + ~ 1\ ~)]

(2.1)
The most important (two-sided) monogenic function is the Cauchy kernel for which
we have the following expansions. Let x = r~ E IRn and y = rw E IRn\{O}. Then

- - 00 I Ik 00 I IkY - x '" x + )_ '" x _ -
Ix - yin = ~ Iy!n+k-l Cn,k(~'w W =~ Iyln+k-l Cn,k(w,O~·

k=O k=O
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Following [11] let us denote by M 2 (S) the space of those elements f in L 2 (S) such
that their decomposition into spherical monogenics is of the form

00

f(w) = L P(k)f(w),
k=O

i.e., Q(k)f(w) = 0 for all kEN. M 2 (S) is obviously a closed subspace of L2 (S).
The direct complement of M 2(S) will be denoted by M O,2(S), thus

L2(S) = M 2(S) EB M O,2(S),

It should be mentioned that the sum is not only direct but also orthogonal w.r.t.
the usual L2 (S) inner product Is g(w)f(w)dS.

The connection between inner spherical monogenics and the Hardy space
H 2 (S) is given by the following theorem:

Theorem 2.6 ([11]). A function f belongs to M 2(S) if and only if there exists a
function F which is monogenic in the open ball B such that

f(~) = lim F(r~),
r-+l-O

the convergence being taken in L2(S).

2.3. Monogenic Hardy spaces

Definition 2.7. If F is any function with domain B, and 0 < r < 1, then Fr denotes
the dilated function defined for Ixl < ~ by Fr(x) = F(rx). A monogenic function
F with domain B is in the monogenic Hardy space HP(13) (0 < p < 00) if

sup rIFr IPdS < 00.
O<r<l is

In the latter case, we write 1IFIlp for the pth root of the left-hand side. This
is a norm if p 2: 1.

Definition 2.8. Let M(B) denote the class of continuous functions F : 13 ----+ C€O,n-l

which are continuous on the closed ball B and which are left monogenic in its
interior B. Further, let M(S) denote the class of all continuous functions f defined
on S which are restrictions to S of members of M(B).
For 0 < p < 00, let HP(S) be the LP-closure of M(S).

In the following proposition we summarize relations between monogenic func
tions and their boundary values. In [7] these results are proven for the unit disk
(Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 2) as well as for Jordan domains with rectifiable
boundary (Theorem 10.4).

Proposition 2.9. If F E HP(13), then F+ E HP(S) and the norms of F and F+
are equivalent, i.e., 11F+llp ~ 11F11p·
Ifp 2: 1 and f E HP(S), then Pf = Cd E HP(13), and f = (Cd)+, where F+ is
the non-tangential boundary trace of F.
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Proof. For f E M(S) we have

P f(a) = _1_ r 1 -lal
2

f(x) dS = _1_ r (x - a)x +a(x - a) f(x) dS
m(S) is Ix - aln m(S) is Ix - aln

1 r (x - a) a r (x - a)
= m(S) is Ix - aln x f(x) dS + m(S) is Ix _aln f(x) dS = J1 +h

1 r (x - a)
= m(S) is Ix _aln x f(x) dS = Cd(a).

The integral J2 vanishes because I~x-=-a~~ is a right monogenic function in Band f
is the non-tangential limit of a left monogenic function in B. Hence Pf = Cd for
any f E HP(S).

To finish the proof we use harmonic analysis. Corollary (7.21) (on page 139)
in [13] applies to the case of the unit sphere and the unit ball. 0

Remark 2.10. Thus, the map F -+ F+ is a linear isometry of HP(B) onto HP(S).
HI (S) is a closed subspace of £1 (S). A similar definition and proposition applies
to right monogenic functions.

2.4. Green's function for the unit ball

The Green's function for the unit ball is a composition of the fundamental solution
of the Laplace operator b. and a Mobius transformation iPa(x). We have

g(x, a) = CCPa(:)ln-2 - 1), where iPa(x) = (a - x)(1 - ax)-I.

Especially for a = 0 we have

g(x,O) = (IXI~-2 -1) .
Proposition 2.11. Let <I> E C 2 (B). Then

mts) L<I> dS = (n _ 2\m(S) l g(x, 0)6.<I> dB + <I>(O). (2.2)

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Green's theorem for the Laplacian
and the fact that g(x, 0) Is= o. 0

Remark 2.12. More general holds for <I> E C2 (B) and a E B:

L<I> dp,a = (n _ 2\m(S) l G(x, a)b.<I> dB + <I>(a) ,

where dp,a = mtS) I~~~I:dS and G(x, a) = 11-a~ln 2 g(x, a), i.e., Green's function
for the unit ball. This can be seen from the fact that the right-hand side as well
as the left-hand side of the equation are harmonic functions which have the same
boundary values.
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Proposition 2.13. Let F be a harmonic or monogenic function on the unit ball B
which is continuous on B. Denote by f the restriction of F to the boundary. Then

mts) llf(x) - F(O)1
2
dS = (n _ 2~m(S) l g(x,O)I\lFI

2
dB.

Proof. Under the assumption that F is harmonic or monogenic the compounds
Fk of F are harmonic. A simple computation shows now that b.1F(x) - F(OW =
21\lFI2 . 0

3. The space BMOM

An integrable function g belongs to the space of functions of bounded mean oscil
lation on the unit sphere S if there exists a positive constant C > 0 such that

mtE) llg - gEl dS :S C

for all surface balls E ~ S. Here gE := mtE) JE gdS denotes the mean value of g
over E. The space BMO is usually equipped with the norm

Ilgll** = sup (IE) r Ig - gEl dS. (3.1)
surface ball E~S m iE

It should be mentioned that Ilell ** = 0 for constants. Therefore we identify func
tions in BMO which differ by a constant.

We use the Poisson kernel to represent monogenic functions. Let a E Band
xES. Then the Poisson kernel for the unit ball is given by

P. ( ) _ 1 1 - lal 2
_ 1 1 - lal 2

a X - m(S) Ix _ aln - m(S) (1 + lal2 - 21al cosL(x, a))n/2'

where m(S) denotes the Lebesgue measure of S. In an analogous way to [3] for
analytic functions we define the space of monogenic BMO-functions BMOM(S):

Definition 3.1. An integrable function f on S belongs to BMOM(S) if the Poisson
integral of f

(PJ)(a) = l Pa(x)f(x)dSx

is a monogenic function in the unit ball Band Ilfll* < 00, where

Ilfll* := supPlf - (PJ)(a)l(a) = sup rIf - (PJ)(a)ldfla, (3.2)
aEB aEB is

. 1 1 -lal 2

With dfla = m(S) Ix _alndS.

For n = 2 the measure dfla is the harmonic measure. In higher dimensions the
harmonic measure has not the right behavior for creating an equivalent norm to
the standard BMO-norm. A John-Nirenberg-type inequality using the measure
fla is given in [5] and [6].
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4. Equivalent norms of BMOM

To demonstrate that the new norm is indeed a norm for functions of bounded
mean oscillation on the unit sphere we will demonstrate that the norm 11.11* (3.2)
is equivalent to the standard norm 11.11** (3.1).
Theorem 4.1. For functions f E BMOM(S) the norms Ilfll* and Ilfll** are equi
valent.

Proof. Let us choose an arbitrary point a E B and consider the surface ball E with
the following properties:

1. The center of E is Xo = I~I'

2. The radius of E is r = 1-Ial.
Dnder these assumptions we get for xES :

Ix - 1:11
2
~ r

2 ~ t, (x; + l:r2 - 2CosL(x,a)) ~ r
2

~ 2(1 - cos L(X, a)) ~ r2 = (1 - lal)2
and we can estimate

Ix - al 2 = 1+ lal2- 21al cos L(X, a) ~ (1 -laI)2(1 + lal)
or equivalently

Ix - al n ~ (1 -lalt(1 + lal)n/2.
This allows us to get a lower bound for the Poisson kernel. We have

P (x) __1_ 1-lal2> _1_ 1-lal2
a - m(S) Ix - aln - m(S) (1 - lal)n(1 + lal)n/2

(1 + laI)1-n/22n- 1C(n) 1 K(n)
> -->--- m(S)21l'n-2(n - 1) m(E) - m(E)'

where an estimate of the constant C(n) which depends only on n is given in the
appendix. Hence,

hlf - f(a)ldl-ta ~ kif - f(a)ldl-ta ~ ~((;~
which gives raise to the final estimation

mtE) kif - feldS ~ mtE) kif - f(a) + f(a) - fEldS

~ mtE) kif - f(a)ldS + mtE)kdSlf(a) - fel

~ m~E) kif - f(a)ldS ~ K~n) hlf - f(a)ldl-ta

and thus
2

Ilfll** ~ K(n) Ilfll*
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To prove the opposite inequality we construct a sequence of surface balls Em :=

2mE, m = 0,1, ... ,M - 1, i.e., EO = E, with the following properties. Let a be
again an arbitrary point in the unit ball B.

1. Each surface ball Em has the center I~I as E.
2. The radius of Em is r = 2m(1-lal).

Let M be the smallest natural number such that 2M (1 - lal) 2 2. Then we set
EM := S. For all xES it holds

1- lal2 1 - lal2 2--,----------,----:-::----,-------,..-----,------/"'" < / < .
(1 + !a1 2 - 21al cos L(x, a))n 2 - (1 + lal2- 21al)n 2 - (1 -Ial)n-l

We can improve the last estimation on S\Em. Because of

Ix - 1:11
2

2 (2m(1-lal))2 {=:} 2(1- cosL(x, a)) 222m (1-laI)2

we get

1- lal2 < (1 + lal)(l -Ial)
(1 + lal 2 - 21al cos L(x, a) )n/2) - (1 + lal2- 21al + 21al (1 - cos L(x, a)) )n/2

(1 + lal)(l -Ial) 1+ lal 21-(2m-l)n/2
< / < / < .- (1 - lal)2 + la122m (1 -laIF)n 2 - (1 -lal)n- 12nm laln 2 - (1 - lal)n-l

To get the last estimation we have incorporated that if m 2 1 then M 2 2 and
thus 22(1 -Ial) ~ 2 {=:} (1 -Ial) ~ ~ {=:} la! 2 ~ {=:} la!-n/2 ~ 2n/2. D

5. A Carleson measure characterization

Definition 5.1. A positive measure v defined on the unit ball B is a Carleson
measure if there exists a constant A > °such that

V(Qh(~)) ~ Ahn
-

1

for any subset

where h > 0 and ~ E S.

Theorem 5.2. Let be F(x) = (PJ)(x). For f E BMOM(S) the measure

(1 - Ixl)l\?FI2dx

is a Carleson measure.

Proof. We choose an arbitrary Xo E S and set Br(xo) = {x E B : Ix - xol < r},
Er = E(xo, r), r > 0, where Er is the surface ball with radius r and center Xo on
the unit sphere S. Now, we decompose f in the usual way:

f = (f - feJXEr + (f - feJXE; + fer = h + h + fer'

Hence



and
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\7F = \7(PJ) = \7FI + \7F2.

Because of 1\7F/2 .s c(/\7F l12+ 1\7F21
2) we only need to prove that (1-lx!)l\7Fl 12

as well as (1 -lx!)l\7F21
2 are Carleson measures on B. First, we consider Fl'

L(1-lxl)l\7FI12dX.s (n~2) Lg(x,O)I\7FI1
2dX= islh(X)-FI(O)12dS

= (n~2) is IU - fEJXEr - isU - fEJXEr dsI
2

dS

S (n - 2) (is l(f - !E.)xdl' dS + is lis(f - fdxE.) dSl' dS)

.s (n - 2) 1r If - fErl 2 dS + 4(n - 2)1l' (lr If - fer IdS) 2

.s (n_2)m(Er) r If-fErI2dS+4(n-2)1l'(m(Er))2 r If-fErl 2dS
m(Er) lEr m(Er) lEr

.s canst ·llfIIBMo(s)m(Er) .s canst ·llfIIBMo(s) . r(n-l)

due to m(Er ) .s m(S). To get the estimation for F2 we consider the partial deriva
tives

the integral is non-singular and we can take the derivative straightforward manner

aIr (-2Xj (1-lxI 2)(Yj - Xj))
OXj(F2(x)) = m(S)lE;' Ix-yin -n Ix_y\n+2 U(y)-fEJdSy .

Because of yES we have 11-lxll = Ilyl-lxll .s Iy - xl, and if x E Br(xo) we get
~Ixo - yl .s Ix - yl .s 21 xo - yl·

I;:}O (F2(X))I.s canst· r I( - fir IdS.s canst· r if - fElrl dS
uX j 1E;' X - Y n 1E;' Xo - Y n

= canst . ~ r If - fEri
l

ridS.
r lE;' Xo - Y n

We rewrite the last integral as an infinite series that converges with respect to r.

f r If - fer I r n dS .s f 2-nkr-(n-l)1 If - fEri dS.
k=O 1E2k+1r\E2 k r Ixo - yl k=O E2k+1r
Taking into account

IfE2k+1r - fer I= IfE2k+l r - fE2kr + fE2kr - fE2k- lr + - fEri

.s IfE2k+l r - fE2kJ + IfE2kr - fE2k-lJ + + IfE2r - fEri
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1/2
::; canst· k IlfIIBMO(S)

we estimate

I)-nkr - 21 If - fEr IdS::; canst· f 2n- 1- kk Ilfll~~o(s)
k=O E 2k+1r k=O

1/2
S; canst '1IfIIBMo(s)"

Finally, we obtain

r (1 - Ixl)lV'FI 2 dx ::; canst· r (1 - Ixl) (IV'F11
2 + IV'F2 f) dx

} Br(xo) } Br(xo)

::; canst· r(1 - Ixl) IV'F11
2 dx + r IV'F2 1

2 dx
~ JBr(~)

::; canst ·llfIIBMO(S) . r(n-1) + rn~llfIIBMO(S)
r

::; canst ·llfIIBMO(S)· r(n-1).

o

6. Duality and representation

The bilinear form

f~ [hfdS

is well-defined for left-linear h and right-linear f, i.e., it defines left-linear functional
over a right-linear space.
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Theorem 6.1. Let f E BMOMI(S) (the right-linear space of boundary values of
left monogenic functions in B ) and hE H 1,r(s) (the left-linear space of boundary
values of right monogenic Hardy space H 1(B). Then

Iihf dSl :c::; C(J)llhIIHl,r .

Proof. Let H be the right monogenic extension of h and let F be the left monogenic
extension of f into B. We assume that H(O) = O. Using Green's formula for
harmonic functions in the unit ball (see (2.2)) we get

Ii hfdSl = In~2lg(x,0)fj,(HF)dx+ m(S) (HF)(O)!

I 1 I
2 n l OH of

= n~2 B g(x, O)fj,(HF) dx = n-2 L ox. ox g(x, 0) dx
j=l B ) )

due to H(O) = 0, and

n 02 n 02H oH of 02F
fj,(HF) = L f;l"2(HF) = 2L~F+ ~~ +H~ =

uX . uX . ux) ux) uX .
j=O) j=O) )

[
n oH OF] n oH of

= 2 (fj,H)F + H(fj,F) +L ax ax. = 2L ox· ax.'
j=O )) j=O))

because any right or left monogenic function is harmonic. We get using Fefferman's
trick:

At first we consider the integral h. If Ixl < ~, the integral exists because

r IV'FI 2
. IHI g(x, 0) dx :c::; sup IHI· r IV'FI2 g(x, 0) dx

J{XEB:lxl<U {xEB:lxl<U J{XEB:lxl<!}

:c::; IlhllHl llV'FI2
g(x, 0) dx = IlhllHl (n;2) ilf - F(0)1 2dJ,£

:c::; Cllfl11Mo ·llhllHl.
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From the estimation Ig(x,O)1 ~ 2n - 2 (n - 2)(1-lxl) on Ixl2 ~ and the fact that

1\7FI 2 (1 - Ixl) is a Carleson measure we obtain

r 1\7FI 2 ·IHI g(x, 0) dx ~ 2n
-

2(n - 2) r 1\7FI 2 ·IHI (1 -Ixl) dx
i{XEB:lxld} iB

~ C(f) ·llhIIHI.
and thus IJ1 1 ~ c(f) ·llhIII:p. Next, we estimate the integral J2 :

ll\7Hl
2

·IHI- 1g(x,0)dx ~ n l ~IHlg(x,O)dx

= n 1lh,dS - H(O) = n 1lh,dS ~ nllhllHI.

Here, the subharmonicity of the right monogenic function H is used.
Finally, we obtain the desired estimation

/1 hf dsl ~ C(f) ·llhllHI.

If H(O) = Ho i- 0, we decompose

11 hf dsl = 11(h - Ho)f dS +1Hof dsl

~ 11(h - Ho)f dsl + ,Ho'11 f dsl

~ 11(h - Ho)f dsl + Ilfll£lllhllHI

~ C(f)llh - HollHI + IlfllBMOllhllHI :::; C(f)llhIIHI.
This completes the proof. D

Remark 6.2. Right monogenic functions are harmonic and fulfill also the subhar
monicity property (see [13]' page 106), and they form a left-(Clifford)-linear space.

Now, the space H 1(S) is a closed subspace of L 1(S) and therefore

f I-'1hfdS

extends to a functional over L1(S). Hence, there exists abE LOO(S) such that

1hfdS =1hbdS

for all hE L 1(S). Let us take the functions C:k(W, 0 E L 1(S) (cf. (2.1)). Then

rC;;k(w,~)f dS = r C:k(w,~)bdS,is ' is
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i.e., the inner monogenic projections are equal to Pkf = Pkb and thus

45

Hence,

Theorem 6.3. A left monogenic function F in B with boundary values f E
BMOMl(S) can be represented as a Cauchy integral of a function b E L'~,l(S):

F(x) = l e(x - w)wb(w) dS.

Proof. The Clifford-valued function b may be written as

and we define

Fa(x) := l e(x - w)wba(w) dS.

Then F(x) = Fa(x)ea. Now, we consider the scalar part of each Fa. We have

ScFa(x) = Sc l e(x - w)wba(w) dS = l Sc (e(x - w)w) ba(w) dS

= l (e(x - w) .w) ba(w) dS.

Hence Sc Fa is the double layer potential of ba E LOO(S) and therefore Sc Fa E

LOO(B). 0

Theorem 6.4. A left monogenic function F in B with boundary values f E
BMOMl(S) can be represented as

F= LFaea,

7. Remark

We got a relation among functions from a Hardy space and functions of bounded
mean oscillation both representing boundary values of functions monogenic inside
the unit ball B. But we can also obtain similar relations among monogenic func
tions inside the unit ball and outside. This comes from the fact that the inversion
operator 1* transforms a function f monogenic inside the unit ball into a function
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1* f monogenic outside the unit ball ([11]). If we extend the operator 1* to £2(S)
by putting for f E £2(S)

1* f(w) = wf(w)

we get that

l hfdS = l hEJgdS,

where 9 = wf are the boundary values of a monogenic function outside the unit
ball.

In lR2
rv «:1 there is only one Poisson kernel. This it no longer true in higher

complex dimensions. Here, there must be distinguished between the Poisson kernel
and the Poisson-Szego kernel. The same situation occurs in higher real dimensions.
We used the Poisson kernel for the unit ball in lRn

,

This kernel is also used in harmonic analysis. But there is also a Poisson-Szego
kernel (introduced in [10])

1 (1_ la I2 )n-1
PSa(x) = m(S) Ix - al 2

The basic feature that allows to prove the equivalence of the standard BMO-norm
with 11.11* is that

1 1
Pa(x) rv (1 -lal)n-1 rv m(E)'

But this is also fulfilled for PSa(x) because from

2 > 1 - lal2 > (1 + la1)1/2 > 1
(1 - lal) - Ix - al 2 - (1 - lal) - (1 - lal)

we also get
1 1

PSa(x) rv (1 -lal)n-1 rv m(E)'

Especially PSa(x) is much more connected to conformal invariance than Pa(x).
But as in several complex variables the Poisson-Szego kernel is not harmonic but
M-harmonic (see [9]).

In classical complex analysis the Dirichlet and the Bloch space can be con
nected by the scale of Qp-spaces and Q1 = BMOA (space of analytic functions
of bounded mean oscillation), see [2]. The Qp-spaces are generalized to higher di
mensions in a different way in [14] and in [10]. But it could not be proven that
Q1 = BMOM or at least Qp = BMOM for some p.
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Appendix

The unit sphere is a very special manifold and has a lot of useful properties. As a
compact space of homogenous type the unit sphere fulfills the doubling condition,
i.e., there exist positive constants b, c > °such that for all XES, t :::: 1 and all
r>O

m(E(x, tr)) :::; ctb m(E(x, r)),
where E(x, r) denotes the surfaces ball with center xES and radius r > 0. But
to make it clear we will give a simple proof of this fact and fix some constants.

First of all, we want to calculate the area measure of the set

E(xo,r):= {XES: jx-xol <r},

for an arbitrarily chosen Xo E S. Without loss of generality we can assume

Xo = (1,0, ... ,0)

and thus Ix - (1,0, ... ,oW < r2
, and

n

I>; + 1 - 2Xl = 2(1 - Xl) < r2
.

j=l

Using spherical coordinates we have Xl = cos'l9l and

2(1- Xl) = 2(1- COS(1) < r2 ~ sin '19
1 < ~ ~ '19 1 < 2 arcsin ~2'
2 2

Hence,



In case of

we get
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r 1r r v'2 Ino< 2arcsin - < - {::::::::} 0 < - < - {::::::::} 0 < r <_ v 2,
2-2 2- 2
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arcsin ~ = ~ + ~ (~)3 + ~ . ~ (~)5 +... = ~ (1 + ~ (~)2 + ~ . ~ (~)4 + )
2222242 222242 ...

and

1 (r)2 1 3 (r)4 00 (r)2n 00 [(r)2JnIl1+2 2 +2'4 2 +... :::; L 2 :::; L 2 = _ (!:)2 :::; 1-.! = 2,
n=O n=O 1 2 2

which leads to the estimation
r . r r

r = 2 . - > arCSIn - > -.2 - 2 - 2

If 0 :::; 'l91 :::; ~ we have

1
sin'l91 2

>-->- 'l91 - 1r'

and thus

Now, we are able to estimate the expression

m(E(xo,r)) = C(n) 12arcsin~ sinn- 2'l9 1d'l9 1.

We have

C(n) 12arcsin~ 'l9~-2d'l91 ~ m(E(xo,r)) ~ C(n) (~) n-212arcsin~ 'l9~-2d'l91

{::::::::} C(n) (2arcsin~)n-1 ~ m(E(xo,r)) ~ C(n) (~)n-2 (2arcsin~)n-1
n-l 2 n-l 1r 2

C(n)2
n
-

1
n-1 (E( )) C(n)2n- 1 n-1{::::::::} r > m xo r > r

n - 1 - ,- (n - 1)21rn- 2 '

0< r:::; h.

Let us now consider the case m(f~(o,tr~) where t > 1. In case of tr < v'2 {::::::::} r <m xo,r -

V; we already obtained that
m(E(xo, tr)) < C(n)2n-1(tr)n-121rn-2(n - 1) < 21rn- 2tn- 1.
m(E(xo, r)) - (n - 1)C(n)2n- 1rn- 1 -
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But ifr 2 V;, then m(E(xo,tr)):s; m(S) and m(E(xo,r)) 2 m(Ey'2)' i.e.,
t

m(E(xo, tr)) < m(S)(n - 1)21rn- 2tn- 1

m(E(xo, r)) - J2n-1C(n)2n-1

Therefore we obtain

m(E(xo, tr)) :s; ctn- 1m(E(xo, r)).

Swanhild Bernstein
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1. Introduction

Let ~ = {z E C : Izi < I} be the complex unit disk and let A be the family of
analytic functions in ~. Consider the well-known BMOA space

BMOA = {f E A: supJJ1f'(zW(1-I'Pa(z)12)dxdy < oo},
aEL:\.

L:\.

where 'Pa(z) is the Mobius transformation

a-z
'Pa(z) = -1-, lal < 1.- az

This function maps the unit disc onto the unit disc, 'Pa(~) = ~, and has the
properties 'Pa('Pa(z)) = z, 'Pa(O) = a, 'Pa(a) = 0 and lim l'Pa(z)1 = 1 Va E ~.

Izl ...->l

In 1984, Kobayashi [11] gave a characterization of a function f in the space
BMOA in terms of the least harmonic majorants of the subharmonic functions

ua(z) = If(z) - f(aW for a E ~.

In 1993, R. Aulaskari and P. Lappan [2] introduced the Qp-spaces for any
p > 0 as the family of functions in A that satisfies

Qp = {f E A: supJJ1f'(zW(1-I'Pa(zW)Pdxdy < oo}.
aEL:\.

L:\.
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Thus for p = 1 we obtain the BMOA space and for p = 0 we obtain the Dirichlet
space

D = {f E A: JJ1f'(zWdxdy < oo}.
~

Besides, Aulaskari and Lappan proved that for p > 1, Qp coincides always with
the well studied Bloch space.

Several difficulties occur if we try to generalize Kobayashi's tools, used in [11]
for functions in Qp. So Aulaskari et al in [3] introduced a new idea to characterize
Qp-functions in terms of harmonic majorants in such a way that the main prop
erties of the Qp-theory have their correspondent one with harmonic majorants.

In 1999 Giirlebeck et al [10] defined Qp-spaces of hyperholomorphic func
tions defined in the unit ball of ~3. Recently in [1] the authors introduced the
BP,q-spaces of hyperholomorphic functions that generalize in several ways the
Qp-spaces. These hyperholomorphic Qp-spaces are defined with the help of a
quaternionic derivative and the quaternionic Mobius transform. The quaternionic
Mobius transform is needed to define a weight function that concentrates the mass
of the weight at the point a. Doing this the new definition extends the complex
one-dimensional case in such a way that the restriction of the new model to the
two-dimensional case reproduces the original complex function spaces. Moreover,
to keep the results of this paper compatible to Kobayashi's results, we should work
with weight functions of the same type. It should be mentioned that for other pur
poses one can work also with equivalent weight functions based on the distance of
the point to the boundary only.

In this work we will extend the techniques used in [3] for the complex case to
obtain the corresponding characterizations of hyperholomorphic BP,q-functions in
terms of harmonic majorants. Besides, we present, too, how several important rela
tionships among hyperholomorphic BP,q, Bloch, and Qp-spaces can be translated
in terms of its corresponding harmonic majorants.

To introduce the meaning of hyperholomorphic functions let IHl be the set of
real quaternions. This means that elements of IHl are of the form

3

a = 2: akek, where {aklk E N~ := N3 U {O}; N3 := {I, 2, 3}} c ~;
k=O

eo = 1 the unit; el, e2, e3 are called imaginary units. They define arithmetic rules
in 1Hl; by definition e% = -eo, k E N3; ele2 = -e2el = e3; e2e3 = -e3e2 = el;
e3el = -ele3 = e2·

Natural operations of addition and multiplication in IHl turn it into a skew
field. The main involution in 1Hl, the quaternionic conjugation, is defined by
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and it extends onto IHl by lR-linearity, i.e., for a E 1Hl,
3 3 3

ii := L akek = L akek = ao - L akek·
k=O k=O k=l

Note that
3

iia = aii = L a% = lali4 =: lal~·
k=O

Therefore, for a E IHl \ {O} the quaternion

-1 1_
a := lal2a

53

is an inverse to a.
Let 0 be a domain in lR3 . Then we consider lHl-valued functions defined in 0

(depending on x = (XO,X1,X2)):

f : 0 ----t 1Hl.

The notation CP(O; 1Hl), pEN U {O}, has the usual component-wise meaning. On
C1(O;IHl) we define a generalized Cauchy-Riemann operator D by

2 of 2

D(f):= Leka =: Lek ad·
k=O Xk k=O

D is a right-linear operator with respect to scalars from IHl .The operator D defined
by

_ 2 of 2

D(f):= Leka =: Lek akf
k=O Xk k=O

is the adjoint Cauchy-Riemann operator. The solutions of Df = 0, x E 0, are
called (left) hyperholomorphic (or monogenic) functions and generalize the class
of holomorphic functions from the one-dimensional complex function theory. Let

2

63 be the three-dimensional Laplace operator, 63 := 2: a~. Then on C2 (O; 1Hl)
k=O

analogously to the complex case the following equalities hold:

63 = DD =DD.

This property means, in particular, that hyperholomorphic functions are harmonic
in all their coordinates and we can use results from classical harmonic analysis
also for our hyperholomorphic functions. Using the adjoint generalized Cauchy
Riemann operator D instead of the derivative j'(z), the quaternionic Mobius
transformation 'Pa(x) = (a - x)(l - iiX)-l, and the modified fundamental so-

lution g(x) = 4~ C;I - 1) of the real Laplacian, in [10] generalized Qp-spaces are
defined by

Qp = {f E kerD: Qp(f):= sup r IDf(x)12(g('Pa(x)))PdBx < OO}'
aEB j (0) } B 1 (0)
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where B1(0) stands for the unit ball in ]R3. Here, the generalizations of the Green
function and of the higher dimensional Mobius transformation seem to be natural;
that - ~D plays the role of a derivative is shown in [9] for arbitrary dimensions
and in [12] and [14] for dimension four.

From the consideration of Qp as p ---+ 00 in [10] the following definition of
the Bloch seminorm in the three dimensional case is introduced:

2 3-
B(f)= sup (1-lxl )'2IDf(x)l·

xEB1 (0)

Based on these definitions it is proved in [10] that

V c Qp c Qq c B for 0 < p < q ::::; 2 and Qq = B for q > 2,

where V is the hyperholomorphic Dirichlet space given by (see [10]):

V = {f :fE kerD and

For more information about the study of Qp spaces of hyperholomorphic functions,
we refer to [5], [8], [10], and [9].

Recently, Bq-spaces of quaternion-valued functions were defined in [7] as
follows:

with

Bq(f):= sup JIDf(xW(1-lxI2)~q-3(1-I<Pa(x)n3dBx,
aEB1 (0)

B 1 (0)

where 0 < q < 00. It is shown in [7] that all these spaces are equivalent to the
quaternionic Bloch space. This was the reason to work in [8] with another exponent
of the weight function

Bq(f):= sup JID f(xW (1-lxI2) ~q-3 (1- l<Pa(x)13)2dBx,
aEB1 (0)

B 1 (0)

where again 0 < q < 00 and the exponent 2=3-1 is related to the real space
dimension. In this case it is known that for q < 2 these Bq-spaces form a proper
scale and all spaces are included in the Bloch space.

Using the same definition, Resendis and Tovar [13] obtained a Besov-type
characterization for quaternionic Bloch functions that generalizes a Stroethoff the
orem (see [15]) in ]R3.

In the present paper we define BP,q-spaces of quaternion-valued functions as
follows:

BP,q = {f E ker D : BM(f) < 00 },
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Bp,q(f):= sup J IDf(x)lq(1-lxn~q-p(1-ICPa(x)nPdBx,
aEB1 (0)

B 1 (0)

where 0 < q < 00 and 0 < p < 00. This definition refines the scale by a better
controlling of the weight function. If p = 3, we will get the space Bq of hyperholo
morphic functions as defined in [7]. Also, if q = 2 and p = 3we will get the space
Q2 of hyperholomorphic functions as studied in [10].

Remark 1.1. The functionals B(f), Qp(f), Bq(f) and Bp,q(f) define only semi
norms. Nevertheless, if Uc is a small neighbourhood of the origin, with an arbitrary
but fixed E > 0, then we can add the L1-norm of f over Uc to our seminorms and
B as well as Qp, BP, BP,q will become Banach spaces. For details see [9].

Remark 1.2. We restrict ourselves to the study of hyperholomorphic functions in
1R3 with values in the quaternions even though some of the results on harmonic
functions are stated in IRn, and hyperholomorphic functions can be defined also
as functions from IRn +1 with values in Clifford algebras ceO,n. One reason is that
the used hyperholomorphic Bp,q-spaces are studied only in the three-dimensional
case. The seminorms introduced by the hypercomplex derivative D for functions
defined in IRn +1 with values in ceO,n become weaker with increasing dimension
because the hyperholomorphic constants (functions belonging to kerD n kerD))
are isomorphic to the Clifford algebra ceO,n-l.

2. Classical DiricWet Problem

This section is devoted to present definitions and results related to the classical
Dirichlet problem for real valued functions defined in some subset of IRn . For
Proposition 2.1, Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.3 and the basic definition we refer
to [6].

Let n c IRn(n ~ 2) be a bounded open set, with boundary rand h E CO(r).
We call a function H : n ----+ IRn a classical Dirichlet solution if H is harmonic in
n, i.e., 6.n (H(x)) = 0 for all x E n, and such that

lim H(x) = h(z) for all z E r.
x~z

xE!1

We denote by Sj(n) the family of harmonic functions in n. If H is the classical
Dirichlet solution of h in n, then H E Sj(n) n c°(f!) and h is the trace of H on
r. From the maximum principle for harmonic functions we have that the linear
map that takes H to its trace h on r is an isometry with the uniform convergence
norm on n given by

IIHII = max IH(x)1
xEr

and the uniform convergence norm on r given by

Ilhll = max Ih(x)l·
xEr
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Thus we obtain that every uniform limit of harmonic functions on 0 results in a
harmonic function on 0, and we have

Proposition 2.1. [6] Let 0 be a bounded open set of IRn with boundary f. The set
E(O) of the h E CO(f) such that the Dirichlet problem admits a classical solution
is a closed vector subspace of CO(r).

For the case n = 3 and 0 = Bro(xo), the ball centered in Xo of radius ro,
Poisson's integral formula gives us the classical Dirichlet solution for h E CO(r),
where f = aBro(xo):

H(x) = -i-Jr6 -Ix - xol
2

h(t) df t .
ro0"3 It - xl3

r

Here 0"3 is the total surface area of the unit sphere in 1R3 . Consider now the next
immediate consequence of Harnack's theorem:

Theorem 2.2. [6] Let 0 c IRn be a connected open set and let {Hm} be a monotonic
sequence of harmonic functions on o. Suppose that there exists an Xo E 0 such
that {Hm(xo)} is bounded. Then the sequence {Hm} is uniformly convergent to a
harmonic function in 0 on every compact subset of o.

Corollary 2.3. [6] Let 0 C IRn be a bounded open set and let {Hm} be a sequence
of functions, harmonic on 0 and continuous on 0, satisfying for some M > 0,
IHm(x)1 :S M for all x E f = 00 and all mEN. Then there exists a subsequence
of {Hm} converging to a harmonic function on O.

Now we will prove some facts about continuous functions on the unit ball
B I(0) and its boundary T = aB l (0) in 1R3 .

Proposition 2.4. Let h : B I(0) -+ ffi.+U{O} be a continuous function and°< R < 1.
Let hR : T -+ IR be a function defined in spherical coordinates (r, 'P, B) by

hR(I,'P,B) = max h(r,'P,B), O:S 'P:S -rr, O:S B:S 2-rr.
O::=;r::=;R

Then hR is a continuous function on T. Moreover, if°< R I < R2 < 1, then
hR,(I,'P,B):s hR2 (1,'P,B) for every ('P,B) E [O,-rr] x [0,2-rr].

Proof. Let 'Po E [0, -rr] and Bo E [0,2-rr] be fixed. By compactness of the segment
[0, (RI,'P,B)] in BI(O), the maximum of h in this segment is attained. We pro
ceed by contradiction: Suppose that hR is not continuous at (l,'Po,Bo), then if
hR(l, 'Po, Bo) = hero, 'Po, 00) for some ro E [0, R], there exists f > 0, such that for
each n E N, there exist 'Pn and On, with /'Pn - 'Pol < ~, and IBn - Bol < ~, but
IhR(I, 'Po, 00) - hR(l, 'Pn, Bn)1 ;:: f. In particular there exists a sequence {rn} C
[0, R], with hR(l, 'Pn, Bn) = h(rn, 'Pn, Bn). Besides, we can suppose that rn con
verges to r* E [0, R], with r* =f ro and by continuity of the function h at (ro, 'PO, Bo),
necessarily we have that hR(I, 'Po, Bo) + f :S hR(I, 'Pn, Bn) = h(rn, 'Pn, Bn). Taking
the limit we get a contradiction. 0
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Corollary 2.5. Let h : BI (0) ~ IR be a continuous function. Let hI 1!' ~ IR be
defined by

h l (1,cp,8) = sup hR(r, cp, 8), 0 ~ cp ~ 11", 0 ~ 8 < 211".
O:-::::R<I

If hI (1, cp, 8) < +00, then lim hR(l, cp, 8) = hI (1, cp, 8).
R-+I

hI is not necessarily a continuous function on 1!' (see [3]). Let hR : 1!' ~ IR
be a continuous function and 0 < R < 1. Let HR : BI(O) ~ IR be a harmonic
function such that HRhr = hR, i.e., HR is the classical solution of the Dirichlet
problem with boundary values hR on T. Then we have

Theorem 2.6. Let h : BI (0) ~ 1R+ U {O} be a continuous function. Let hI : T ~ IR
be defined as in the previous corollary and let HI : BI (0) ~ IR be defined by

HI(x) = sup HR(x), for every x E BI(O).
O:-::::R<I

Then HI is a harmonic function on BI (0) orHI (x) == 00 on BI (0). In the first case
HI can be obtained through the application of the Poisson kernel to hI; moreover
if HR is positive then

and lim HI(1,cp,8) exists a.e. on [0,11"] x [0,211"].
r-+I

Proof. Let {Rn} be an increasing sequence of positive numbers on (0,1) with
lim Rn = 1. By Proposition 2.4 and the formula for the classical solution of the

n-+oo

Dirichlet problem, the sequence {HR n } satisfies

HRn(x) ~ HR,,.{x) ~ sup h(y), for all x E B1(0) and n ~ m.
yEB1 (O)

Thus {HR n } is an increasing sequence such that

lim HR,.{x) = HI(x) for every x E BI(O).
n-+oo

By Harnack's theorem HI == 00 or HI is a harmonic function. By Corollary 2.3
HI is a harmonic function. It is easy to see the that limit does not depend on the
sequence. Besides, since

HR(1,cp,8) = hR(1,cp,8) ~ h l (1,cp,8), (cp,8) E [0,11"] x [0,211"]

we have that HR(1,cp,8) ~ h l (1,cp,8) if R ~ 1- and lim HI(l,cp,B) exists a.e.
R-+l-

(see [4] p.55).
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For every fixed x E B I (0), we consider the sequence of functions

So there is a sequence of positive Lebesgue integrable functions such that for
Rn1 ::; Rn2

1 1 - Ixl2 h 1 1 - Ixl2 ho< - R (t) < - R (t)
- 0'3 It - xl 2 nl - 0'3 It - xl 2 n2

and

1 1 - Ixl2
h ( ) 1 1 - Ixl 2

h ( )- R t --t - 1 t as m I---> 00.
0'3 It - xl 2 nm 0'3 It - xl 2

Thus for the classical theorem on a monotonic sequence of Lebesgue integrable
functions we have that

~ l-lx l
2

hI(t)
0'3 It - xl 2

is an integrable function such that

Corollary 2.7. Let G : B I(0) --t lR be a continuous radially increasing function,
that is, for 0 < R I < R2 < 1,

G(RI,<p,O)::; G(R2 ,<p,O), for every <p E [O,n], 0 E [0,2n].

Then hI : 11' --t lR, constructed in Corollary 2.5, defines through the Poisson kernel
a harmonic function HI on BI(O) with boundary values given by hI a.e. on 11'.

Corollary 2.8. Under the hypotheses of the previous theorem, we have

HR(x) ::; HI(x)::; sup HI(y) = sup h(w).
yEBl(O) wET

Let n c lR3 be an arbitrary set and let G : n --t lR be a function that is not
identically -00. We say that H : n --t lR, a harmonic function on n, is the least
harmonic majorant of G if it satisfies:

a) G(x) ::; H(x) for each x E n,
b) If I is any harmonic function on n such that G(x) ::; I(x) for each x E n,
then H(x) ::; I(x) for each x E n.

The least harmonic majorant of a bounded and radially increasing continuous
function is not necessarily the Poisson extension of its boundary value (proved in
[3]). Remark that the proof is given there for the case of the unit disc in C. It is
easy to get the corresponding result for functions defined on B I (0).
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3. The BP,q-Harmonic Majorant

Proposition 3.1. For 0 < q < 00 and 0 < p < 00, let f E BP,q and F : B 1(0) -+ lR
be defined by

F(a) = J IDf(xW (1-lxI2)~q-p(1-I4?a(x)1 2)P dBx ·

B,(O)

Then F is a bounded continuous function on B 1(0).

Proof. Let a E B 1(0) be fixed and let 0 < Ja < 1 -Ial be such that the closed ball
BoJa) C B1(0). The function l: B1(0) X BOa (a) -+ lR defined by

(1-IWP
(x,~) -+ 11 _ ~X12p

is uniformly continuous on B1(0) x BoJa). Then for given E > 0 there exists J > 0
such that if Ix - x'I < J and I~ - fl < J, then

E

Il(x',e) -l(x,~)1 < J IDf(x)lq(I-lxI2)~q dB
x

'

B , (O)

Therefore

IF(a) - F(b)1 ~ JID f(xW (1 -lxI 2
) ~q Il(x, a) -l(x, b)1 dBx ·

B,(O

To prove this we use the equality

1 -14?a(xW 1 -lal 2

1 - Ixl 2 11 - axl 2

that follows directly from the properties of the Mobius transform. o
Then for f E BP,q, a = (r,4?,O), O:S R < 1, (4?,O) E [O,7l'] x [O,27l'] define

hR(I, 4?, 0) = a=~~~,8) J ID f(xW (1 -lxI2 ) ~q-p (1 - l4?a(x)12)P dBx < +00.
O<r~R B,(O)

By Proposition 2.4, each function h R is continuous on 11'. So we can associate
through the classical Dirichlet solution a harmonic function HR(x) on B1(O) given
by

1 J l-lxl2

HR(x) = -R I 13 hR(t) drt .
0"3 t - x

8B,(0)

Observe that for R1 ~ R2we have hR1 (1, 4?, 0) ~ hR2 (1, 4?, 0), thus

HR1 (x) ~ HR2 (X) < Bp,qU).

If we apply Theorem 2.6, then we obtain that the limit

lim HR(x) = H1(x)
R-.l-
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is harmonic on BI(O). Besides, lim hR(x) := hI(x) is a well defined function.
R-+I-

Observe that HI(x) is the least harmonic majorant of the family {HR(x)} on
B I (0). It follows from Theorem 2.6

sup HR(y)::; sup HI(y)::; BM(f).
yEB I (0) yEB I (0)

In a similar way we obtain

Proposition 3.2. Let f be a non-constant hyperholomorphic function on B I (0) and
o< R < 1. Then the function K R : 'll' ---t IR defined by

KR(l,IP,O) = a=~~~8) J IDf(xW (1-lxI2)~q-p(1-!IPa(x)1 2)P dBx

OSr<R BI(O)

is continuous and positive.

Now we are in the position to obtain a characterization of hyperholomorphic BP,q
functions in terms of a very natural least harmonic majorant associated to f.
Theorem 3.3. Let f : BI(O) ---t 1HI(1R) be a hyperholomorphic function and 0 < p <
00, 0 < q < 00. Then f belongs to the class BP,q if and only if hI : 'll' ---t IR defined
by

hI(l,IP,O) = a=~~~,8) J IDf(xW (1-lxI2)~q-p(1-IIPa(x)12)P dBx

OSr<1 B 1 (0)

is bounded. Because hI is a well defined bounded function on'll', the function HI :
B I (0) ---t 1HI(1R) can be obtained from hI through the classical Dirichlet solution
with the Poisson kernel, and HI is the least harmonic majorant of the family of
harmonic functions {HR }, 0 < R < 1.

Proof. For the continuous function F of proposition 3.1, consider the associated
family of functions hR introduced in Proposition 2.4. Then associate, for each
o< R < 1, the corresponding harmonic Poisson extension H R and finally apply
Theorem 2.6 . 0

Corollary 3.4. Let HI : BI(0) ---t IR+ U{O} be as above. Then HI admits a finite
nontangentiallimit hI(l,IP,O) almost everywhere on'll'.

Proof. See [4]. o
We will study now some relationships proved by El-Sayed Ahmed et al in [1]

and show their corresponding translation in terms of harmonic majorants.

Proposition 3.5. Let f be a hyperholomorphic function in B 1(0). If f E 13 then for
every a in BI(O), 1::; p < 00 and 0 < q < 00 we have

J ID f(xW (1 -lxI2) ~q-p (1 - IIPa(xW)P dBx ::; 41r(B(f))q

B 1 (0)

where B(f) denotes the Bloch seminorm of f.
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As a consequence we obtain

Corollary 3.6. For 1 ::; p < 00 and 0 < q < 00 we have

Be BP,q.

Let now fEB and denote by hI and hf,q the corresponding functions as
sociated through the technique outlined previously. Likewise let HI and Hf.,q be
the corresponding least harmonic majorants associated to f with boundary lim
its given a.e. by hI and hf,q, respectively. So we can reformulate the previous
proposition in terms of harmonic majorants associated to f as follows.
Theorem 3.7. Let f be a hyperholomorphic function in B I (0) and assume that
fEB. For every 0 ::; p < 00 and 0 < q < 00,

sup Hi,q(x) = sup hf,q(x)::; sup hI(x) = sup HI(x).
xEBdO) xE8B, (0) xE8B, (0) xEB, (0)

In [1] the authors obtained the next result, too:

Theorem 3.8. For 1 ::; q < 00 and 3 ::; p < 00 we have

BP,q C B.

In the proof they used essentially the inequality

17*(R)(1-laI2)~qIDf(aW::; JIDf(xW (1-lxI2)~q-P(1-I<Pa(x)12)P dBx .

B,(O)

SO its follows directly that this statement can be rewritten for harmonic majorants
of f as:
Theorem 3.9. For 1 ::; q < 00 and 3 ::; p < 00 we have for f in BP,q that

sup hI(x) = sup HI(x)::; sup Hi,q(x) = sup hf,q(x).
xEoB, (0) xEB, (0) xEB, (0) xEoB, (0)

At the end we extend some results by Stroethoff [15] for BP,q-spaces to
hyperholomorphic functions and obtain several characterizations of functions in
the Bloch space. (See Theorems 3.1 and 1.2 in [1] )

Theorem 3.10. Let f be hyperholomorphic in the unit ball. Then the following
conditions are equivalent.

1. fEB,
2. f E BP,q for all 0 < q < 00 and 0 < P < 00,
3. f E BP,q for some q 2 1 and 3 ::; p < 00.

This result can be translated for HI and Hi,q as

Theorem 3.11. Let f be hyperholomorphic in the unit ball. Then the following
conditions are equivalent

1. HI is bounded,
2. Hi,q is bounded for all 0 < q < 00 and 0 < p < 00,
3. Hi,q is bounded fore same q 2 1 and 3 ::; p < 00.
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Spherical Means and Distributions in
Clifford Analysis

Fred Brackx, Richard Delanghe, and Frank Sommen

Abstract. This paper consists of two parts. In the first part we deal with spe
cific higher dimensional distributions within the framework of Clifford anal
ysis. These distributions are "classical" in the sense that they were already
introduced, albeit dispersed, in the literature on harmonic analysis and on
Clifford analysis. Amongst these classical distributions are the fundamental
solutions of the natural powers of the Laplace and the Dirac operators, and
the integral kernel of the Hilbert transform. The strength of our approach is
its unifying character.
In the second part new higher dimensional distributions are introduced, gen
eralizing the distributions of part I. Crucial to this generalization is the use
of so-called surface spherical monogenics. The whole picture thus obtained
offers structural clarity and unity.

Mathematics Subject Classification (2000). Primary 30G35; Secondary 46FIO.

Keywords. Distributions, spherical means, Clifford analysis.

Introduction

The immediate cause of writing this paper was Delanghe's paper [5] in which he
studies a higher dimensional analogue of the Principal Value distribution on the
real line. In that paper the integrated approach to all dimensions, offered by Clif
ford analysis, is fully exploited, as opposed to a traditional tensorial or cartesian
approach with a number of copies of one dimensional phenomena. We realized
that this higher dimensional Principal Value distribution and the well known fun
damental solution of the Dirac operator are but two examples of vector valued
Clifford distributions, out of an infinite collection of such kind of distributions,
which moreover can be obtained by letting act the Dirac operator on a corre
sponding infinite set of classical real valued radial distributions. We also realized
that by making use of the well known spherical means, which arise naturally by
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introducing spherical co-ordinates, a simple, powerful and highly efficient tech
nique could be designed allowing us to carry out the explicit calculations on the
real line and exporting them to the original setting of Euclidean space. Finally
we realized that introducing generalized spherical means involving the so-called
spherical monogenics - the well known counterparts in Clifford analysis to the
spherical harmonics of harmonic analysis - gave rise to much more general Clif
ford distributions, encompassing those from part I in the special case where the
degree of the spherical monogenic considered is zero.

The aim of this paper is twofold. From the scientific point of view we in
troduce new Clifford distributions generalizing and extending the existing ones
in harmonic analysis and Clifford analysis. From the didactic point of view our
unifying approach offers structural clarity and gathers results and formulae spread
over the literature on harmonic and Clifford analysis, at the same time proving
once more the power and elegance of Clifford analysis.

Part I: Classical Clifford Distributions

1. A fundamental distribution on the real line

In this section we recall the definition and some properties of the classical distri
bution Fp x+ (see e.g. [11], [7]).
Let J-l be a complex parameter and x be a real variable. We consider the function

{
xl-'

x+ = 0
, x> 0
, x < 0

( Fp x+,¢)

For Re J-l > -1, this function x+ is a regular distribution given, for any test function
¢, by

r+ oo

(x+,¢) = J
o

xl-'¢(x)dx

For each n E N and for J-l E C such that -n - 1 < Re J-l < -n, the distribution
Fp x+ - where Fp stands for "finite part" - is defined by

1+00 ( ¢'(O) ¢(n-l)(O))
xl-' ¢(x) - ¢(O) - --x - ... - xn - 1 dx° I! (n-1)!

_ . (1+00 I-' Ey+l ¢(n-l)(O) EI-'+n)
- hm x ¢(x)+¢(O)--+ ... + ( ),--
€-;'o € J-l + 1 n - 1. J-l + n

As a function of J-l, x+ is holomorphic in ReJ-l > -1, and by analytic continu
ation Fp x+ is holomorphic in C\{-1, - 2, -3, ... }; the singular points -n, n EN,

are simple poles with residue ((n12:~!1 81n- 1).
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The derivative of Fp x+ is given by

!!- Fp xl-' = /I Fp XI-'-l /I -J- 0 1 2 3dx + r- +, r-r ,-,-,-, ...

and multiplication with powers of the variable x follows the rule

x Fp x+ = Fp x++l, J.L =1= -1, -2, -3, ...

The distribution Fp x+ may be normalized by dividing by an appropriate Gamma
function showing the same singularities in the complex J.L-plane; the functional

xl-'

(r(J.L:1)'¢)

is an entire function, so that the distribution f(:11) is well defined at J.L = -n,
n E N, where

[
x+] = J(n-1)

r(J.L +1) I-'=-n x

However, by slightly changing the above definition, Fpx+ may be defined for neg
ative entire exponents, leading to the so-called monomial pseudofunctions Fp x:tn

,

n E N (see [11]), given by

(Fpx:tn,¢(x) ) =

. (1+00 -n en+l ¢(n-2)(0) e 1 ¢(n-l)(O) )
hm x ¢(x) dx +¢(O) +... + ( 2)' -(-) + ( )' lne .
£-;,0 £ -n + 1 n - . -1 n - 1 .

Their derivatives are given by

!!- Fp x-n = (-n)Fp x-n- 1 +(-lr~ J(n) n EN,
dx + + n! x ,

and they satisfy the multiplication rule

x Fp x:t 1 = Y(x)

x Fp x:tn = Fp x:tn+l, n = 2,3,4, ...
where Y(x) stands for the Heaviside distribution, which is identified with Fp x~.

In the sequel we will also make use of the following technical lemma on the
division of Fp x+ by natural powers of the variable x.

Lemma 1.1. If the test function ¢ is such that ¢(O) = ¢'(O) = ... = ¢(k-l)(O) = 0,
then

( Fp x+, ~¢(x) ) = ( Fp x+-k, ¢(x)), J.L E C\{O, 1,2, ... , k - I}
x

and

( x~, ~¢(x) ) = ( Fp X~-k, ¢(x) ),
x

n= 0,1,2, ... ,k- 1.
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Proof. If we put ~</>(x) = 1/;(x) then

(i) </>U)(O)=O for j=0,1,2, ... ,k-1
(ii) </>(k) (0) = k! 1/;(0)

'1
(... ) ,j..U)(O) - J. .I,U-k)(O) ~ . - k 1 k 2
III 'I' - (j _ k)! 'I' lor J - + , + ,...

Choose an arbitrary fL EC\{k - 1, k - 2, ...} and take n EN such that -n - 1 <
Re fL < -no Then -n - k - 1 < Re fL - k < -n - k and thus by definition

( Fp x+-\ </> )

= r+ oo
xJ.l-k (</>(x) _ </>(0) _ </>/(0) X_ ... _ </>(n+k-l)(O) xn+k- l ) dx

io 1! (n+k-1)!

= r+ oo
xJ1.-k (</>(x) -1/;(O)xk _ 1/;/(0) Xk+l _ ... _ 1/;(n-l)(o) xn+k- l ) dx

io 1! (n-1)!

= (Fpx+, 1/;(x))

Next for n = -1, -2, -3, ... we have by definition

( Fp x~-k , </>(x) )

_. (1+00 n-k </>(k)(O) cn+l </>(k-n-l)(O))
- hm x </>(x) dx+, + ... + ( )' Inc
0-;,0 0 k. n + 1 k - n - 1 .

. (J+oo n cn+l 1/;(-n-l)(O))
= hm x 1/;(x) dx +1/;(0)-- + ... + ( )1 Inc
0-;,0 0 n + 1 -n - 1 .

= (Fpx~ , 1/;(x))

Finally for n = 0,1,2, ... , k - 1 we get

( Fp x~-k , </>(x)) = lim 1+00 xn-k</>(x) dx
0->0

> 0

r+oo
io xn1/;(x) dx = (x~ , 1/;(x) )

o

2. Clifford analysis (I)

Clifford analysis (see e.g. [2],[6]) offers a function theory which is a higher dimen
sional analogue of the theory of holomorphic functions of one complex variable.
In this section we only present the necessary basic definitions and results in Clif
ford analysis needed in the first part of this paper. The necessary material for the
second part will be presented there (section 7).

Let ]R0,m be the real vector space ]Rm, endowed with a non-degenerate qua
dratic form of signature (0,m), let (el, .. . ,em) be an orthonormal basis for ]R0,m,
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and let IRo,m be the universal Clifford algebra constructed over IRO,m. The non
commutative multiplication in IRo,m is governed by the rules

e; = -1, i = 1,2, ... ,m

and
eiej + ejei = 0, 1 ~ i f= j ~ m.

For a set A = {il , ... , ih} c {I, ... ,m}, ordered in the natural way: 1 ~ i l < i2 <
... < ih ~ m, we put

and
eel> = 1,

the latter being the identity element. Then (e A : A C {1, ... ,m}) is a basis for the
Clifford algebra IRo,m- Any a E IRo,m may thus be written as

a = L aA eA, aA E IR
A

or still as

where
[a]k = L aAeA

IAI=k

is a so-called k-vector (k = 0, 1, ... ,m).
If we denote the space of k-vectors by IR~,m' then

m

IRo,m = L Ef)IR~,m
k=O

leading to the identification of IR and IRO,m with IRg m and IRA m respectively.
We will also identify an element ;f = (Xl, ... ,Xm ) Eo IRm with the one-vector (or
vector for short)

m

;f= LXjej.
j=l

For any two vectors ;f and JL we have

;fJL =;f. JL +;f/\ JL

where
m 1

;f. JL = -( ;f, JL ) = - L XjYj = 2(;fJL + JL;f)
j=l

is a scalar, and

;f /\ JL = L eij (XiYj - XjYi) = ~ (;fJL - JL;f)
i<j

is a 2-vector, also called bivector.
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m

x2 = x. X = -lx/2 = - ""' x2
•- - - - L.J J

j=1

Conjugation in IRo,m is defined as the anti-involution for which

j = l, ... ,m.

In particular for a vector ;f we have

~ = -;f.

The Dirac operator in IRm is the first order vector valued differential operator
m

!1 = Le/)xj
j=1

its fundamental solution being given by

with am = n::;;) the area of the unit sphere sm-I in IRm.

Considering functions defined in IRm and taking values in IRo,m, we say that
the function f is left-monogenic in the open region n of IRm iff f is continuously
differentiable in n and satisfies in n :

fif=O.

As

flf=lil.=-lfl
a function f is left monogenic in n iff1 is right monogenic in n.
As moreover the Dirac operator factorizes the Laplace operator :

_fl2 = fiil. = il.fl = ~,

a monogenic function in n is harmonic and hence Coo in n.
Introducing spherical co-ordinates:

;f = r~, r = l;fl, ~ E sm-I,

the Dirac operator !1 may be written as

!1 = ~ar + ~aw = ~ (ar - ~ ~ aw) ,r - r-

while the Laplace operator takes the form

2 m-l 1 *
~ = ar +-- ar + 2" ~ ,

r r

~* being the Laplace-Beltrami operator on sm-I.
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To illustrate the meaning of the operators 8!!L and r!!L
traditional case m = 3, where

Xl = rsinOcos<p, X2 = rsinOsin<p, X3 = rcosO

and

71

- ~ 8!!L' consider the

(0 ~ 0 < 11", -11" ~ <p < 11")

el sin 0cos <p + e2 sinO sin <p + e3 cos 0
1

eo 80+ ecp~ 8cp
Slllu

(cos<p ele3 + sin<p e2e3)80

+(-el e2 - cot 0sin <p el e3 + cot 0cos <p e2e3)8cp
1

el e2e3 (ecp 80 - eo --:---n 8cp)
Slllu

where

eo = cos 0 cos <p el +cos 0sin <p e2 - sin 0 e3

and

ecp = - sin <p el + cos <p e2

are unit vectors (e~ = e~ = -1) in the tangent plane to sm-l at ~

Denoting by V and S the space of the compactly supported, respectively
rapidly decreasing, real-valued test functions in lRm, we will consider the modules
of testfunctions I1 V and I1 S; any such test function <p may

AC{l, ... ,m} AC{l, ... ,m}
be written as

<p = LeA <PA, <PA E V or S.
AC{l, ... ,m}

In most cases we will even use real-valued test functions.
A left Clifford distribution T(l) is then a bounded left lRo,m-linear functional for
which there exist bounded real-linear functionals TB (B C {I, ... ,m}) such that

( <p, T(l) ) = L eA eB( TB , <PA ),

A,B

and a similar definition for a right Clifford distribution T(r) :

( T( r) , <p ) = L eB eA ( TB , <PA ).

A,B

3. Generalized spherical means (I)

The spherical co-ordinates are really fundamental to the approach presented in
this paper. They generate in a quite natural way the so-called generalized spherical
means (see e.g. [13]).
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Let ¢(~) be a scalar valued test function in IRm
; putting ~ = r~, r = I~I, ~ E

sm-I, we define the generalized spherical means :

E(O)[¢] = ~ r ¢(r~) dS(~)
am Jsm-l

and

E(1)[¢] = E(O)[~¢] =~ r ~¢(r~) dS(~)
am Jsm-l

where dS(~) denotes the Lebesgue measure on sm-I.

Note that E(O) [¢] is nothing else but the classical spherical mean introduced
by John in [10].

The generalized spherical means enjoy the following properties. Firstly we
note that both spherical means are interrelated by the action of the Dirac operator.
In accordance with [13] we have, extending the notion of spherical mean to Clifford
algebra valued, in casu vector valued, functions :

Proposition 3.1. For a scalar valued test junction ¢ one has

(i)

E(O) [Q¢] = (Or +m; 1) E(I)[¢]

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)
E(1) [Ow¢] = O.

Proof. Consider the ball B(O, p) with arbitrary radius p > 0 and apply Stokes's
Theorem (see [2]) to obtain:

r Q¢ dV(~) = r dQ. ¢ = pm-I r ~ ¢(~) dS(r:!:!.)
JB(O,p) JaB(O,p) Jsm-l

For the left hand side we get:

r r m - I dr r (~Or¢ + ~ O~¢) dS(~)
Jo Jsm-l r

= r dS(~) ~ r r m
-

I or¢ dr + rrm
-

2 dr r o~¢ dS(~)
Jsm-l Jo Jo Jsm-l

= pm-I r ~ ¢(~) dS(~) + r rm
-

2 dr r (o~¢ - (m - 1) ~ ¢) dS(~)
JSm-l Jo JSm-l

As the first term in the last expression equals the right hand side of the above
Stokes formula, it follows that

lm-l o~¢ dS(~) = (m - 1) lm-l ~ ¢ dS(~)
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or ~(O) [ow¢] = (m - 1) ~(1) [¢], which proves formula (iii).
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Next we have:

am ~(O) [Q¢] = ( Q¢ dS((~.) = { (~ or¢ + ~ O~¢) dS(~)
Jsm-l Jsm-l r

_ (1) 1 (0) _ ( m - 1) (1)- am Or ~ [¢] +am - ~ [Ow¢] - am Or +-- ~ [¢]r - r

which proves formula (i).

Now apply again Stokes's Theorem to obtain

( C:!: ¢) QdV(;f) = { ;f ¢ d(;[ = - pm ( ¢(~) dS(w)
JB(O,p) JaB(O,p) Jsm-l - -

For the left hand side we get

{ (;f Q¢ - m ¢) dV(;f)
JB(O,P)

= -m {P rm- 1 ~(O)[¢] dr - {P rm dr ( Or¢ dS(~) + r rm-1~(1)[o~¢] dr
Jo Jo JSm-l Jo

= _ pm ( ¢(~) dS(~) + r rm- 1 ~(1)[o~¢] dr
Jsm-l Jo

As the first term in the last expression equals the right hand side of the above
Stokes Formula, formula (iv) follows.
Finally,

am ~(1) [Q¢] = { ~ (~or¢ + ~ O~¢) dS(~)JSm-l r

= - ~(O) [Or¢] + ~ ~(1) [ow¢] = - Or ~(O) [¢]
r -

proving formula (ii). o

Proposition 3.2. If ¢(;f) is a scalar valued test function, then the spherical mean
~(O) [¢] is an even, scalar valued test function on the real r-axis; its derivatives of
odd order vanish at the origin r = 0, while for its derivatives of even order one
has

{Q21¢(;f)} ~=Q = (-l)IC(l) {O;I~(O)[¢]}r=O

or, equivalently, in terms of distributions,

( Q21 J(;f) ,¢(;f) ) = (_1)1 C(l) ( 0;1J(r), ~(O) [¢] ),

where

l = 0,1,2, ...
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Proof. We prove the formula for the derivatives of even order by induction on l.
For l = 0 we have to prove that

( J(~) , </J(~) ) = ( J(r) , ~(O)[</J] )

or

</J(Q) = {a~ lm-l </J(r~) dS(~) } r=O

which is of course valid.
For l = 1 we have to prove that

( -~J(~) , </J(~) ) = -m ( JII(r) , ~(O)[</J] ).

Indeed, we have

am ~(O)[~</Jl = lm-l ~</J dS(~)

= { (a; + m - 1 ar + 1
2
~*) </J(r~) dS(~)}sm-l r r

= am (a; +m; 1 ar) ~(O)[</Jl

since

It thus follows that

{~(O)[~</J]}r=O = !~ (a; +m; 1 ar) ~(O)[</Jl =m{a; ~(O)[</J]}r=O

and hence, in view of the result for l = 0,

( ~J(~) , </J(~) ) = ( JC~J , ~</J )
= ( J(r) , ~(O)[~</Jl ) = m ( JII(r) , ~(O)[</J] )

which proves the formula for l = 1.
Now assume the formula to be valid for l; then we have consecutively:

( Q2l+2J(~) , </J(~) ) = ( Q2lJ(~) , ~</J)

= (_l)l C(l) ( a;lJ(r) , ~(O)[~</Jl )

= (_l)l C(l) (a;lJ(r) , (a; +m; 1 ar) ~(O)[</J])

= (_l)l C(l) ( a;l+2J(r) , ~(O)[</J] ) + (_l)l C(l) ~ ~ ~ ( a;l+2J(r) , ~(O)[</J] )

= (_l)l+l C(l + 1) (a;l+2J(r) , ~(O)[</Jl )

which proves the formula for l + 1. o
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Proposition 3.3. If ¢(,£) is a scalar valued test function, then the spherical mean
~(1) [¢] is an odd, vector valued test function on the real r-axis; its derivatives of
even order vanish at the origin r = 0, while for the derivatives of odd order one
has

{f12l+1¢(,£)} .:!:=Q = (-l)IC(l + 1) {a;l+l~(1)[¢]} r=O

or, equivalently, in terms of distributions,

( f121H <5(,£), ¢(,£) ) = (_1)1 C(l + 1)( a;IH<5(r), ~(1) [¢] ).

Proof. We prove the formula for the derivatives of odd order. Let ¢ be a scalar
valued test function. Then by Proposition 3.2 and Proposition 3.1, we have:

( f121H <5(,£) , ¢(,£) ) = - ( tJ21 <5(,£) , f1¢ )

= (_1)1+1 C(l) (a;I<5(r) , ~(O)[f1¢])

=(_1)1+1 C(l) (a;I<5(r) , (ar + m;l) ~(1)[¢])

= (_1)1 C(l) (a;I<5(r) , ~(1)[¢] ) + ~ ~ ~ (_1)1 C(l) (a;l+l<5(r) , ~(1)[¢] )

= (_l)IH C(l + 1) (a;l+l<5(r) , ~(1)[¢] ) 0

Note that in particular {~(O) [¢]}r=O = ¢(Q), while {~(1) [¢]}r=O = 0 or

r ~ dS(~) = 0Jsm-l

4. Classical and Clifford distributions in Euclidean space

In this section we will define classical and new distributions in the Clifford setting
making use of the spherical co-ordinates, the fundamental distribution Fp r~ of
section 1 and the spherical means of section 3.

Let us explain the underlying idea by considering the special case of a locally
integrable radial function T(r). Its action as a regular distribution on a scalar
valued test function ¢(,£) is given by

( T(r), ¢(,£) ) = r T(r) ¢(,£) dV(,£),JJRm
dV(,£) denoting the Lebesgue measure in IRm .
Introducing spherical co-ordinates this integral takes the form

r+
oo

T(r)rm- 1dr r ¢(r~)dS(~) = roo T(r)rm-1~(O)[¢] dr.
Jo Jsm-l Jo

Hence for T(r) = rA with Re A > -m, we find

(rA,¢(,£)) = 1+00

rJl~(O)[¢] dr = (r~,~(O)[¢]),
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where we have put I-" = .\ + m - 1. By this procedure the action of the distribution
T(r) = r>" in IRm is converted into an action of the distribution r~ on the real line.
It is this conversion which is used in defining our Clifford distributions in IRm

.

Let .\ be a complex parameter and let ¢ be a scalar valued test function. We
define the scalar valued distributions T>., and the vector valued distributions U>., by

( T>." ¢ ) = am ( Fpr~, ~(O)[¢] )

and

where we have put

I-"=.\+m-l.

These distributions are classical, in the sense as explained in the introduction:
the T>., distributions appear in harmonic analysis where they are sometimes denoted
by FprA, while the U>., distributions - at least some of them - appear in Clifford
analysis. More familiar expressions are given in the next proposition.

Proposition 4.1. For I-" = .\ + m - 1 such that - 2l - 1 < Re I-" < - 2l + lone has

( T>." ¢ ) = lim ( r r>"¢(;f) dV(;f) +t C(j)(L~.J¢)(O) /:A+m
+

2
j .)

0-;,0 JIRm\B(O,o) j=O + m + 2J

while for l = 0,1,2, ...

( T- m - 2l ,¢ ) =

lim ( r r-m- 2l ¢(;f) dV(;f) +~C(j)(~j¢)(O) c~j-22ll +C(l)(~l¢)(O) Inc)
0--0 JIRm\B(O 0) . 2J ->, )=0

with

j = 0, 1,2, ...

C(j)
1 1 1

am (2j)' C(j) = am22jj!(~ + j - 1) ... (~)

m/2 1
7r 22j-lj!f(~+j)'

Note that the first formula is in accordance with [11].
Examples of the T>., and U>., distributions are given in the next section.

5. The action of the Dirac operator on the distributions T>., and U>.,

As the distributions T>., are scalar valued it is not necessary to distinguish between
an action of the Dirac operator from the left or from the right. The results of that
action, IlT>." will be vector valued distributions, and as long as the testfunctions ¢
remain scalar valued it is neither necessary to distinguish between IlT>., as to be a
left or a right distribution.
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Proposition 5.1. For A E C\{ -m - 2l : l = 0,1,2, ...} one has

QT>. = A U>.-l

and in particular QTo = Ql~ = 0, while for l = 0, 1, 2, ...

QT- m- 21= -(m + 2l)U-m-21-1 + (-I)I+12(l + 1) C(l + 1) Q21+16(~)

and
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Q lnr = U- 1 .

Proof. Firstly we proof the formula in the general case where A #- -m - n, n =
0,1,2, ....
For any scalar valued test function ¢ we have by the definition of the derivative of
a distribution:

( QT>. , ¢ ) = - ( T>. , Q¢ ).

By the definition of the distributions T>., this equals

- am ( Fpr~ , ~(O)[Q ¢] ),

which, by Proposition 3.1, is turned into

_ am( Fpr~ , (ar +m; 1) ~(1)[¢])
am( ar Fpr~ , ~(1)[¢] ) - am (m - 1)( Fpr~-l , ~(1)[¢] )

am (/1- m + 1) ( Fpr~-l , ~(1)[¢] )

A ( U>.-l , ¢ )

Now for the exceptional cases where A= -m - 2l, l = 0,1,2, ... , we have consec
utively, taking Lemma 1.1 into account:

(flT_ m- 21 ,¢) = - (T- m- 21 ,fl¢)

_ am ( Fpr+ 21 - 1 , ~(O)[Q ¢] )

_ am ( Fpr+ 21 - 1 , (ar +m; 1) ~(1)[¢] )

am ( ar Fpr+ 21 - 1 , ~(1)[¢] ) - am(m - 1)( Fpr+ 21 - 2 , ~(1)[¢] )

-(m + 2l) am( Fpr+ 21 - 2 , ~(1)[¢] )

+a (_1)21+1 1 (6(21+1) ~(1) ["'] )
m (2l + I)! (r) , If'

-(m +2l)am( Fpr+ 21 - 2 , ~(1)[¢] )

( 1)21+1 1 (_1)1 (a21+16() "'())
+am - (2l+1)!C(l+l) - ~ ,If'~

whence

_ 1+1 Q21+16(~)
QT-m- 21- -(m + 2l)U-m-21-1 + am(-1) 221+1l

'
(!!l + l) (!!l) .

. 2 . .. 2
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o

The exceptional cases where A = -m - 21 - 1, I = 0,1,2, ... are treated in
a similar manner; there is however no singular term involving derivatives of the
delta distribution, since the even order derivatives of E(1) [¢] vanish at r = O.
Finally we also have

( QIn r , ¢ ) > = - ( In r , Q¢ )

= r+
oo

rm- 1 In r dr r Q¢ dS(!!:!.)
Jo JS=-l
-1+00

rm- 1 lnr OrE(1)[¢] dr - (m-1) 1+00

rm- 2 lnr E(1)[¢l dr

1+
00

rm- 2 E(l) [¢l dr

( Fp r:;:-2 , E(1)[¢]) = (U- 1 , ¢ )

As the distributions U>. are vector valued, we should, a priori, make a dis
tinction between an action from the left or an action from the right of the Dirac
operator and at the same time consider QU>. as a left distribution, respectively
U>.Q as a right distribution. Both cases can be treated similarly and it turns out
that both actions lead to the same scalar valued distribution.

Proposition 5.2. For A E C\{-m - 21 - 1 : I = -1,0,1,2, ...} one has

QU>. = U>.Q = -(A + m - l)T>._l

while for I = 0,1,2, ...

QU-m- 2l - 1= U- m- 2l- 1 Q= (21 + 2)T_m- 2l - 2 - C(l + 1)~l+16(;!:)

and

Proof. Firstly we proof the formula in the general case where A "I -m - n, n =
-1,0,1,2, ....
For any scalar valued test function ¢ one has, considering right distributions,

( U>.Q , ¢ ) = - ( U>. , Q¢ )

-am ( Fp r~ , E(l) [Q¢] ) = -am ( Fp r~ , -OrE(O) [¢] )

-am ( J.t Fp r~-l , E(O) [¢] ) = -(A + m - 1) ( T>.-l , ¢ )

Next for the exceptional case where A = -m + 1 we get

( U-m+1Q , ¢ ) = -( U-m+1 , Q¢ )

-am (Fpr~ , E(1)[Q¢l) = -am (Y(r) , -OrE(O)[¢])

-am (6(r) , E(O)[¢] ) = -am (6(;!:) , ¢(;!:) ).
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Finally for the exceptional cases where A= -m - 21 - 1, 1= 0,1,2, ... , we have,
taking Lemma 1.1 into account:

(U-m- 21-1 Q,¢) = -( U-m- 21 - 1,Q¢) = -am( Fpr+21-2,~(1)[Q¢])

-am( Fpr+ 21 - 2, -Or~(O)[¢l ) = -am( Or Fpr+ 21 - 2, ~(O)[¢] )

-a ((-21- 2)Fpr-21 - 3 + 1 6(21+2) ~(O)["'] )
m + (21 + 2)! (r)' 'f'

a (21 + 2)( Fpr- 21 - 3 ~(O)["'] ) _ a 1 ( 6(2/+2) ~(O)["'l )
m +, 'f' m (21 + 2)! (r)' 'f'

whence

U-m-21-1 Q = (21 +2)T_m- 21 - 2 - (-1 )l+l (21 + 2~';(l + 1) Q21+2 6(;~.)

or still
U-m- 21 - 1Q = (21 + 2)T_m- 21- 2 - C(l + 1)~1+16(;~l

The exceptional cases where A = -m - 21, 1 = 0,1,2, ... are treated in a simi
lar manner; there is however no singular term involving derivatives of the delta
distribution, since the odd order derivatives of ~(O) [¢l vanish at r = O. 0

Remark 5.3. The proofs of Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 are fundamental; they nicely
demonstrate the technique as explained at the beginning of this section. The proofs
of the similar propositions in the rest of the paper run along the same lines and
will not be given anymore.

6. Some specific distributions in Euclidean space

In this section we give some explicit examples of the distributions T>.. and U>..
introduced in the foregoing sections. It is shown that for specific values of the
parameter A, distributions are obtained which were already known in Clifford
analysis, thus illustrating the unifying character of our approach.

6.1.

For A= 0 we have

(Uo,¢) = am( Fpr~-l,~(1)[¢]) = roo r m - 1 dr r ~¢(r~) dS(~)
Jo Jsm-l

r ~ ¢(;r) dV(;r),
JJRm

in other words, Uo(;r) is the locally integrable function ~.

We also have

and
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1 w
~~ = (m - l)Q - = -(m - 1)U2 = (m - 1) --;.

r r
The distribution ~ is the higher dimensional analogue of the one dimensional
"signum"-distribution

6.2.

For }. = -m we have

sgn(x) = { -i , x < 0
x> O.

so that (see e.g. [5])
W

U-m = -Pv -=
rm

where Pv stands for "principal value" . It is the higher dimensional analogue of the
one dimensional Pv ~ distribution given by

( Pv~, ¢(x) ) = lim (j-e +1+00 ¢(x) dX) = j+oo ¢(x) - ¢(o) dx.
x e>,O -00 e X -00 X

For this distribution U-m we have the following formulae:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

As

w
rmw Pv -=- = 1

- r m

W 1 1
Pv -=- = -- [) -

rm m -1 - r m - 1

( w) 1Q Pv r--:n = -Q U-m = -T_m- 1 = -Fp rm+l

~ (pv r~ ) =Q(T_m- 1 ) = -(m + 1)U-m-2 = (m + l)Fp r!-+2'

r ~ dS(~) = 0
}S"'-'

(see section 3) the distribution Pv r~ is a typical example of a convolution oper
ator (see [9], [12]):

Pv ~ *¢ = lim r 'lL - '£ ¢(,£) dV(x)
rm

e>,O }R"'\B(O,e) I'lL - '£1 I'lL - '£Im -

giving rise to the Hilbert transform of the test function ¢ (see [8] and [5]).
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6.3.

Start with the observation that, according to Proposition 1.5.2, we have for>. =
-m+1:

confirming that
1 1 W

-- U-m +1 = - --=--am am rm- 1

is the fundamental solution of the Dirac operator in IRm (see Section 2).
Next, observe that, according to the Proposition 5.1, we have

fiT_ m+2 = Q((-m + 2)U_m+1)) = (m - 2)am 8(~)

confirming that

1 1 1 1 1
-- -- T_ m +2 = -- ----

am m - 2 am m - 2 rm- 2

is the fundamental solution of the Laplace operator in IRm.
Hence, find recursively the fundamental solutions of the natural powers of the
Dirac operator, and at the same time of the Laplace operator, to be

21 (1 1 1 1 1 1 1 )
Q 2Z-2"'42amm-2m-4"'m-2ZT-m+21 =8(~)

and

21+1 (1 1 1 1 1 1 1 )
Q -2Z"'42 am m-2 m-4"'m-2Z U-m+21+l =8(~).

Part II: New Clifford Distributions

7. Clifford analysis (II)

In the second part of this paper a fundamental role is played by the so-called inner
and outer spherical monogenics.
Start with a homogeneous polynomial Pp(~) of degree p which we take to be
vector valued and left (and hence also right) monogenic. Recall from section 2
that a function f is left (right) monogenic in an open region 0 of IRm if Qf = 0
(respectively fQ = 0) in O.
These polynomials enjoy the following calculus rules:

QPp(~)

Q(~ Pp(~))

Q(Pp(~) ~)

Q(~ Pp(~) ~)

(~Pp(~) ~)Q =

Pp(~)Q 0
= (Pp(~) ~)Q = -(m + 2p)Pp(~)

= (~Pp(~))Q = (m - 2)Pp(~), p =f: 0

-(m + 2p + 2) Pp(~) ~ - (m - 2) ~ Pp(~), p =f: 0
-(m + 2p + 2) ~ Pp(~) - (m - 2) Pp(~)~, p =f: 0
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~ Pp(;r) = ~(;r Pp(;r)) = ~(Pp(;r);r) = 0

~(;r Pp(;r) ;r) = -2(m - 2)Pp(;r)

since the Dirac operator fl. factorizes the Laplace operator in IRm: _fl.2 = ~ .

For the proofs of some of these basic formulae we refer the reader to [6]. Note
that these formulae are special cases of more general formulae, proved in [1] and
[4], involving monogenic homogeneous polynomials which are multi-vector valued.
However in order to making the paper self-contained we prove the most general of
the formulae listed above.

Lemma 7.1. If Pp(;r) is a vector valued, monogenic, homogeneous polynomial of
degree p, then

Proof. We have consecutively

fl.(;r Pp;r) = -m Pp ;r+L ej ;r OXj (Pp;r)
j

-m Pp ;r - L ;r ej OXj (Pp ;r) - 2L Xj OXj (Pp ;r)
j j

(-m - 2p - 2) Pp ;r - ;r fl.(Pp ;r)

-(m + 2p + 2) Pp ~ - (m - 2) ~ Pp

since

fl.(Pp~) =L ej Pp ej = m Pp - 2 Pp

j

o

These vector valued monogenic homogeneous polynomials Pp(~) may be re
alized under the action of the Dirac operator upon real-valued harmonic homoge
neous polynomials Sp+1 of degree (p + 1):

Pp(;r) = fl. Sp+l (~).

We then have

and

Pp(~) ;r = ~ • fl. Sp+1 (~) - ~ 1\ fl. Sp+l (;r)

from which it follows that

is scalar valued.
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By taking restrictions of the polynomials Pp(~) to the unit sphere sm-l , we
obtain so-called inner spherical monogenics Pp(~), for which the following formulae
hold:

Q Pp(~)

Pp(~)Q

8',;!. Pp(~)

Pp(~) 8',;!.

~ 8',;!. Pp(~)

8',;!.(~ Pp(~))

8',;!.(Pp(~) ~)

8',;!.(~ Pp(~) ~)

(~ Pp(~) ~)8',;!.

8~ Pp(~)

~* Pp(~)

p
-~ ~ Pp(~)

p
-~ Pp(~) ~

-p~ Pp (~)

-p Pp(~) ~

Pp(~)8',;!.~ = p Pp(~)

(Pp(~)~)8',;!. = -(m + p - l)Pp(~)

(~Pp(~))8',;!. = (m - 2)Pp(~) - (p + 1)~ Pp(~)~, p -I 0
-(m + p)Pp(~) ~ - (m - 2)~ Pp(~), p -10

-(m + p) ~ Pp(~) - (m - 2)Pp(~)~, p -I 0
Pp(~) 8~ = p(m + p - 1) Pp(~)

(-p)(p + m - 2) Pp(~)

Note again that these formulae are special cases of more general ones, proved in [1],
involving multi-vector spherical monogenics; however as an illustration we prove
the following

Lemma 7.2. If Pp(~) is a vector valued spherical monogenic of degree p then

8',;!.(Pp(~) ~) = -(p + 1) ~ Pp(~) + (m - 2) Pp(~).

Proof. Using the expression of the Dirac operator in spherical co-ordinates, we
have consecutively

1
r Q(Pp(~) ~) = r Q(rp+1 Pp(~) ~)

1 1
r (QrP+1) Pp(~) ~ + rPQ(Pp(~) ~)

1 1
w (-p - 1) - P (x) x + - (m - 2) P (x)- rP+1 p - - rP P -

-(p + 1) ~ Pp(~) ~ + (m - 2) Pp(~) o

Given an inner spherical monogenic Pp(~) then obviously

rPPp(~) = Pp(~)

is a left and right monogenic homogeneous polynomial the restriction of which to
the unit sphere is precisely Pp(~).

At the same time the functions

rm~p-l ~ Pp(~) = rm~2P ~ Pp(~) = Q~l)(:!2.)
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----,-1-----:- P, (w) w - _1_ P, (x) x - Q(r) (x)r m +p- I p - - - r m +2p p - - - p -

are left, respectively right, monogenic homogeneous functions of order - (m+p -1)
in the complement of the origin. Their restrictions to the unit sphere sm-I:

Q(l) =W P, (w) and Q(r) = P, (w) wp - p- p p--

are called outer spherical monogenics.
With the above notations we have

~ Pp(~) + Pp(~) ~ = -2(p + 1) Sp+1 (~).

Also note that the inner spherical monogenics Pp(~) and the outer spherical mono
genics ~ Pp(~) and Pp(~) ~ are special cases of spherical harmonics.

8. Generalized spherical means (II)

In Section 3 we studied the generalized spherical means E(O) and E(1) used after
wards in the definition of the distributions T).. and U)... In view of the definition of
new distributions in Section 9 in which the spherical monogenics will playa role,
we now introduce the necessary corresponding spherical means.

Let ¢(;f) be a scalar valued test function in lRm
, and let Pp(;f) be a vector

valued, monogenic, homogeneous polynomial of degree p i- 0 as introduced in the
previous Section 7. The spherical mean E(O) of part I is now generalized, depending
on the parity of p, as follows:

E~~ [¢] = E(O) [P2k(~)¢(;f)] = ~ r P2k(~)¢(;f) dS(~), k = 1,2, ...
am}8=-1

and

E~~+l[¢] = E(O)[r P2k+1(~)¢(;f)] = ~ r P2k+I(~)¢(;f) dS(~), k = 0,1,2, ...
am J8 =-1

Note that if p = 0 and Po(;f) = 1, then E~O) [¢] = E(O) [¢]. Note also the extra factor
r in the definition of E~~+l; in this way this spherical mean vanishes at the origin
r = 0 (a property which will exploited in the sequel) and moreover the formulae

established for E~~+I and E~~ become symmetric.

We now examine the behaviour at the origin r = 0 of the derivatives of these
vector valued spherical means.

Proposition 8.1. If ¢(;f) is a scalar valued test function, then the spherical means

E~O) [¢] are even test functions on the real r-axis, with derivatives of odd order
vanishing at the origin r = 0, while for the derivatives of even order one has:

{
21 (0) } _ (2l)! 1 {k+l }ar E2d¢] r=O - (2k + 2l)! C(k + l) ~m (¢(;f)P2k (;f)) FO
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{
21 (0) } _ (2l)! 1 {k+1 }

or E2k+l[¢] r=O - (2k+21)! C(k+l) ~m (¢(~)P2k+1(~)) ~=O'

Proof. First consider the case where p = 2k and observe that

E(0)[P2k(~)¢(~)]= r2k E(0)[P2k(~)¢(~)] = r2k E~~[¢]

whence

{0:k+jE(0)[P2k(~)¢(~)]}r=O = (2k; j)! {~E~~[¢]} r=O

If j = 2l + 1, then
{0:

1
+
1 E~~ [¢J }r=O = °

while for j = 21 we get

(21)! {02k+2IE(0)[F (x)A-(x)l}
(2k + 2l)! r 2k - If' - r=O

k+1 (2l)! 1 {2k+21 }
(-1) (2k+21)! C(k+l) it (¢(~)P2k(~)) x=O

In the case where p = 2k + 1, start with

E(0)[P2k+l(~)¢(~)]= r2k E(0)[r P2k+l(~)¢(~)] = r2k E~~+l[¢J

to obtain, in a similar way, the desired result.
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o
Remark 8.2. The above results for the values at the origin of the even order
derivatives of the spherical means E~O) [¢J may be rewritten in terms of distributions
as:

{
21 (0) } _ (2l)! 1 k+1

or E2k [¢] r=O - (2k + 2l)! C(k + l) ( P2k(~) ~m 8(~), ¢(~) )

and

{
21 (0) } _ (2l)! 1 k+1

or E2k+l [¢] r=O - (2k + 2l)! C(k + l) ( P2k+1 (~) ~m 8(~), ¢(~) )

where the obtained vector valued distributions may act from the left as well as
from the right.

Remark 8.3. As Pp(~) is a spherical harmonic, we have that

( Pp(~) dS(~) = 0, p = 1,2,3, ... ,
}sm-l

while for p =°
( dS(~) = am'

}sm-l
Hence

{
(O)} 1 1 {k }

E2k [¢J r=O = (2k)! C(k) ~ (¢(~)P2k(~)) ~=o =° , k =f; 0,
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{~~O)[4>]} r=O = 4>(0).

The spherical mean ~(l) [4>] of part I is now generalized as follows:

(i) ~~~[4>] = ~(O)[~ P2k(~)4>(~)] = _1 r ~ P2d~)4>(~) dS(~)
am }sm-l

(ii) ~~~+1[4>] = ~(O)[r ~ P2k+1(~)4>(~)] = ~ r ~ P2k+1(~)4>(~) dS(~)
am }sm-l

(iii) ~~~[4>] = ~(O)[P2k(~) ~ 4>(~)] = _1 r P2k(~) ~ 4>(~) dS(~)
am }sm-l

(iv) ~~~+1[4>] = ~(O)[P2k+1(~) r ~ 4>(~)] =~ r P2k+1(~) ~ 4>(~) dS(~).
am }sm-l

Note that if p = 0 and Po(~) = 1 then ~~1)[4>] = ~~3)[4>] = ~(l)[4>].

The next proposition summarizes the properties of these spherical means; its
proof is similar to that of Proposition 8.1.

Proposition 8.4. If 4>(~) is a scalar valued test function, then the spherical means

~~1) [4>] and ~~3) [4>] are odd test functions on the real r-axis with derivatives of even
order vanishing at r = 0, while for the derivatives of odd order one has:

{8;l+1 ~~~ [¢]} r=O

_ (_1)k+l+1 (2l + 1)! 1 ( (82k+2l+1J(X)) p. (x) A-.(x) )
- (2k+2l+1)! C(k+l+1) - - 2k -,'/'-

{ 82l+1~(1) [¢]}r 2k+1 r=O

_ ( )k+l+1 (2l + 1)! 1 (2k+21+1)
- -1 (2k+2l+1)! C(k+l+1) (fl J(~) P2k+1(~),4>(~))

{8;1+1 ~~~ [4>] }r=O

_ (_1)k+l+1 (2l + 1)' 1 (P. (x) (82k+21+1J(X)) (x))
- (2k+2l+1)! C(k+l+1) 2k_ - - ,¢-

{ 821+ 1~(3) [¢]}
r 2k+1 r=O

_ (_1)k+l+1 (2l + 1)! 1 ( P. (x) (82k+2l+ 1J(x)) A-.(x))
- (2k+2l+1)!C(k+l+1) 2k+l_ - - ,'/'- .
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Remark 8.5. The above obtained distributional expressions need an additional
consideration w.r.t. left or right action upon the test function </>. We focus on one
case:

{Q2k+21+1 (P2k(~)</>(~)) } ,,-=0 '

the other cases being treated similarly.
If left action on the test function is concerned, we have readily

( <5(~), Q2k+21+1(P2k(~)</>(~)) = -( Q2k+21+1<5(~), P2d~)</>(~) )

= _( (Q2k+21+l<5(~))P2k(~),</>(~) ).

In the case of right action on the test function, we have

( Q2k+21+1 (P2k(~)</>(~)), <5(~) )

( (_l)k+IQ~~+I(P2k(~)</>(~)), <5(~) )

(-1 )k+l ( Q(P2k(~)</>(~)), ~~+l<5(~) )

(_l)k+l( Q</>(~)P2k(~), ~~+I<5(~) )

(-1 )k+l ( Q </>(~), P2k (~)(~~+l <5(~)) )

(_1)k+I+1( </>(~), Q(P2k(~)(~~+1 <5(~))) )

(_1)k+1+1( </>(~), Q(~~+l <5(~))P2k(~) )

_ ( </>(~), (Q2k+21+l<5(~))P2k(~) ).

This shows the result to be independent of a left or a right action.

Remark 8.6. As ~ Pp(~) and Pp(~) ~ are spherical harmonics, we have that

r ~ Pp(~) dS(~) = r Pp(~) ~ dS(~) = 0, p = 0,1,2, ....
}sm-l }sm-l

Hence

{ar ~~~+1 [</>]} r=O = (2k +( ~)~)~~: + 1) ( Q2k+1<5(~) P2k+1(~), </>(~) ) = 0

and

{ar ~~~+1 [</>] }r=O = (2k +( ~)~ )~~: + 1) ( P2k+1(~) Q2k+1 <5(~) , </>(~) ) = O.

The spherical means ~~O), ~~1) and ~~3) are interrelated by the action of the
Dirac operator as shown in the next proposition.

Proposition 8.7. For a scalar valued test junction </> one has:

(i) ~~~ [</> Q] = (ar + m + ~k - 1) ~~~ [</>]

.. (0) (m + 2k - 1) (1)
(11) ~2k+1[</> Q] = ar + r ~2k+1[</>]

(iii) ~~~[Q </>] = (ar + m + ~k - 1) ~~~[</>]
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. (0) (m + 2k - 1) (3)
(IV) ~2k+I[Q 4>] = ar + r ~2k+I[4>]

where ~~O) [4> Q] stands for ~(O) [Q 4> Pp(~)] and ~~O) [Q 4>] stands for ~(O) [Pp(~)Q 4>].

Proof. Let f be an 1R0,m-valued function, then it may be proved in a similar way
as in Proposition 3.1, that

~(O)[Q f] = (ar +m; 1) ~(1)[f].
For f = Pp(J2)4>(;!;.), 4> being a scalar valued test function, we get

~(O) [Q 4> Pp(J2)] = (ar +m; 1) ~(1) [Pp(J2)4>(J2)].

In the case where p = 2k, this yields

r2k~(0)[Q 4> P2k(~)] = (2k+m-1)r2k-I~(1)[P2k(~)4>(J2)]+r2k ar ~(1)[P2k(~)4>(J2)]

or

~~~[4> Q] = (ar + m + ~k - 1) ~~~[4>].
In the case where p = 2k + 1, we get

r2k+1~(O) [a A. p. (w)]_ 'f' 2k+I_

= (2k +m - 1)r2k-I~(1)[r P2k+I(~)4>(J2)] + r2k ar ~(1)[r P2k+I(~)4>(J2)]

or
dO) [A. £:>] _ (£:> m + 2k - 1) ~(l) [A.]LJ2k+1 'f' ~ - U r + LJ2k+1 'f' .r

Next, we also have

~(O)[f Q] = (ar +m; 1) ~(O)[f~]
which, for f = Pp(J2)4>(J2), turns into

~(O)[Pp(J2) Q 4>] = (ar +m; 1) ~(O)[Pp(J2) ~ 4>(J2)].
In the case where p = 2k, this yields

r2k ~(0)[P2k(~) Q4>]

= (2k + m - 1)r2k - 1 ~(0)[P2k(~) ~ 4>(J2)] + r2k ar ~(0)[P2k(~) ~ 4>(J2)]
or

~~~[Q 4>] = (ar + m + ~k - 1) ~~~[4>].
In the case where p = 2k + 1, we get

r2k+I~(0)[P2k+I(~)Q4>] = (2k + m - 1)r2k- 1 ~(O)[r P2k+I(~) ~ 4>(J2)]
+ r2k ar ~(O)[r P2k+I(~) ~ 4>(J2)]
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or
(0) (m + 2k - 1) (3)

~2k+l[Q 4>] = Or + r ~2k+l[4>]·

Proposition 8.8. For a scalar valued test function 4> one has:

(i) r ~~~[4> Q] = ~ r Q 4> ~ P2k(~) dS(~)
am }sm-l

= (-r Or + 2k)~~~[4>]

(ii) r ~~~+l [4> Q] = ~ r Q 4> ~ P2k+l (~) dS(~)
am }sm-l

= (-r Or + 2k + 2)~~~+l[4>]

(iii) r ~~~[Q 4>] = ~ r P2k(~) ~ Q 4> dS(~)
am }sm-l

= (-r Or + 2k)~~~[4>]

(iv) r ~~~+l[Q 4>] = ~ r P2k+l(~) ~Q 4> dS(~)
am }sm-l

= (-r Or + 2k + 2)~~~+1[4>]

The proof is similar to that of Proposition 8.7.

9. New Clifford distributions
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o

The technique used in this section for introducing new Clifford distributions is
essentially the same as in the first part of this paper; we use spherical co-ordinates,
the fundamental distribution Fpr~ and the new spherical means of the foregoing
section 8.

Let>. be a complex parameter and let 4> be a scalar valued test funtion.

We define the vector valued distributions T>.,p by:

( T>.,2k, 4> ) = am ( Fp r~+2k, ~~~ [4>] )
and

where we have put
p,=>.+m-l

In the same order of ideas as in part I, we also introduce the distributions
U>.,p and V>.,p by:
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Example 9.1. For'\ = -m - p, we have for p = 2k:

( T- m - 2k ,2k, </J )

where we have used the fact (see Remark 8.3) that

Similarly we obtain for p = 2k + 1 that

The distribution T_m-p,p thus turns out to be a so-called principal value distribu
tion (see [9]):

which yields another example of a convolution operator (see also 6.2).

In the same order of ideas we find

and

to be examples of such kind of distributions. Moreover we have

showing that the U-m-p,p and V-m-p,p distributions may be used for decomposing
the scalar valued principal value distribution Pv r~ Sp+l (~) of [9] and [12].

Other examples of the T>.,p, U>.,p and V>.,p distributions are given in the
sections 10 and 11.
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10. The action of the Dirac operator on the distributions T).,p

We expect the distributions T>.,p, U>.,p and V>.,p to be interrelated by the action of
the Dirac operator. As T>.,p is vector valued, it makes sense to distinguish between
an action of Q from the left or from the right.

As it is clear that the parity of the degree P of the spherical monogenic Pp

influences the calculations and the results, we introduce the notation Pe ("even
part of p") by

{
Pe = 2k if P = 2k
Pe = 2k if P = 2k + 1

In a series of propositions we summarize the results of the calculations of Q T>.,p
and T>.,p Q in the several cases to be distinguished; their proofs are similar to that

of Proposition 5.1. Note that, as the odd order derivatives of ~~o)[¢] vanish at
r = 0, we have to expect a singular term involving odd order derivatives of the
delta distribution, only if >. +m +Pe is even.

Proposition 10.1. For>' E C and pEN such that >.+m-1 +Pe =I=- 0, -1, -2, -3, ...
one has

and

T>.,p Q= >. V>.-l,p.

Example 10.2. Take>' + 2k = 0; then J.L + Pe = m - 1 and

(T-2k,2k,¢) am( Fp r~-l, ~~~[¢])

r+
oo

r m- 1 dr r P2k(~)¢(;f) dS(~)
Jo J5"'-1

r P2k(~)</>(;r) dV(~)
JIR'"

whence
T- 2k ,2k(;f) = P2k(~}

If >. + 2k + 1 = 0 then J.L + Pe = m - 2 and

(T-2k- 1,2k+l,</» am( Fp r~-2, ~~~+l[¢] )

roo rm-2 dr r P2k+1(~)¢(;f) dS(~)
Jo J5"'-1

r P2k+1('o,J¢(;f) dV(;f)
JIR'"

whence

T- 2k- 1,2k+l(;f) = P2k+l(~}

In a similar way it is shown that

1
U_p-1,p(;f) = - ~ Pp(~)

r
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1
V_p-1,p(;f) = - Pp(~)~.

r
By Proposition 10.1 we get:

flT_p,p (;f) = (-p) U_p-1,p(;f)

and

or thus

and

T_p,p fl = (-p) V_p-1,p(;f)

1
fl Pp(~) = (-p) - ~ Pp(~)

r

1
Pp(~) fl = (-p) - Pp(~) ~

r
confirming known formulae (see Section 7).

Proposition 10.3. For>' E C and pEN such that>. +m - 1+Pe = 0 one has

fl T-m+l-Pe,p = -em +Pe - l)U_m- peop

and
T-m+l-peop fl = -em +Pe - l)V-m-peop,

Remark 10.4. The distribution considered in the above proposition is, by defini
tion:

( T-m-Zk+l,Zk(;f), ¢(;f) ) = am( Fp r~, E~~[¢] )

= r+
oo

dr r PZk(~)¢(r~) dS(~) = r ~-l PZk(~) ¢(;f) dV(;f)Jo Jsm-l JlRm r
whence

and similarly
1

T-m-Zk+l,Zk+l (;f) = rm- Z PZk+1(~)

which are clearly locally integrable functions in lRm
.

We also have

and hence

(¢,U-m-Zk,Zk(;f)) =am( Fpr+l,E~~[¢])

1 W PZk(w)
U-m-Zk,Zk(;f) = Fp ~ ~ PZk(~) = Pv - m-

r r
and similarly

1
U-m-Zk,Zk+l(;f) = rm- 1 ~ PZk+l(~) = am Em(;f) PZk+l(~)'

The formulae of Proposition 10.3 may thus be rewritten as:

(1) Wfl rm- 1 PZk(~) = (m + 2k - 1) Pv r-;;" PZk(~)
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Q (r~-2 P2k+l (~)) = -(m + 2k - 1) am Em(;f) P2k+l(~)'

Proposition 10.5. For AE C and pEN such that A+m-1 +Pe = -s, s = 1,2,3, ...
one has

(i) QT-m+1- 2k-21,2k = -(m + 2k + 2l - 1) U-m-2k-21,2k, l = 1,2,3, ...
(ii) QT-m- 2k-21,2k = -(m + 2k + 2l) U-m- 2k-21-1,2k

(82k+21+l J(x))F (x)+ (l)k+l+l - - 2k_
am - (2k + 2l + l)!C(k + l + 1)'

l = 0,1,2,3, ...

(iii) QT- m+1- 2k-21,2k+l = -(m + 2k + 2l - 1) U-m-2k-21,2k+l, I = 1,2,3, ...

(iv) QT- m- 2k- 21,2k+l = -(m + 2k + 2l) U-m-2k-21-1,2k+l

+a (_l)k+l+l W2k+21+1J(;f))P2k+l(;f)
m (2k+2l+1)!C(k+l+l)'

l = 0,1,2,3, ...

and similar formulae for T>.,p Q.

11. The action of the Dirac operator
on the distributions U>.,p and V>.,p

In this section we study the action of the Dirac operator from the left on U>.,p
considered as a left distribution, and the action from the right on V>.,p considered
as a right distribution. For the action of the Dirac operator from the right on U>.,p
and from the left on V>.,p, we refer the reader to [3] which is a continuation of the
present paper.
It turns out that the mentioned action of the Dirac operator reproduces - in the
general case - the distributions T>.-l,p .The proofs of the following propositions
are similar to that of Proposition 5.2. Note that, as the even order derivatives of
~~l) [</>] and ~~3) [</>] vanish at r = 0, we have to expect a singular term involving
even order derivatives of the delta distribution, only if >. +m + Pe is odd.

Proposition 11.1. For AE C and pEN such that >.+m-l +Pe '10, -1, -2, -3, ...
one has:

QU>.,2k = V>.,2k Q= -(>' +m - 1+ 4k) T>.-1,2k

and

QU>.,2k+l = V>.,2k+l Q= -(>' + m + 1 + 4k) T>.-1,2k+l.

Example 11.2. We verify the formulae of Proposition 11.1 in the specific case
where, for A= 1, we have
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The left hand side of the formula then takes the form

f1 U1,p = -(m + 2p) rP Pp(""")

while on the right hand side we have for p = 2k

-(A +m - 1+4k) T>.-1,2k = -(m +4k) T O,2k = -(m +4k) r
2k P2k ("",,)

and for p = 2k + 1:

-(A+m+l+4k) T>.-1,2k+l = -(m+4k+2) T O,2k+l = -(m+4k+2) r
2k

+l P2k+l(""")'

Example 11.3. Take A = -2k and p = 2k; then J.l +Pe = m - 1 and

( U- 2k ,2k, ¢ )

whence

U- 2k,2k(f.) = """ P2k(""")

If A = -2k - 1 and P = 2k + 1, then J.l +Pe = m - 2 and

( U- 2k-l,2k+l, ¢ ) a m ( Fp r~-2, E~~+l[¢] )

roo rm-2 dr r r """ P2k+ 1 ("",,) ¢(f.) dS("",,)io ism-l
whence

U-2k - 1,2k+l = """ P2k+l(""").

We thus obtain in this specific case the left and right outer spherical monogenics
(see Section 7):

and

V_p,p = Pp(""") """ = Q~r) ("",,).

The formulae of Proposition 11.1 yield:

f1 U- 2k ,2k = V- k ,2k f1 = -(m + 2k - 1) T- 2k - 1,2k

and

f1 U- 2k-l,2k+l = V- 2k - 1,2k+l f1 = -(m + 2k) T- 2k-2,2k+l,

or, in terms of the outer spherical monogenics,

and
1

f1(""" P2k+l(""")) = (P2k+l(""") "",,)f1 = -(m + 2k) - P2k+l(""")
r

in accordance with the formulae of Section 7.
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Proposition 11.4. For>' E C and pEN such that>. + m - 1+ Pe = 0 one has
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and

f1 u-m-2k+l,2k V- m - 2k+l,2k f1

f1 u-m-2k+l,2k+l = V- m - 2k+ 1,2k+l f1
11 k

= -(2k + 2) T- m - 2k,2k+l - am (2k)! C(k) P2k+l(;f) ~m 8(;f)

Proposition 11.5. For>' E C and pEN such that>. +m - 1+ Pe = -s,
s = 1,2,3, ... one has:

(i) f1 U-m-2k-21+1,2k = (2l - 2k) T -m-2k-21,2k

1 1 HI
-am (2k + 2l)! C(k + l) P2k (;f) ~m 8(;f),

l = 1,2,3, ...

(ii) f1 U-m -2k-21,2k = (2l- 2k + 1) T- m - 2k-21-1,2k, l = 0,1,2, ...

(iii) f1 U-m -2k-2I+l,2k+l = (2l - 2k - 2) T-m-2k-21,2k+l

1 1 k+l
-am (2k + 2l)! C(k + l) P 2k+l(;f) ~m 8(;f),

l = 1,2,3, ...

(iv) f1 U- m - 2k-21,2k+l =(2l - 2k - 1) T-m-2k-21-1,2k+l, l = 0,1,2, ...
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Hypermonogenic Functions and their
Cauchy-Type Theorems

Sirkka-Liisa Eriksson and Heinz Leutwiler

Abstract. Let CRn be the (universal) Clifford algebra generated by el, ... , en
satisfying eiej + ejei = -26ij, i, j = 1, ... ,n. The Dirac operator in CRn is
defined by D = 2::n_o ei aa. , where eo = 1. The modified Dirac operator is

introduced for k E'~ by xMkl = DI + k9'...1, where I is the main involu

tion and QI is given by the decomposition7(x) = PI (x) + QI (x) en with
PI (x) ,QI (x) E CRn-l. A k + I-times continuously differentiable function
I : n --+ CRn is called k-hypermonogenic in an open subset n of jRn+l, if
Mkl (x) = 0 outside the hyperplane X n = O. Note that O-hypermonogenic
functions are monogenic and n -I-hypermonogenic functions are hypermono
genic as defined by the authors in [15]. The power function x m is hypermono
genic. The set of k-hypermonogenic functions is a right CRn-I-module. We
state a Cauchy type theorem for k-hypermonogenic functions. We also prove
an integral formula for the P-part of an hypermogenic function.

Mathematics Subject Classification (2000). Primary 30G35; Secondary 30A05,
30F45.

Keywords. Monogenic, hypermonogenic, Dirac operator, hyperbolic metric.

1. Introduction

We consider an extension of classical complex analysis to higher dimensions. The
higher dimensional algebra extending the field of complex numbers is the universal
Clifford algebra Cin generated by the elements el, ... ,en satisfying the relation
eiej + ejei = -2bij, where bij is the usual Kronecker delta. The elements x =
Xo + Xl el + ... + X nen for XO, ... ,Xn E jR are called paravectors. The coordinate
Xo of a paravector X is called the real part of x. The set jRn+l is identified with
the set of paravectors.

This work was supported by the Academy of Finland.
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(1.1)

(1.2)

In the complex plane, at least locally, any holomorphic function j is a conju
gate gradient of a harmonic function. This means that a holomorphic function j
can be written locally in the form j = ~~ - i ~~ for some harmonic function H.
The starting point of modified Clifford analysis, noticed by the second author in
[22] and [23], is that, for any mEN, the power function

j(x)=xm

is paravector-valued for any paravector x (see ego [7]) and satisfies the property

8h n 8h
j (x) = 8xo - L ei 8Xi '

,=1

where
1

h (x) = -- Rexm +1
m+1

(see e.g. [14, p. 231]). The function h is not harmonic in the usual sense. However,
it is harmonic with respect to the hyperbolic metric

ds2 = dX6 + ... + dX;,
x2

n

Indeed, as noticed in [22], the function h satisfies the Laplace-Beltrami equation

8h
x .6h-(n-1)-=0

n 8xn '
(1.3)

associated to the Riemannian metric (1.2). The second author in [22] and [23]
initiated the research on those functions j, called H-solutions, admitting locally
the representation (1.1) for some function h satisfying the equation (1.3). Another
characterization of H-solutions is that they are paravector-valued solutions j =

Uo + U1e1 + ... + unen of the following generalized Cauchy-Riemann system

( !b& ~n ~) + ( 1) - 0Xn 8xo - L.."i=l 8xi n - Un - ,
8Ui _ 8Uk . k - 18Xk - 8Xi ' ~, - , ... , n,
!b& - _fJ!!:.k. k-1
8 - 8' - , ... ,noXk Xo

(H)

(see [23]). Using differential forms, the system (H) holds if and only if the 1-form

(j = ReU (x) dx) = xodxo - X1dx1 - ... - xndxn

is harmonic in the sense of W.V.D. Hodge (see e.g. [33]). The H-solutions are
notably studied in [18], [19], [20], [3], [4], [14], [6], [10], [8], [5], [22], [23], [24] and
[25].

The image space of H -solutions consists just of paravectors of the Clifford
algebra. In order to extend these functions to the total Clifford algebra valued
functions we first review some important concepts. The main involution' : CRn --+

CRn is the algebra isomorphism defined by e~ = 1 and e: = -ei for i = 1, ... ,n.

If v C {1, ... ,n}, we denote ev = ejl ... ejk' where ji E v and j1 < 12 < ... < jk·
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The involution -: GRn ----t GRn is defined by e.;: = -en , ei = ei for i = 0, ... ,n - 1
and ;;b = abo It is easy to calculate that for arbitrary a E GRn

a'en = ena and ena' = aen. (1.4)

The anti-automorphism * :GRn ----t GRn, called reversion, is defined by ei = ei
for i = 0, ... , nand (ab)* = b*a*. The conjugation a is given by a= (a')*.

Any element a E GRn may uniquely be decomposed as a = b+ cen for b, c E

GRn - l (the Clifford algebra generated by el, ... ,en-l; further GRo = IR). Using this
decomposition we define the mappings P : GRn ----t GRn- l and Q : GRn ----t GRn- l by
Pa = band Qa = c. Note that if wE Gln then, ~

Q
_ enw - wen _ w - w

w- 2 - -2-en ,
, +~

Pw = w - enw en w w
2 2

The following calculation rules are proved in ([15, Lemma 2] and [16, Lemma 1])

P(ab) = (Pa)Pb+(Qa)Q(b'), (1.6)

Q (ab) = (Pa) Qb + (Qa) P (b') , (1.7)

Q (ab) = aQb + (Qa) b'. (1.8)

We use the abbreviated notation P'a = (Pa)' and Q'a = (Qa)'.
Note that in the case n = 1, we have GR l = C, Pa = Rea and Qa = Ima.

2. Hypermonogenic functions

Let 0 be an open subset of IRn +1. We denote eo = 1. The left Dirac operator in GRn

is defined by D1f = L:o ei %1. and the right Dirac operator by Dr f = L:o %1. ei,
for a mapping f : 0 ----t GRn , whose components are continuously differentiable. The

- - - n -.£L - n.£L-
operators D1 and Dr are defined by Dd = Li=O ei ax; and Dr f = Li=O ax; ei·
We abbreviate Dd = Df if there is no confusion.

Let 0 be an open subset of IRn+l and k be a non-negative integer. We intro-

duce the modified Dirac operators Mk , M~, M'k and M~ by

Q'f
Mkf (x) = Dd (x) +k-

Xn

MkJ (x) = Drf (x) + kQf
Xn

and
-I - Q'f
Mkf(x) = Dd(x) - k-,

Xn

-r - Qf
Md(x) = Drf(x) - k-,

Xn

where f E Cl (0, GRn ). The operator Mk is also denoted by Mk and M~_l by M.
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Definition 2.1. Let 0 be an open subset of ~n+l. A mapping f : 0 --+ Gin is
called left k-hypermonogenic, if f E Ck+1 (0) and MkJ (x) = 0 for any x E 0 with
X n -:F O. The n - 1-hypermonogenic functions are briefly called hypermonogenic
and the O-hypermonogenic functions are called monogenic. Right hypermonogenic
functions are defined similarly.

Hypermonogenic functions were introduced in [15] and further developed in
[16], [11]' [12]. In ~3 under the name hyperholomorphic functions they were inves
tigated by W. Hengartner and the second author ([21]) and in ~4 by the authors
[17]. Notice that paravector-valued hypermonogenic functions are H-solutions. For
the general reference to the properties of monogenic functions we refer to [2] or in
the quaternionic case to [32].

We review some basic properties of hypermonogenic functions. The general
ization of Cauchy-Riemann equations is stated next.

Theorem 2.2 ([15, Proposition 3]). Let 0 be an open subset of ~n+land f : 0 --+
Gin be a mapping with continuous partial derivatives. The equation MkJ = 0 is
equivalent with the following system of equations

Xn (Dn- 1 (P f) - a~~!)) + kQ'f = 0,

Dn-dQf) + a~!) = 0,

h D ~n-l a
were n-l = ui=O ei ax; .

(2.1)

Note that if k = 0 and n = 1, the system (2.1) is just the usual complex
Cauchy-Riemann system.

Theorem 2.3. Let f : 0 --+ Gin be twice continuously differentiable. Then

- - k apf ( k aQ f Qf)
M k Mkf=Mk Mkf=6Pf---+ 6Qf---+k-2 en

Xn aXn Xn aXn Xn

=6f-~ af +kQfen
Xn aXn x~

= 6f - ~ af + k enf'en2 + f.
Xn aXn 2xn

Using the preceding lemma we obtain.

Corollary 2.4 ([11]). Let f : 0 --+ Gin be twice continuously differentiable on an
open subset 0 of~n+l. If Mkf = 0 in O\{x I Xn = O}, then the components of Pf
satisfy the equation

au
x n 6u- k- = 0

aXn

and the components of Qf satisfy the equation

2 au
x n6u - kXn -

a
+ ku = O.

Xn

(2.2)

(2.3)
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The differential equation (2.2), called Weinstein equation, is the Laplace-
Beltrami equation for the Riemannian space defined by the metric

d
2 _ l:~odx~
s - 2k •

n-l
Xn

The most important example of a hypermonogenic function is the power
function given next.

Proposition 2.5 ([15]). For any m E Z the mapping x m
, with x = l:~o Xiei, is

hypermonogenic in jRn+1 .

Hypermonogenic functions form also a module.

Proposition 2.6 ([11]). The set of k-hypermonogenic functions in an open subset
n of jRn+1 is a right Gin_I-module.

There is a way to extend holomorphic functions to hypermonogenic functions,
the so-called Fueter construction.

Example ([22, Corollary 2.3]). Let f = u + iv be holomorphic on an open set
n C jR~. Then the function Jdefined by

f-( )- ( /2 2) XIel+···+xnen ( /2 2)XO,···,Xn -u XO'YX I + ...+Xn + 2 2 V XO'YX I + ... +Xny'XI +... +xn

is hypermonogenic on the set {(xo, ... , x n ) I (xo, Jxi + ... + x;,) En} .
Using the preceding example we see that the exponential and the logarithmic

functions have also extensions to hypermonogenic functions, as stated in [22].

Theorem 2.7 ([11]). Let f : n ----+ Gln be k-hypermonogenic. Then the functions
M, fori=O,l, ... ,n-l, and

g = of en + k Qf = of en - D f'
aXn Xn aXn

are k-hypermonogenic in n.
Classical holomorphic functions in the complex plane are (locally) conjugate

gradients of harmonic functions. A similar result holds also for k-hypermonogenic
functions with respect to hyperbolic harmonic functions introduced next.

Definition 2.8. A twice continuously differentiable function f : n ----+ Gln is called
k-hyperbolic harmonic, ifMkMkf = O. In the case k = n-1 we call n-1-hyperbolic
harmonic functions just hyperbolic harmonic.

For real-valued functions the definition of n-l-hyperbolic harmonic functions
coincides with the usual definition of hyperbolic harmonic (or hyperharmonic)
functions in the hyperbolic model of the upper half space (see [1]).
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Theorem 2.9 ([11]). Let 0 be an open subset oflRn+land f : 0 ---4 Cin be k + 1
times continuously differentiable. Then f is k-hypermonogenic if and only if there
exists locally a k-hyperbolic harmonic mapping H with values in Cin- l satisfying
DH=f.

The preceding theorem directly implies the following result.

Corollary 2.10. A mapping f is k-hypermonogenic in 0 C IRn+l if and only if
there exist locally paravector-valued k-hypermonogenic functions gQ such that

f = L gQeQ.
QC{l, ... ,n-l}

In complex analysis, a function f is holomorphic if and only if f and zf are
harmonic. A similar result holds also for hypermonogenic functions.

Theorem 2.11 ([11]). Let f : 0 ---4 Cln be k + 1 times continuously differentiable.
Then f is k-hypermonogenic if and only if f and xf are k-hyperbolic harmonic
functions.

There is the following correspondence between k- and k+2s-hypermonogenic
functions.

Theorem 2.12 ([11]). Let f : 0 ---4 Cln be k-hypermonogenic. Then there exists
locally a k + 2s-hypermonogenic function 9 : 0 ---4 Cln such that f = 6 8 g. Con
versely, if a mapping 9 : 0 ---4 Cln is k + 2s-hypermonogenic, then f = 6 8 g is
k-hypermonogenic.

Hypermonogenic functions are also related to 6 m-monogenic functions, that
is functions satisfying D 6.m f = 0, considered in complex Clifford algebras by J.
Ryan in [30] and in real Clifford algebras under the name holomorphic Cliffordian
functions by G. Laville and I. Ramadanoffin [27] . They have also been investigated
by M. See in [31] and in the quaternionic case by L. Pernas [28].

Theorem 2.13 ([11]). If a function f : n ---4 Cln satisfies D 6.m f = 0, then there
exist, locally, 2i-hypermonogenic functions % : 0 ---4 Cln (j = 1, ... ,4) such that

~ (gil + gi2en + a~n (gi3 + 9i4 en)) = f.

The next theorem states how Mobius transformations act on k-hypermono
genic functions.

Theorem 2.14 ([12]). Let 0 be an open set contained in IRn+l and T : 0 ---4 IRn+l

be the Mobius transformation mapping the upper half space onto itself induced by

(~ :), where -c-ld ~ O. If f is (left) k-hypermonogenic on T (0), then the

function F defined by

(ex + d)-l T
F (x) = lex + dl n- k - l f ( (x))

is also (left)k-hypermonogenic on n.
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3. Integral formulas

(3.3)

(3.2)

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.1)

So far there was no integral formula for hypermonogenic functions in the general
case. Since in the case n odd hypermonogenic functions are holomorphic Cliffordian

n-l

(that is, they satisfy D 1"::,-2- f = 0), the following formula, proved for example in
[11], holds also for hypermonogenic functions.

Theorem 3.1. Let n c lRn +1 be open, n = 2m+ 1 odd and f :n --t Cln an n times
continuously differentiable function. Let C be an n + I-chain in n . If f :n --t Cln
satisfies D I"::, m f = 0, then

wn+lamf(x) = ~~c I"::,m-i(y-xf1da(y)l"::,if(y)

m-l- £; ~c Dl"::,m-i-l (y-x)-lda(y)Dl"::,if(y) ,

where Wn+l is the surface measure of the n + I-dimensional unit ball and ak is
recursively defined by

ak = -2 (n - 2k + 1) kak-l, ao = 1.

We will verify for the P-part a simpler integral formula, depending only on
f and not on its derivatives. It is based on the relations of Dirac operator and the
modified Dirac operator stated next.

Lemma 3.2. Let f be twice continuously differentiable. Then

(
f) _ MU P'f

Dl k - -k- - k k+l en,
X n X n Xn

Dr ( f
k

) = Mtf - k ~L en,
X n X n X n

P (MkJ) = x~P (D1 (!~)) ,
Q (MkJ) = Q (Dd) ,

D (Qfen ) = Mk (Qfen)
I k k'Xn Xn

Proof. We just compute

Dl (L) = Dd -k enf = Dd +k Q'f _kP'fen
x~ x~ x~+l x~ x~+l X~+l

_ MU kP'fen
- ~ - X k+1 '

n n

which implies the first equality. If we take P from both sides of this equality we
obtain the third equality. The fourth equality follows directly from the definition
of Mk. The last equality follows from the first one if we replace f by (Q1) en' D
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Let 0 be an open subset of IRn+1\ {xn = O} and K an n + I-chain satisfying
K cO. Define an n-form by

and an n + I-form by

Lemma 3.3. If fECI (0, GRn ), then

r ((d17k + d17o)f + (d5;; - aao) 1) = 2 r (P (d17d) + Q (d17oJ) en)JoK JoK
= 2[ (P (MkJ) dmk + Q (MkJ) endmo)

= [(Md+MJ)dmk

+ [(Md-MJ)dmo.

Proof. Recall first that

r gd170f = r ((Drg) f + gDd) dmo,
JoK JK

see [2, 9.2 Proposition, p. 52]. Using this and the previous Lemma we obtain

r P (d17d) = r P (Mkf) dmkJoK JK
r Q (d17oJ) = r Q (MkJ) dmo.JoK JK

(3.6)

Hence

r P (d17kJ) + r Q (d17oJ) en = rP (Mkf) dmk + rQ (Mkf) endmo.JoK JoK JK JK
Using equalities (1.5) we obtain the last equality. o
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Theorem 3.4. A function fEel (0, C£n) is k-hypermonogenic in an open subset
o c IRn+l \ {xn = O} if and only if the property

r P (dCJkf) + r Q (dCJof) en = 0
18K 18K

or equivalently

lK ((dCJk + dCJo) f + (dCii; - d<iO) f) = 0

holds for any n + I-chain K satisfying ReO.

Theorem 3.5. Let 0 be an open subset ofIRn+1\ {xn = O} and K an n + I-chain
satisfying K c o. If f,g E C1 (0, C£n) and Drg E Cln- 1, then

r P(gdCJkf) = r P(M'kgPf+gMkJ)dmk.
18K 1K

Proof. Using (3.6) and Lemma 3.2 we obtain

i i 9 1 Qfen
gdCJd = kdCJoPf + gdCJO-k-

8K 8K X n 8K X n

= r (Dr(gk)Pf+ gkD1Pf+gMk(~fen)+Drg~fen)dmo
1K Xn Xn Xn Xn

r ( I kPgP'fen )
= 1K M'kgP f + gMd - X

n
+ DrgQfen dmk·

Hereby we used that D1(Pf) = Mk (P f). Since Drg E Cln- 1, by assumption, the
result follows. 0

Lemma 3.6. The function

X~-l ( (x - y)-l (x - ]7)-1 )
9 (x) = -2- I In- 1 I ~ln-1 - I In- 1 I ~ln-1Yn x - y x - y x - y x - y

n-1 (x - y)-l (x - y)-1 1 -x (~l (1 - s2r-1 )
=X e = D ds

n Ix _ yln-1 nix _ yln-1 22n-1y~ 1::::1)1 sn

is left and right hypermonogenic on IRn+1 \ {y, y} for each y with Yn =I O.

P f N fi h (X_y)-l d (X-y)-l . H
roo. ote rst t at I In 1 an I -In 1 are monogemc. encex-y x-y

2 D =xn-1 ((I-n)(X- y)(X- y)-l + (n-l)(X- y)(X- y)-l)
Yn 9 n I In- 1 I ~ln+1 I In+1 I ;;';jn-lx-y x-y x-y x-y,

( )-1 ( ~)-1n-2 X - Y x - y
+2(n-l)Ynxn en n_1en n-1·

Ix - yl Ix - YI
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Since x - fj = x - y + 2Ynen and x - y = x - fj - 2Ynen we infer

2 D _ (l-n)x~-l + (1-n)x~-1(2Ynen (x-y))
Yn 9 - I In- 1I ~ln+1 I In+1I ;;:jn+1X - Y x - Y x - Y x - YI

+ (n-1)x~-1 + x~-1(n-1)(-2Ynen (x- y))
I In+1 I ;;:jn-1 I jn+1 I ;;:jn+1X-Y X-YI X-Y x-YI

( )-1 ( ~)-1+ 2 (n - 1) Y xn- 2e X - Y e x - Y .
n n n

l
In- 1 n

l
~ln-1X-Y X-Y

Since
1 1 ~n~

Ix - yI2 Ix _ fjj2 Ix _ yI2 Ix _ fjl2

and (x - y) en = en (x - fj) = en (x - fj - 2xnen) we obtain

4 (n - 1) x~Yn + (1 - n) 2x~-lYnen (x - y) - 2 (n - 1) x~-lYnen (x - y)
2YnDg = I In+1I ~ln+1x-Y x-Y

+ (n-1)4x~-lYnen(X-Y) _ 2(n-1)x~-2Yn
Ix - yin+! Ix - fjln+! Ix - yln+1Ix _ Yl n- 1

4 (n - 1) x~Yn + 4 (n - 1) x~-ly~ 2 (n - 1) x~-2Yn

Ix - yln+1 Ix - Yl n+1 Ix - yln+1Ix _ Yl n- 1.

Hence we have

2Yn (D9 + (n - 1) QIg )
n-1 X n

4x~Yn + 4x~-ly~ 2x~-2Yn

Ix - yin+! Ix - Yl n+1 Ix - yin+! Ix - Yl n- 1

x~-2 (Yn - xn) X~-2 (Yn + xn)
+ I In+1I ~ln-1 + I In- 1I ~jn+1X-Y x-Y X-Y X-Y

4x~Yn + 4x~-ly~ x~-2 (Yn + xn) ( -lx~YI2 + IX~YI2 )
= + ----------;------,---------'-

Ix - Yln+1Ix _ fjln+1 Ix _ Yln- 1Ix _ fjln-1

4 n + 4 n-1 2 4 n-1 ( + )= xnYn xn Yn - xn Yn Xn Yn = 0
Ix - yin+! Ix - fjln+1' 0

The kernel 9 was calculated by the second author in [22]. Note that the
point-pair-invariance of the hyperbolic distance yields

Ix - yl l<p (x) - <P (y)1

Ix - Yl = l<p(x) -;(;)1
for each Mobius transformation mapping the upper half space onto itself.
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Theorem 3.7. Let n be an open subset of 1R~+l (or 1R~+1) and K an n + I-chain
satisfying Ken. If f is hypermonogenic in nand y E K, then

P f (y) = (2Ynt r P (X~-l (x - y~~~ en (x - !~~ll d(Jn-l (x) f (X))
Wn+l 18K Ix - yl Ix - yl

= (2Ynt i P ( (x - y)-l e (x - y)-l d(J (x) f (X))

I In-l n I ~In-l 0Wn+l 8K X - Y x - Y

_ (2Yn) n1 (x - y) -1 (x - [j) -1 d () f ( )
- 1 en 1 (JO X X

2Wn+l 8K Ix - yln- Ix - Y1 n-

_ (2Ynt i (x - y)-l e (x - y)-l da (x) f~(x)
2 I In-l nl~ In- 1 0Wn+l 8K X - Y X - Y

where Wn+l is the surface measure of the unit ball in IRn +1
.

Proof. Using Theorem 3.5 we obtain

1 P ( n-l (x - y)-l (x - urI d f)
Xn I In- 1 en I ~In-l (In-l

8K X - Y X - Y

= r P (g (x) d(Jn-d) + r P (g (x) d(Jn-d)
18(K\Br (y)) 18Br (y)

1 (1 (x - y) -1 (x - y) -1 )
= P(g(x)d(Jn-d)=P n_len ~n_ld(Jof·

8B r (y) 8B r (y) Ix - yl Ix - yl

The preceding Lemma implies that the function 9 (x) = x~-ll(X-~~-=-ll en I(X-~Cl
x-y x-y

is paravector-valued. Thus we have

( ~)-1 ( )-1
() ( )

* n-l X - Y x - Y
x = x =X e9 9 n I ~In-l n

l
In-I·x-y x-y

Hence

1 ( n-l (x - y)-l (x - fj)-l )
P Xn n_len ~n_ld(Jn-dx)f(x)

8K Ix - yl Ix - yl

P (1 (x - y)-l (x - y)-l d )
= I ~In_lenl In - 1 (Jo(x)f(x)

8Br (y) X - Y x - Y

= P ( r (x - !~~ll en (x ~~?-l (x - y) f (x) dS (X)) ,
18Br (Y) Ix - yl r r

where S is the usual surface measure of the ball Br (y). When r ---4 0, we obtain
the result. 0

The Q-part of the hypermonogenic functions satisfies the following result.
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Theorem 3.8. Let n be an open subset of lR~+1 and K an n + I-chain satisfying

Ken. If f is hypermonogenic in nand y E K, then

o(~)
oYn

2Yn 1 P(DY (n-I (x-y) (X- y)) ~( )f'( ))= --- n-I Xn n+1 en ~n+1 UO'n-1 X X
Wn+1 oK Ix - yl Ix - yl

where wn+l is the surface measure of the unit ball in lRn+l .

Proof. Assume that f is hypermonogenic in n. Using Lemma 2.2 we obtain

o~f~~) = ~-I (P' f)
!:I n-I
UYn Yn

Hence by the previous theorem we conclude the result. o

Lastly we consider the question how uniquely the P- or Q-parts determine a
k-hypermonogenic function.

Theorem 3.9. If f and 9 are k-hypermonogenic in nand P f = Pg, then there
exists a monogenic function w depending only on xo, ... ,Xn-I such that f = 9 +

kwxnen·

Proof. Assume that f and 9 are k-hypermonogenic in nand P f
applying Theorem 2.2 we deduce

Pg. Then

Hence there exists a monogenic function w (xo, ... , xn-d such that Q(~~g)

w (xo, ... , xn-d. This means that

f=g+w(xo, ... ,xn-I)x~en. 0

Theorem 3.10. Let h be a C£n_I-valued k-hyperbolic harmonic function in an open
subset n of lR~+I. Then there exists locally a k-hypermonogenic function f such
thatPf=h.

Proof. Let a ball B r (a) satisfy B r (a) c n. Let x = (xo, ... , x n) = (x, x n) for
any x E lRn+I. Then there exists a mapping s from (B (a, r) n {x IXn = an}r into
C£n-I satisfying the equation

1 oh'
Dn-Is (x) =k~ (x, an).

an UXn
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(3.7)

Define a function f by

Qf (x) = x~ (I:nn ~~'(x,t) dt - s (x)) ,
Pf(x)=h(x).

We prove that f satisfies the system of Theorem 2.2. The first equation follows
directly from differentiating Q'f with respect to x n . For the second equation we
infer

D Qf() = k (l xn
6 n- 1h'(x,t)d _ ~ ah' (- ))n-l X xn k t k a x, an .

an t an Xn
Since h is k-hyperbolic harmonic

6 n- 1h' (x, t) __~ a2 h' (x, t) k_1_ ah' (x, t)
tk - tk at2 + tk+l at

(
1 oh' - )a tk ax,: (x, t)

at
Substituting this into (3.8) we obtain the second equation.

(3.8)

o
Lemma 3.11. Iff and 9 are k-hypermonogenic in nand Qf = Qg, then there exists
a monogenic function w depending only on XO, ... , Xn-l such that f = 9 + w.

Proof. Assume that f and 9 are k-hypermonogenic in nand Qf = Qg. Then
applying Theorem 2.2 we deduce

ap(J-g) =0
aXn

Dn - 1 (P (J - g)) = O.

Hence there exists a monogenic function w (xo, ... ,Xn-l) such that P (J - g) =
w (xo, ... , Xn-l). This means that

f = 9 + w (xo, ... ,xn-d .

o

Addendum. The results of this paper were presented at the conference on
Clifford Algebras and Applications in Macao in August 2002. In June 2003 the
first author found the analogous integral formula for the Q-part, presented at the
ICIAM 2003 in Sydney. We just include one of the results from [13].
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Theorem 3.12. Let n be an open subset of lR~+1 (or lR~:+1
) and K an n + I-chain

satisfying Ken. If f is hypermonogenic in nand y E K , then

2
nyn

-
1 lQf(y) = n Q(q(x,y)dao(x)f(x))

Wn+l 8K

= 2n-ly~-1 r q--r;:y)d<lo(x) f (x) en - r q(x, y) dao (x)f (x) en
Wn+l J8K J8K

where

x _ (x - m-1 x _ P (x - y)-l
q(,y)-I ~In-l( y)1 In- 1x-y x-y

and Wn+l is the surface measure of the unit ball in lRn +1 .

Combining Theorem 3.7 with Theorem 3.12 we thus obtain a Cauchy-type
integral representation for hypermonogenic functions.
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On Series Expansions of Hyperholomorphic
Bq Functions
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Abstract. In the previous article [11], Bq spaces of hyperholomorphic func
tions were studied and it was shown that these spaces form a scale of sub
spaces, all included in the hyperholomorphic Bloch space. Here, we study the
problem if these inclusions within the scale and with respect to the Bloch
space are strict. Main tool is the characterization of Bq functions by the
coefficients of certain series expansions.
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1. Introduction

Qp spaces of holomorphic functions for the first time appeared in the paper by
Aulaskari and Lappan [3]. Since then a great number of articles and monographs
were devoted to their investigation (see e.g., [2], [4], [8], [9], [23] and [24]). On the
other hand Bq spaces of holomorphic functions were introduced by Stroethoff [21].
The studies of these spaces in Clifford analysis began with the papers [12] and [7],
followed by [10], [11], [12] and [13]. In the present paper our aim is to extend some
results obtained by Miao [19] to the case of hyperholomorphic functions.

First, we describe the spaces we are interested in. Let ~ = {z : Izl < I} be
the unit disk in the complex plane <C. Then the well known Bloch space is:

B = {f: f analytic in ~ and sup(1-lzI2)lf'(z)j < oo}.
zEll.

We mention [I] as a general reference for the Bloch space in the complex plane <C.
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Let 0 < q < 00. Then the Besov-type spaces

Bq = {J : f analytic in ~ and sup r 1J'(zW(l-!zn Q
-

z
(l-I'Pa(z)I Z)zdaz < oo}

aEll } II

are introduced and studied intensively (see [21]). Here, 'Pa always stands for the
Mobius transformation 'Pa(z) = t~;z'

To introduce the meaning of hyperholomorphic functions let lEI be the set of
real quaternions. This means, elements of lEI are of the form

3

a = Lakek, where {aklk E N~:= N 3 U {O};N3 := {1,2,3}} C R.;
k=O

eo = 1 the unit; e1, ez, e3 are called imaginary units, and they define arithmetic
rules in lEI; by definition e~ = -eo, k E N 3 ; e1eZ = -eZe1 = e3; eZe3 = -e3eZ = e1;
e3e1 = -e1e3 = ez. Sometimes we use i, j and k instead of e1, ez and e3.

Natural operations of addition and multiplication in H turn it into a skew
field. The main involution in H, the quaternionic conjugation, is defined by

eo := eo; ek:= -ek; for k E N 3 ,

and it extends onto lEI by R.-linearity, i.e., for a E lEI

3 3 3

a:= L akek = L ake-k = ao - L akek·
k=O k=O k=l

Note that
3

aa = aa = L a% = lalit4 =: lal~
k=O

Therefore, for a E lEI \ {O} the quaternion

-1 1_a := Raa
is an inverse to a. Whereas the above mentioned properties are analogous to the
complex one-dimensional case we have for the quaternionic conjugation that for
any a,b E lEI

ab = ba.
Let 0 be a domain in R.3 , then we shall consider lEI-valued functions defined in 0
(depending on x = (XO,X1,XZ)):

f : 0 ----; lEI.
The notation CP(O; lEI),p E N U {O}, has the usual component-wise meaning. On
C 1 (O; lEI) we define a generalized Cauchy-Riemann operator D by

z of z
D(f) := L eka =: L ek Okf.

k=O Xk k=O
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D is a right-linear operator with respect to scalars from II . The operator D

_ 2 of 2

D(J) := I:eka =: I:ek Okf
k=O Xk k=O

is the adjoint Cauchy-Riemann operator. The solutions of Df = 0, x E il, are
called (left) hyperholomorphic (or monogenic) functions and generalize the class
of holomorphic functions from the one-dimensional complex function theory. Let

2

~ be the three-dimensional Laplace operator ~ := L: ok. Then on C2 (il; II)
k=O

analogously to the complex case the following equalities hold:

~=DD=DD.

Let f : B1(0) f---t II be a hyperholomorphic function. According to [12], we have
the definition of the quaternionic Bloch semi-norm as follows:

B(J) = sup (1-lxI 2)3/2IDf(x)l,
xEB1 (0)

where B1(0) stands for the unit ball in R,3. This definition leads to the following

Definition 1.1. The spatial (or hyperholomorphic) Bloch space B is the right II
module of all hyperholomorphic functions f : B1(0) f---t II with B(J) < 00.

For more information about the study of quaternionic Bloch spaces, we refer
to [7], [11], [12], and [13].

By using the adjoint generalized Cauchy-Riemann operator D instead of the
derivative j'(z), the quaternionic Mobius transformation <Pa(x) = (a-x)(l-ax)-l,
Bq spaces of quaternion-valued functions were defined in [10] by

Bq={f E kerD: sup r IDf(xW(1-lxI2)~q-3(1-I<Pa(x)12)3dBx < oo},
aEB1 (0) } B 1 (0)

where 0 < q < 00 and the exponent three is related to the real space dimension.
From [10] it is known that the Bq spaces describe the Bloch space B equivalently
by the integral norms of Bq, Vq > O.

Also, in [11] we studied Bq spaces of hyperholomorphic functions by employ-

ing the weight function (1 -1<Pa(z)1 2 )2 instead of (1 -1<Pa(z)n
3
as follows:

Bq={f E kerD: sup J IDf(x)lq(1-lxn~q-3(1-I<Pa(x)n2dBx < oo}.
aEB1 (0)

B 1 (0)

The most important results are that in this way one can describe a "wider" scale of
Bq spaces of hyperholomorphic functions. It was shown that this exponent 2 = 3
1(= n -1) generates a new scale of spaces, not equivalent to the hyperholomorphic
Bloch space for the whole range of q. Also, it was proved in [11] for 1 ::; q < P < 00
that
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(2.1)

It remained open in [11] if these inclusions are strict and to describe a rich class
of Bq-functions explicitly. These problems will be solved in the present paper. We
will restrict us for simplicity to R 3 and quaternion-valued functions as a model
case. For more details about quaternionic analysis and general Clifford analysis,
we refer to [5], [6], [14]' [15], [16], [20] and [22].

We will need the following lemmas in the sequel:

Lemma 1.2. [13] Let lal < 1. Then

1 1 47r
-----,-4dI'Y = 2'

881 (0) 11 - aryl (1 -Ian

Lemma 1.3. [18] Let Q > 0, P > 0, n 2: 0, an 2: 0, In = {k : 2n :S k < 2n +l ,
00

kEN}, tn = L ak and f(r) = L anrn Then there exists a constant K
kEln n=l

depending only on p and Q such that

00 I 00

~ LTnOt~ :s J(1 - r)o-l f(r)P dr :S K LTnot~.
n=O 0 n=O

2. Power series structure of hyperholomorphic functions

The major difference to power series in the complex case consists of the absence
of regularity of the basic variable x = Xo + Xli + x2j and of all its natural powers
x n , n = 2, .... This means that we should expect other types of terms which
could be designated as generalized powers. Indeed, following [17] we use a pair
'!L = (YI, Y2) of two regular variables (d. [6], [14]) given by

YI = Xl - ixo and Y2 = X2 - jxo

and a multi-index v = (VI, V2), Ivl = (VI + V2) to define the v-power of Y by a
Ivl-ary product. -

Definition 2.1. Let VI elements of the set aI, ... ,allli be equal to YI and V2 elements
be equal to Y2. Then the v-power of Y is defined by

II 1 ""''!L := ~ L...J ail ai2 ... ailvl
(i 1 , ... ,ilvl )E7l'(1, .. ·11I1)

where the sum runs over all permutations of (1, ... , Ivl).

Remark 2.2. Evidently for a fixed value of Ivl = d there exist exactly (d + 1)
different v-powers of y. To distinguish among them we sometimes also use the
notation yll = Yl ll1 X y~1I2 = Y2 112 X Yl ll1 but the meaning of the last expressions is
slightly different with the usual one in commutative rings and should be understood
in the sense of formula (2.1). We will set parentheses if the separated powers of
YI or Y2 have to be understood in the ordinary way. Notice that the algebraic
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(2.2)

fundamentals for such a definition of generalized powers lie in the application of
the symmetric product of d elements of a non-commutative ring like discussed in
[17]. In this sense the variables Yk, k = 1,2, themselves are symmetric products
of x = Xo + xli + x2j with (-i) resp. (-j) in the form

. 1(..) d . 1(..)
Yl = Xl - IXo = -"2 IX + XI an Y2 = X2 - JXo = -"2 JX + XJ .

With this the definition of the v-power of '1/.., Theorem 2 in [17], implies that
all polynomials in Yk, k = 1,2, homogeneous of degree Ivl and of the form

f,AY1, Y2) = '1/..11

with v = (Vl' V2) an arbitrary multi-index, are both left and right hyperholomor
phic and H-linearly independent. Therefore they can serve as basis for generalized
power series. In particular, we are interested in left power series with center at the
origin and ordered by such homogeneous polynomials. It was shown in [17], that
the general form of the Taylor series of left hyperholomorphic functions around
the origin is given by

00

P(X) = 2) L '1/..II CII ), with CII ElI.
n=O 11I1=n

In Section 3 we need the following results.

Theorem 2.3. Let g(x) be left hyperholomorphic in a neighborhood of the origin
with the Taylor series given in the form (2.2). Then it holds

1- 00

I"2 Dg (x)1 ::; Ln( L Iclll)!xln-l.
n=l 11I1=n

(2.3)

For the proof of this theorem we refer to [13].
In order to formulate the next theorem we introduce the abbreviated notation

Hn(x) := LIIII=n'1/..lI cll for such a homogeneous hyperholomorphic polynomial of
degree n and consider hyperholomorphic functions composed by Hn(x) in the
following form:

00

f(x) = L Hn(x)bn , bn E lEI.
n=O

Taking into account formula (2.3), we see that

1 00

I"2Df(x)1 ::; L n( L Iclll)lbnllxln-l.
n=l 11I1=n

This is the motivation for another shorthand notation,

an := ( L Iclll)lbnl, (an 20),
11I1=n
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and we get finally
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1- 00

I"2Df(x)1 ~ L nanlxln- 1
.

n=l

3. Fourier coefficients of hyperholomorphic Bq functions

From the study of Qp spaces of quaternion-valued functions in the three dimen
sional case it is known that a certain class of hyperholomorphic functions belonging
to Qp spaces can be characterized by their Taylor or Fourier coefficients (see [13]).
This makes it natural to look for adequate properties for Bq spaces of quaternion
valued functions. The results presented in this paper extend some results due to
Miao (see [19]) to quaternionic analysis.

Theorem 3.1. Let 0 < q < 00, In = {k : 2n ~ k < 2n+l;k EN}, let f(x) =
L':'=o Hn(x)bn, bn E H be homogeneous hyperholomorphic polynomials as defined
before, and let an defined as above. Then

f: 2q(1-'j) (L lakl) q < 00 ===? f E Bq.
n=O kEln

Proof. Suppose that n~o 2Q(1-'j) (LkEln lakl) Q < 00. Then, using Lemma 1.2

and the equality
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where 'TJ = 7I"2~q+l. Using Lemma 1.3 in the last inequality, we get that

119

Since

tn = L kak < 2n +1 L ak,
kEIn kEIn

we have

Therefore,

where .A is a constant. Hereafter, .A stands for absolute constants, which may be
different constants from one occurrence to the next.

The last inequality implies that f E Bq and the proof of our theorem is
completed. 0

In the following theorem, our aim is to consider the converse direction of
Theorem 3.1. We will restrict ourselves to hyperholomorphic homogeneous poly
nomials of the form

where ai E nt, i = 1,2. The hypercomplex derivative is given by

(3.1)

Proposition 3.2. Let a = (aI, (2), ai E nt, i = 1,2 be the vector of real coefficients
defining the hyperholomorphic homogeneous polynomial Hn,a. (x) = (YI al +Y2a 2r .
Suppose that lal2 = al2 + a2

2 =1= O. Then,

II Il q ci Inq r(~q+ 1)
Hn,a. Lq(8Btl = 271" y7l" a r(~q + ~)' where 0 < q < 00.
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Proof. Since

IIHn,all't(8Bd
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(3.2)

21< 1<

= j j [(sin2(PI(al COS</>2 + a2sin</>1)2 + (a1 2 + (2 2)cos2</>l)n]~ sin </>ld</>ld</>2
o 0
21< 1<

= j j [(laI2 + laI2sin2</>dsin2(</>2 +w) -1(]~ sin </>1 d</>l d</>2

o 0
21< 1<

= j j[(IaI2-laI2sin2</>lcos2(</>2+W)](]~sin</>ld</>ld</>2
o 0

21< 1<

= la1nqj j[(1-sin2</>lcOs2(</>2+W)](]~sin</>ld</>ld</>2'
o 0

where w is defined by

a1
sinw := -r=:::::;<===;;<:

Va12 + a2 2

equation (3.2) will reduce to

IIHn,a11't(8Bd

and

21< 1<

= lalnq f) _1)k (!) (j[COS(</>2 + w)]2kd</>2) (![sin(</>lWk+1d</>1).
k=O 0 0

Using integration by parts, it follows that

21<

! 2k (2k - 1)!!
h:= [COS(</>2 + w)] d</>2 = 7r 2k- 1(k)! .

o

Also,
1<

• 0- j[. ()]2k+1 _ 2
k
+

1
(k)!

Iko- sm</>l d</>1-(2k+1)!!O
o

Therefore, we obtain that

nq <Xl k(¥) ((2k - 1)!! 2k+l(k)! )
II Hn,all't<8B,) = 7rlal L(-1) k 2k- 1(k)! (2k + 1)!!

k=O

47rlalnq ~(_1)k (Tf) _1_.
LJ k 2k + 1k=O
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Now, we calculate the sum of the series

Let

Then,

and

121

F(l)

We obtain

II Il q ..fifl Inq r(~q+ 1)
Hn,cr Lq(8Bd = 211" 11" Q: r(~q+ ~)'

and our proposition is proved.

Now, using formula (3.1), we obtain

o

B(!, n 21 q+1)
where B(~,~q+l) > 0, V n, and

B(l. n-l q +1)
lim 2' 2 = 1.

n-.oo B(~,~q+1)

Corollary 3.3. We have

I-
II- 2DHn,crIIL (8Bd
_-;:-=,-----.,,----------"q.o.--= > An Vq, 0 < q < 00.

IIHn,crIILq(8Bd - ,

Corollary 3.4. Suppose that q 2 2. Then,

11- ~DHn,crll~2(8Btl ills.
2 > An 2q

IIHn,crIILq(8Btl -
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Proof. We consider the following equalities:

1- 2 1- 2 II 1- 112II - 2DHn,aIIL2(8Bd 11- 2DHn,allL2(8Bd - 2DHn,a Lq(8Bd

IIHn,aIIL(8Bd - 11- ~DHn,all~q(8Bd IIHn,all~q(8Bd

Then, from (3.1) and Proposition 3.2, we obtain

II - ~DHn,all~2(8Bd = A r(n) (r(¥q + ~)) ~
11-~DHn,all~q(8Bd r(n+~) r((n;1)q+1) .

Using rr~:)!)n~ ~ 1 as n~ 00, we conclude that

r(n) 1(r((n;l) q +~) _1) ~ 1
-,----'----e....,-,-n 2 n 2 ~

r(n+~) r((n;1)q+1)

and, applying Corollary 3.3 we proved that

II - ~DHn,all~2(8Bd ~
2 > An 2q

II Hn,aIILq(8Bd -

where A is a constant not depending on n.

Theorem 3.5. Let 2 ::; q < 00 and let

Then,

f 2q(1-~e~;2+l)) (L lakl) q < 00.
n=O kEln

Proof. From the definition of Bq, we have

o

(3.3)

r 1-~Df(x)lq (l-lxn~q-ldBx
JB1(O) 2

r If[ (-~DHn,a) ]anlq(1-IXI2)~q-ldBx=J.
JB1(O) n=O IIHn,aIILq(8B1)

[ 111-~~Hn,,,) ] is a homogeneous hyperholomorphic polynomial of degree n - 1
n," L q (8BIl

and it can be written in the form

(3.4)
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where

Now, using the quaternion-valued inner product

123

(3.5)

the orthogonality of the spherical hyperholomorphic polynomials ipn (¢>1, ¢>2) (see
[6]) in L2 (8B1 (0)), these hyperholomorphic polynomials are called spherical mono
genies therein), and substitute from (3.4) and (3.5) to (3.3), we obtain

1 00 2 !l

J JJ (l~r(n-1)ipn(¢>1'¢>2)anl) 2r2(1_r2)~q-1drxdr
o 8B 1 (0) n-O

1 00 00 !l

= JJ (LLanr2(n-1)¥n(¢>1,¢>2)ipj(¢>1,¢>2)aj)2r2(1-r2)h-1drxdr
o 8B

1
(0) n=O )=0

Using Holder's inequality, for 1 :::; q < 00, we have

From the last inequality, we obtain for 2 :::; q < 00 that

1 00 !l

J 2 (47T)1-~ J(L lan I
2r2(n-1) lIipn(¢>1, ¢>2)IIL(8Bil) 2 r 2(1 - r2)~q-1 dr

o n=O

1 00 !l

2 (47T)1-~ J(L lan I
2r2(n-1) lIipn(¢>1, ¢>2)IIL(8Bil) 2 r 3(1 - r2)h-1dr. (3.6)

o n=O

Using Corollary 3.4 we obtain
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Then (3.6) will reduce to

1 00 '1.

J > (41T)1-h1J(Ln~lanI2r2(n-1))2r3(1-r2)h-1dr
o n=O

1 00 '1.

A2 J (L n 2t:
q

lanI2 r2(n-1)) 2 r3(1 - r2)~q-1 dr
o n=O

1 00 '1.

A2 J(~3fl'l 2 (n-1)) 2 3 12 LJn 2q lanl r1 r1(1- r1)2 q- dr1
o n=O

> >'3 j(f>~ la.I'r'l) \1 - r,) j,-, dr, (3.7)
o n=O

where AI, A2, and A3 are constants not depending on n. Applying Lemma 1.3 in
(3.7), we obtain that

Ilfll~q ~ J ~ ; f 2-hn ( L k~ lakl
2
) ~.

n=O kEln

Since

Then,

where C be a constant not depending on n. Using Holder's inequality, we obtain

Therefore,

Ilfll~q > J ~ C1 f 2q(1-~(~)) 21n (L lakl) q,
n=O kE~

> f 2q(1-~(~)) 2:~ (2: lakl ) q
n=O kE~

f 2q(1-~(~+1)) (L lakl) q,
n=O kEln
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where C1 be a constant not depending on n. Hence we deduce that,

f 2q(I-!f(~+I») (L lakl) q < 00. D
n=O kEln

Corollary 3.6. Let f be a hyperholomorphic function in B1(0). Then for 2 ~ q < 00
and 1< lal < 00, we have that

f(x) = (f H Hn,cx an) E Bq {:::=} f 2q(I-~(~-i-» (L lakl)q < 00.
n=O II n,cxIILq (8 Bd n=O kEln

Proof. "===}": This direction can be proved directly from Theorem 3.5.
"¢=": The proof of this direction follows as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 byem

ploying the function IIH ~I'" (where 1< lal < 00) instead of Hn(x). So we
n," L q (8B 1 )

obtain

r I~Df(x)lq (1-lxI2) ~q-3(1-I'Pa(x)12)2dBx
JB 1 (0)

1

< kl/(fna~rn-l)q(1_r2)h-l(1_laI2)2 r 1 dr r2dr
o n=1 n2"laln J8B 1 (0) 11 - aryl4 Y

1

< 2~q-lkl/(f~a rn-l)q(1_r)h-l(1_laI2)2. 47f dr
o n=1 lain n (1 - la12)2

1 00

k2/(L : nan rn- 1)q(1- r)~q-l dr
o n=1 I I

1

< k3 (lal)1(f anrn- 1
) q(1 - r) ~q-ldr

o n=1

where k2 = 7f2h+1 k1 , k1 is a constant not depending on n, and k3 (lal) is a
constant not depending on n but on k2 and lal. Using Lemma 1.3 in the last
inequality, we get

1 I~D f(x)l
q
(l-l xn~q-3 (1-I'Pa(x)1 2)2dBx ~ k3 (lal) K f 2-~nq ( L akr

B1~) n=O kE~

which implies that

1 I~Df(x)lq (1-lxI2)~q-3(1-I'Pa(x)12)2dBx
B1(0)

~ k3 (lal) K f 2q(I-!f(~-i-)) ( L ak) q
n=O kEln
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Therefore,
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IIfllBq :S Af 2q(l-~(~-*)) (L lakl) q < 00.
n=O kE~

o

o

Corollary 3.7. Let f be a hyperholomorphic function in B 1(0). Then for q = 2, we
have that

00 00

'" H 2n
o 2 '" 2(1 n) 2f(x) = L...J IIH II' a2n E B = Q2~ L...J2 -"2la2n l < 00,

n=O 2n ,o L 2 (8Btl n=O

where

Q2 = {f E kerD: sup r IDf(x)1
2

(1 -1<Pa(x)n
2
dBx < oo} (see [12])

aEB1 (O) } B 1 (O)

Proof. The proof of this corollary follows directly from Theorem 3.1 by using the
same steps as in Theorem 3.5 with keeping in mind that we have only la2n I but
not LkEln lakl. 0

4. Strict inclusions of hyperholomorphic Bq functions

In this section we study the equivalence between hyperholomorphic Bq functions
and their coefficients by series expansions in homogeneous hyperholomorphic poly
nomials. Finally, we prove that the inclusions Bq1 C Bq, 2 :S q1 < q < 00 are
strict.

Theorem 4.1. Let 2 S q < 00 and let

Then,

Proof. This theorem can be proved by using the following inequality

11- n(~DHn,o)I((8Btl 3
2 > An

IIHn ,oIIL
q
(8Btl -

and the same steps used in the proof of Theorem 3.5.

The rigorous statement of our idea is given by the next theorem.

Theorem 4.2. Let f be a hyperholomorphic function in B 1 (0). Then for 2 :S q < 00,
we have that

00 H 00 ( )q
f(x) = L IIH n II n,o an E Bq~ L 2q(l-~) L lakl < 00.

n=O n,o L q(8Btl n=O kEln
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The proof follows from Theorems 3.1 and 4.1.

Remark 4.3. It should be remarked here that our functions

f(x) = f nHn,a an
n=O IIHn,allLq (8BIl

are more general than the functions introduced in [13]. In [13] only powers n = 2k

were allowed in the series expansion. Moreover, Bq functions can be characterized
(where 2 ::; q < 00) by their coefficients of a series expansion with non-normalized
functions as it was shown in Theorem 4.2 for general a (0 < lal < 00).
Corollary 4.4. The inclusions Bql C Bq are strict for all 2 ::; ql < q < 00.

Proof. Let

f( ) -~ nHn,a
x - L.J an,

n=O II Hn,aIILq (8BIl

Vq> ql

and
00 00

L2q(1-!fJlan lq = L1 = 00.
n=O n=O

By Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.5 we have that f E Bq but f ~ Bql, so the
inclusions are strict. 0

Remark 4.5. We would like to emphasize that the motivation for this work lies
in the definition of weighted Bq spaces as given in [l1J not that used in [lOJ. The
strict inclusions ensure that the Bq-spaces form a scale consisting in spaces, all
different from the Bloch space.
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Abstract. We offer a new approach to convergence of Fourier series on the
unit sphere of the four-dimensional Euclidean space. The approach is via the
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1. Introduction

There have been many investigations on convergence and summability of Fourier
Laplace series on unit spheres of higher dimensional Euclidean spaces (see [WL]
and its references). Except for the very lowest dimensional cases, pointwise con
vergence could be said to be relatively ignored. The case n = 2 is simply Fourier
series on the circle (see, for instance, [ZyJ). Dirichlet ([DiJ) gave the first detailed
study for the case n = 3 on the so called Laplace series. Koschmieder studied
the case n = 4. In 1976 E.L. Roetman considered the general cases, and, under
certain conditions, reduced the convergence problem for n = 2k + 2 to n = 2; and
for n = 2k + 3 to n = 3 ([RoJ). C. Meaney studied the problem, as well as some
related ones, including the cases where functions are in LP spaces (see [Me] and
its references).

In this note we offer a different approach using Clifford analysis. The expecta
tion is to use the complex structure, viz. the Cauchy type methods. On one hand,
in the lowest dimensional case n = 2 it involves complex analysis and operator
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theory and has obtained delicate results; while on the other hand in higher dimen
sional cases results obtained are less and weaker. With Clifford analysis one is able
to develop an analogous function theory in relation to operator theory on higher
dimensional spheres. Indeed, one can define a Hilbert transform and an algebra
of singular integral operators on spheres ([Q1], [Q3]). We restrict ourselves to the
quaternionic space which is equivalent to the four-dimensional Euclidean space.

The study in [Ro], and those of the others mentioned above, heavily depends
on properties of spherical harmonics, and especially on properties of Legendre
polynomials or other types of special functions. Our approach, however, depends
on Fueter's theorem on inducing quaternionic regular functions from holomorphic
functions of one complex variable. In particular, the modified Dirichlet kernels
in the quaternionic case are induced from the Dirichlet kernels in one complex
variable using the theorem. The study is much along the same line as in [Q1],
that is, we stay away from special functions, and we are based on the Clifford
analysis setting. The convergence results presented are not included in the above
mentioned literature. In the present paper we wish to stress on the principles and
do not make deliberate efforts to make the results to be best possible under the
type of conditions assumed.

The convenience of quaternions is that they form a non-commutative as
sociative division algebra. A higher-dimensional Euclidean space is only a linear
algebra. The approach developed in the quaternionic case, however, can be adapted
to higher dimensional cases. In the latter the simplification role of our approach to
the theory is clearer. It requires somehow more abstract and different treatments
and worths a separate paper.

In §2 we introduce Fueter's theorem and monomial functions in the quater
nionic space as well as convolution integral expressions of Laurent series by mono
mial functions. In §3 formulas for the monomial functions and the quaternionic
Dirichlet kernels are deduced. In §4 we state and prove a Riemann-Lebesgue theo
rem, a localization theorem, and a Dini's type convergence theorem in the context.

2. Fueter's Theorem and its Applications to Laurent Series
Expansion

Quaternionic analysis introduces a complex structure in the four-dimensional Eu
clidean space which is in great similarity to the complex structure of the two
dimensional complex plane. The Hamilton quaternionic space is the universal al
gebra generated by el, e2 with the properties ei = e~ = -1, ele2 = -e2el. We
set io = 1, i1 = el, h = e2, h = el e2 as the usual canonical basis. There follows
from the properties of el and e2 that

and
·2 110 = ,
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Let Hand HC denote the algebras of the real and complex Hamilton's quaternions,
respectively.

A general quaternion is of the form q = L~=o qlil = qo + q, where ql E R or
ql E C, depending on q E H or q E HC , qo and fl = q1i1 + q2i2+q3i3 are the real
and imaginary part of q, respectively. The quaternionic conjugate of q, denoted
by ij, is defined to be ij = qo - fl. For any non-zero element q E H, there exists
an inverse q-1 E H : q-1 = rq} such that q-1q = qq-1 = 1. The natural inner

product between q and q' in H C , denoted by < q, q' >, is the number L~=o qlqf,
and the norm of q associated with this inner product is Iql = (L~=o Iqtl 2)~, and
we have Iqq'l = Iqllq'l· The angle between q and q' in H, denoted by arg(q, q'), is

defined to be arccos I:I'I~/I 'where the inverse function arccos takes values in [0, 7l"].
Denote, in similarity to the one complex variable case,

1 3 0
D= - 2:-il

2 Oql1=0

as the Cauchy-Riemann operator. Functions to be concerned will be HC-valued,
but defined in subsets of H. We will assume the existence of partial derivatives of
any order of the functions under study, whenever these are involved. The operator
D can be applied to a function f = foio+hi1 + hh +hi3 from the left- and the
right-hand side in the manners

respectively.
If D f = a or f D = 0, then f is said to be left-regular or right-regular,

respectively. A function which is both left- and right-regular is said to be regular.
The conjugate Cauchy-Riemann operator will also be used:

_ 1 0 3 0
D = -(- - L-il)'

2 oqo 1=1 Oql

We denote
1 3 0 _ 3 02

D = 2L ail and L. = 4DD = L 82'
1=1 ql 1=0 ql

Note that for any left-regular function f we have
- 0
Df=-f=-Df.

oqo
(1)

Assume that n is a bounded, open and connected set in R 4 that is considered
to be identical with H under the mapping: q --+ (qo, q1, q2, q3)' Assume that n has
a Lipschitz boundary, and f, g are respectively left- and right-regular functions
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defined in a neighborhood of the closure of n. Then there holds the Cauchy-Fueter
theorem

r g(q)n(q)f(q)da(q) = 0,
Jan

where da is the surface area measure and n(q) is the outward pointing unit normal
to an at q E an. Under the conditions, if q E n, then

f(q) = 212 r E(q' - q)n(q')f(q')da(q'),
7r Jan

known as Cauchy-Fueter formula, where E(q) = ~ is the Cauchy-Fueter kernel.
Denote by I the Kelvin inversion defined by

I(f)(q) = E(q)f(q-l).

Define, for k E Z+, where Z+ is the set of positive integers,

(_1)(k-l)p(-k)(q) = jj(k-l) E(q) and p(k-l) = I(P(-k)).
(k-1)! '

Since E is regular, owing to the relations in (1), p(-k) has alternative expressions:

p(-k)(q) = (_1)k-l (~)k-lE(q) = 1 Dk- 1E(q).
(k - 1)! aqo (k - 1)!

Functions p(k), k E Z, where Z is the set of all integers, are called monomial
functions.

It can be easily shown:

Lemma 1. For k E Z+, p(-k) is regular outside a neighborhood of the origin and
homogeneous of degree -2 - k; p(k-l) is a polynomial of ql, l = 0,1,2,3, regular
and homogeneous of degree k - 1. Moreover,

Remark. In the quaternionic space, we consider the vector q = qo + q where

CJ. = q1i1 + q2 i2 + q3h can be written in the form CJ. = elCJ.l, where e =-I~I and

e2 = -1. This shows that the variable qo + elql behaves like the complex v~riable
z = x + iy, under the correspondence x -+ qO'-y -+ ICJ.I, i -+ e.

Fueter's theorem provides a method to induce regular functions of one quater
nionic variable from holomorphic functions of one complex variable. Now assume
that fO is holomorphic, defined in a relatively open set 0 in the upper half complex
plane, fO(z) = u(x, y) + iv(x, y), z = x + iy, where u and v are real-valued. Then
Fueter's theorem says that 6jo is a quaternionic regular function in the relatively
open set 6 = {q = qo + CJ. E H: (qO' ICJ./) EO}, where

Fo = u(qO' Ifl./) + e2.v (qo, Ifl./) ,
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and ell = I~I' We will call ja the induced function from f O and 6 the induced set

from o. The following relations are useful:

where

and
-0 _28u 18v 1

L.f (q) - I~I 8y (qO, I~I) + 2ei ( I~I 8y (qO' I~I) - 1~12 v(qo, I~I))· (2)

We refer the reader to [De] or [Su] for proofs of these equalities and the two-sided
regularity of L.jo.

Denote by T the mapping

1 T: f O--; --L.fo.
4

Note that T is linear with respect to addition and multiplication by real scalars.
As is shown in [Su],

E(q) = T((.)-l)(q),

which is
p(-l)(q) = T((.)-l)(q)

in our notation. In general, we have

Lemma 2 ([Ql]).

The following relation is anticipated which can be used to alternatively define
p(k) for k E {O} U Z+.

Lemma 3 ([Q2]).

and thus

Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 establish a corresponding relationship between the
sequence

{
-3 -2 -1 2 3 }... ,z ,z ,z ,z,z , ...

and the sequence

{... , p(-3), p(-2), p(-l), p(O), p(l), p(2), .. .},

and therefore a possible relation between Laurent series in the complex plane and
those in the quaternionic space.
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As example, the kernel for Hilbert transform on the unit sphere S3 can be
obtained through the one on the unit circle. Indeed, in the holomorphic extension
sense, there follows

00 -1

L p(k)(q) + L _p(k)(q)
k=1 -00

00 -1

7(L zk + L _zk)
k=1 -00

= 7( 1 + z)
1-z

2
7(-1+1_)

2
7(1_ )

2E(1 - q),

k E Z.

a function regularly defined everywhere except at q = 1 ([Q1]).
The unit circle, or the one dimensional unit sphere, in the complex plane

C is denoted by S1. Denote by A(S1) the class of the functions analytic in some
annulus containing S1. It is well known that the restrictions on S1 of the functions
in A(S1) form a dense subclass of £2(S1). By the theory of Laurent series, we have
that for any f E A(S1),

00

f(z) = L ckzk,
k=-oo

where

1 l -k d~Ck = -2' ~ f(~)c' k E Z.
7fZ SI '"

Note that the term Ckzk is the projection of the function f onto the space of
holomorphic functions which have homogeneity degree k. The projection operator,
denoted by Pk, is a convolution operator on the unit circle using the function
p(k)(z) = zn as kernel:

Pk(f)(Z) = Ck zk = ~ r p(k)(C 1z)f(~) d},
27fZ lSI '"

Thus, the Laurent series of a function fO E A(S1) has the expression

In the quaternionic space we consider the class of functions

A(S3) = {f(q) : f(q) is left-regular in 1 - s < Iql < 1+ s for some s > O}.

It was proved in [Q1] that the restrictions on S3 of the functions in the class A(S3)
form a dense subclass of £2(S3).
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Lemma 4 ([Ql]). If f E A, then

00 1 1f(q) = L 22 p(k) (p-lq)E(p)n(p)j(p)dCJ(p),
k=-oo 1r S3

1 - S < Iql < 1 + s.

Comparing the above lemma with Laurent series expansions in one complex
variable, we can see that the functions p(k) and p(k) play the same role in their
respective spaces, and, the striking fact is: r(p(k)) = p(k), k < 0; and r(p(k+2)) =
P(k),k ~ O.

We note that for any k,

p(k) (p-l q)E(p)

is regular in both p and q ([Ql]). Since E(p)n(p) = 1 on the sphere, owing to the
orthogonality of spherical regular functions of different homogeneities ([BDS]), we
have

r p(k)(p-lq)dCJ(p) = 0, Iql = 1, k =f 0;
JS3

and, since prO) = I(p(-l)) = I(E) = 1, we have

_1_ r p(O)(p-lq)dCJ(p) = 1, Iql = 1.
21r2JS3

These results will be used in §4.

3. Dirichlet Kernel and Its Estimates

The Fourier series of a square integrable function f has the form
00

L cnzn,
n=-oo

(3)

(4)

where zn = einx and Cn = 2~ fo21r
f(x)e-inxdx. If N is a nonnegative integer, then

the Nth symmetric partial sum of the Fourier series of f is

sNf(x) = L cneinx .
Inl::::N

Inserting the integral expression for Cn we have that

sNf(x) =
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(5)

(6)

where for x¢.o (mod 27r)

d- ( ) _ " inx _ sin(N + ~)x
NX-LJe - .1 .

Inl:SN sm 2X

If x is congruent to 0 (mod 27r), then dN(x) has the value 2N+ I!...which is obtained
by continuous extension of the last expression. The function dN is the classical
Dirichlet kernel on the circle.

Note that dN is a trigonometric polynomial of degree N which is even in x
and satisfies

11'" 11'"-2 dN(x)dx = - dN(x)dx = 1.
7r _". 7r 0

It can be shown (see, for instance, [Zy]) that

- 4IidNI11 = zlogN +0(1).
7r

The Dirichlet kernel in the complex plane is

dN(Z) = L zn,
Inl:SN

where z is any complex number. We note that dN(eix ) = dN(x).
Parallel to the discussion in the complex plane, and in accordance with

Lemma 4, for any function j integrable on the sphere 83 , we can associate it
with a Fourier series

1 00 r
27r2 L is p(kl(p-1 q)E(p)n(p)j(p)da(p),

k=-oo S

where 8 is the abbreviation of 83 that will be kept the same in the sequel. The
above series is also written

00

where

PdJ)(q) = 2~2 is p(kl(p-1 q)E(p)n(p)j(p)da(p)

is the projection of j onto the space of left-regular functions of k-homogeneity.
The partial sum SN(f) and the associated Dirichlet kernel are defined to be

SN(f)(q) = L Pk(f)(q) and DN(q) = L p(kl(q).
jkl:SN Ikl:SN

The study in the previous section shows that the mapping T does not map dN(Z)
to DN(q), but

N-2

T(dN )(q) = L p(kl(q).
k=-N
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Define

D~(q) = r(dN)(q).

The latter is called the modified Dirichlet kernel. The partial sum corresponding
to the modified Dirichlet kernel is

N-2
L Pk(f)(q)·

k=-N

Owing to the Riemann-Lebesgue theorem proved in the next section, under the
set conditions, there holds

lim SN(f)(q) - S~(q) = 0.
N--+oo

So, in relation to pointwise convergence under the conditions, to consider SN(f)(q)
and to consider S~ (f)(q) are the same.

Below we first apply r to the terms zk, and get the expressions of pCk) (q) on
the unit sphere S.

Lemma 5. For k E Z,

pCk) (q) = _ cos 0 au _ ~ av _ e ( cos 0 av _ ~ au _~ )
2sin 0 00 2 00 9:. 2sin 0 00 2 00 2sin20 ' (7)

where e9:. = I~I' zk = uk(r, 0) + ivdr, 0) = rkcos kO + irk sin kO,
for k < 0, u ~ uk, v = Vk;
and for k 2: 0, u = Uk+2, V= Vk+2·

Proof. From Lemma 2 and 3, we have r(zk) = pCk)(q) for k < 0; and r Czk+2) =
pCk)(q) for k ~ O. By using the relation (2), we have

Ck) I_au _ ~ ~ av __1_
P (q)- 21~lay(qo,I~1) e9:.2(1~lay(qo,I~1) 1~12V(qo,I~I)). (8)

For z = x + iy, x = r cosO, y = r sinO, we have, on the unit sphere (r = 1),

au au 00 au or au cos 0 au au au
ay = 00 ay + or ay = 00 -r- + or sinO = 00 cosO + or sinO,

av av 00 av or av cos 0 av av av
ay = 00 ay + or ay = 00 -r- + or sin 0 = 00 cos 0 + or sinO.

Substituting these into the formula (8) while taking into account the Cauchy
Riemann equations in polar coordinates,

au 1av
or roO'
av lou
or ---;. 00'
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we have

Since
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we further obtain

Bv
BO = k cos kO,

Bu .
BO = -k sm kO,

p(kl(q) = ksin(k -1)0 + e (sinkO _ kcos(k -1)0) k < 0;
2 sin 0 ~ 2 sin2 0 2 sin 0 '

and

p(kl(q) = (k + 2) si.n(k + 1)0 + e (sin(~ + 2)0 _ (k + 2) c~s(k + 1)0), k 2: O.
2sm 0 ~ 2sm2 0 2 sm 0

o

Next we compute the modified Dirichlet kernels.

Lemma 6. If dN(z) = U + iv, then

D~(q)
cosO Bu 1 Bu----+e --
2sin 0 BO ~2 BO
cosO[(N + 1) sin NO - N sin(N + 1)0]

2 sin O(1 - cos 0)
N sin(N + 1)0 - (N + 1) sin NO

+e~ 2(1 - cosO) ,

(9)

where 0 = arccos qo E [0, 1T]. Moreover, we have

Proof. For dN(Z) = u + iv, the relation (2) gives
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We first work out u and v in polar coordinates. We have

dN(z) = L zn
Inl~N

1 ZN+l
---

zN(l-z) 1-z

(1 + r2N+2)cos NO - (r + r2N+1
) cos(N + 1)0

rN (r2 - 2r cos 0 + 1)

.(r - r2N+1) sin(N + 1)0 + (r 2N+2 - 1) sin NO+Z -'-----------'----:-;,.:,.....",------,'---'----,-----------'----
rN (r2 - 2r cos 0 + 1)

u(r, 0) + iv(r, 0).

Accordingly,

N sin(N + 1)0 - (N + 1) sin NO
1 - cosO

=

au _ au ao au ar _ au cos 0 au. 0
ay - ao ay + ar ay - ao -r- + ar sm ,

av _ avao avar _ av cosO av. 0
ay - ao ay + ar ay - ao -r- + ar sm .

Invoking the Cauchy-Riemann equations in polar coordinates, restricted on
the sphere, we have

au
ao
au av
ar ao = 0,

av au
ar -ao·

Note that when r = 1 the value of function v(r,O) is zero, and the partial
derivatives of u and v only depend on the angle O.

Substituting these results into (9), we obtain

1au 11av 1
D~(q) = - 21~1 ay (qO, I~I) - e12(I~I ay (qO, I~j) - 1~12 v(qo, I~j))

cosO au 1 av
- 2sinO ao - e12 ar

cosO au 1 au
- 2sinO ao + e12 ao
cosO[(N + 1) sin NO - N sin(N + 1)0]

2sin 0(1 - cos 0)
Nsin(N + 1)0 - (N + l)sinNO

+e1 2(1-cosO) .

The kernel D~(q) may be written

D~(q) = R(O) + eqI(O).
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Using Taylor series expansions of sine and cosine functions at the origin, we obtain
the estimates:

lim R(O)
6-+0

lim 1(0)
6-+0

4. Convergence Results

1
-"6N(N + 1)(2N + 1);

0.
o

The classical Riemann-Lebesgue theorem for Fourier series asserts that for any
function in L1([0, 27r]) its Fourier series coefficients Ck enjoy ickl----+ 0, as Ikl ----+ 00.
The Riemann-Lebesgue theorem for Fourier transforms says that for any function
f E L1(Rn), there follows j(~) ----+ 0, as I~I ----+ 00. On higher-dimensional spheres
there do not exist the concept "Fourier coefficients" (not like in the classical case
where Ckzk has two separated parts Ck and zk), for the projection Pk(f) corre
sponds to a vector-valued function in a multi-dimensional space: There are several
coefficients depending on the base that is chosen to express general vectors in
the space. Therefore, we should consider the whole projection, and the assertion
Pk(f)(q) ----+ °is a generalization of the classical Riemann-Lebesgue theorem (see
Theorem 1 below).

Averages of spherical functions on two-dimensional spheres are involved. Ex
cept the eq part, the terms in p(kl(q) and the modified Dirichlet kernels D'tv(q) on
8 depend only on the angle 0 = arccosqo,O E [O,7r]. This corresponds to represent
a quaternionic number q as q = qOiO+q1i1 +q2i2+q3i3 = qoio+q = cosOio+eq sin 0,

where e~ = I~I = i 1 cos a +i 2 sin a cos {3+i 3 sin a sin {3. Now let0 be fixed and take

average of a function fELl (8) over the two-dimensional sphere on which all the
points q satisfy qo = cos O. This average is denoted by

where ~ is the spherical variable on the unit sphere S2 that may be easily written
out in terms of a and {3 as we did for eq , and d(J"2(~) is the normalized surface area

measure on the sphere 82 . We call Gi;(f)(0) the average of f about io in angle
O.

Now let q be a fixed point on 8. We can similarly formulate Gq(f)(O) to be
the average of a function f over the two dimensional sphere whose points p satisfy
arg(p, q) = 0, and phrased as the average of f around q in angle O.

Note that in considering convergence problems it suffices to assume f to be
scalar-valued. Without repeating, we will always assume this for the rest of the
paper. The Riemann-Lebesgue theorem may be formulated as follows.
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Theorem 1 (Riemann-Lebesgue theorem). Assume that fELl (8). Let q be a fixed
point on 8 and Cq(f)(B) the average of f around q in angle B. Denote Cq(B) =
Cq(f)(B) and C~(B) = Cq(eo-lqf(-))(B). Assume that both Cq(f) and C~ are
absolutely continuous in [0,1f], and, with their derivatives denoted by Fq and F;,
respectively, the functions sin(·)Fq(-) and sin(·)F;(-) are in L1([0, 1fJ). Then

lim Pk(f)(q) = 0.
Ikl-+oo

Proof. Since on the unit sphere E(p)n(p) = 1, the integration formula of Pk(f) is
abbreviated as

Pk(f)(q) = 1p(k) (p-1 q)f(p)da(p) ,

where p-1 = j5 = Po - P1i1 - P2i2 - P3h and p-1q = (PoqO +P1q1 +P2q2 +P3q3) +
Im(p- 1q) = cosB+ ep-l q sin B.

Substituting the expression (7) for p(k)(p- 1q) into the integral expression
and, based on Fubini's theorem, decomposing the integral on the sphere 8 into the
iterated integral composed by one in angle Bwith respect to the direction of q and
the other in the 2-dimensional sphere orthogonal with the q direction, we have

(" . 2 cos B 8u 1 8v
Pk(f)(q) = W2 io sm B[- 2sinB 8(} - 28B]Cq(f)(B)

(" 2 cosB8v 18u v(B)
-W2 io sin B[2sinB8B - 28B - 2sin2B)]Cq(eO-l qf (·))(B)dB

(" 1 8u 1 2 8v
W2 i

o
(-4sin 2B 8B - 2sin B8B )Cq(B)dB

111"( 1. B8v 1. 2 B8u v(B) )Ce(B) B-W2 - sm 2 - - - sm - - - d
04 8B 2 8B 2 q ,

where W2 is the surface area of the two dimensional unit sphere. Since Cq and C~
are absolutely continuous, that validates taking integration by parts, we have

Pk(f)(q) = W2111" U(I,B)(cO~2B Cq(B) + sin
4
2B Fq(B))dB

(" sin 2B sin2 B
+W2 io v(I,B)(-2-Cq (B) + -2-Fq (B))dB

+w2 111" V(I,B)(cO~2B C~(B) + Si:2BF;(B))dB

- w2 111" u(l, B)(Si~2BC~(B) + Si~2 BF;(B))dB

+w2 111" v(~ B) C~(B)dB.

Recall that
u(I,B) = cosk'B, v(I,B) = sink'B,
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where k' = k for k < 0; and k' = k+2 for k 2 O. The assumptions on Gq , G~, Fq , Fe
allow us to use the Riemann-Lebesgue theorem on [0,21T], and we obtain

lim Pk(J)(q) = O.
Ikl--+oo

o

Corollary 1. Let f E £1(8) and q be a fixed point on 8. Assume that Gq is ab
solutely continuous and its derivative Fq satisfies sin(-)Fq (-) E £1 ([0, 1T]. Then for
the Fourier series of f in spherical harmonics:

00

f(q) rv L !k(q),
k=O

we have

lim !k(q) = O.
k--+oo

Proof. It is a general result that !k, as a k-spherical harmonic on the three
dimensional unit sphere, has a unique decomposition !k = gk + g-k-2, where
gk and g-k-2 are spherical regular functions ([BDS]) of, respectively, homogeneity
degree k and -k - 2. It turns out that, in the notation of the proof of Theorem
1, gk = Pk(J),g-k-2 = P-k- 2(J). In fact, the partial sum L-~=ofk(q) is identical
with the modified partial sum S'p.+2(J)(q) induced from the modified Dirichlet
kernel D'p.+2(q). Since fk is scalar-valued, we have

fk = Re(Pk(J)) + Re(p_k-2(J)).

As consequence, in the proof of Theorem 1 the average G~ and the related F; are
cancelled out, and thus are irrelevant. Thus, without the assumptions on G~ and
F; the result still holds. 0

The corollary may be regarded as Riemann-Lebesgue theorem on the sphere
with the traditional setting. We will call the series in the corollary a scalar Fourier
series. Due to the fact that all entries of the series, as well as the function itself,
are scalar-valued, it is clear in the proof that only assuming the conditions on G
and F is sufficient. Thanks to this corollary we can ignore any finite but limited
number of entries in the end of a partial sum of a scalar Fourier series, or any
finite but limited pairs Pk(J) and P- k- 2(J) in the two ends of a modified partial
sum when dealing with pointwise convergence under the set conditions on Gq and
Fq . In the sequel we will concentrate in the modified partial sums as they are
equivalent with the partial sums of scalar Fourier series.

Localization Principle in the context is as follows.

Theorem 2. Let f E £1 (8) and q be a fixed pint on 8. If f vanishes in some
neighborhood of q, Gq is absolutely continuous and Fq = G~ is integrable, then for
the modified partial sums we have

lim S'p.(J)(q) = O.
N--+oo
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Proof. In view of the proof of Corollary 1, the modified partial sums are real-valued
and we can restrict ourselves to the scalar-part of the integrals under study. Using
the formula for D~, and performing integration by parts, we have

~ r sin2O( _ cosO oU)G (O)dO
21l"2 io 2 sin 0 00 q

W2 r_sin 20 OUG (O)dO
21l"2 io 4 00 q

W2 r (1 0)(cos20 G (0) sin20 p (0))dO
21l"2 io u, 2 q + 4 q .

Since f vanishes in a neighborhood of q, there exists 8 > °such that f(p) = 0,°~ 0 ~ 8, 0 = arg(p, q). Recalling

( )
_ sin(N + ~)O

U 1,0 - . () ,
sm 2

we have

W2 171" sin(N + ~)O cos 20 ()
-22 . () Gq 0 dO
1l" ~ 2sm 2

W2171" sin(N + ~)Osin20 ()+-22 . () Fq 0 dO.
1l" ~ 4sm 2

Since Fq(O), Gq(O) are integrable in the interval (8, 1l"), on letting N go to infinity
and applying the classical Riemann-Lebesgue theorem, we conclude

lim S~(f)(q) = 0.
N-+oo

Denote

if the limit exists.
A Dini's type convergence theorem is as follows.

o

Theorem 3. Let f E L 1(8) and q be a fixed point on 8. If, in addition to absolute
continuity of Gq in [0,1l"] and integrability of Fq in (0,8), for some 8 > 0, we

assume that G(O) exists and G(());G(O) is integrable in (0,8), then

lim S~(f)(q) = Gq(O).
N-+oo

If, in particular, f is continuous at q, then

lim S~(f)(q) = f(q)·
N-+oo

Proof. It suffices to show

lim (S~(f)(q) - Gq(O)) = O.
N-+oo
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From the relations (3) and (4) we have

2~2 is D~(p-lq)da(p) = 1.

We are reduced to show

lim 212 r D~(p-lq)(f(p) - Gq(O))da(p) = O.
N-oo 11" is

The last integral is scalar-valued and thus is induced from the scalar part of
the modified Dirichlet kernel, viz.

2~2 is Re(D~(p-lq))(f(p) - Gq(O))da(p).

Substituting the expression of D~(p-lq) and writing the integral into an iterated
integral, the above becomes

1 r. 2 cosB au
211"2 io sm B(Gq(B) -Gq(O))(-2sinBaB)dB.

R l · b sin(N+~)e d . . b hep acmg u y . I! an mtegratmg y parts, we ave
SIn '2

lim (S~(f)(q) - Gq(O))
N-oo

. W2 11' 1 (Gq(B) - Gq(O))= hm {- sin(N+-)Bcos2B dB
N-oo 211"2 0 2 2sin ~

W211' sin(N + !)Bsin2B d
+-22 . 0 d()(Gq(B) - Gq(O))dB}.

11" 0 4sm"2

Owing to the assumptions on Gq and Fq we can apply the classical Riemann
Lebesgue theorem to the last two integrals, and obtain
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Cauchy Kernels for some Conformally Flat
Manifolds

John Ryan

Abstract. Here we will consider examples of conformally fiat manifolds that
are conformally equivalent to open subsets of the sphere sn. For such mani
folds we shall introduce a Cauchy kernel, Cauchy integral formula for sections
taking values in a spinor bundle and annihilated by a Dirac operator, or gen
eralized Cauchy-Riemann operator. Basic properties of this kernel are exam
ined. We also introduce a Green's kernel and a Green's formula for harmonic
sections in this context.
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1. Introduction

In recent years Clifford analysis has proved to be a powerful tool in analyzing
problems in n real variables using techniques akin to those employed in the com
plex plane. In euclidean space the Dirac operator takes the place of the Cauchy
Riemann operator, and one uses analogues of Cauchy kernels to study proper
ties of solutions to the Dirac equation. In turn this analysis reveals a wide array
of extremely useful tools including singular Cauchy transforms, Hardy spaces,
Kerzmann-Stein kernels, Szego kernels and Bergman kernels. All of these, and
other operators, prove to be very useful in solving boundary value problems and
other problems related to classical harmonic analysis. See for instance [18, 15, 14].
In contrast Dirac operators have proved to play important and even crucial roles
in mathematical physics and geometry. See for instance [2, 13, 20]. Also in recent
times there have been several attempts to reconcile these two approaches to ap
plications of Dirac operators. See for instance [5, 7, 19]. In these works, amongst
other things, Cauchy integral formulas for solutions to general Dirac operators are
introduced and applied in the setting of general Riemannian manifolds. However,
so far in this wider context there is a general lack of an ability to perform explicit
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computations. This is in sharp contrast to the euclidean setting. However, if one
restricts attention to a particular class of manifolds one can obtain, at least for
a number of examples, explicit representations of the Cauchy and Green's ker
nels. This allows one to be able to compute more directly in such settings. The
setting we are referring to is the class of conformally flat manifolds. Conformally
flat manifolds have been studied extensively in various contexts aside from Clif
ford analysis. See for instance [4, 6, 25]. They are manifolds that posses an atlas
whose transition functions are Mobius transformations. As such they include the
n dimensional analogues of the compact Riemann surfaces, namely the sphere,
the torus and the k-handled sphere. Other examples of conformally flat manifolds,
that do not arise as analogues of Riemann surfaces, are given in [10].

In a number of papers the author and his collaborators, [11, 12, 16, 17,23, 24]
use conformal transformations to develop aspects of Clifford analysis, function
theory, potential theory and classical harmonic analysis over certain examples of
conformally flat manifolds. The construction that enables one to carry out the
calculations and obtain explicit formulas is due to Ahlfors and Vahlen. See for
instance [1, 22, 27]. In those works it is shown that any Mobius transformation
over the one point compactification of Rn can be expressed as (ax + b)(cx + d)-l
where a, b, c and d are members of a Clifford algebra generated from Rn and
satisfy certain constraints. See[l] and elsewhere for details.

In [23, 24] we use Cayley transformations to develop basic properties of Clif
ford analysis and its applications to harmonic analysis on spheres and hyperbolas.
Similar results using a different approach were developed by Van Lancker, [28] for
the sphere. In fact in [28] a broader function theory is developed as the author
considers a family of Dirac type operators. As the hyperbola and the sphere are
both real submanifolds of the complex sphere {(Zl, ... ,Zn E en : zi + ... z; = 1}
many of the results obtained in [28] automatically extend from the context of the
sphere to the context of the hyperbola via holomorphic continuation arguments.
This is also true for results obtained in [16, 17] where the authors, amongst other
results, construct a Green's formula for functions that are harmonic on a domain
in sn.

One way to explicitly construct a conformally flat manifold is to factor out
a simply connected subdomain of the sphere or Rn by a Kleinian subgroup of the
Mobius group that acts discontinuously on the subdomain. In [11] we consider
the cases where the domain is Rn and the Kleinian group is an integer lattice.
This enabled the authors in [11] to develop large aspects of Clifford analysis and
its applications to harmonic analysis in the context of cylinders and tori. In [12]
we extend this technique to establish similar results in the context of amongst
other manifolds, including real projective space and the Hopf manifold. The Hopf
manifold is Sl X sn-1 and is obtained by factoring the domain Rn \ {O} by the
discrete subgroup {2 k

: k E Z}.
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Using Cayley transformations from Rn into sn one may see that the sphere
sn is a conformally flat manifold. Also by factoring out a simply connected subdo
main of either Rn or sn by a Kleinian group that acts on the domain discontinu
ously one may construct other examples of conformally flat manifolds. These exam
ples include cylinders, tori, real projective spaces and the Hopf manifold S1 X sn-1.
Cauchy kernels for Dirac operators and Green's kernels for Laplacians are explicitly
constructed for spinor bundles over all these manifolds in [23, 24,16,17,11,12,28].

While factoring out domains by Kleinian groups is one useful way of con
structing conformally flat manifolds here we will look at another technique for
constructing some examples of conformally flat manifolds where again we can
obtain explicit formulas for the Cauchy kernel and other related kernels. These
manifolds are obtained using Mobius transformations to glue together n-spheres
or copies of Rn or pairs of hyperbolas. Ifwe glue together a total of k such spheres
to an n-sphere we obtain a manifold that can be seen as a sphere with k bumps, or
warts, on it. In turn we might also put a finite number of bumps or warts on each
wart via the same process. We can continue to place finite numbers of warts on
already existing warts. Again this is done via the same surgery or gluing process.
If we do not glue any of the warts to more than one sphere or wart we obtain
a manifold that is homeomorphic to sn. As such this type of manifold is simply
connected. However its conformal structure is more complicated than that of the
sphere. In particular the construction of the spinor bundle structures on these
manifolds is more complicated than the construction for the sphere embedded in
Rn .

The purpose in this paper is to give an explicit construction of the Cauchy
kernels for such manifolds. This construction makes use of the unique continuation
property for solutions to the Dirac equation considered here. We also show that a
number of known properties of the Cauchy kernel in euclidean space readily carry
over to the context considered here. This includes a Hardy space decomposition of
LP spaces for strongly Lipschitz hypersurfaces lying in the manifold. This Hardy
space decomposition is expressed in terms of solutions to a Dirac equation de
fined on the complementary domains to the hypersurface and with appropriate
continuation properties to the boundary. The techniques used here mimic existing
techniques from classical harmonic analysis in Euclidean space, see for instance
[26].

Acknowledgement. The author is grateful to David Calderbank and Michael East
wood for drawing his attention to the type of conformally flat manifolds introduced
here.

2. Preliminaries

We will consider Rn as embedded in the real 2n dimensional Clifford algebra Cln
such that under Clifford algebra multiplication x 2 = -llxl1 2 for each x ERn.
So each non-zero vector x E Rn has a multiplicative inverse given by the Kelvin
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inverse of x, namely X-I = 1I~i12' If el, ... , en is an orthonormal basis for Rn then
1,el, ,en, ... ,ej, ... ejr, ... ,el ... en is a basis for Cln. Here 1:::; r:::; nand
Jl < Jr. Regarding this basis as an orthonormal basis for Cln then the norm,
IIAII of a vector A E Cln can be introduced in the usual way. We will also need the
anti-automorphism rv: Cln ~ Cln :rv (ejl ... ejJ = ejr ... ej" As usual we write
A for rv A.

As shown in [1] and elsewhere any Mobius transformation y = 'IjJ(x) over the
one point compactification of Rn can be expressed as (ax + b)(cx + d)-l where a,
b, c and d are elements of Cln and satisfy certain constraints. Those constraints
are detailed in [1, 12, 22] and elsewhere. If we regard Rn as embedded in Rn+l
then Cln is a subalgebra of Cln+l . Further we may regard Rn+l as having as
orthonormal basis el, ... , en, en+l. In this case we have the Cayley transformation
c(x) = (en+lx + l)(x + en+l)-l which maps Rn homeomorphically to sn\{en+d.
The Dirac operator in euclidean space is the differential operator D = Ej=l ej a~j .
Any Cln valued, differentiable function f defined on a domain U in Rn is called a
left Clifford holomorphic function or left monogenic function if Df (x) = 0 on U.
If 9 is also defined on U and takes values in Cln then if 9 is differentiable then
9 is called a right Clifford holomorphic function, or right monogenic function if
g(x)D = O. Here g(x)D = Ej=l as;;) ej' Basic properties of left and right mono

genic functions are described in [3] and elsewhere. The function G(x) = Ilxlln is an
example of a function that is both left and right Clifford holomorphic. It is shown
in [21] and elsewhere that if f(y) is left Clifford holomorphic in the variable y then
Jl('IjJ,x)f('IjJ(x)) is left Clifford holomorphic in the variable x where Jl('IjJ,x) =

IIc~ln. Moreover, [21]' G('IjJ(x)-'ljJ(y)) = Jl('IjJ,y)-lG(X-y)Jl('IjJ,X)-l. Similarly,
[21]' if f(y) is harmonic then J2 ('IjJ, x)f('IjJ(x)) is harmonic in x where h('IjJ, x) =

1
(n-2)lIcx+dlln 2'

In [23] the author notes that if y = c-l(x) where C- l is the inverse of the
Cayley transformation then any left Clifford holomorphic function f(y) defined on
a domain U in Rn is transformed to a function J(cl,x)f(c-l(x)) defined on a
domain c- l (U) lying on sn. In [23] it is shown that such a function is annihilated by
a Dirac operator D s acting over sn. An explicit expression for D s is determined
in [8], see also [16, 24]. For each x E cl(U) the expression J(c-l, x)f(c-l(x))
takes its values in a 2n dimensional subspace ofCln +l .What we are describing is a
bundle structure over sn\{en+d. In [23] it is shown via the Cayley transformation
that the Cauchy kernel for sn is IIxx-=-Y~ln = 2n(1_x:;;;,y> )n where x, y E sn-l.
As noted in [23, 24] there is also a Cayley transformation from the open unit
disc in Rn to the hyperbola Rn,l =span< el,"" en, ien+l >. Specifically the
hyperbola Hn is the manifold {~ E Rn,l : ~ = Xlel + ... + xnen + xn+lien+l
where Xn+l > 0 and X;'+l - xi - ... - x;, = I}. In this case, again by this Cayley
transformation, one sees [23, 24] that the Cauchy kernel is x-y ". In fact by

«X-y)2) 2

noting that iHn C S'C = {zlel + ... Zn+len+l E C : zf + ... + z;'+l = I} as is sn
one may see that the Cauchy kernels for the sphere and iHn are restrictions to
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these real manifolds of the kernel (z-w) n where z and wE Se. In turn the Dirac
((z-w)2) "2

operator DiHn for iHn is the restriction to iHn of the holomorphic continuation
to Se of the Dirac operator D5 associated to sn.

It should be noted that D2 = -6., where 6. is the Laplacian for euclidean
n-space. The fundamental solution to Laplace's equation is 1 n 2. Via

(n-2)lIx-YII-2-
the Cayley transformation this kernel transforms to

G (u v) = 1
2,5' (n _ 2)llu _ vr;2

for the sphere. Here u, v E sn. In [16, 17] we explicitly construct a Laplacian
6.5 over the sphere. The kernel G2 ,5 (u, v) is the Green's kernel for this spherical
Laplacian. See [16] for details.

It is now time to introduce conformally flat manifolds.

Definition 1. An n-dimensional manifold M is said to be conformally flat if there
is an atlas A of M such that for any pair of chart maps cPl' Ul and cP2' U2 the
transition function 'l/J12 = cP2cPl l is a Mobius transformation wherever this function
is defined.

Using Cayley transformations it is clear that sn and Hn are examples of
conformally flat manifolds.

Definition 2. Two n dimensional conformally flat manifolds M l and M 2 are said to
be conformally equivalent if there is a diffeomeorphism W : M l -t M 2 which with
respect to the atlases Ai and A2 of Ml and M2 is locally a Mobius transformation.

The manifolds we shall consider here are conformally equivalent to connected,
open subsets of the sphere, particularly spheres with a finite number of points
removed.

We shall now introduce appropriate spinor bundles over conformally flat
manifolds. Given a conformally flat manifold M then following [12] one can iden
tify a pair of points (y,Y) E (cP2(U2),Cln ) with either (X,Jl ('l/J12,X)Y) or
(x, -Jl ('l/J12,X)Y) where y = 'l/J12(X) = (ax+b)(cx+d)-l = (-ax-b)(-cx-d)-l.
It is the two distinct ways of representing the same Mobius transformations in
the previous sentence that gives rise to the choice of signs in the construction of
these fibers. If a choice of signs in the previous construction can be made for each
pair of chart maps in A that is compatible then we have constructed a spinor
bundle S(M) over M and M is regarded as a conformally flat spin manifold. The
sphere sn is an example of such a manifold. In constructing such a bundle we have
used the conformal weight functions that preserve Clifford holomorphy. It follows
that for any subdomain U of a conformally flat spin manifold we can introduce
a section f : U -t S(M) such that locally f pulls back to a left Clifford holo
morphic function. Such a section is called a left Clifford holomorphic section. It
also follows that we can introduce a Dirac operator DM that locally pulls back to
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the euclidean Dirac operator. Moreover DM f = 0 for any left Clifford holomor
phic section. It is in this way that conformally flat spin manifolds may be seen as
natural generalizations of Riemann surfaces.

Similarly for our conformally flat manifold M one may also follow [12] and
identify a pair of points (y, Y) E (¢2(U2),Cln) with (X,J2(1P12,X)y) where, as be
fore, y = 1P12(X) and J2(11'12, x) = (n-2)llc;+dll n 2. Note here that as the conformal
weight function J2(11'12, x) is scalar valued, unlike the conformal weight function
J1(11'12, x) which contains the term cx + d, there is no choice of signs here. It fol
lows that the previous construction can be made for each pair of chart maps in A
and we obtain a bundle H(M) over M. It follows that for any subdomain U of a
conformally flat spin manifold we can introduce a section h : U ---+ H(M) such that
f locally pulls back to a harmonic function. Such a section is called a harmonic
section. It also follows that we can introduce a Laplacian 6M that locally pulls
back to the euclidean Laplacian. It should be noted that the two bundles E and
F over M are different bundles.

3. Construction of the Manifolds

We begin by considering two copies, Al and A2 of the annulus A(O, ~,r) = {x E
Rn : ~ < Ilxll < r}. We identify each point x E Al with the point _x- 1 E A2.
This is done via a Mobius transformation 11" : Al ---+ A2. We now consider two
copies, Sl and S2, of the unit sphere sn lying in Rn+l. Let R1 be a copy of Rn
containing the annulus Al and R2 be a copy of Rn containing A2.We have Cayley
transformations C1 : R1 ---+ Sl and C2 : R2 ---+ S2· Let 0 1= C1 (AI) and C2 = c2(A2).
In fact both C1 and C2 are annuli on the spheres Sl and S2 respectively. Let B 1
be the copy in R 1 of the closure of the ball in Rn centered at the origin and of
radius ~. We may similarly define B 2 in R2. For i = 1,2 let S: = Si \ci(Bi ). We
adjoin S~ and S~ by identifying points in C1 with points in C2 via the Mobius
transformation 11' : C1 ---+ C2 where 11' = C2'1j;'cl 1 . In this way we have used Mobius
transformations to "glue" together the two spheres Sl and S2. As we have only
used Mobius transformations in this "gluing" process the resulting manifold M
is conformally flat. We denote this manifold by Sl 1\ S2(r). The reason for the r
appearing here is that our construction of the manifold depends on our choice of r

in the outer radii of the annuli Al and A2. So in fact we have constructed a whole
family of conformally flat manifolds. In fact using dilation and inversion it may
fairly easily be seen that each of these manifolds is conformally equivalent to the
sphere, sn embedded in Rn+1 even though Sl 1\ S2(r) is not embedded in Rn+1.
In this way S1 1\ S2 (r) is a different representation of sn than the one usually used
in Clifford analysis, see for instance [23, 24, 16, 17,27].

As mentioned in our introduction the conformally flat manifold Sl 1\ S2(r)
can be regarded as an n-sphere with a bump or wart. Furthermore we can in turn
attach another sphere S3 to either Sl or S2 by the same techniques that we used
here to "glue" Sl and S2. We would denote such a manifold as SlI\S2I\S3(r). Here
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we will not consider attaching S3 to both Sl and S2. This particular construction
leads to a manifold which is a sphere with a handle. The process we are describing
is an elementary form of surgery.

In general we may choose a finite number of points Xl, ... , Xk lying in the
sphere sn. We now excise k nonintersecting closed caps C(Xj) from sn. Each cap
C(Xj) is centered at Xj, where j = 1, ... , k. By the process just described using
Cayley transforms we now may attach k spheres Sl, ... ,Sk to this open subset of
sn. Again we obtain a conformally flat manifold that is conformally equivalent to
the sphere sn.

Similarly we may attach copies of Rn to sn. To do this consider A(O, ~,oo) =

{x E Rn : Ilxll > ~}. Now using a Cayley transform cwe identify A(O, ~,r) C

A(O,~, 00) with the spherical annulus c(A(O,~, r) C sn\c(B(O~). In this way
we "glued" one copy of Rn to sn. We will denote this manifold by Rl 1\ S2.
This manifold is conformally equivalent to the sphere with one point removed, or
equivalently Rn . However, it is another representation of those manifolds.

By picking finitely many points Xl, ... ,Xk on sn we may adapt the process
just outlined, and attach finitely many copies of Rn to sn. Using Kelvin inversion
and other Mobius transformations one may see that such a manifold is conformally
equivalent to sn\{Xl,"" xd.

Of course one may repeat this process and" glue" copies of either Rn or sn
to the spheres or copies of Rn that have already been attached to sn, and so on.
If we avoid multiply gluing a sphere or euclidean space to several parts of another
sphere or euclidean space we end up with a manifold that is conformally equivalent
to either sn or sn\{Xl"" ,Xk}.

We can similarly remove a closed disc from one copy of Rn and also from
another copy of Rn. Using Kelvin inversion we may now identify two annuli on
the remaining open sets Here the annuli have same centers and inner radii as the
removed discs. The manifold we obtain is conformally equivalent to sn \ {±en} or
to Rn\{o}.

Similarly we may consider the image, c2(B(0, r), of a ball B(O, r), C B(O, 1),
under the Cayley transformation C2. This gives rise to a cap C(ien+l, r) on the
hyperbola H n centered at ien+l' As noted in [9, 24] and elsewhere the conformal
group acting on the unit ball in Rn is equivalent to the Lorentz group SO(n, 1)
acting on Hn. So under any action T of the Lorentz group T(C(Jn+l,r) is con
formally equivalent to B(O, r). Now it is straightforward to introduce, via C2 and
Lorentz transformations, analogues of annuli on hyperbolas and to use the same
type of surgery techniques used earlier in this section, namely Kelvin inversion, di
lation and translation, to identify together finitely many hyperbolas. Ifwe identify
two hyperbolas in this way we get a manifold that is conformally equivalent to an
annulus in Rn. It is diffeomorphic to (0,1) x sn-l, R x sn-l and sn\{±en}. Ifwe
identify three such hyperbolas in this way we get a manifold that is diffeomorphic
to a ball with three infinite cylinders attached. The conformally flat manifold here
is conformally equivalent to the n-sphere with three non-intersecting closed balls
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removed, which in turn is conformally equivalent to an open ball in Rn with two
non-intersecting closed balls removed.

For all these types of conformally fiat manifolds we are able to construct a
Cauchy kernel.

4. Construction of the Cauchy Kernel and some Consequences

We will start by working simply with the case M = S11\S2. All the other cases are
relatively straightforward extensions of this one case. We will denote the kernel by
CM(x,y). This will beaCln +1valued function defined onMxM\{(x,x) : x EM}.
When x and y both belong to Sj, for j = 1,2, then CM(x,y) = IIxx-=-Y~ln' Here we

are regarding each Sj as being embedded in a copy of Rn+1. Let us denote the part
of S~ that is identified with part of S~ by S12, and the part of S~ that is identified
with part of S~ with S~ by S21. Recall that S12 and S21 are annuli on spheres that
are identified with each other via a Mobius transformation 'l/J12 : S12 ---.. S21. Let
M1 = S~ \S12 and M2 = S~ \S21. Suppose now that x E S~ and y belongs to the
part of S11\S2 where S12 and S21 are identified. Then in this case y can be identified
with Y1 E S12 or Y2 E S21 where 'l/J12(Y1) = Y2· In this case the kernel CM(x, y)

is again IIxx-=-:'llln, which in turn may be identified with IIxx~:~l(~)iln J('l/J121,Y2).

Furthermore if x also belongs to S12 then X2 = 'l/J12(X) and CM(x, y) can be
'd t'fi d 'th J(.I,-1 ) 1/J12

1
(X2)-1/J12

1
(Y2) J(.I,-1 ) - X2-Y2

1 en 1 e Wl '1"12' X2 1I1/J121(X2)-1/J121(Y2)lIn '1"12' Y2 - IIx2-Y2I1n'
Last of all we turn to the case where x E S~ and y E S~. In this case we

note that the Mobius transformation 'l/J12 has a unique continuation to a Mobius
transformation '1J 12 : N1 ---.. N2 where Nj = Sj\Mj . In this case Y E N2 and

Y = '1J 12 (yd for some Y1 E N1· In this case CM(x,y) = IIxx~:l~l(~ilnJ('1Jll,Y).
While we have not covered all possibilities of locations in x and y on M in

this construction all remaining possibilities can be constructed easily by adapting
the existing constructions presented so far here. However our construction yields
a kernel K(x, y) defined for all (x, y) E (S1 1\ S2(r) x S1 1\ S2(r)) and x =1= y.

As stated at the beginning of this section the construction of the Cauchy
kernel just given for the conformally fiat manifold S11\ S2(r) is readily adapted to
all the other examples of representations of conformally fiat manifolds constructed
using surgery in the previous section. So in fact if we let M denote one of those
examples we now have a Cauchy kernel KM(x, y) where (x, y) EM xM and x =1= y.

From now on let M denote one of the examples of a conformally fiat mani
fold constructed in the previous section. In our construction of the Cauchy kernel
K(x, y) and the observed automatic generalization to the other conformally fiat
manifolds it should be noted that we have constructed a spinor bundle S(M)
over M. As pointed out earlier here we may now introduce a Dirac operator DM
for S(M) and for each open subset U we may consider left Clifford holomorphic
sections f: U ---.. S(M) where DMf = O.
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Of course one may also similarly set up right Clifford holomorphic sections.
In this case the sections take values in a spinor bundle analogous to E(M) but
constructed with multiplication of the conformal weight functions appearing on
the right instead of on the left.

Definition 3. A (n-l)-dimensional surface, or hypersurface, S, lying in M is called
a Lipschitz hypersurface if locally S is the image under Mobius transformations of
Lipschitz surfaces lying in Rn. If the Lipschitz constants for these hypersurfaces
in Rn are bounded then S is said to be strongly Lipschitz.

We now have the following version of Cauchy's integral formula for the class
of manifolds considered here.

Theorem 1. Suppose that aU is the boundary of a domain U lying in a domain
V c M. Suppose that the closure of V is compact and aU is strongly Lipschitz.
Furthermore suppose f : V -> S(M) and that f is left Clifford holomorphic. Then
for each y E U

f(y) = ~ r KM(x, y)n(x)f(x)dax
W n leu

where n(x) is the unit vector in the tangent space T Mx that is orthogonal to the
tangent space TaUx, and points outward from U. Further a is the Lebesgue measure
on aU.

Having obtained this Cauchy kernel and Cauchy integral formula standard
arguments developed in [19] and elsewhere give us the following decomposition
result.

Theorem 2. Suppose that S is a Lipschitz hypersurface lying in M and the com
plement of S has two components, S±. Then for 1 < P < 00 we have that

£P(S) = HP(S+) EEl HP(S-)

where £P(S) is the space of SCM) valued sections on S that are LP integrable, and
HP(S±) is the Hardy p-space of left Clifford holomorphic sections defined on S±
with LP non-tangential extension to S.

As seen earlier the construction of the spinor bundle SCM) over Musing
Mobius transformations can readily be adapted using the conformal weight func
tion h to construct a bundle H(M) over M. For this bundle we have an associated
Laplacian 6M and for U an open subset of M a section h : U -> H(M) is said
to be a harmonic section if 6 M h = o. Furthermore by similar arguments to those
used to construct the kernel KM(x, y) we can replace the weight function J1 by
the harmonic weight function h to produce the Green's kernel GM(x,y) of M.

Adapting arguments in [21] we have:

Theorem 3. Suppose U is an open, connected subset of M and U1 : U -> SCM) is
a C1 section with compact support. Then for each y E U

U1(Y) = ~1KM(x,y)(DMu(x))dU(x) (1)
W n U
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where dU(x) is a volume element of U.

Proof (Outline). If w = 'Ij;(x) and v = 'Ij;(y) we have previously noted that G(v
w) = J1('Ij;,y)-lG(X - y)J1('Ij;,X)-1. Furthermore the ~ac operator D is inter-

twined by J1('Ij;, x) and L1('Ij;, x) where L1('Ij;, x) = IIcx~~I~+2' See [21] for details.
Also the Jacobian for a change of variable under the Mobius transformation 'Ij; over
a domain on M is IIcx';dIl2n . It follows that the right hand side of Equation 1 is lo
cally invariant under Mobius transformations. As the spinor bundle is constructed
from equivalence classes of fibers obtained in local co-ordinates the right hand side
of Equation 1 becomes globally invariant under local changes of co-ordinates under
Mobius transformations. As Equation 1 is locally valid the result now follows. 0

Similarly one may readily adapt arguments of [21] and the previous out line
proof of Theorem 3 to deduce the following

Theorem 4. Suppose U and M are as in the previous theorem and U2 :U -t H(M)
is a C2 section with compact support. Then for each y E U

U2(y) = ~1GM(x,y)(6 Mu2(x))dU(x).
Wn U

Of course the sections U1 and U2 both have trivial extensions to all of M by
simply defining them to be zero on the remainder of M.

Theorem 5. Suppose U and V are as in Theorem 1 and that the boundary of V
is piecewise smooth. Suppose also that h : V -t H (M) is a harmonic section then
for each y E V

h(y) = ~ r (KM(x,y)n(x)h(x) - (GM(x,y)n(x)(DMh(x)))da(x).
W n lou

Proof. Let us first multiply h by a Coo partition of unity function p(x) where
p(x) = 1 on U and is zero in a neighborhood of the boundary of V. Let us denote
p(x)h(x) by h1(x). Then by the previous theorem

h1(y) = ~ r GM(x,y)(6 Mh1(x))dV(x)
Wn lv

for each y E U.
Let us now subdivide the region V\U via a grid. So The closure of V\U is a

finite union of n dimensional manifolds Mj , where j = 1, ... K, with boundaries
8Mj . Moreover Mi n M j for i "I j is either empty or subset of the boundaries.
Moreover, each Mj is a subset of an open subset of M that is via a Mobius
transformation homeomorphic to an open subset of Rn. It follows from Stokes'
Theorem that

1M GM(x,y)(6 Mh1(x)dMj (x) = lM(KM(x,y)n(x)h1(X)
J J

-GM (x, y)n(x)(DMh1(x) ))da(x).
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Summing these integrals over j and noting that 6 M h1 = 0 on U we have
from Stokes' Theorem

h(y) = ~ r (KM(x, y)n(x)h1(x)
Wn Jauu6 1

-GM(X, y)n(x)(DMh1(x)) )dC1(X)

where 8 1 is a union of (n -I)-dimensional manifolds lying in M j for j = 1, ... ,K.
As we can vary the support of the partition function p we may also vary the

set 8 1 . In this way we can obtain a sequence of such sets 8k, where k = 1, ....
Such that 8 k+l C 8k and nk=18k is empty. Furthermore hI is replaced by a
sequence of functions hk such that hk(x) = h(x) on U and the support of hk+1 is
contained in an open subset of the support of hk . It follows that

lim r (KM(X, y)n(x)hk(X) - GM(x, y)n(x)(DMhk(X)))dC1(X) = O.
k->oo J8

k

The result follows. 0

It now follows that many standard results in Clifford analysis more or less
automatically extend to the context described here, including applications to har
monic analysis and boundary value problems.
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Bivectors and f-vectors
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Abstract. In this paper we propose several extensions of Clifford analysis.
First, we recall the most important definitions and properties for the usual
Dirac operator, i.e. the operator defined for functions of a vector variable,
and we discuss the importance of using differential forms. Next we discuss
Clifford analysis in several vector variables and in particular so called "sym
plicial monogenics", that are related to the representation theory of Spin(m).
Then we study several canonically defined Clifford algebras valued systems of
differential equations defined on the space of bivectors, for which we provide
a rather complete theory, and more in general on the space of f-vectors.
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1. Introduction

Clifford analysis mostly involves the theory of nullsolutions to the Dirac operator
ali. = L: ejaXj ' where ej, j = 1, ... ,m are the generators of the standard Clifford
algebra. A first extension of this setting involves the use of differential forms on
the space of vectors of the type F = L: FA dXat ... dxak , whose components are
Clifford algebra valued. If the components are monogenic, the forms are said to be
monogenic. Differential forms allow the definition of Dirac operators on embedded
surfaces. In section 2 we recall the most important definitions and properties for
Clifford algebras and we discuss the problem of characterizing when an £-vector
X is a f-blade, i.e. a pure wedge product X = f.1 1\ ... 1\ f.e of vectors. For a
bivector to be a blade it is necessary and sufficient that X2 is scalar; for £-vectors
the characterization is much more complicated. In section 3 we recall the basic
definition and elementary properties of monogenic functions, i.e. solutions of the
Dirac operator. For the current state of the art on monogenic function theory and
its applications, the reader is referred to the survey paper [7] and to the other
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references in the main text. In that section we also discuss the use of differential
form calculus in Clifford analysis. In section 4 we present an overview on the
theory of functions f (;£1' ... ,h') of vector variables in the kernel of several Dirac
operators. Of special importance are functions of a wedge product f (;£1' ... ,;£e) =

F(;£1 A... A;£e), F being defined on the space lRm;e of i-vectors, and more in general
functions of the form f (;£1' ... ,;£e) = F (;£1';£1 A;£2' ... ';£1 A ... A ;£e)' Monogenic
functions of this form are called "symplicial monogenics": they form a refinement
of the harmonic functions of a matrix-variable discussed in [12] and playa crucial
role in the representation theory of Spin(m). This discussion naturally leads to the
consideration of functions defined on the space lRm;e of i-vectors, and to the study
of canonically defined systems of partial differential equations defined there, with
values in a Clifford algebra. These are systems on lRm;e which correspond to the
embedding of symplicial monogenics. This extended form of Clifford analysis is at
its very beginning and still contains many unanswered problems. In this section
we discuss two open questions that will be treated in this paper and we show how
the Fischer decomposition gives an answer to the first of them. In section 5 we
consider the case of systems on the space lRm ;2 of bivectors and we are able to
provide a rather complete theory also giving an answer to the second question we
addressed. Finally, in section 6 we discuss the i-vector case, discussing many open
problems while in section 7 we shortly describe the case of monogenic systems on
the Stiefel manifold.

2. The standard Clifford algebra

We start this section by recalling some standard notions about Clifford algebras
and some basic results that will be useful in the sequel. For a complete treatment
of these topic, we refer the reader to [8], [13], [22].

Definition 2.1. The standard Clifford algebra lRm is the free associative algebra
generated by the set of symbolic vectors {e1" .. ,em} together with the defining
relations ejek + ekej = -2bjk' bjk being the Kronecker delta.

Remark 2.2. A canonical basis for lRm is obtained as follows: let A = {a1' ,ad
be a subset of M = {I, ... ,m} ordered in the lexicographic way a1 < < ak
and let IAI be its cardinality; if we put eA = ea1 ... eak , we can write any element
a E lRm as

m

a = I: aAeA = I:[a]k
A~M k=O

where [a]k = E1AI=k aAeA is called the k-vector part of a.

The following result is well known:

Proposition 2.3. The set {eA} turns out to be a basis for lRm, so that dim lRm = 2m.
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Denoting by IRm ;k the subspace of all k-vectors in IRm , i.e. the image of [']k,
we have a multivector decomposition, also called "multivector structure":

IRm = IRm ;o EB IRm ;1 EB ... EB IRm ;m.

Note that IRm ;o = IR is the subspace of scalars and [a] = [aJa is the scalar part
of a Clifford number a. We also have that IRm ;1 = IRm is the Euclidean vector
space generated by the units el, ... ,em also called the space of Clifford vectors.
From now on, the elements in IRm ;1 with the exception of the units ei, will be
underlined. Because of the above multivector structure, general Clifford numbers
are also called multivectors. The set IRm ;m contains elements of the form seM,
where s E IR and the element eM = el ... em is called the (unit) pseudoscalar.

Remark 2.4. Note that the multivector structure is not unique. Indeed, Clifford
algebras may be introduced with respect to general quadratic forms gjk, replacing
the defining relations by

EjEk + EkEj = -2gjk;

by Sylvester's law one can always choose gjk to be of the form gjk = -i5jk for
j = 1, ... ,p, gjk = i5jk for j = p + 1, ... ,p + q and gjk = 0 otherwise.

There are several isomorphisms between Clifford algebras of different signa
tures (see [8], [18], [22]), so that a Clifford algebra may admit several multivector
structures. For analysis, it however suffices to consider the complexified Clifford
algebras <Cm = IRm 01R <C since a general Clifford algebra IRp ,q,r with generators
{EI, ... ,Ep ; el, .. · ,eq;fI,··· ,fr} and relations E; = 1, e; = -1, ff = 0 may always
be embedded in Cp+q+2r putting

1 .
Ej = iej+q, fj = 2(e2j+p+q-1 - Ze2j+p+q)'

The invariant automorphisms on JRm , I.e. the automorphisms leaving the
multivector structure invariant, are:

(i) the main involution ;b = ab; ej = -ej;
(ii) the conjugation ab = ba; ej = -ej;
(iii) the reversion (ab)* = b*a*; e; = ej;

while on the complex Clifford algebra Cm we may also consider the

(iv) Hermitian conjugation (a + ib)+ = a - ib ; a, bE JRm .

Remark 2.5. The main involution has two eigenspaces IRm ,+ and IRm ,- also referred
to as the spaces of multivectors of even or odd type and IRm ,+ is the so-called even
subalgebra which is isomorphic to IRm - 1 if we identify the bivectors el em = E I ,
... , em-Iem = Em- l with the new Clifford algebra generators E I , ... , Em-I. We
also use the notation a = [a]+ + [a]_ with [a]± E IRm ,±.

Remark 2.6. The Hermitian conjugation leads to a Hermitian inner product on
<Cm given by {a,b} = [a+b]o. In the odd case m = 2n + 1, the pseudoscalar
eM = el ... em is central and for m = 4l + 1 we have that e~ = -1 while for
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m = 4l +3, e~ = +1. Hence in the complex Clifford algebra C2n+1 , putting either
W = eM or W = ieM there always exists a central element W with W 2 = 1; we
may introduce the projectors ~(1 ±W) giving rise to a direct sum decomposition
into mutually annihilating subalgebras

1 1
Cm = 2(1 +W)Cm ;+ $2(1- W)Cm ;+,

where, by Remark 2.5, Cm ;+ is isomorphic to C2n so that it suffices to determine
C2n . This follows from the isomorphisms

C2m = C ® IRm,m, IRm,m = End(lRm ) = 1R(2m )
so that C2m = C(2m ) is the full complex 2m X 2m matrix algebra.

The isomorphism IRm,m = End(lRm ) is basically equivalent to the definition of Clif
ford algebras in terms of spinor spaces (see [5]) and follows from the consideration
of the basic endomorphisms

ej : a --+ eja; ejl : a --+ aej

which satisfy the defining relations of IRm,m (see also [12]' [33]). The above leads
to the introduction of the Witt basis

!J = ~(ej - ejl), fi = ~(ej + ejl)

with the following identities

fjfk = - !kfj, fif~ = - fUi, !Jf~ + f~!J = -8jk , r: = - f~·
Moreover, introducing the primitive idempotent I = II··· 1m, Ij = fjff, the
vector space lRm may also be identified with the minimal left ideal 8m = lRm,mI =
IRmI and the action of a E End(lRm ) on b E IRm (denoted by alb]) is obtained from
the left multiplication

a[b]I = abI.
From the geometrical point of view, not only the Clifford product but also the
multivector structure plays an essential role; it is determined by the identification
IRm = IRm ;1 and the definition of a Grassmann product (also called wedge product)
in terms of the Clifford product by

1
~1 1\ ... 1\ ~k = k! L sgmr ~7l"(I) ... ~7l"(k) = [~1 ... ~k]k

1 k+l )
= 2(~11\ .. ·I\~k-l~k+ (-1) ~k~II\·· ·I\~k-l .

Definition 2.7. The elements of the pure wedge product form v = ~1 1\ ... 1\ ~k are
called pure k-vectors or k-blades.

Ifm ~ 3, it can be shown that all k-vectors are k-blades, but this is no more
true when m > 3.
Although the k-blades span all of lRm;k, they form a conic surface inside IRm;k
consisting of rays .AV, .A > 0 based on the compact submanifold Q(m, k) of unit
k-blades i.e. satisfying the condition v2 = +1 or v2 = -1, depending on k.
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Remark 2.8. Note that Q(m, k) corresponds to the manifold of all oriented k
subspaces of IRm

, which is of crucial importance in projective geometry; it is
a double covering of the classical Grassmann manifold G(m, k) consisting of k
dimensional subspaces of IRm.

Let us now introduce the following:

Definition 2.9. The spin group is the set given by

Spin(m) = {s = Yl.l·· ·Yl.2f : Yl.j E IRm;l, Yl.] = -I}.

It is well known that there is a double covering ¢ : Spin(m) ----> SO(m)
given by ¢(s);r = s:£s which extends to an element of End(lRm ) using the same
formula ¢(s)a = sas. Note that for k < [m/2] the above representation leaves
IRm;k invariant and the restrictions of ¢ to IRm;k are irreducible representations of
Spin(m). For k = m/2, m even, the space IRm;k splits further into two inequivalent
irreducible representations. One may also consider the representation of Spin(m)
obtained by left multiplication l(s)a = sa, which becomes irreducible on minimal
left ideals (spinor spaces). The above representation constitutes the complete set
of fundamental irreducible representations of Spin(m) from which all other may
be obtained using tensor products (Cartan composition method).
The Lie algebra of Spin(m) is described in the following:

Proposition 2.10. The Lie algebra of Spin(m) is the set of Clifford bivectors b E

IRm ;2.

For the proof of this result the reader may consult see [12]' [19], or [22]. The
set of bivectors admits a decomposition in terms of 2-blades (see [19]) as follows

Proposition 2.11. Bivectors b admit an eigenvalue decomposition of the form

n = [m/2]'

where ri E IR, rl 2: r2 2: ... 2: rn 2: 0 and Bj = 'Qj 1\ Yl.j are commuting unit
2-blades, i.e. BjBk = BkBj and BJ = -1.

It is still an open problem whether similar special decompositions may be
obtained for the general k-vectors. In any case, the above decomposition leads to
the following important lemma:

Lemma 2.12. An element b E IRm;2 is a 2-blade if and only if b2 is scalar.

Proof. If b E IRm;2 is a 2-blade, b = 'Q 1\ Yl. then a simple computation shows that
b2 is a scalar. Let us suppose that the bivector b is such that b2 is scalar. Then,
using the previous decomposition, we have

n

b2 = (rlBl + ... + rnBn)2 = - L r; + L rirjBiBj
i=l lS;i<jS;n

that is scalar if and only if rirj = 0 for 1 ::; i < j ::; n. Let us fix the index
1 < j ::; n: then either ri = 0 for all i and, choosing j = n we get the statement,
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or rj = 0; in this second case, we can iterate the argument and we get rj = 0 for
all 1 < j ::; n. The statement follows. D

Remark 2.13. One may wonder whether the above property generalizes to k
vectors X i.e. whether X 2 is scalar implies that X is a k-blade (the converse being
obvious), but this is not the case. The first case for which the space of trivectors
has a dimension greater than that of the space of 3-blades appears for m = 6, i.e.
lR6;3' In fact the trivector e123 + e456 is not a blade and has a scalar square. It
may easily be verified that any trivector for which the square X2 is scalar and the
equation X'Q - 'QX has a nonzero vector solution 'Q, must be a 3-blade.

In the case of k-vectors, we mention the following result (see [10]):

Proposition 2.14. Let k ::; !f}, then a k-vector X E lRm;k is a k-blade if and only
if for any (k - I)-vector Y the wedge product [YXh 1\ X vanishes, where [YXh
denotes the vector part of YX.

Remark 2.15. Now clearly it suffices to consider the case Y = eal ...ak_l and one
gets a system of quadratic polynomial equations for the cones of k-blades.

3. Clifford analysis on the space of vectors

Clifford analysis started with the attempt to generalize the Cauchy-Riemann sys
tem (ax + iOy)f(x, y) = 0 to the higher dimensional setting. Among the most
successful higher dimensional generalization there is the theory of holomorphic
functions in several complex variables and the Hamilton-Fueter system

(ax + ioy + joz + kou)f(x, Y, z, u) = o.
This system may be incorporated into Clifford analysis by putting i = e1, j = e2,
k = e1 e2 or by putting i = e2e3, j = e3e1, k = e1 e2: it is an example of generalized
Cauchy-Riemann operators which is not vector valued. In the higher dimensional
setting lRm the most commonly used operator is the Dirac operator

m

0,£ = L ejOXj'
j=l

acting on em-valued functions defined on lRm, and the Weyl operator given by
m

oxo + 0,£ = oxo +L ejOXj'
j=l

which may be interpreted as the modified Dirac operator

-em+1(e10xl + ... + em+10X",+1)

by putting xm+l = Xo and using the fact that the bivectors E j = -em+lej play
the role of new vectors generating the Clifford algebra lRm. For the basic function
theoretic properties of monogenic functions, which are nullsolutions of generalized
Cauchy-Riemann systems, we refer (without claiming completeness) to the books
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[4], [8], [12] and [18]. The three most fundamental theorems which give rise to
special solutions, and which one would try to generalize to general systems of
partial differential equations in Clifford analysis, are

(i) the Cauchy-Kowalewski formula f(xo, f.) = exp( -xoo;!Jf(f.), solving the
Weyl equation;

(ii) the Fischer decomposition stating that every homogeneous polynomial Rk(f.)
of degree k in IRm admits a unique decomposition of the form: Rk(f.) =

Z=:=o f.sPk - s (f.), where Il (f.), l = 0, ... , k is spherical monogenic of degree l
(i.e. a homogeneous monogenic polynomial of degree l);

(iii) the Cauchy-Pompeiu formula which is a direct consequence of Stokes' formula
together with the identity

d(fdag) = ((fo£)g + f(o£g)) dX1··· dxm ,

where da is the Clifford m - 1 form given by

da = 2:(-1)j+1ej~, ~ = dX1··· dXj-1dxj+1 ... dXm

In distributional form, in the case o£g = 0 and f(f.) is equal to the funda
mental solution E(f. - IL), it gives rise to the Cauchy integral formula.

A collection of interesting first order systems was presented in our paper [26],
which includes also the complexes for certain special examples. We will list here a
few examples that follow directly from the Dirac operator itself.

Example 3.1. In the even dimensional case m = 2n we may put en+j = iejl, where
{ej, ejl : j = 1, ... ,n} are the generators of End(IRm) which may act on spinor
valued function of the form f I, I being the primitive idempotent. Choosing f to
take values in IRn ,± then we get an equation of the form

o£f±ifolL=0

with o£ = 2::j=l ejOXj' 0lL = 2::j=l ejoYj· In this way one essentially obtains the
Dirac equation but with less components. Note also that the Dirac equation in the
phase space IRm,m is given by the ultra-hyperbolic system

o£f = ±folL·

Example 3.2. In terms of the Witt basis we have that ej = fJ + fi; ej+n = i(fJ - fi)
and so, putting Yj = xj+n, the Dirac operator may be rewritten as:

o£ =2: fj(oxj - ioyj ) + 2: fj(oxj + ioyj ) = 2(oz+ - oz),

Oz =2: fj+ OZj' oz+ =2: fjoz j .

Example 3.3. Also the classical Hodge system (see [14]) may be reobtained from
Clifford analysis. On one hand, taking f : IRm ----+ IRm;k a k-vector field, then the
condition o£f = 0 leads to the Hodge system
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that is equivalent to o'ff = fo,£ = O. Conversely, the relations o'£f = fo,£ = 0
together also imply that the k-vector part [f]k of f is still monogenic, i.e. Ox[f]k =
0, leading to the Hodge system.

A different generalization of the classical Hodge system is the so-called "mod
ified Clifford analysis" which uses the Poincare metric instead of the Euclidean
metric to derive the governing system of differential equations, and Hodge's defi
nition of harmonicity via the Hodge-star-operator (see [11], [16], [17]).

We finish this section with an argument in favor of combining the use of
differential forms with Clifford numbers, in spite of the fact that (see example 3.3)
k-vectors behave much in the same way like k-forms. But from a geometric and
analytic point of view, they are different tools, each of them leading to a much
wider class of interesting Clifford analysis systems on the space of vectors. This
point of view has lead to interesting results (see [7], [9], [20], as well as [29], [32]).
The importance of special Clifford differential forms (from now on called Clifforms,
for short) is already clear from the use of the special (m - I)-form dO' leading to
the Cauchy-Pompeiu formula. For a good reference on difforms we refer to [37].

Definition 3.4. A general k-Clifform is an expression of the type

F = 2:FAdxA,

where the FA are Clifford algebra valued functions and dx A = dXa1 ••• dxak , where
A = {al, ... ,ad ~ {1, ... ,m}, al < ... < ak·

If one defines the exterior derivative by d = L dXjoxj' one has the funda
mental Stokes' formula

1dF = r F.
u lou

Let us define some endomorphisms on Clifforms, called basic contraction operators
and denoted by OXj J, as

OXjJ(dXkF) = 6jkF - dXkOxjJF,

so that they behave like differential operators. The Lie derivative of an operator
v = LVj(X)OXj is then defined in terms of the operators d and the contraction
vJ = LVj(X)OxjJ and acts on Clifforms as LvF = vJdF+dvJF. This definition is
classical but the new thing about Clifforms is that one may choose the components
Vj(x) to be Clifford algebra valued, leading to many new special operators on
Clifforms; the most important is the Dirac operator which corresponds to the case
Vj(x) = ej' It is given by the "first basic identity" (see [29])

Lo;£F = o,£F = do,£JF + o,£JdF

and, since Vj are constants, 0,£ acts componentwise. In particular we have that
dO',£ = o,£JdV,£ with dV,£ = dXl ... dXm so that the above Lie derivative definition
readily leads to the basic formula

d( dO',£1) = (doJ + oJ d)dV'£f = dV,£od
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which hence becomes a special case. The Cauchy-Pompeiu form fdag was gener
alized in [29] to the case of general k-Clifforms as follows: let F be a k-Clifform
and G be an £-Clifform; then the monogenic coupling of F and G is defined by

{F,G} = (FoJ)G - F(oJG)

and we have the second basic identity

d({F,G}) = {dF,G} + (-I)k-l{F,dG} + (-I)k-l[(Fox)G +F(oxG)]
- -

which, in the case £ = k - m, simplifies to the "duality principle"

d( {F, G}) = (-I)k-l[(Fox)G + F(oxG)].
- -

Using Stokes'theorem, one obtains Cauchy-Pompeiu formulae for Clifforms. More
over the analogue of the Cauchy kernel is obtained as follows: introduce the form

dVk(~, 1L) = L sgnA dXAdYM\A
IAI=k

where A = {al, ... ,ak} S;; M = {1, ... ,m} with al < ... < ak and where sgnA
is the signature of the permutation (al,.'.' ak, bl , ... , bm - k) of (1, ... ,m), with
M \ A = {bl , ... , bm-d, bl < ... < bm- k . Then the indicatrix of an (m - k )-chain
S is defined by

where
1 x

E(;~J = Am 1~lm

is the Cauchy kernel. It is not hard to prove that dI(S)(~) = ±I(oS) so that in
case of an (m - k )-chain S, we have both the closedness dI (S) = 0 as well as the
monogenicity 0'fI(S) = 0 of the k-Clifform I(S). From the first basic identity it
then also follows that the contraction oJI(S)(~) is a closed (k - I)-form so that
for any (k - 1)-cycle S' in IRm

\ S, the number

I(S',S) = r 1 O'f-JdVk(~'IL)E(~-IL)
J;£ES f 1LES

is invariant under deformations of S or S' within the same homology; it is in fact
the winding or linking number of S' and S.

Remark 3.5. In a problem session (see [24]) S. Semmes described Clifford analysis
as a codimension one theory due to the fact that, in most papers, only surface
integrals over codimension one hypersurfaces are considered. The above treatment
of Clifforms clearly extends Clifford analysis on the space of vectors to the higher
codimension case. Yet, it is also clear to us that, without the simultaneous use of
both Clifford numbers and differential forms, such generalization would be hard
to obtain.
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Also the Dirac operator on embedded surfaces can be obtained from the first
basic identity. Indeed, let U be an oriented k-surface in ~m and C ~ U be a
compact set with smooth boundary; then, using Stokes' theorem, we obtain the
general relation for k-Clifforms

r oJF = r (o~ - o~Jd)FJac Jc
Next, consider the basic one-form d:£ = L ejdxj (see also [32]); then it is not hard
to see that

d:£k = L eAdxA
IAI=k

are the oriented surface elements and one also has that OJd:£k = ,d:£k-l" being a
constant. For any function !(:£) in space one may consider the k-form F = d:£k!(:£)
and wonder what the closedness equations dF = 0 mean. Except for k = m - 1
it gives rise to a strongly overdetermined system with trivial solutions. But the
restricted closedness condition

corresponds to the tangential Dirac equation for the restriction !IU and one also
has the Cauchy theorem

r oJF=O.
Jac

4. Clifford analysis in several vector variables

If the Dirac operator o~ is considered as a generalization of the Cauchy-Riemann
operator ax + ioy , it is natural to think of the function theory for several Dirac
operators O~l' ... ,o~e' with O~j = L ekoXjk' as a generalization of the theory of
several complex variables. In particular, one may investigate functions of several
vector variables :£1' ... ,:££> :£j = L ekXjk satisfying the monogenicity equations
O~j !(:£1" .. ,:£e) = 0, j = 1, ... , f and one may try to generalize properties valid for
monogenic functions in one vector variable to the several vector variable case. This
includes generalizations of the Cauchy-Kowalewski theorem (see [6], [15], [30]) and
the Fischer decomposition discussed in [6] and [34] in the two variable case and [31]
in the several variable case. Moreover there is also a generalization of the Dolbeault
complex studied in [1], [3], [25] for the case of several quaternion variables and in
[27], [28] for several (abstract) vector variables. In our papers [30] and [36] we
also defined and studied so called "symplicial monogenics". These are monogenic
functions !(:£1' ... ,:If.e) of the symplicial form !(:£1' ... , :£e) = F(:£1 1\ .. . 1\ :£e), F
being defined on an open subset of the set of f-blades in ~m;e. In most applications
we will be working with functions F(X), X E ~m;e, which are defined in an open
conical subset U of ~m;e (i.e. U = rU, r > 0) and which satisfy a homogeneity
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condition of the form F(rX) = raF(X). Of special interest is the case in which F
is a homogeneous polynomial of degree k on lRm;e. This leads to the following

Definition 4.1. A spherical monogenic of degree k on the Grassmannian 9 (m, i) is
a function f(±l' ... ,b) of several vector variables ±l, ... ,b satisfying the mono
genicity conditions 8~J(±1' ... ,b) = 0, j = 1, ... ,i, which is of the special form
f(±l' ... ,b) = F(±l /\ ... /\ ±e) where F(X), X E lRm;e is a homogeneous poly
nomial of degree k. For simplicity, we speak of "Grassmann monogenics of type i
and degree k" .

Remark 4.2. The above notion of spherical monogenics on 9(m, i) generalizes
the notion of harmonic functions (in particular spherical harmonics) of a matrix
variable, which are functions of the form f (±l , ... ,b) = F (±l /\ ... /\±e) satisfying
the harmonicity equations

(8~i,8~j)!(±1"" ,b) = 'L8xik8xjk!(Xlk,'" ,Xek) =°
(see also [12]). Note that non trivial spherical monogenics on g(m,i) only exist
for i ~ [m/2].

More in general, one may consider the set of i-tuples of the form

(±l' ±l /\ ±2, ... ,±l /\ ... /\ b) E lRm;1 X ... x lRm;e

and consider monogenic functions f (±l , ... ,b) of several vector variables of the
specialform !(±l"" ,b) =F(±l'±1/\±2"" '±l/\" ·/\b) where F(X1 , X 2 , ... , Xe),
X j E lRm;j is defined in an open subset of lRm;l x ... x lRm;e and satisfies a
homogeneity condition of the form FhX1 , ... , reXe) = rfl ... r~l F(X1, ... , Xe).
Functions of this type are called symplicial monogenics. Moreover we may consider
the so called Stiefel manifold St(m, i), which is the manifold of orthonormal i
frames (1Ql'" ·1Qe) in IRm. It can be identified with the manifold of i-tuples of
blades of the form (1Ql' 1Ql /\ 1Q2, ... ,1Ql /\ ... /\ 1Qe), with (:~!.l' ... ,1Qe) orthonormal.
Then we introduce the following

Definition 4.3. A spherical monogenic of degree (k1 , ... , ke) on the Stiefel manifold
St(m, i) is a monogenic function of several vector variables f (±l /\ ... /\ ±e) of the
symplicial form !(±l' ... ,±e) = F(±l'±1/\±2" .. ,±l/\' . '/\b), where the function
F(X1 , ... , Xe) is a polynomial on lRm;l x ... x lRm;e that is homogeneous of degree
kj in the j-vector variable Xj. We will call those functions symplicial monogenics.

Non trivial spherical monogenics on Stiefel manifolds only exist for i :S [m/2]
and, without disturbing the generality we may in fact assume that i = n = [m/2].
One may also define spherical monogenics on various kinds of Flag-manifolds,
but they are in fact special cases of symplicial monogenics on St(m, [m/2]). Note
that, using the above notations, the function f(±l' ... '±n) is also a homogeneous
polynomial in each of the vector variables ±l' ... '±n' in fact it is homogeneous of
degree k1+...+kn in ±l' of degree k2 +... +kn in ±2' etc., and of degree kn in ±n'
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Moreover, when considering the representation of Spin(m) defined for functions of
several vector variables by

L(s) f(;fl' ... , ;fn) = Sf(S;f1 S, ... , S;fn s),

we proved in [36] that the space of symplicial spherical monogenics of degree
(k l , ... ,kn ) on the Stiefel manifold, forms a model for an irreducible representa
tion of weight (kl + ... + kn + ~, ... ,kn + ~). For the integer weight case one
may use harmonic functions of a matrix variable as has been exposed in [12]. For
more details about Spin(m) representations we also refer to the book [12], to the
famous [35] and also to our paper [30]. As a consequence, all finite-dimensional
representations of Spin(m) can be modelled by using symplicial monogenics on
which one may consider either the above representation L for half-integer weight,
and the representation H given by

H(s)f(;fl'···' ;fn) = Sf(S;f1 s, ... , S;fnS)S;

for more details, we refer the reader to [30]. These representations Land H may
also act on the functions F(XI, ... ,Xn}, X j E IRm;j, defined on the multivector
space by direct extension of the SO(m)-representation ;f ---7 S;fS, ;f E IRm = IRm;1
to a ---7 sas, a E IRm , i.e.

H(s)F = L(s)Fs

and in the case f (;fl , ... ,;fn) = F(;fl' ;f1/\;f2' ... , ;fl/\· .. /\ ;fn)' both definitions are
equivalent. The proof of the main result in [36] is based on the fact that the space
of all symplicial monogenics of degree (k l , ... , kn ) are generated by plane-wave
type polynomials of the form

(;fl' TI)k 1 (;fl /\ ;f2' TI /\ T2)k2
••• (;fl /\ ... /\ ;fn' TI /\ ... /\ Tn)knTI /\ ... /\ Tn

where (a, b) = [ab]o is the standard bilinear form on Cm, and where the set of
vectors TI, ... ,Tn E Cm;l satisfy the nullrelations T} = 0 together with the anti
commutativity TjTk = -TkTj . In other words, (TI, ... ,Tn) spans an n-dimensional
complex subspace of the nullcone. Putting n = [m/2]' we get an example of such
a frame i.e. the Witt basis Tj = Ii = ~ (e2j -1 - ie2j). This example also illustrates
why one cannot have any monogenic plane waves of variables ;fl /\ ... /\ ;fe with
f. > n = [m/2]. When proven the fact that such monogenic plane waves generate
the spaces of all symplicial monogenics, it is easy to derive from it models for irre
ducible representations of Spin(m) for monogenic plane waves: they correspond to
maximal vectors of irreducible Spin(m)-representation spaces, which also generate
these spaces as Spin(m)-modules. For more information about this nomenclature,
we again refer to the extended treatment in [12] and our papers [30] and [36]. To
conclude this section, note that in the above reasoning, we made use of functions
F depending on multivector variables of the form F(X1 , ... , X n), X e E IRm;e and
in particular of polynomials in these variables, but we point out that we only need
the restriction of these functions to the special submanifolds of f.-blades, i.e. to
f.-vectors of the form X e = ;fl /\ ... /\ ;fe. Of course, it is clear that a polynomial
P(Xe), X e E IRm;e is by no means determined by its restriction to the manifold
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Xe = f.l /\ ... /\ f.b except the case where P(Xe) is a linear function, which is
considered in [13]. This book is to our knowledge the first in which the multivector
variables

x = 2: Xe, Xe = 2: XAeA,
IAH

and derivatives

aXe = 2: aXA eA
IAI=e

were studied in detail, although, from a historical point of view, the multivector
derivative was already considered in [23]. Also in our paper [31] we used the i
vector derivatives aXe in connection with the general theory of spherical means,
during a time when [13] was not yet published. An important result (see [13]) is
the fact that, for scalar linear functions of a i-vector variable (outer morphisms),
one has the relation

aXeP(X)IXe=£111... II£e = cea£1 /\ ... /\ a£eP(f.l /\ ... /\ f.e), (1)

i.e. the i-vector derivative is expressible in terms of the "symplicial derivative"
ax /\ ... /\ ax . This property clearly does not hold for polynomials of a i-vector

-1 -e
variable which are homogeneous of a degree higher than one, in fact one may easily
find such nonzero polynomials P(Xe) for which P(f.l /\ ... /\ f.e) = o. Hence we
are faced with at least two fundamental problems for scalar-valued polynomials
on the i-vector space IRm ;e:

Problem 1. Does there exist a space P(k, i) of real valued homogeneous polynomi
als of degree k on IRm ;e such that any P(Xe) E P(k, i) is canonically determined
by its restriction to the manifold of i-blades Xe =f.l /\ ... /\ f.e and such that for
any real valued homogeneous scalar polynomial R(Xe) of degree k on lRm;e there
exists a unique polynomial P(Xe) E P(k, i) for which

R(f.l /\ ... /\;!;.e) = P(;fl /\ ... /\ f.e)?

Problem 2. Does the identity (1) established in [13] for linear functions (i.e. express
ing the partial derivatives of a linear function in terms of symplicial derivatives)
generalize to the polynomials of the special type described in Problem I?

Needless to say that the above problems can be stated for Clifford algebra
valued polynomials by considering their (scalar-valued) components. In the fol
lowing sections, we will illustrate how Fischer's decomposition gives an answer to
Problem 1. We also expect that Problem 2 has an affirmative answer since we
were able to verify the relation in some special cases. Moreover, a complete de
scription will be obtained for the canonical extensions of symplicial monogenics
in all cases: for bivectors, for i-vectors and for functions of the general Stiefel
type F (f.l ,f.l /\ f.2' ... ,f.l /\ ... /\ f.n ) by simply using the chain rule; this leads to
canonically defined over-determined elliptic systems on the space of multivectors.
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5. Clifford analysis on the space of bivectors

We first consider the case lR4 , i.e. the Clifford algebra with generators el, e2, e3, e4.
This algebra is very important for applied mathematics, indeed, the 3 dimensional
projective space lRIP'3 corresponds to the manifold of rays

4

RaY(1Q) = {A1Q: Ai- 0, 1Q = L wjej E lR4 ,1Q i- O}.
j=l

The case W4 i- 0 corresponds to the 3 dimensional affine space and W4 may then
be chosen such that W4 = 1. Next, let :g, Q E lR4 represent two points in lR1P'3; then
the line through these points is in fact the manifold ofrays RaY(1Q), 1Q = A:g+P,Q E

span{:g,Q} where span{:g, Q} is represented by the "homogeneous 2-blade" A:g 1\ Q.

SO, a function on the manifold of lines in lRIP'3 may be thought of as a function
on the manifold of homogeneous 2-blades which is representable as an even (or
odd) function on the Grassmannian Q(4,2). The 3D-X-ray-transform assigns to
each function its integrals over lines in the 3-space, hence it may be represented
as a function on the variety of 2-blades and Clifford analysis may be applied to it.
Note that the canonical basis for lR4;2 is the set

and every element X E lR4;2 may be written into the form

X = LXijeij,
i<j

from which it follows that

X 2 = - L X~j + e1234 K (X),
i<j

where

K(X) = X14X23 + X24X31 + X34X12

is the so called Plucker polynomial. By Lemma 2.12, it is clear that the equation
K(X) = 0 is necessary and sufficient for X to be a 2-blade; the cone K(X) = 0
of bivectors corresponds to the classical Klein quadric of projective geometry,
which describes the manifold of lines in lRIP'3 or C1P'3. It is not hard to see that for
polynomials P(X) on C4;2 the following holds:

Proposition 5.1. Let P(X) be a polynomial on C4;2. Then

P(X)IX=;!2Aj[ = 0 if and only if P(X) = K(X)Q(X)

for some polynomial Q(X).

Proof. The irreducible polynomial K(X) generates a radical ideal so by the Hilbert
Nullstellensatz, a polynomial vanishing on the 2-blades belongs to that ideal, i.e.
it is divisible by K(X). 0
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On the space of polynomials on IR4;2, we may consider the Fischer-inner product

(R(X), S(X)) = [R(ox)+ S(X)]olx=o

which is positive definite on the space of these polynomials and where "+" denotes
the Hermitian conjugate, while R(ox) is obtained replacing the variables Xij by
the corresponding partial derivatives OXij' Then we have the following

Theorem 5.2 (Fischer decomposition). Every polynomial R(X) on IR4;2 admits a
unique decomposition of the form

R(X) = P(X) + K(X)Q(X),

where K(ox )P(X) = 0 and Q(X) is a suitable polynomial.

Proof. The above decomposition is in fact orthogonal with respect to the Fischer
inner product. 0

The answer to Problem 1 is obtained by considering the polynomial solutions (real
or Clifford algebra valued) to the scalar quadratic equation (Plucker PDE)

K(ox )P(X) = (OX140X23 + OX240X31 + OX340X12)P(X) = O.

Indeed, from the Fischer decomposition one immediately gets the following:

Corollary 5.3. The restriction operator

P(X) -+ P(';f/\ yJ
of polynomials to the variety of 2-blades is injective on the space of solutions of
Plucker PDE.

We also have the following result, the proof of which does not depend on the
dimension m = 4 considered:

Theorem 5.4 (Higher order Hestenes-Sobczyk for plane waves). The operator ax
coincides, up to a constant, with a'£. /\ Oy when acting on the plane wave type
polynomials (';f/\ Y.., 1" /\ yy. -

Proof. Let us consider a plane wave polynomial (X, 1" /\ y)k and the operator ax.
Easy computations show that

ox(X,l"/\y)k = I>ijOXij(X,l"/\1')k = k(X,l"/\ 1')k-ll"/\1'.
i,j

Restricting to the variety of 2-blades we get

ax (';f/\ Y.., 1" 1\ 1')k = k(';f/\ Y.., 1" /\ 1')k-ll" /\ 1'.

Let us consider now the operator a'£./\ Oy and its action on (';f/\ Y, 1" /\ 1')k. Since
1 - -

a'£. /\ OJL = 2(O'£.OJL - OJLO'£.) we will consider separately the action of o'£.oJL and oJLo'£..
We have

oJL(';f/\ Y.., 1" /\ 1')k = k(';f/\ Y.., 1" /\ 1')k-l 2:(Xjek - Xkej)(UjVk - UkVj)
j<k
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O£O~(f./\'!j/Q/\yl = k(f./\'}{>'Q/\y)k-l I:ejk(UjVk - UkVj)
j<k

+k(k -1)(f./\ '}{,'Q/\~)k-2 (I:ejYk(UjVk - UkVj)) (I:Xjek(UjVk - UkVj )) .
),k )k

Direct computations show that

(f. /\ '}{, 'Q /\~) = (f., 'Q) ('}{,~) - (f.,~) ('}{, 'Q),

so that
O£O~(f. /\ '}{,'Q /\ ~)k = k(uv - vU)(f. /\ '}{,'Q /\ ~)k-l

+k(k - 1) (f. /\ '}{, 'Q /\ ~)k-2 (('}{, ~)'Q - ('}{, 'Q)~) ((f., 'Q)~ - (f., ~)'Q) .

Analogously, we have

o~o£(f. /\ '}{,'Q /\ ~)k = k(vu - uV)(f./\ '}{,'Q /\ ~)k-l

+k(k - 1)(f. /\ '}{, 'Q /\ ~)k-2 ((f., 'Q)~ - (f., ~)'Q) (('}{, ~)'Q - ('}{, 'Q)~) .

Putting together, we get

o£ /\ o~(f. /\ '}{, 'Q /\ ~)k = k(f. /\ '}{, 'Q /\ ~)k-l'Q /\ ~

k-"2 (k - 1) (f. /\ '}{, 'Q /\ ~)k-2 ((f., 'Q)~ - (f., ~)'Q) /\ (('}{, ~)'Q - ('}{, 'Q)~) =

k
k(f. /\ '}{, 'Q/\ ~)k-l'Q /\ ~ - "2(k - 1)(f. /\ '}{,l!/\ ~)k-2((f., ~)('}{, 'Q) - (f., 'Q)('}{,~))'Q /\ ~ =

k
k(f. /\ '}{, 'Q /\ ~)k-l'Q /\ ~ + "2(k - 1)(f. /\ '}{, 'Q /\ ~)k-l'Q /\~,

thus the statement is proved. 0

Remark 5.5. Note that, as the Plucker PDE is linear with constant coefficients, par
tial derivatives of sufficiently regular solutions are again solutions and so identities
of the Hestenes-Sobczyk type are also available for the higher order derivatives.

Next, let us study some canonical systems of Clifford-PDE on the space of
bivectors ]R4;2.

(i) the bivector derivative ax = L eijOXij. This operator is not elliptic and also
it is not a Dirac operator in the classical sense of leading to a factorization
of the Laplace operator on ]R6 = ]R4;2. In fact, note that

ax = e14oX14 + e24oX24 + e34oX34 - e1234 (e14ox23 + e24oX31 + e34oX12)
1 1

= (2(1- e1234)o£ + 2(1 + e1234)81!)e4

where o£ = eloXI + e2oX2 + e30X3 and oy = eloYI + e20Y2 + e30Y3 are 3
dimensional Dirac operators. -

Hence noting that e1234 commutes with bivectors, it suffices to consider
solutions of the form ~ (1-e1234)g(;r, '}{) + ~(1 +e1234)h(;r, '}{), with o£g(;r, '}{) =
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Oyh(;r, y) = O. Needless to say that this system has many non-real analytic
solutio~s so the system is certainly not elliptic. However we have the following
result that allows us to say that ax behaves like a square root of the Laplacian
(i.e. a Dirac operator) on the subspace of solutions to Pli.icker PDE.

Proposition 5.6. The operator ax becomes elliptic when we restrict to solutions
f(X) which satisfy the Plucker PDE K(ox )f(X) = O.

Proof. In fact we have oi = -~x + K(ox )e1234 so that solutions of ax f(X) = 0
which also satisfy the Pli.icker PDE are harmonic, where defined. 0

(ii) The above Dirac like system: ax f(X) = K(ox )f(X) = 0 is not the best
possible choice to define a Dirac system on 1R4;2. Indeed, for j = 1,2,3,4, the
operators

1
[ejoxh = -(ejox + OXej)

2
behave like standard Dirac operators on suitable subspaces of 1R4;2 and the
sum of their squares is proportional to the 6-dimensional Laplacian while
L: ej [ejoxh is proportional to ax itself. Hence the solutions to the overde
termined system

j = 1,2,3,4,

also satisfy the 6-dimensional Laplacian as well as the bivector derivative
ax f(X) = 0, so that they also satisfy the Pli.icker PDE. Then, the solutions
to this system, which is also Spin(m)-invariant under the representation s ->

L(s) : f (X) -> sf(sX s), really have all the good properties and deserve to be
called "monogenic functions on 1R4;2". At this point, the following questions
arise naturally: do there exist solutions to the above system? and what about
their restrictions to the variety of 2-blades? The answer will be investigated
for general spaces of bivectors IRm ;2'

Let us come back to the problem of the characterization of 2-blades: for
general m, we have the bivector variable X E IRm ;2 given by

X = Leijxij
i<j

having square

X 2
= - LX;j + L eijklKijkl(X)

i<j i<j<k<l

where Kijkl(X) are the special quadratic polynomials defined on IRm ;2 which cor
respond to the higher dimensional Pli.icker polynomials and which are related to
the Grassmannian G(m,2) (see [2]): Kijkl(X) = XijXkR - XikXjR + XiRXjk. In the
sequel, let us call Plucker variety the variety of 2-blades, i.e. the variety defined
by the vanishing of Kijkl(X) = O. We have the following
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Theorem 5.7. A polynomial P(X) on Cm ;2 vanishes on the PlUcker variety given by
the equations Kijkl(X) = 0, if and only if P(X) is of the form L Kijk1(X)Qijkl(X)
for suitable polynomials Qijkl(X),

Proof. The ideal I generated by the polynomials Kijk1(X) is radical, see [2] or
[21]' so any function vanishing on the Plucker variety must belong to I. 0

Once again, it is natural to introduce the Fischer inner product by the above
formula (similar to the case m = 4) and we have the

Theorem 5.8 (Fischer decomposition). Every polynomial R(X) admits a unique
decomposition of the form

R(X) = P(X) + L Kijkl(X)Qijkl(X),

where P(X) satisfies the PlUcker PDE: Kijk1(/Jx )P(X) = 0.

Again the proof follows by Fischer orthogonality.

Remark 5.9. It is also clear that the generalization of Corollary 5.3 holds and the
restriction operator to the variety of 2-blades: P(X) -+ P(;£ A y) is injective on
the space of solutions of the Plucker PDE, and provides a solution to the Problem
1. Moreover, the proof given in the case m = 4 about the higher order Hestenes
Sobczyk identification for plane waves

Ox P(X) -+ CkO;£ A oJLf(;£ A 'H)'

has general validity since does not depend on the dimension m considered.

Now, again, we may have a look for canonically defined operators on the
general space of bivectors and first of all we mention:

(i) The bivector derivative Ox f(X) = L eijOXij f(X) = 0, which is a rather
complicated non-elliptic system on ffi.m ;2.

(ii) The combined system: Ox f(X) = 0, Kijkl(OX )f(X) = 0, i.e. solutions of
the Plucker PDE which also satisfy the bivector derivative. Solutions to this
system satisfy the Laplace equation on ffi.m ;2, i.e. they are harmonic and so
the above system is elliptic and could be called a generalized Dirac system.

(iii) One could also consider simultaneous solutions of the systems

oxf(X) =°
that are harmonic though they are not solutions of the Plucker PDE.

(iv) Like in the m = 4 case we may consider the "monogenicity conditions"

1
[ejoxhf(X) = 2(ejox - oxej)f(X) = 0,

which also imply both equations Ax f(X) =°and Ox f(X) = 0; from this
fact one readily obtains [ol]4f(X) = 0.

We have the following:
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Theorem 5.10 (Chain rule). Let f(X) be a scalar valued function on part oflRm ;2.

Then for the restriction of f to the manifold of 2-blades we have that

Proof. Direct application of the chain rule leads to

OxJ(5:~ ejk(XjYk - XkYj)) = L OXi (XjYk - xkYj)OXjkf(X)

= LYkOXikf(X) - LYjoxjJ(X)

where we restrict to X =;f A II.:

The above also holds for Clifford algebra-valued functions and so we have

o

Corollary 5.11. Let f(X) satisfy the monogenicity conditions [ejOX hf(X) = O.
Then the restriction f(;f A 'J!.) to the manifold of 2-blades is symplicial monogenic,
i.e. 0:E.f(;f A 'J!.) = O.

We still do not know from this whether non trivial solutions to the mono
genicity conditions do exist; after all in the above result we have only considered
these equations on the manifold of 2-blades. We have the following:

Theorem 5.12. Let f(;fAy) be polynomial symplicial monogenic, i.e. oxf(;fAy) = O.
Then f admits a uniquepolynomial extension f(X), X E lRm ;2 satisfying both the
Plucker PDE and the monogenicity conditions on lRm ;2.

Proof. We use the fact here that the space of homogeneous polynomial symplicial
monogenics is spanned by the plane wave type functions (;f A II.-> TI A T2 )kTI A

T2 , (TI , T2 ) being a null 2-frame which admit the canonical extensions to lRm ;2 :

(X, T I A T2 )kTI A T2 • Now for any holomorphic function we have that

while also

The monogenicity conditions easily follow from this, while, having to do with
functions of the plane wave variable (X, T I AT2 ), one also has the Plucker PDE. 0

Remark 5.13. One may state that the monogenicity combined with the Plucker
PDE leads to equations for symplicial monogenics on the bivector space. We only
gave the proof for polynomials but the above property is expected to be valid in
general. We also expect the Plucker PDE to follow from monogenicity.
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6. Clifford analysis on the space of i-vectors

Also in the case of an i-vector variable, i ::; m/2, X = X e = L:eal ...atXal ...at
one can find quadratic polynomial equations for the manifold of i-blades X =
~l /\ ... /\ ~, given by the Plucker polynomials. An elegant description of this
manifold in simple Clifford algebra terms is still to be found. But in any case one
can do the following.

Let I be the ideal of polynomials T(X) for which T(~l /\ ... /\~) = 0 and
introduce the Fischer inner product by

(S(X), R(X)) = [S(ax)+ R(X)]ol(x=O)'

then we have the following:

Theorem 6.1 (Fischer decomposition). Every polynomial R(X) admits a unique
orthogonal decomposition of the form R(X) = P(X) +S(X), whereby S(;fl/\ ... /\
;fe) = 0, i.e. S E I and P(X) satisfies the Plucker PDE

T(ax)+ P(X) = 0

for any PlUcker polynomial T.

In any case, a polynomial satisfying the Plucker PDE is fully determined by
its restriction to the manifold of blades and any restriction to this manifold of a
homogeneous polynomial of degree k is also the restriction of a unique polynomial
satisfying the Plucker PDE. We conjecture that a higher order Hestenes-Sobczyk
for plane waves holds also in this case. More in general, we formulate the following
conjecture that generalizes the result to homogenous polynomials solutions of the
Plucker PDE:

Conjecture 6.2 (Higher order Hestenes-Sobczyk). There exists a constant C (de
pending on i and k) such that for any homogeneous polynomial solution of degree
k of the PlUcker PDE, the restriction of ax P(X) to the manifold of blades is given
by the symplicial derivative Ca'!.l /\ ... /\ a'!.t P(~l /\ ... /\ ;fe)·

Remark 6.3. Like in the case for bivectors, it may be verified by direct computation
that a generalized Hestenes-Sobczyk relation is valid for plane wave functions
(X, Ul/\ ... /\ ue)e. The verification is more complicated but requires no new ideas
so it is left to the reader.

Next, let us consider special PDE defined for functions of a i-vector variable.

(i) The fundamental operator is the i-vector derivative ax = E eal ...ataXalaL;
it is in general not elliptic.

(ii) Let ax be the i-vector derivative and let Y be a fixed s-vector; then one may
consider the Clifford product Yax which admits a multivector decomposition
of the form

Yax = [Yax]l+s + [YaX]l+s-2 + ... + [yaXhe-sl·
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D

Each of these terms is an interesting operator and one may consider systems
consisting of such operators where the s-vector varies over the space of s
vectors or over a submanifold. In particular, when Y varies over the space of
all s-vectors, it suffices to consider Y E {eA : A c M, IAI = s}.

(iii) The so called "monogenic system" corresponds to the special case s = i-I,
i.e. it consists of the collection of operators [eb\ ...bt_\ Lea\ ...at8xa\ath =
8B ;x and the equations 8B ;x f = 0 are called "monogenicity conditions" as
before.

We also have the following:

Theorem 6.4 (Chain rule). Let f be a scalar function defined on an open subset
of the space of i-vectors lRm;l' Then for the restriction to the manifold of i-blades
we have the formula

8~f(J2 A '!l.l A ... A '!l.£-l) = ±['!l.l A ... A '!l.£-18xhf(X)IX=~!\.!V\...!\:!':t_\·

Proof. Applying the chain rule we have that

8 ~8XA
8x. f(J2 A '!l.l A ... A '!l.£-l) = LJ 8x. 8xA f(X)IX=:£.!\:!':\!\. ·!\:!':t-\

J J

~ 8(J2A'!l.lA ... A'!l.£_1)
= LJ(eA, 8x. )8xA f(X)lx=:£.!\:!':\!\· .. !\:!':t

J

= (8x , ej A '!l.l A ... A '!l.£-l) f(X)lx=:£.!\:!':\ !\ ... !\:!':t

so that for scalar functions:

8:£.f(J2 A '!l.l A ... A '!l.£) =L ej(ej A '!l.l A ... A '!l.£-l' 8x )f(X),x

and for any i-vector Y one has that

(ej A '!l.l A ... A '!l.£-l' Y) = ±[ej'!l.l ... '!l.£-l Y]o = ±(ej, ['!l.l ... '!l.£-lYh)

from which one obtains that

L ej(ej A '!l.l A ... A '!l.£-l, 8x ) = ±['!l.l" ·'!l.£-18x ] = ±['!l.l A ... A '!l.£-18x ]

leading to the required identity.

The above identity of course also remains true for Clifford algebra valued
functions and in particular we have the following:

Corollary 6.5. Suppose that f(X) satisfies the monogenicity conditions; then the
restriction f(J21 A ... A J2e) of f to the manifold of blades is symplicial monogenic.

Conversely, at least for homogeneous polynomials we have:

Theorem 6.6. Let P(J21 A ... A J2e) be symplicial monogenic of degree k; then P
admits a (of course unique) extension P(X) to the space of i-vectors satisfying the
Plucker PDE together with the monogenicity conditions.
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Proof The proof is again based on the main result in [36] which states that the
space of symplicial monogenics of the above type is spanned by the maximal vectors
i.e. by the plane waves of the form (~ll\ .. . I\~e, TII\ ... 1\ Te)kTII\ ... 1\ Te, where
(TI , ... ,Te) is an £-nullframe, i.e. TiTj = -TjTi for all i,j = 1, ... ,£ examples of
which are the Witt basis vectors 2Tj = e2j-1 - ie2j' For such solutions to exist we
must have that 2£ :::; m. The extension of this to the space of £-vectors given by
(X, TI 1\ ... 1\ Te)kTI 1\ ... 1\ Te clearly satisfies the Plucker PDE whereas for the
monogenicity conditions we find that

[eB8x h(X, TI 1\ .. . 1\ Te)kTI 1\ ... 1\ Te

= k[eBTI 1\ ... 1\ Teh (X, TI 1\ ... 1\ Te)k-ITI 1\ .. . 1\ Te

and straightforward verification shows that for any subset B ofM with cardinality
£ -1,

o

It remains to be verified also in this case that the monogenicity conditions
are strong enough to imply the Plucker PDE. In spite of many problems that still
remain to be considered it is clear from the above that the most important system
of equations is obtained simply by the application of the chain rule along the
manifold of £-blades. The space of £-vectors allows the consideration of many more
canonical submanifolds and differential operators defined for them. For example,
let X be an £-vector variable and let Y be an s-vector variable; then the manifold
of (£ + s)-vectors of the simple form X 1\ Y is a special submanifold of the space
of all (£ + s)-vectors and one can investigate in which cases one has higher order
Hestenes-Sobczyk: Ow f(W) ---> Cox 1\ f)y f(X 1\ Y) for W ---> X 1\ Y. In particular
one may consider chain rules of the form

8x f(X 1\ Y) = C[Y8w ]e!(W)lw=xI\Y

and consider several interesting operators and problems.

7. The case of Stiefel manifolds

More general than considering functions on the £-vector space lRm;e, one may
consider functions f(XI ,X2, ... ,Xe), 2£:::; m of multivector variables X j E lRm;j
and investigate necessary and sufficient conditions (in case f is a polynomial) for
this function f to be determined by the restriction to the "homogeneous Stiefel
manifold" given by the restriction to the case

XI=~I' X2=~11\~2"'" Xe=~II\···I\~·

Let us point out, though we are not going to discuss this matter in this paper,
that using the Fischer inner product, this again leads to Plucker PDE. It is also
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clear that the good candidate for the monogenicity system consists of the totality
of operators of the form

[eB 8xj h, Be M, IBI = j -1 and j = 1, ... ,t'.

Moreover, we also have the chain rule (which follows from the previous ones) valid
for all scalar functions

8'!i..!(~' ~ /\ 'Y,l' ... ,~/\ 'Y,l /\ ... /\ 1!£-I)
e

= L ±['Y,l /\ ... /\ 'Y,j-l8x;1d(XI , ... , Xe)lx j =;£!\lh !\···!\:!!j-l·

j=l

Again the above also holds for Clifford algebra-valued material and the validity of
the monogenicity equations for a functions !(XI , ... , Xe) readily entails that the
restriction to the Stiefel manifold ! (~, ~ /\ 'Y,l , ... ,~ /\ 'Y,l /\ ... /\ 1!£-I) is symplicial
monogenic. Conversely, in the case of homogeneous symplicial monogenics of de
gree (k l , ... , ke) we may extend the function ! (~, ~ /\ 'Y,l , ... , ~ /\ 'Y,l /\ ... /\ 1!£-I) in
a unique way to a function !(XI , ... , Xe) satisfying all the Plucker PDE together
with all monogenicity conditions. In the case of plane wave solutions

(~, TI )k1 (~/\ 'Y,l' TI /\ T2 )k2
•.• (~/\ 'Y,l /\ ... /\ 1!£-I' TI /\ ... /\ Te)keTI /\ ... /\ Te

(TI , ... , Te) being an l-nullframe, this extension is given by

(Xl, TI)k1 (X2 , T1 /\ T2 )k2 .•. (Xe, T1 /\ ... /\ Te)keTI /\ ... /\ Te,

and these plane wave functions span the space of all symplicial monogenics (see
[36]).
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Universal Bochner-Weitzenbock Formulas
for Hyper-Kiihlerian Gradients

Yasushi Homma

Abstract. Hyper-Kahlerian gradients on hyper-Kahler manifolds are first-or
der differential operators naturally defined by hyper-Kahler structure. We
show that the principal symbols of hyper-Kahlerian gradients are related to
the enveloping algebra and Casimir elements of the symplectic group. In par
ticular, we give universal Bochner-Weitzenbock formulas which are certain
relations in the enveloping algebra. From the formulas, we construct Bochner
Weitzenbock formulas for hyper-Kahlerian gradients.

Mathematics Subject Classification (2000). 58J60, 17B35, 53C26.

Keywords. Gradients, Bochner-Weitzenbock formulas, Sp(n )-modules, Casi
mir elements.

1. Introduction

Let (M, g, I, J, K) be a real 4n-dimensional hyper-Kahler manifold. The hyper
Kahler structure gives a reduction of the frame bundle with the Levi-Civita con
nection. We denote the principal Sp(n)-bundle on M by Sp(M). Considering an
irreducible unitary representation (1Tp , Vp ) of Sp(n) with highest weight p, we have
a Hermitian vector bundle Sp := Sp(M) x pVp. The Levi-Civita connection induces
a covariant derivative V' on Sp,

V': r(Sp) ~ r(Sp 0 (AI,o(M) EB AO,I(M))).

Here, AI,O(M) and AO,I(M) are the (1,0)- and the (0, I)-cotangent bundles with
respect to the complex structure I. Since both Sp and AI,O(M) are associated
bundles to Sp(M), we decompose the tensor bundle Sp0AI,O(M) into the sum of
irreducible bundles, Sp 0 AI,O(M) = EBvSv. Then we have a first-order differential
operator as a component of the (1, O)-covariant derivative V'I,O,
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where IIv is the orthogonal projection from Sp ®A1,0(M) onto Sv. Since there is a
real or quaternionic structure J on each associated vector bundle, we twist D v by
J and have another first-order differential operator JDvJ- 1

: f(Sp) ----+ r(Sv) (see
Section 4). In fact, we know that JDvJ- 1 is a component of \70,1. We call these
operators {Dv,JDvJ- 1 }v hyper-Kiihlerian gradients on M.

A usual gradient is a first-order differential operator as a component of co
variant derivative on a Riemannian or spin manifold. In recent research for gra
dients by Thomas Branson et al., we know that gradients have importance and
many applications in geometry and analysis (see [1], [2], [3], [4], [6], [8], and a
series of papers about gradients by T. Branson). In fact, many geometric first
order differential operators are gradients: the Dirac operator, the twistor operator,
the exterior derivative, the interior derivative, the conformal Killing operator, the
Rarita-Schwinger operator, and so on. Since gradients are defined through fiber
wise orthogonal projections, their principal symbols are related to representation
theory for the special orthogonal group SO(n) or the spin group Spin (n) [1], [4],
[8]. It is natural to change the group of symmetry, SO(n), to other Lie groups. For
the case of the unitary group U(n), the author has discussed Kahlerian gradients
on Kahler manifolds and given some applications to Kahler geometry [7]. In this
paper, we discuss the case of the symplectic group Sp(n), that is, hyper-Kahlerian
gradients on hyper-Kahler manifolds.

Our main purpose is to construct Bochner-Weitzenbock formulas for hyper
Kahlerian gradients. From the definition of them, we can show that

v v

Then our task is to find out independent vectors ({av}v, {bv}v, {Cv}v, {dv}v) as
many as possible such that

v

(1.2)
We call these identities (1.1) and (1.2) Bochner- Weitzenbock formulas or Bochner
identities. These formulas are useful to make vanishing theorems and eigenvalue
estimates [2], [7], [10], [11]. The equation (1.2) means that the principal symbol of
the operator on the left vanishes. In other words, there are certain relations among
principal symbols of hyper-Kahlerian gradients such as the Clifford relation. Our
plan to construct Bochner-WeitzenbOck formulas is as follows:

1. We relate the principal symbols to the (universal) enveloping algebra
U(sp(n, <C)) of Sp(n).

2. We find out certain relations on U(sp(n,<C)) through study of Casimir ele
ments.

3. The relations give desired algebraic relations for the principal symbols. Fur
thermore, they also give some identities for Casimir elements.
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As a result, we know that there is a correspondence between identities for Casimir
elements of Sp(n) and Bochner-Weitzenbock formulas for hyper-Kahlerian gradi
ents.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we give a review to rep
resentation theory for symplectic groups. In Section 3, we introduce Clifford ho
momorphisms on Sp(n)-modules as a generalization of Clifford multiplication on
spinor spaces. We relate them to the enveloping algebra ofSp(n). Through study of
Casimir elements, we find out the universal Bochner-Weitzenbock formulas, which
induce not only identities for Casimir elements but also relations for Clifford homo
morphisms. In Section 4, we define hyper-Hermitian gradients on hyper-Hermitian
manifolds and prove their conformal covariance. In the last section, by using the
universal Bochner-Weitzenbock formulas, we give Bochner-Weitzenbock formulas
for hyper-Kahlerian gradients on hyper-Kahler manifolds.

2. Representation Theory for Symplectic Groups

Let W be a real 4n-dimensional vector space with an inner product g. We call
(I, J, K) a hyper-Hermitian structure on (W, g) if I, J and K are complex struc
tures on W such that IJ = -JI = K and g(Ix,!y) = g(Jx,Jy) = g(x,y) for any
x, y in W. In other words, W is a quaternionic vector space with a compatible
inner product g.

We consider the complexification of W, W @ C, and extend I, J, K and g
complex linearly on W @c. The complex vector space W @C splits into the direct
sum ofWl,o and WO,l with respect to I. These vector spaces have Hermitian inner
products given by (u,v) := g(u,v), where v is complex conjugate of v. Another
complex structure J gives a complex-linear map J : Wl,o ----+ WO,l because of
J I = -IJ. Then Wl,o has an anti-linear map J : Wl,o ::1 u f--7 J(u) E Wl,o such
that J2 = -1 and (Ju,Jv) = (v,u). This means that Wl,o has a quaternionic
structure J compatible with Hermitian inner product. The space WO,l also has
such a structure. Moreover Wl,o and WO,l have complex symplectic structures. In
fact,

n 2,O(u, v):= (g(Ju, v)+Hg(Ku, v))/2, nO,2(u, v):= (g(Ju, v)- Hg(Ku, v))/2

are complex symplectic forms on Wl,o and WO,l, respectively.
On a hyper-Hermitian vector space (W, g, I, J, K), we choose an orthonormal

basis {ek,!ek,Jek,Kedk=l and set
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for k = 1, ... ,n. These vectors constitute unitary bases {EC\J~~±l of Wl,o and
{l }±n of WO,l such thata a=±l

J(Ea) = sign(a)ca , J(la) = sign(a)La ,

n2,0(Ea ,E/3) = sign(a)La/3' nO,2(la,l/3) = sign(a)La/3'

where sign(a) is the sign of a,

{
I for a > 0,

sign(a) =
-1 fora<O.

The symplectic group Sp(n) is a group of automorphisms on W preserving
hyper-Hermitian structure,

Sp(n):= {A E SO(W) IAI = IA,AJ = JA,KA = AK}.

This group is also realized on Wl,o as

Sp(n) = {A E U(Wl,O) In 2,0(Au, Av) = n 2,0(u, v) for u and v in Wl,O}

= {A E U(Wl,O) IJAJ- l = A}.

The complexification Sp(n, q of Sp(n) is called the complex symplectic group,
which preserves n2,0 on Wl,o,

Sp(n, q = {A E GLdWl,O) In 2,0(Au, Av) = n 2,0(u, v) for u and v in Wl,O}.

There are matrix representations of the Lie algebra sp(n) and sp(n, q with our
unitary basis {Ea }a,

sP(n)={(_~* ~) IA+A*=O,tB=B},

sp(n,q = {(~ -~A) Itc = C, tB = B}.

Then we define canonical elements of sp(n, q by

xa/3 := Ea ® E~ - sign(a,B)c/3 ® E~a in Wl,o ® (Wl,O)* = End(Wl,O) (2.1)

for a,,B = ±1, ... ,±n. Here, the basis of sp(n, q is {xa/3la +,B :2 O}.

Lemma 2.1. 1. The Lie algebra sp(n,q is spanned by {Xa/3}~,~=±l with rela-
tions

Xa/3 = -sign(a,B)x_/3-a,

[xa/3, xJLII ]= 0/3JLxall - oallx JL/3 + sign(a,B) (L/3l1 xJL-a - L aJL x_/3I1)'

2. The natural representation of sp(n, q on Wl,o is given by

Xa/3E II = o/3I1Ea + sign(v,B)Lallc/3'

Proof. By direct calculations. o
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We shall discuss representations of Sp(n) or Sp(n, q. Let V be a finite di
mensional irreducible unitary Sp(n)-module. We choose ~ := spanlR{RXkkl1 ~

k ~ n} as a maximal abelian subalgebra of sp(n). Then we decompose V into si
multaneous eigenspaces called weight spaces with respect to ~ and have the highest
weight p = (pI, ... , pn) in weights for V. Here, pk is the eigenvalue of Xkk. This
highest weight p satisfies the dominant integral condition,

p = (pI, ... ,pn) E zn, pI 2 p2 2 ... 2 pn 2 o.

Conversely, for a dominant integral weight p, we have a unique irreducible unitary
Sp(n)-module with highest weight p up to equivalence. Thus, all the irreducible
unitary Sp(n)-modules are parametrized by dominant integral weights. So, we
denote by (1rp , Vp ) an irreducible unitary representation of Sp(n) with highest
weight p. For example, the natural representation of Sp(n) on WI,o has highest
weight J.lI := (1,0, ... ,0).

A significant feature common to irreducible Sp(n)-modules is that there
is a real or quaternionic structure compatible with the action of Sp(n). A real
(resp. quaternionic) structure on complex vector space V is said to be an anti
linear automorphism J : V ---+ V with J2 = 1 (resp. J2 = -1). We shall ex
plain this feature refering to [5]. Let (1rp , Vp ) be as above. Considering the con
tragradient representation 1r; on dual space Vp*, we know that the weights are
{-AI A is weight of (1rp , Vp )} and the lowest one is -po But, we can move this
lowest weight -p to p by the Weyl group of Sp(n). Thus, the highest weight of
(1r;, V;) is also p and there is a Sp(n)-isomorphism Vp c::: V;. Now, we consider a
vector space of the Sp(n)-invariant bilinear forms on Vp , that is, HomSp(n) (Vp , V;).
It follows from Schur's lemma that HomSp(n) (Vp , V;) is a one-dimensional com
plex vector space. Then we take a non-zero Sp(n)-invariant bilinear form °on
Vp , which is non-degenerate because of irreducibility of Vp . We define a symmet
ric form 0+ and a symplectic form 0_ by O±(¢, 'Ij;) := O(¢, 'Ij;) ± O('Ij;, ¢). As
dim HomSp(n) (Vp , V;) is one, we have either 0+ = 0 or 0_ = O. Thus, there is a
unique non-degenerate symmetric or symplectic form on Vp up to a scalar multiple.
On the other hands, there is a Sp(n )-isomorphism Vp c::: V; because of unitarity.
Here, (1Tp , Vp ) is the complex conjugate representation of (1rp , Vp ). As a result, we
have an isomorphism Vp c::: V; c::: Vp as Sp(n)-modules. Normalizing the symmet
ric or symplectic form 0, we have a unique Sp(n)-invariant real or quaternionic
structure J : Vp ---+ Vp such that (J¢, J'Ij;) = ('Ij;, ¢) for any ¢ and 'Ij; in Vp .

Proposition 2.2. On an irreducible unitary Sp(n)-module Vp , there is a unique
Sp(n)-invariant real or quaternionic structure J such that (J¢,J'Ij;) = ('Ij;,¢) for
any ¢ and'lj; in Vp . Furthermore, if the highest weight p satisfies that L~=I pk is
even (resp. odd), then J is real (resp. quaternionic).

Proof. It remains to show that L pk is even (resp. odd) iff J is real (resp. quater
nionic). We consider the natural Sp(n)-module WI,o with Sp(n)-invariant quater
nionic structure J. The tensor product module 0 2I W I ,O has a real structure 0 21J,
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and 0 2/+1W 1,o has a quaternionic structure 0 21+1J. Each irreducible Sp(n)-mod
ule Vp can be realized as a component of 0 21 W 1,O or 0 2/+1W 1,o. In particular, Vp

is in 0 21 W 1,O if and only ifL l is even. Thus, we have proved the proposition. 0

3. Casimir Elements and Universal Bochner-Weitzenbock Formulas

We introduce the enveloping algebra and Casimir elements of the Lie algebra
sp(n, C). Let {XJf=1 be a basis of sp(n, C). The enveloping algebra U(sp(n, C))
is an associative algebra over C such that basis is {(Xd k1 ... (Xs)kslk i 2: O} and
relations are XiXj -XjXi = [Xi,Xj]for i,j = 1, ... , s. We denote by 3 the center
of U(sp(n, C)), which is characterized as the invariant sub-algebra of U(sp(n, C))
under the adjoint action of sp(n, C). We call elements in 3 Casimir elements.

We shall construct generators of 3. Let {xa f3 I 0:, f3 = ±1, ... ,±n} be the
canonical elements of sp(n, C) defined in (2.1). For each non-negative integer q, we
define an element x~f3 in U(sp(n, C)) by

q 2: 1,
q = O.

It is easy to show that these elements satisfy

[x iL II , x~f3] = 8allx~f3 - 8f3iLX~1I + sign(JLlI)(LIIf3x~_iL - LiLaX~II(3)'

It follows that cq := La x~a is an invariant element under the adjoint action of
sp(n, C), namely, a Casimir element. The following fact for these Casimir elements
has been known [13], [14], [15].

Proposition 3.1. The Casimir elements {C2' C4, ... ,C2n} generate the center 3 al
gebraically. In particular, the Casimir elements with odd degree are polynomials in
{ C2 , C4, ... , C2n} .

A nice method of calculating eigenvalue of cq on Vp has been shown in [14].
The idea is to use projection operators from Vp 0 W 1,o onto irreducible com
ponents. The projection operators give homomorphisms among Sp(n)-modules,
which are just principal symbols of hyper-Kiihlerian gradients. We call these ho
momorphisms Clifford homomorphisms. Let us clarify the relationship between
Clifford homomorphisms and Casimir elements, and calculate the eigenvalues of
cq .

Let Vp be an irreducible unitary Sp(n)-module with real or quaternionic
structure J such that (J¢, J'l/J) = ('l/J, ¢). We consider the natural representation
(1riL l' W 1,O) and the tensor product representation (1rp 01riLl' Vp 0 W 1,O). It follows
from a decomposition formula (see [14] or Chapter 7 in [5]) that highest weights
of irreducible components in Vp 0 W 1,o are

{p + JLIII p + JLII is dominant integral, 1I = ±1, ... ,±n},
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J.Lk := (0, ... ,0,1,0, ... ,0) E 7ln
"-v-" "-v-"

k-l n-k

and J.L-k := -J.Lk for k = 1, ... ,n. Define VP+JLv := {O} for P+J.Lv without dominant
integral condition, and we can describe the irreducible decomposition as follows:

Vp ®W1,o = EB VP+JLv = EB Vp+JLk EB Vp- JLk •

v=±l,... ,±n k=l, ... ,n

We adopt a Hermitian inner product and a real or quaternionic structure on each
component VP+JLv induced by the ones on Vp ® W1,o. Note that each component
has a real (resp. quaternionic) structure if Vp has a quaternionic (resp. real) one.

Definition 3.2. We define a linear mapping Pv(u) : Vp -t VP+JLv for u in W1,o by

W1,o X Vp :3 (u,¢) f--+ Pv(u)¢:= IIv(¢®u) E VP+JLv '

where IIv is the orthogonal projection from Vp 0 W1,o onto VP+JLv • We denote by
Pv(u)* the adjoint of Pv(u) with respect to inner products on Vp and VP+JLv . By
using real or quaternionic structures, we have other linear mappings

JPv(u)J- 1 : Vp -t VP+JLv ' JPv(u)*J-l: VP+JLv -t Vp .

We call these linear mappings Pv(u), Pv(u)*, JPv(U)J-l, and JPv(u)*J-l Clifford
homomorphisms.

The following lemma is useful.

Lemma 3.3. The Clifford homomorphisms satisfy

JPv(u)J-l = Pv(Ju), Jpv(u)*r 1 = Pv(Ju)*,

(Jpv(u)r 1)* = JPv(u)*J-I, JJpv(u)J-1r1 = -Pv(u).
(3.1)

Now, we can relate the Clifford homomorphisms to the enveloping algebra
and Casimir elements of 5p(n, C).

Proposition 3.4. We assign a constant W v to each component VP+JLv '

{

W+k := _(pk - k + 1)

W-k := pk - k + 2n + 1
for Vp+JLk ,

for Vp+JL _ k = Vp- JLk •
(3.2)

We call this constant W v the conformal weight associated to p and p + J.Lv. Then,
we have the following:

1.

'"' ()* ( ) dim VP+JLv
L.J Pv fa Pv fa = d· v: .

a=±l, ... ,±n 1m P

Here, {fa}a is a unitary basis ofW1,o.

(3.3)
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2. For q = 0,1, ...,

L w~ Pv(Ea)*Pv(Ef3) = sign(a,t3)1Tp(x~a_f3)' (3.4)
v=±l,... ,±n

L w~ JPv(Ea )*Pv(Ef3)J-I = 1Tp(X;f3)' (3.5)
v=±l,... ,±n

L w~ JPv(Ea )*J-
Ipv(Ef3) = -sign(,t3)1Tp(x;_f3)' (3.6)

v=±l,... ,±n

L w~ Pv(Ea )*JPv(Ef3)J-
I = -sign(a)1Tp(x~af3)' (3.7)

v=±l,... ,±n

3. The eigenvalue of the Casimir element cq on Vp is

1Tp(Cq ) = 1Tp(Lx~a) = di~ V L w~ dim Vp+iLv ' (3.8)
a p v=±l,... ,±n

Proof. We can prove this proposition with a method given in [7], [8]. So, we give
an outline of the proof. First, since Clifford homomorphisms are defined by the
orthogonal projection II v : Vp ® WI,o -+ Vp+iLv ' we have

dimVp+iLv = trace(IIv) = dim Vp x LPv(Ea)*Pv(Ea).
a

Then we have proved (3.3). Next, since the inner product on Vp+iLv is given along
the tensor inner product on Vp ® WI,o, we show that

(3.9)
v

Let C2 := L xaf3xf3a be the second Casimir element. This Casimir element acts on
Vp as 1Tp (C2) = 2(llb + pll2 - IlbI1 2)id, where IIpII 2 is L~=I (pk)2 and b = (n, n 
1, ... ,1) is half sum of the positive roots of sp(n, q. We define an operator Con
Vp ® WI,o by

C := {(1Tp®1TiL1 )(C2) - id®1TiL1 (C2) -1Tp(C2) ®id}/4 = 1/2 L 1Tp(Xaf3) ®1TiL1 (xf3a).

This operator acts on irreducible component Vp+iLv C Vp ® WI,o as constant
multiple -wvid, where

-Wv = (lib + P+ J.Lv11 2 - lib + pl12 - 2n - 1)/2.

Then we have

L -wvPv(Ea)¢ = C(¢ ® Eo) = 1/2 L 1Tp(Xf3v)¢ ® 1TiLl (Xvf3)Ea
v

= -sign(a,t3) L 1Tp(x-f3-a)¢ ® Ef3
f3

= L(- Lsign(a,8)Pv(Ef3)1Tp(x-f3-a)¢),
v 13
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for rjJ ® En in Vp ®W1,o. Thus we get
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(3.10)WvPv(En) = L sign(a,B)pv(E,6)7rp(X-,6-n).
,6

We use this relation q-times and (3.9). Then we have (3.4). For other cases (3.5)
(3.7), we use J(En ) = sign(a)cn and (3.1). Taking the trace in (3.4), we have the
eigenvalue of cq on Vp as (3.8). 0

We consider the equation (3.4) for q = 0,1, ... ,2n - 1. Since the confor
mal weights {w v }~:±l are different from each other, the Clifford homomorphism

Pv(En)*Pv(E,6) is realized as a linear combination of {7rp(x~n_,6)};~Ol. Therefore,
if there exist relations for {x~,6 k:>:o, then we have relations among Clifford ho
momorphisms. In fact, Proposition 3.1 suggests the existence of such relations. In
the rest of this section, we search explicit relations among {x~,6}q20 and {cq } q20 .

The point is that we try to exchange indices a and ,B of x~,6' To make calculations
easy, we define translated elements {x~,6k:::o in U(sp(n,C)) by

xn,6 := xn,6 - (n + 1/2)6n ,6,

and

q 21,
q = 0,

where we remark that

The translated elements satisfy

(3.11)

(3.12)

(3.13)
v

We state the main theorem.

Theorem 3.5 (universal Bochner-WeitzenbOck formulas). The translated element
x~,6 is represented as a linear combination of {x~,6-n}~=O whose coefficients are
Casimir elements,

(3.14)
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Taking the trace in the above equation, we have identities among Casimir elements

{cp := L:Q x~Q}P2:0,

2q
2C2q+l = -C2q - 2:)-I)Pc2q_pCp,

p=o

for q = 0,1, ....

Proof. It follows from (3.12) and (3.13) that

(3.15)

v v

Substituting (3.11) into this equation, we have

(3.16)

This equation means that x~{3 is a linear combination of {x~(3-Qg=o whose coef
ficients are Casimir elements given inductively. Then we set

q

x~{3 := -sign(a,B)L aq,p(c)x~{3_Q
p=o

for q ~ 0, where {aq,p(c)}q2:P2:o are polynomials in Casimir elements {CO,Cl'" .}.
Substituting this into (3.16), we obtain a recursion formula of {aq,p(c)}q2:P2:o,

{

-aq,q(c)

a (c) = -aq,q-l(C) + 1
q+l,p (')-aq,p-l c

cq

for p = q + 1,
for p = q,

for 1 :::; p :::; q - 1,

for p = 0.

Here, ao,o(c) = -1, al,O(c) = 2n + 1 = Co + 1, al,l(c) = 1. We solve this recursion
formula and have (3.14). If we take the trace of (3.14) for the case that q is even,
then we have trivial identities. When q is odd, we have (3.15). 0

Since this theorem induces Bochner-Weitzenoock formulas for hyper-Kahler
ian gradients in Section 5, we call the equations (3.14) the universal Bochner
Weitzenbock formulas.

We shall apply the universal Bochner-Weitzenoock formulas to constructing
relations among Clifford homomorphisms. The next lemma follows from Proposi
tion 3.4.
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Lemma 3.6. We define the translated conformal weight Wv by Wv := Wv - (n+ 1/2).
Then we have

L wZ Pv(En)*Pv(E(3) = sign(a{J)7fp(i;~n_(3)'
v=±l,... ,±n

and

L wZ JPv(En)*Pv(E(3)J-1= 7fp(i;~(3)'
v=±l,... ,±n

L wZ Jpv(En)*r1pv(E(3) = -sign({J)7fp(i;~_(3)'
v=±l,... ,±n

L wZ Pv(En)*JPv(E(3)J-1 = -sign(a)7fp(i;~n(3)'
v=±l,... ,±n

(3.17)

From the universal Bochner-Weitzenbock formulas (3.14) and the equations
(3.17), we have identities for Clifford homomorphisms,

(3.18)

for q = 1,2, ... and any u in W1,o. We shall detect independent identities in (3.18).
For s » 0, we consider (3.18) for q = 1, ... ,28. We represent the coefficients of
{Pv(u)*Pv(u) + JPv(u)*Pv(u)J-l}v by a 28 x 2n matrix C(s) . W(s), where C(s)
is a 2s x 2s matrix,
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Because 1rp(co) = 2n and 1rp(Cl) = -n(2n + 1), we should consider only the even
cases in (3.18), that is,

2q-l

L {L (-1)P1rp(C2q-l-p)wfHpv(u)*pv(u) + Jpv(u)*pv(u)r l ) = 0 (3.19)
v p=o

for q = 1, ... ,s. There is a possibility that these identities are still linear dependent.
To simplify a discussion, we assume that the number of irreducible components in
Vp® Wl,o is 2n. In (3.19), the coefficients of {Pv(u)*Pv(u) + JPv(u)*Pv(U)J-l}v
are represented by a s x 2n matrix D(s) .W (s), where D(s) is a s x 2s matrix,

(

1rP(Cl) -1rp(co) 0 0 0

D(s):= 1r~~~3) -~~(.C2) 1r~~~1) -~~(.CO) .~. ::: .~.
... 1rp (cd

Since the rank of W(s) is 2n and the rank of D(s) is s, we have

2n - s ~ rank(D(s) .W(s)) ~ min{s, 2n}.

In particular, the rank of D(n) .W(n) is just n. Thus there are at least ninde
pendent identities in (3.19). In general, if the number of irreducible components
in v: 10. Wl,o is Np'61 ,

N = #{p + tLvl p is dominant integral, v = ±1, ... ,±n} ~ 2n,

then we show that there are at least [N/2] independent identities in (3.19).
On the other hand, from (3.14) and (3.17), we also have

for q = 0,1, .... In a similar discussion, we know that there are at least [Nil]
independent identities in the above. We can also have some independent identities
for {JPv(u)*J-lpv(u)}v and {Pv(u)*JPv(u)J- l }v.

Proposition 3.7. Let Vp be an irreducible unitary Sp(n)-module such that the num
ber of irreducible components in Vp®Wl,o is N. We consider the Clifford homo
morphisms {Pv,P~,JPvJ-l ,Jp~J-l };~±l' where we set Pv = 0 unless p + tLv is
dominant integral. Then we have the following independent identities among the
Clifford homomorphisms.

1.

v
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2. For q = 1, ... , [N/2]'
2q-l

L {L (-1)P7rp(C2q-l-p)W~}(Pv(u)*pv(u)+ Jpv(u)*pv(u)r 1
) = 0.

v p=o

3. For q = 0,1, ... , [Nt l ]- 1,
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2q-l
L {w~q - L (-1)P7rp(c2q-l-p)w~}(pv(u)*pv(u) - JPv(u)*Pv(U)J-l) = 0,
v p=o

2q-l
L {w~q - L (-1)P7rp (c2q-l-p)wDJpv(u)*r lpv(u) = 0,
v p=o

2q-l
L {w~q - L (-1)P 7rp (c2q_l_p)wDPv(u)*JPv(u)J- l = 0.
v p=o

4. Hyper-Hermitian gradients and their conformal covariance

A real 4n-dimensional Riemannian manifold (M, g) is said to be an almost hyper
Hermitian manifold if M has three almost complex structures I, J and K such
that I and J are orthogonal with respect to the metric g, and I J = -JI = K.
If I, J and K are parallel with respect to the Levi-Civita connection, we call
(M,g,I,J,K) a hyper-Kahler manifold, [9].

We consider an almost hyper-Hermitian manifold (M, g, I, J, K). Some results
about hyper-Hermitian structure on vector spaces in Section 2 can be extended
globally on M. We decompose the tangent bundle T(M) 0 C and the cotangent
bundle T*(M) 0 C with respect to I,

T(M) 0 C = Tl,o(M) EEl TO,l(M), T*(M) 0 C = Al,o(M) EEl AO,l(M).

These vector bundles have Hermitian metrics (u, v) := g(u, v). Another almost
complex structure J induces bundle isomorphisms J : Tl,O(M) ---7 TO,l(M) and
J : TO,l(M) ---7 Tl,O(M). Then we have a quaternionic structure J on each bundle
defined by J(u) := J(u). These structure produce bundle isomorphisms,

(4.1)

The structure group of the frame bundle on M reduces to the symplectic
group Sp(n). We denote the principal Sp(n)-bundle on M by Sp(M). We consider
the Levi-Civita connection \lso on T(M) and define a connection \lsp by

\l1Y := {\lX'Y - I(\lX'(IY)) - J(\lX'(JY)) - K(\lX'(KY))}/4.

Since \lspg =°and \lspI = \lSPJ = \lSPK = 0, the connection \lsp is a connection
on Sp(M). Notice that the torsion tensor of \lsp is zero iff M is a hyper-Kahler
manifold.
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For an irreducible unitary Sp(n)-module Vp , we have a Hermitian vector
bundle Sp := Sp(M) x p Vp associated to Sp(M). We have known that there
is a unique Sp(n)-invariant real or quaternionic structure J on Vp . Because of
the Sp(n)-invariance, we have a real or quaternionic structure J on Sp such that
(Jx<P, Jx'IjJ) = ('IjJ, <p) for <P and 'IjJ in (Sp)x. We consider a covariant derivative V' on
Sp induced from the canonical connection V'sP. This covariant derivative V'splits
into the sum of V'l,O and V'0,l,

V'l,O : r(Sp)~ r(Sp 0 A1,0(M)) = r(Sp 0 Tl,O(M)),

V'0,l : r(Sp)~ r(Sp 0 AO,l(M)) = r(Sp 0 Tl,O(M)),

where we use isomorphisms (4.1). Because Tl,O(M) and Sp are associated vector
bundles, we have the irreducible decomposition

Sp ,o, Tl,O(M) = ffi S
'61 \l7 P+Jiv =

v=±l,... ,±n
EB Sp+Jik EB Sp-Jik'

k=l, ... ,n

We divide V'l,O along this decomposition and have first-order differential operators

for 1J = ±1, ... ,±n.We shall express the operator Dv by using local frame of M.
Let {Ea}a and {Ea}a be local unitary frames of Tl,o (M) and TO,l (M) given as
(2.1). Then,

D v (</» = IIv(V'l,o</» = II v (2: V'.,,</> ® E~)

We twist Dv by J and have another first order differential operator JDvJ- l whose
local expression is

The twisted operator is just the operator II v 0 V'0,l as a component of V'0,l,

JDvr l : r(Sp)~ r(Sp 0 A°,l(M)) = r(Sp 0 Tl,o(M)) ~ r(Sp+JiJ.

We call these first-order differential operators {Dv,JDvJ-l}v hyper-Hermitian
gradients. When M is a hyper-Kiihler manifold, we call them hyper-Kiihlerian
gradients.

In the rest of this section, we see conformal covariance of hyper-Hermitian
gradients. Let D v be a hyper-Hermitian gradient with respect to the canonical
connection V'sp on an almost hyper-Hermitian manifold (M, g,1, J, K). When we
deform the metric 9 conformally to g' = e2C1 9 for (j in COO(M), the Riemannian
manifold (M, g' , I, J, K) is also an almost hyper-Hermitian manifold. Then we
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have another hyper-Hermitian gradient D~ : r(S~) --+ r(S~+iLJ. The conformal
deformation gives a principal bundle isomorphism

Here, we remark that (E~)' = eO" E~. This principal bundle isomorphism induces a
bundle isomorphism,

'l/JP : Sp = Sp(M) x pVp 3 [p,4>] 1--+ [P',4>] E Sp(M)' x pVp= S~.

Since, precisely speaking, the Clifford homomorphism is defined through not the
projection llv : Sp ® T 1,O(M) --+ Sp+iLv but llv : Sp ® A1,O(M) --+ Sp+iLv' we have

Pv(Eo:) = e-O"'l/Jp+iLvPv(Eo:)'l/J;l : S~ --+ S~+iLv'

The following proposition answers the reason why we call W v the conformal weight.

Proposition 4.1. Let Dv be a hyper-Hermitian gradient with respect to the canonical
connection'Vsp on an almost hyper-Hermitian manifold (M, g, I, J, K). Deform the
Riemannian metric g conformally to g' = e20" g, and consider a hyper-Hermitian
gradient D~ on (M, g',I, J, K). Then we have

D' = e(-w v /2-1)0".1. 0 D 0 (e(-w v /2)0".1. )-1v 'f'p+iLv v 'f'p'

Here, W v is the conformal weight associated to p and p + J.LV'

Proof. The proof is similar to the one for the conformal covariance of the Dirac
operator [12]. First we can show that

(4.2)

for f in COO(M). Next, we consider a local connection I-form w~ on T 1,O(M) given
by 'VV' Eo: = L: w~ (V)E,6 for each vector field V. It follows from the definition of
vsp that

w~ (V) = g('VV'Eo:, €,6) = 1/2{g(V{?Eo:, €,6) - sign(a,B)g(V{?c,6, €-o:)}

= -sign(a,B)w::::~(V).

Thus, w~ is sp(n, q-valued. Then the covariant derivative 'V on Sp is

On the other hand, the deformed Levi-Civita connection 'V'sa is

V'{?W = V{?W + (Va)W + (Wa)V - g(V, W)grad(a)

for vector fields V and W. As a result, we have

v;; = 'l/Jp 0 {Vv + 1/2 L((Eo:a)g(V, €,6)7r p(x,6o:) - (€,6a)g(V, Eo:)7rp(X,6o:))} 0 'l/J;1.
0:f3
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Then,

D~ = - Lsign(a)pv(lO~a)V':~ = - Lsign(a)pv(ca)V':Q

= e-CJ'l/Jp+/lv 0{- Lsign(a)pv(ca)(V'EQ + 1/2 L(lO,6a)1Tp(xa,6))} 0'l/J;;l
a ,6

= e-CJ'l/Jp+/lv 0{Dv -1/2 Lsign(a)(lO,6a)pv(ca)1Tp(Xa,6)} 0'l/J;;l
a,6

= e-CJ'l/Jp+/lv 0{Dv - wv/2 pv(Lsign(,8)(lO,6a)C,6)} 0'l/J;;l (by (3.10))
,6

= e(-w",j2-1)CJ'l/Jp+/lv 0 Dv 0 (e(-w v /2)CJ'l/Jp)-1 (by (4.2)).

Thus we have proved the proposition. 0

5. Bochner-Weitzenbock formulas for hyper-Kahlerian gradients

In this section, we assume that (M, g, I, J, K) is a hyper-Kahler manifold, namely,
V'sp = V'so. On a hyper-Kahler manifold, the formal adjoint operators of Dv and
JDvJ- 1 have local expressions as follows:

D~ = Lsign(a)pv(ca)*V'€Q : f(Sp+/lJ -+ r(Sp),

Thus, on a hyper-Kahler manifold, the principal symbols of hyper-Kahlerian gra
dients and their adjoints are realized with Clifford homomorphisms. Then we can
use results in Section 3.

Proposition 5.1. We define a second- order derivative V'~ w by V'vV'w - V'V' v w
for vector fields V and W. Then hyper-Kiihlerian gradient~ satisfy that

L w~D~Dv = - L 1Tp(x~,6)V'LEI3'
v a,,6

LW~JD~Dvrl = - Lsign(a,8)1Tp(x~a_,6)V';Q'€I3'
v a,,6

L w~JD~rlDv = - L sign(a)1Tp(x~a,6)V';Q,EI3'
v a,,6

L w~D~JDvrl = - Lsign(,8)1Tp(X~_,6)V'L€I3'
v a,,6

Here, {lOa} a is local unitary frame and

xa,6 := lOa (9 lO~ - sign(a,8)c,6 (9 lO:' a - (n + 1/2)6a,6

is a local section of the enveloping algebra bundle Sp(M) XAd U(sp(n,C)).

(5.1)
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To obtain Bochner-WeitzenbOck formulas for hyper-Kiihlerian gradients, we
need curvature endomorphisms on Sp. First, we see the curvature RT on T(M)
defined by RT(V, W) := V'~,w - V'rv,v. This curvature satisfies

RT(IV, fW) =RT(V, W), RT(JV, JW) =RT(V, W), RT(KV, KW) =RT(V, W),

RTf = fRT, RTJ = JRT, RTK = KRT.

These equations mean that we regard RT as an endomorphism on sp(n). In par
ticular, we have

g(RT(V, W)to, f(3) = -sign(a{3)g(RT(V, W)c{3, L o ),

g(RT(V, W)to, t(3) = g(RT(V, W)fo, f(3) = 0,

RT(to, f(3) = -sign(a{3)RT(c{3, L o ), RT(to, t(3) = RT(fo, f(3) = 0
for local unitary frame {to}o. Notice that the Ricci curvature L o RT(to,fo) is
zero, and hence, RT depends only on the conformal Weyl tensor.

We consider the curvature R p on Sp,

Rp(V, W) := V'~,w - V'rv,v for vector fields V and W.

Since the covariant derivative V' on Sp is induced from the Levi-Civita connection,
the curvature Rp is expressed as follows:

Rp(V, W) = 1/2 L g(RT(V, W)to, f(3)7T p(t{3 ® t~ - sign(a{3)c o ® t~(3)
o,{3

= 1/2 Lg(RT(V, W)to,f{3)7Tp(X{3o),
o,{3

Since Rp satisfies

Rp(to, f(3) = -sign(a{3)Rp(c{3, L o ),

we define a curvature endomorphism R~ on Sp for q = 0,1, ... by

R% := L 7Tp(x~o)Rp(to, f(3).

Proposition 5.2. The curvature endomorphisms {R~}q are self-adjoint endomor

phisms ofSp, namely, ((R~)x¢, 7/J) = (¢, (R~)x7/J) at each x in M. Moreover {R~}q
satisfy that

_ l-(-l)q- ~ _
(1 + (-l)q)R% - 2 Rr 1

- L)-l)P7Tp(Cq_l_p)R~= O.
p=o

Proof. We can show the first claim by using the Bianchi identity for R T . The
second claim follows from the universal Bochner-WeitzenbOck formulas (3.14). 0

For example, we have R~ = 0 and R~ = -nR~. Thus, it is enough if we think
-2

only {R/}q.
Now, we are in a position to give Bochner-Weitzenbock formulas.
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Theorem 5.3. Let {Dv,JDvJ-l, D~,JD~J-1},1 be hyper-Kahlerian gradients on a
hyper-Kahler manifold. We assume that the number of irreducible components in
SpI2)T1,0(M) is N. In other words, there are N non-trivial hyper-Kahlerian gradi
ents in {Dv Iv = ±1, ... ,±n}. Then we have the following independent identities
for the hyper-Kahlerian gradients.

1.

~ D* D = \71,0*\71,0 = - ~ \7~ = 1/2\7*\7 (5.2)
~ v v ~ €a:,€o: '

where \71,0*\71,0 and \70,h\70,l are the (1,0)- and the (0,1)- connection
Laplacian, and \7*\7 is the usual connection Laplacian on r(Sp).

2. For q = 1, ... , [N/2]'

2q-1
L {L (-I)P1Tp(C2q-1-p)w~}(D~Dv+JD~DvJ-1) = 2R~q. (5.4)

v p=O

3. For q = 0, ... , [Ni1]- 1,

2q-1
L {2w~q - L (-I)P1Tp(C2q-1-p)w~}(D~Dv - JD~Dvr1) = 0, (5.5)
v p=O

2q-1
L {2w~q - L (-I)P1Tp(C2q_1_p)wnJD~J-1 Dv = 0, (5.6)
v p=O

2q-1
L {2w~q - L (-I)P1Tp(C2q_1_p)wnD~JDvJ-1 = 0. (5.7)
v p=O

Proof. First, we can prove (5.2) and (5.3) by (5.1). Here, we notice that

Next, by using (3.14) and (5.1), we have

v

= - L 1Tp(X~i3)(\7;I3'€" + Rp(EcXl Ei3)) = R% - L 1Tp(X~i3)\7;I3'€"
Q,i3 Q,i3

q-1
-R'q ~{( l)q 'q 1 - (-I)q Aq-1 ~(I)P (' ) 'P}"iD*D "i-1- p+~ - W v - 2 W v - ~ - 1Tp Cq-1-p W v v v vv .

v p=O
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Put this equation between J and J-1, and we have

l: wZJD~DvJ-1

207

q-1
-R'q ~{( l)q 'q 1 - (-l)q 'q-1 ~( l)P (' ) 'P}D*D- p+ L..J - W v - 2 Wv - L..J - 1rp Cq-1-p W v v v'

p=o

The above two equations induce (5.4) and (5.5). We can prove (5.6) and (5.7)
similarly. The independence of (5.2)-(5.7) is proved by the same discussion as the
one in Proposition 3.7. 0
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Cohomology Groups of Harmonic Spinors on
Conformally Flat Manifolds

Tosiaki Kori

Abstract. We shall investigate various properties of the sheaf of harmonic
spinors N on C2 and, more generally, on conformally flat spin 4-manifolds.
We prove the Runge approximation theorem on C2 , and the vanishing of
cohomologies; H 1 (C 2 ,N) = 0 and H 1 (S4,N) = O. We shall introduce a
concept of divisors of meromorphic spinors on a compact conformally flat
spin 4-manifold , and give an analogy of Riemann-Roch theorem.
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1. Introduction
This is a continuation of our previous research on harmonic spinors on conformally
flat spin 4-manifolds, [8], [9]. Let (M, S) be a 4-dimensional Riemannian manifold
with a compatible spin structure, S = S+ EB S-, S± being the two spin bundles
associated to two half-spin representations of Spin (4). Let D : S+ -----+ S- be
the (half) Dirac operator. A spinor <p E Ooo(S+) is called a harmonic spinor if
D<p = O. Let N be the sheaf of harmonic spinors. Since D is an elliptic operator,
we have the exact sequence

o -----+ N -----+ S+ ~ S- -----+ 0, (1.1)

where S± is the sheaf of even (resp. odd) spinors. Therefore

HP(M,N) = 0 for p 2: 2,
H 1(M,N) coker{D;Coo(M,S+) -----+ Coo(M,S-)}, (1.2)

HO(M,N) = ker{D;Coo(M,S+) -----+ Coo(M,S-)}.

Research supported by Promotion for Sciences of the ministry of education in Japan (no.
13640224) and Waseda University Grant for special research project (no. 2000A-129).
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HI (M, N) and HO (M, N) are endowed with the structure of Frechet spaces. When
M is compact these are finite dimensional, and we have

1
dimHO(M,N) - dimHI(M,N) = index(D) = - 24PI (M), (1.3)

from the Atiyah-Singer index theorem, where PI (M) is the first Pontryagin number
of the 4-manifold M.

We are interested in the vanishing of HI(M,N). We shall prove it if M is an
open subset of C2 and for M = S4. We conjecture the vanishing of HI(M,N) for
any non-compact conformally flat spin 4-manifold.

Now we shall explain the contents of each sections After the introduction of
ingredients on spinor analysis that are studied in [8], we shall prove in Section
3 the Runge approximation theorem, that is, any harmonic spinor on a compact
subset K of a domain G C C2 such that G \ K has no relatively compact con
nected component can be approximated uniformly on K by harmonic spinors on
G. Several Runge type theorems for Clifford algebra valued functions on a domain
in Rn, as well as for Clifford modules, were proved earlier in [2,3, 11]. We think
our argument, which is close to that by Hormander [7], is worth to be presented.
In 3.2 we prove that the Dirac equation D<p = 'ljJ has a solution on any open subset
G of C2

• Hence we have
(1.4)

We can verify the covariance of our theory under conformal transformations
on R4 , thus we can extend it to a conformally flat 4-manifold. In particular the
above stated properties are independent of the complex structure on R4 . In Sec
tion 4 we shall deal with the cohomology of N on a conformally flat 4-manifold
M. We shall see that the cohomology group HI(M,N) is calculated by a Leray
covering. Thus we see that the well known argument to have the classical result
HI(PI(C),O) = 0 is valid to prove

H I (S4,N) =0. (1.5)

We shall prove that the restriction map

HI(G',N) ---+ HI(G,N)

has a finite dimensional image for a relatively compact open subset G of an open
subset G' c M. This implies the existence of a non-trivial meromorphic spinor on
a relatively compact open subset of M.

Our results should extend to even dimensional conformally flat manifolds. In
fact we have already the Runge approximation theorem on a domain in Rn as was
proved earlier in [3], so if we adopted it we could in principle obtain the results in
Section 4 also on a domain in R2n, but it would be very complicated to write it
down because of the 2n components of spinors.

In Section 5 we shall study the cohomology groups of meromorphic spinors,
that is, harmonic spinors with singularity, on compact conformally flat 4-manifolds.
We develop a divisor theory for meromorphic spinors. But, because we have no
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product operation on spinors, this is a linear analogy of classical divisors of mero
morphic functions. We shall show a Riemann-Roch type theorem for the cohomo
logical dimensions of meromorphic spinors with prescribed divisor. More precisely,
let E be a divisor on a compact conformally flat manifold M and let LE be the
sheaf of meromorphic spinors having the poles at E of order less than deg E. Then
we have

dimHO(M,LE) - dimH1(M,LE) = degE,

HP(M, LE) = 0 for p 2: 2.

2. Preliminaries on the Dirac operator and the Cauchy kernel

(1.6)

(1.7)

Here we shall summarize some ingredients of spinor analysis that are now well
known, [1, 2, 10].

2.1. Dirac operator and harmonic spinors

Let t. = t.+ EB t.- be an irreducible complex representation of the Clifford algebra
Clif(R4 ); Clif(R4 ) 0 C = End(t.). t. decomposes to irreducible representations
t.± of Spin(4), each of which has dimt.± = 2. Let S = R4 X t. be the spinor
bundle on R4 . The corresponding bundle S+ ( resp. S- ) is called even (resp. odd)
spinor bundle.

We shall choose complex coordinates and look at R4 ~ C2
. Our theory does

not depend on the complex structure but on the conformal structure on the man
ifold. The complex coordinates description is adopted for convenience of notation,
though this notation allows us to see things in perspective, for example, our formu
las for eigenspinors of the Dirac operator fit for the SU(2) representation theory.

Given a smooth boundary ac of a region C we shall denote by 'Yac the
Clifford multiplication of the outer unit normal on ac. We shall abbreviate it as
'Y if it is obvious which boundary we are considering. 'Yae changes the chirality:

'Yac : S+ EB S- -----7 S- EB S+; 'Y~c = 1. (2.1)

Let 'Yo denote the Clifford multiplication of the radial vector tn' the unit
normal to the unit sphere. The chiral decomposition of 'Yo becomes

S+

(
0 'Y-)

'Yo = 'Y+ 0 ::-

The Dirac operator is defined by

v = cod,

S+
-----7 EB

S-
(2.2)

(2.3)

where d : S -----7 S 0 T*C2 ~ S 0 TC2 is the exterior differentiation and c : S 0
TC2

-----7 S is the bundle homomorphism coming from the Clifford multiplication.
V is an elliptic operator.
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By means of the decomposition S = S+ EB S-, the Dirac operator is decom
posed into chiral components:

v= (~ ~t) :Coo (C2,S+EBS-) ~coo(C2,S+EBS-). (2.4)

An even (resp. odd) spinor ep is called harmonic spinor if Dep = 0 (resp.
Dtep = 0). We denote by N(U) (resp. Nt(U)) the set of even (resp. odd) harmonic
spinors on an open set U.

Remark 2.1. In [9] we called ep E N(M) a zero mode spinor on M. The reason
why we preferred it was that, on a noncompact manifold M, the condition of
harmonicity, Dt Dep = 0, is not equivalent to Dep = O.

The following fundamental properties of harmonic spinors are well known [1].

Theorem 2.2. A harmonic spinor on a connected open set vanishes identically if
it vanishes on an open subset.

Theorem 2.3. If U and V are domains in C2 such that V is compact in U, then
the restriction map r~ :N(U) ~ N(V) is compact.

The following Stokes' formula holds for ¢ E COO(G, S+) and'lj; E COO(G, S-):

r< D¢,'Ij;> dV+ r<¢,Dt'lj;>dV= r <,¢,'Ij; > da. (2.5)
k k ke

We shall denote in the sequel

(epl,ep2) = r < epl,ep2 > dV, for epl,ep2 E COO(C2 ,S). (2.6)JC 2

2.2. Cauchy integral formula

The Cauchy kernel is the Clifford multiplication of the radial component of the
gradient of the Newton kernel, [2, 3, 8]. In our description it is defined as follows.
We put, for any pair ( :f:. z,

K = I( ~ zl3 '0(( - z) : c oo (C2,S) ~ c oo (C2,S). (2.7)

K decomposes after S+ EB S- as

(2.8)

t _ 1
K (z,() - I( _ zI3'-(( - z),

1
K(z, () = I( _ zl3 '+(( - z). (2.9)

Proposition 2.4.

DzKt (z, () = 0, D!K(z, () = 0, for (:f:. z. (2.10)
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Theorem 2.5 (Cauchy's integral formula). Let G be a domain in C2 and let <p E
COO(G, S+). Then

<p(z) = -2\ r Kt(z,()D<p(()dV(() + 212 r Kt(z,()(-y<p)(()dO'((), z E G,
11" Je 11" Jae

(2.11)
where 'Y = 'YaeIS+ and dais the surface measure on aGo

These are proved, for example, in Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 of [8].

2.3. Local solutions

Theorem 2.6. Given an odd spinor with compact support 'ljJ E C~ (C2 , S-), there
is a solution Ij> E Coo (C2

, S+) of the equation

DIj>(z) = 'ljJ(z), (2.12)

Proof. It is proved in [8] that

Ij>(z) = 2\1Kt(z,()'ljJ(()dV(()
11" C2

solves the equation DIj> = 'ljJ.

2.4. Eigen spinors of the tangential Dirac operator

The Dirac operator D has the polar decomposition

(2.13)

D

(2.14)

n =0,1, ... ,

The eigenvalues of the tangential Dirac operator f! on Izi = 1 are

n n+3
2' --2-'

and the multiplicity of each eigenvalue is equal to (n + l)(n + 2).
In [9] we gave a complete orthonormal system of eigenspinors {Ij>±(n,m,l)} of

fj in L2
( {Izl = I}, S+):

f!1j>(n,m,l) "21j>(n,m,l)
2

f!1j>-(n,m,l) _ n; 3 Ij>-(n,m,l) , (2.15)

for l = 0,1, ... ,n + 1, m = 0, 1, ... ,n, n = 0,1, ....
{Ij>±(n,m,l)} are extended to C2 \ {O} by the homogeneity relations

Ij>(n,m,l) (z) Izln Ij>(n,m,l) ( ';1 ), (2.16)

Ij>-(n,m,l) (z) Izl-(n+3) Ij> -(n,m,l) ( ';1)' (2.17)

for z =1= O. Then,

DIj>(n,m,l)(Z)

DIj>-(n,m,l)(z)
0,

0,

on C2
•

on C2 \ {O}. (2.18)
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2.5. Effects of conformal transformations
Here we look at the effect of conformal transformations on the system {¢±(n,m,l)}.
Let f: U --+ R4 be a conformal transformation. f induces a Spin(4)-equivariant
map fb of Spin(4)-principal bundles and it yields a bundle isometry I' = tl(fb) :
S --+ S' of the associated spinor bundles. The Dirac operator is conformally
covariant, that is, if D' is the Dirac operator corresponding to the metric g';
f*g' = e2ug, then

Df(z) = p. Dz . p-1, (2.19)

3
where u is a smooth function on U and P = e-2"U1', [6 , 10].

Now let U be a domain containing the disk {izi :S I}. Then we can verify

/)f(z) = ±P/)z p- 1 = ±I'/)z (f')-l, on Izi = 1. (2.20)

Hence on the sphere f({lzl = I}) C f(U) the eigenvalues of /) are _n!3, ~,

n = 0, ±1, , if f is orientation preserving, while they change to n!3, -~,
n = 0, ±1, , if f is orientation reversing. The corresponding eigenspinors be-
come I'¢±(n,m,l), that were extended to R4 \ f(O) by p¢±(n,m,l). In particular,
by a coordinate change T E SO(4) we have the same eigenvalues of /) and the
eigenspinors are ¢±(n,m,l) 0 T, and our theory is independent of the choice of the
complex structure C2 c::: R4 . By the transformation f(z) = c + rz, r > 0, we find
that the eigenspinors on Iz - cl = r are given by

r'f(n+~)¢±(n,m,l)(z - c).

On the other hand by the inversion f(z) = -1;1' we have

p¢±(n,m,l)(Z) = IzI3')'(z) . ¢±(n,m,l)(z). (2.21 )

Note that IzI 3')'(z)·¢(n,m,l) belongs to the eigenvalue -~.
Having verified the covariance of our theory on R4 under conformal transfor

mations we can extend it to a manifold which is locally R4 and patched together
by conformal transformations, that is, to a conformally flat 4-manifold. For ex
ample, S4 is obtained by patching up two copies of C2 together by the inversion
w = f(z) = 1~2' We shall denote these two local coordinates by C; and C;.

f has the conformal weight u = -log Iz12; f*(dwdW) = Izl14 (dzdZ). Therefore
an even spinor ¢ on a subset U of S4 is a pair of ¢ E Coo (U n C; x tl+) and
¢ E coo(U nC; x tl-) such that

¢(w) = (f'¢)(f(z)) = IzI3b+' ¢)(z),

for w = f(z).
The Cauchy kernel on C; has the form

(2.22)

w = f(z), 'fJ = f(()· (2.23)
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(2.25)

(2.26)

2.6. Expansion of the Cauchy kernel

We proved in [8] that the Cauchy kernel has the following expansion by the spinors
¢±(n,m,l)(z - c).

Theorem 2.7. 1. For Iz - cl < I( - cl,

Kt (z, () . "Y+(( - c)
n+l n

= L L L I( - cl-(2n+3)¢(n,m,I)(( - c) 0 ¢(n,m,l)(z - c).

n 1=0 m=O

The convergence is uniform on any compact subset of {Iz - cl < I( - cl}·
2. For Iz - cl > I( - cl,

Kt(z,() '''y+((-c)

n+l n

= - L L L I( - cI 2n+3¢-(n,m,I)(( - c) 0 ¢-(n,m,l)(z - c).

n 1=0 m=O

The convergence is uniform on any compact subset of {Iz - cl > I( - cl}·

2.7. Meromorphic spinors

The Cauchy integral formula and the expansion of the Cauchy kernel in 2.2 and
2.6 yield the Laurent expansion of a harmonic spinor [2, 8].

Theorem 2.8. Let cp be a smooth even spinor on the annular region 0 ::; r <
Iz - cl < R::; 00 such that Dcp = O. Then we have the expansion

cp(z) = L C(n,m,l) ¢(n,m,l)(z - c) + L C-(n,m,l) ¢-(n,m,l)(z - c), (2.24)

(n,m,l) (n,m,l)

for r < Iz - cl < R. The coefficients are uniquely determined by (n, m, l) and c
and are given by

=f(2n+3)1
C±(n,m,l) = p 2 2 < cp((), ¢±(n,m,l)(( - c) > o-(d()

1r I(-cl=p

for any p such that r < p < R.

In the expansion of cp in (2.26) the second part

~ C_ ",-(n,m,l)(z - c)L.J (n,m,l) <P
(n,m,l)

is called principal part of cp at c.

Definition 2.9. Let G be a domain in C2 and let E be a discrete subset of G. A
harmonic spinor cp on G \ E is said to be meromorphic on G if its principal part
has only finitely many terms at every point of E. A point of E is called a pole
of cpo
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Let t.p be a meromorphic spinor with a pole at pEG. Let f be a conformal
transformation. f't.p is expanded around f(p) by a series of f'¢±(n,m,l) , and the
coefficients are given by the corresponding coefficients C±(n,m,l) of the expansion
of t.p around p. Thus the order of a pole of a meromorphic spinor is invariant by
conformal transformations.

S4 is obtained by patching up C; and C~ together by the inversion w =

f(z) = 1~2' On C~ the basis vectors of the Laurent expansion at infinity 0are
;j±(m,l,k) = IzI3h'+ . ¢±(m,l,k))(z),

with ;j-(m,l,k) E O(lwlm) and ;j(m,l,k) E O(lwl-(m+3)). So, on a neighborhood U
of 0, t.p E N(U) has the Taylor expansion

t.p(w) = z= C_(m,l,k);j-(m,l,k) (w). (2.27)

3. Runge's approximation theorem

3.1. Approximation of harmonic spinors on a compact set

First we note the following;

1. For a S- -valued Radon measure j.l on G C C2
, put

Ktj.l(z) =JKt(z,()j.l(d(). (3.1)

For j.l(d() = ¢(() dV(() with ¢ E r(S-), we shall abbreviate to Kt¢(z).
Then

Kt j.l(z) E c oo (C2 \ G, S+), DKt j.l(z) = O.
2. For a tS+-valued Radon measure v on G C C2 , put

vKt(() =Jv(dz)Kt(z,().

vKt(() belongs to COO(C2 \ G, (8-), and Dt t(vKt)(() = O.
3.

(3.2)

(3.3)JvKt(()j.l(d() = Jv(dz)Ktj.l(z)

if Supp[j.l] n Supp[v] = ¢.

Theorem 3.1. Let G be a domain in C2 and K be a compact subset of G. Then
any harmonic spinor defined in a neighborhood of K is approximated uniformly on
K by harmonic spinors on G if and only if the open set G \ K has no component
which is relatively compact in G.

Proof. Sufficiency: We shall show that every tS+-valued Radon measure v on K
which annihilates the harmonic (even) spinors on G annihilates also the harmonic
(even) spinors in a neighborhood of K, (then use Hahn-Banach).

Let v be a tS+ valued Radon measure on K that annihilates the harmonic
(even) spinors on G.
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(3.4)

and f(() = tg(().
f is well defined and Dtf(() = 0 for (E C2

\ K. Since DzKt(z,() = 0 for
( i=- z, f(() = 0 on C2

\ G from the assumption. Hence, by the unique continuation
property of (odd) harmonic spinors, f(() = 0 in every component of C2

\ K which
intersects C2 \ G.

Next, since q/'(z), oX = (n,m,l), is a harmonic spinor on C2
, we have

Jv(dz)q/'(z) = o.

So Theorem 2.7 implies that

g(()'Y+(() = Jv(dz)Kt(z,(h+(() = 0,

for 1(\ > sUPzEK 14 Hence f( () = 0 in the unbounded component of C2
\ K. Since

G \ K has no component which is relatively compact in G we conclude that f = 0
and g = 0 on C2

\ K.
(2) Let cp be a harmonic spinor on a neighborhood w of K, and choose a smooth
function u with compact support such that u = 1 on K.

Since ucp has compact support, we have, from integral formula (2.11),

1
cp(z) = u(z)cp(z) = - 27r

2
KtD(ucp)(z)

1
= - 27r2 Kt ( du . cp)(z), z E w.

By (3.3),

Jv(dz)cp(z) = - Jv(dz) 2~2Kt( du· cp)(z)

= -~JvKt (()( du· cp)(()dV(().
27r

Since g = vKt = 0 on C2 \ K and the support of (du· cp)(()dV(() is contained in
C2 \ K, the last integral vanishes. Thus v annihilates the harmonic spinors on K.

Necessity: We assume that G \ K has a component H such that H is compact
in G. Then the boundary of H is a subset of K and the maximum principle for
subharmonic functions yields

sup 11>1 ~ sup 11>1,
H K

for every harmonic spinor 1> on G, (3.5)

where 11>1 = « 1>,1> »!. Let cp be a harmonic spinor defined in a neighborhood
of K. By the assumption we can choose a sequence of harmonic spinors CPn on
G so that CPn ~ cp uniformly on K. (3.5) applied to CPn - CPm implies that CPn
converges uniformly on H to a limit <1>. Then <I> = 'P on the boundary of H, and
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<I> is a harmonic spinor in H and is continuous in H. In particular, we can choose
ip(z) = Kt(z,() for a (E H. Then <I>(z) = Kt(z,() on the boundary of H. Hence
Kt ( ,() which is a harmonic spinor in H \ ( is extended to a harmonic spinor in
H. This is a contradiction. 0

3.2. Global solutions of D¢ = 'l/J
Theorem 3.2. Let G be an open set in C2 . Given a 'l/J E Coo (G, S-), there is a
solution ¢ E Coo (G, S+) of the equation

D¢(z) = 'l/J(z), z E G. (3.6)

Proof. Choose an increasing sequence of compact sets K j C G such that every
compact subset of G is contained in some K j . We may suppose that no component
of G\K j is relatively compact in G. If not take the union of K j and all components
of G \ K j that are relatively compact in G. Let hj be a smooth function with
compact support in G such that h j = 1 in a neighborhood of K j . Put h = hI,
fj = hj-hj-I' Then fJ has compact support and Ij = 0 in a neighborhood ofK j- I
and L. fJ = 1. From the local existence theorem there exists a ¢j E Coo (C2

, S+)
such that

D¢j = fJ'l/J.

This means in particular that ¢j is a harmonic spinor in a neighborhood of K j - I .

By Theorem 3.1 we can find a harmonic spinor ipj on G so that sUPK
j

_
1

lipj -¢jl <
2- j . Then the sum

¢ = L(ipj - ¢j)

is uniformly convergent on every compact subset of G. For each k the sum from
k + 1 to 00 converges uniformly on K k to a harmonic spinor in the interior of K k .

Hence ¢ E Coo (G, S+) and we have

o

4. Cohomology Groups of Harmonic Spinors

4.1. Cohomology on conformally flat manifolds

Let (M,g) be a riemannian 4-manifold with conformally flat metric. We suppose
that M has a spin structure and we fix it.

There exists a system of coordinate neighborhoods (UA,XA) in M such that
each GA = XA (UA) is a domain in C2 with local coordinate {zr, z~} and such that
the transition function fJlA = XJlX~I is a conformal transformation:

fZA (dzidZi + dz~dZ~) = e2U!'A (dz~dZ~ + dz~dZ~) , (4.1)

where UJlA is a smooth function on GJl n GA' We have also

(X~I)*g = e2UA(dz~dZ~ + dz~dZ~), (4.2)

with UA a smooth function on GA, and UJlA = UA - uJl on GAn GJl .
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The Dirac operator is conformally covariant. Let D be the Dirac operator
on (M, g) and let D>. be the Dirac operator on G>. c C2 that we have discussed
hitherto, then

D· F>. = F>.· D>., (4.3)
3

where F>. = e- 2u,\(x>.)" see 2.5.
On each open set U contained in a coordinate neighborhood the Dirac oper-

ator

(4.4)

is surjective from Theorem 3.2. Thus every open covering U by open subsets con
tained in coordinate neighborhoods is a Leray covering and we have

(4.5)

for every k 2 O.
The structure of a Frechet space on Coo (G, S±) is defined by the uniform

convergence of all the derivatives on compact subsets that are contained in coor
dinate neighborhoods of G. On the vector subspace of harmonic spinors N(G) the
induced topology coincides with the topology of uniform convergence on compact
subsets. We endow H 1(M,N) = H 1(U,N) with the structure of a Frechet space
in an obvious way.

From (1.2) we know that Hk(M,N) = 0 for k 22.

Theorem 4.1.
(4.6)

lor any open subset G in C2
.

The assertion folows from Theorem 3.2.

Theorem 4.2.

(4.7)

Proof. Let Uo = 8 4 \ 00 = C; and U1 = 8 4 \ O. U1 is conformally equivalent to
C; by the Kelvin inversion w = 1~2' It follows from Theorem 4.1 that {Uo, Ud
is a Leray covering of 8 4 . Let 101 E N(UonUl)' The Laurent expansion of 101 on
Uon U1 = C2 \ 0 becomes

100(Z) = L C(m,l,k) q)m,l,k)(z) + L C-(m,l,k) <jJ-(m,l,k) (z),

m,l,k m,l,k

z # o.

Put

lo(z) = L C(m,l,k) <jJ(m,l,k)(z), and h(z) = L C-(m,l,k) <jJ-(m,l,k)(z).

m,l,k m,l,k

Then 10 E N(Uo), while h viewed on the coordinate neighborhood C;, w = 1~2' is

harmonic, see the discussion at the end of2.7. Hence h E N(U1), and 101 = 10-h·
Therefore H 1(84 ,N) = O. D
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We would like to pose the following conjecture:

for every non-compact conformally flat spin manifold M.

Theorem 4.3. Let G' be an open subset of M and G be a relatively compact open
subset of G'. Then the restriction map

has a finite dimensional image.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.3 and the Schwartz lemma. The latter says
that the image of a homomorphism of Frechet spaces which is the sum of an
epimorphism and a compact morphism has a finite codimension. Let U be an open
covering of G'. Let V be the image of the map

rEB J : Zl(U,N) EB Co(U n G,N) -----., Zl(U n G,N),

where J is the coboundary map and r is the restriction map. Then by the Schwartz
lemma,

V
Im(r EB J - rEB 0)

is finite dimensional.

V I *
JCO(UnG,N) = mr

o

In particular if M is compact the theorem yields the finiteness of dimHl(M,N).
But this is obvious from the finiteness of dimcokerD.

4.2. Existence of a non-trivial meromorphic spinor

Let M be a conformally flat 4-manifold and (U>., X>.) be a system of coordinate
neighborhoods such that G>. = X>.(U>.) is a domain in C2 . A smooth spinor <P on
M \ E, E being a discrete subset, is called a meromorphic spinor on M with poles
at E if, for each A, <p>. = (X>.)' <p is a meromorphic spinor on G>. c C2 with poles
at G>. n x>. (E). This is equivalent to saying that a family of meromorphic spinors
<P>. on G>. c C2 such that <PI-' = (XI-'>')'<P>' defines a meromorphic spinor on M.

Theorem 4.4. Let G be a relatively compact open subset of M. For every point
pEG there is a meromorphic spinor on G which has a pole at p and is smooth on
G\p.

Proof. Let (Ul ,Xl) be a coordinate neighborhood of p such that Xl (p) = 0 and
U2 = M\ {pl. Let

We take a set A constituting d + 1 indices from the set of indices (m, l, k); m ~ 1,
0:::; l:::; m, 0:::; k:::; m + 1, and we consider spinors {4>-(n,m,I); (n,m,l) E A}.
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These are meromorphic spinors on U1 and define a cocycle on U1 n U2 = U1 \

{p}. Restricted on G, the cocycles are linearly dependent, hence there is a linear
combination

"A -I,-(n,m,l)
~ (n,m,l)'!'

(n,m,l)EA

that belongs to the coboundary, that is, there exist ~i E N(Ui ); i = 1.2, such that

z= A(n,m,l)cP-(n,m,l) = 6 - 6·
(n,m,l)EA

Therefore a spinor 'P which coincides on U1nG with l:(n,m,l)EA A(n,m,l)cP-(n,m,l) +
6, and which is equal to 6 on U2 nG, gives a meromorphic spinor on G with the
only pole at p. 0

Let U = UiE1Ui be an open covering of M. A family ('Pi)iEI of meromorphic
spinors 'Pi on Ui is called a Mittag-Leffler distribution on M if the differences
'Pij = 'Pi - 'Pj are harmonic spinors on Ui n Uj .

The family of differences 'Pij defines a cocycle and this cocycle is a coboundary
precisely when there exists a meromorphic spinor 'P on M such that for each i E I
the difference 'P - 'Pi is harmonic on Ui·

From Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 we have the following Mittag-Leffler type theo
rems.

Theorem 4.5. Let G be an open subset of C2 . Let ('Pi)iEI be a Mittag-Leffler dis
tribution on G. Then there exists a meromorphic spinor 'P on G such that for each
i E I the difference 'P - 'Pi is harmonic on Ui.

Theorem 4.6. Let ('Pi) iE I be a Mittag-Leffler distribution on S4. Then there exists
a meromorphic spinor 'P on S4 such that for each i E I the difference 'P - 'Pi is
harmonic on Ui .

4.3. Serre duality

For an open subset U, V'(U, S±) denotes the set of S±-valued distributions on U,
and V'(S±) denotes the sheaf of S±-valued distributions. For T E V'(U, S±) and
'P E Cgo(U, s~), respectively, we have, by the definition,

DT['P] = -T[Dt'PJ, DtT['Pl = -T[D'PJ,

respectively. V'(M, S±) is a Frechet space which is dual to Cgo(M, S±), and Dt
is the transposition of D.

We have the following exact sequence:

0--+ Nt --+ V'(S-) ~ V'(S+) --+ 0. (4.8)

Here we used Weyl's lemma to have the kernel Nt.
Let £'(M, S±) = rc(M, V'(S±)) be the space of S±-valued distributions with

compact supports and let H~(M,Nt), k = 0,1, be the cohomology groups with
compact supports. £'(M, S±) is the dual of the Frechet space COO(M, S±). From
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the short exact sequences (1.1) and (4.10) we have the following exact sequences
of cohomology groups:

°t- H;(M,Nt) t- £/(M, S+) E!- £/(M, S-) t- H~(M,Nt) = 0.

H2(M,Nt) = °from Theorem 2.2. Suppose that H1(M,N) = 0. Then
D, being surjective, becomes a homomorphism of Frechet spaces by the Banach
theorem.

Theorem 4.7. Suppose H1(M,N) = 0. Then the dual of HO(M,N) is isomorphic
to H~(M,Nt).

5. Divisors of Meromorphic Spinors

5.1. Divisors and meromorphic spinors

We shall consider the cohomology groups of meromorphic spinors on a compact
conformally flat spin manifold M, and prove an analogy of the Riemann-Roch the
orem. First we note that there is a meromorphic spinor with a pole at a prescribed
point on M, this was proved in Theorem 4.4.

A divisor on a space X is a mapping E : X -----... Z such that for any compact
subset K there are finitely many points c E K with E(c) =I O. With respect to
addition the set of all divisors forms an abelian group Div(X). There is a partial
ordering on Div(X); for E, E' E Div(X), set E ::; E' if E(c) ::; E'(c) for every
cEX.

Since M is compact, for any E E Div(M), there are only finitely many x E M
such that E(x) =I 0. Then we define the degree

deg: Div(M) -----... Z,

by degE = LXEM E(x).
We shall now define an ordered set of indices to enumerate the basis of spinors

of the Laurent expansion: ¢±(n,m,l).We introduce a triplet A= (n, m, l), °::; m ::;
n, °::; l ::; n + 1. The lexicographic order for two triplets A is defined by A ~ A'
if either (i)n > n' , or (ii)n = n' , m > m' , or (iii) n = n' , m = m' and l ~ l'. We
introduce also the notation -A = -(n, m, l), and define -A ~ -A' if A::; A'. The
smallest positive is 0+ = (0,0,0) and the largest negative is 0_ = -(0,0,0).

We denote by Z the set of all triplets A and Z::::o+ (resp. Z::;o_) the set of
all A ~ 0+ (resp. -A::; 0_). We denote I± AI = ±n for ±A = ±(n,m,l), and put
Z±n = {±A = ±(n,m, l); °::; m ::; n,°::; l ::; n + I} . Note that, by convention,
+0 =1-0.
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For a meromorphic spinor cp on an open set GeM and c E G, the Laurent
expansion at c becomes

cp(z) = L c).. q}(z - c) + L C_).. </>-)..(z - c),
)..EZ~o -)..EZso

We define

r<lz-cl<R. (5.1)

(5.2)

0, if C_).. = °for all -A::; 0_ and C).. :f: °for some AEZo
k, if C_).. = °for all -A::; 0_ , C).. = °for alllAI ::; k - 1,

and C>. :f: °for some A E Zkordc(cp) :=
-(k + 1), if C_).. =°for 1- AI ::; -(k + 1),

and C_>. :f: °for some -A E Z-k
00, if cp == 0 in a neighborhod of c

The divisor of a meromorphic spinor cp not identically 0 is defined by

(cp) = L ordc(cp) . c.
cEG

For example, from (2.22) we know that each </>±(n,m,l) gives a meromorphic spinor
on 8 4 . Let 0 denote the point at infinity: C; U0= 8 4 . We have

(</>(n,m,l») = n.O-(n+1).O

(</>-(n,m,l») = -(n+1).0+n.O.

Let E be a Divisor. For an open set U c M we define

LE(U) = {cp E M(U); ordx(cp) 2: -E(x) for "Ix E U.}

Example. We have for E = np, p EM,

LE(U) = {cp = L C_>.</>-)..(z) + L C>.</>)..(z)}
I->'I~-(n-l) ,\~o+

L-E(U) = {cp = L C)..</>>'(z)}
1>'I~n

in a local coordinate around p.

Let p EM. The skyscraper sheaf Cp is defined by

Cp(U) = { C, ~f p E U,
0, Ifp~U,

Let E E Div(M) and p E M. We look at p also as a divisor, p E Div(M).
Then E' = E + P E Div(M). We define a sheaf homomorphism

p: LEI ---t Cp

as follows. For an open set U, if P :f: U then PU is the zero homomorphism. If
p E U and cp E LE'(U), then cp admits a Laurent expansion around p,

cp(z) = L C_>.</>-).. + L C>.</>)..,
1->'I2:-k '\2:0+
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where E(p) = k, hence E'(p) = k+ 1. Set pu(<p) = C->'o for the smallest -.Ao such
that C_>'o # 0 and I - .Aol = -k. Then p is a sheaf homomorphism and we have
the short exact sequence

o--1 LE --1 LE+p --1 Cp --10.

Therefore we have the following exact sequence of cohomologies:

(5.3)

0--1 HO(M, LE) --1 HO(M, LE+p) --1 C (5.4)

--1 HI(M,LE) --1 HI(M,LE+p) --10.

Lemma 5.1. Suppose M is compact and let E ::; E' be divisors. Then we have an
epimorphism

Theorem 5.2. Suppose E is a divisor on a compact conformally fiat four dimen
sional spin manifold M. Then

dimHO(M,LE) - dimHI(M,LE) = degE,

HP(M, LE) = 0 for p 2:: 2.

(5.5)

(5.6)

Proof. For a divisor E = 0, the assertion follows from the Atiyah-Singer index
theorem (1.3). In fact, for a conformally flat manifold M, the Weyl tensor vanishes
from the definition, and the first Pontryagin number PI (M) is zero.

Let E E Div(M) and E' = E + p. Let V = Im(HO(M, LE') --1 C) and
W = C IV. Then dim V + dimW = 1 = deg E' - deg E. From the exact sequence
(5.4) we have,

Hence

dim HO(M, LE')

dim HI (M, LEI)

dim HO(M, LE) + dim V,

dimHI(M, LE) - dimW.

dimHO(M,LE') - dimHI(M,LE' ) - degE'

= dimHo(M,LE) - dimHI(M,LE) - degE.

Thus (5.5) holds for E (resp. E') if it holds for E' (resp. E). In particular (5.5) is
true for every divisor E' 2:: o. Any divisor may be written as

E = PI + ... + Pm - Pm+! - ... - Pn·

Hence the first assertion is proved by induction. As for the second part, we know
HP(M,N) = 0 for p 2:: 2, that is, HP(M, LO) = 0 for p 2:: 2. Then, by the same
argument using the exact sequence (5.4) as in the first part, we can prove

HP(M, LE) = 0 for p 2:: 2,

for every divisor E. o
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Spin Geometry, Clifford Analysis,
and Joint Seminormality

Mircea Martin

Abstract. The first part of this article studies the integral and maximal op
erators associated with fundamental solutions of Dirac operators on Clifford
bundles. The main goal is to obtain explicit estimates for integral transforms
of this kind in terms of the corresponding maximal functions. As direct conse
quences of such estimates one derives several quantitative Hartogs-Rosenthal
type theorems concerning monogenic approximation on compact sets.

The second part illustrates a Clifford analysis approach to the theory
of seminormal systems of Hilbert space operators. The four existing concepts
of joint seminormality are reevaluated by assuming that the remainders in
some Bochner-Kodaira identities are semidefinite, and a new concept is in
troduced based on a Bochner-Weitzenbock identity. A rather general singular
integral model of jointly seminormal pairs of systems of self-adjoint operators
that involves Riesz transforms is presented, and a Putnam type commutator
inequality for that model is proved.

Mathematics Subject Classification (2000). Primary: 42B20, 47B20; Secondary:
44A35, 47A13, 47A30.

Keywords. Clifford algebras, Dirac operators, hyponormal operators, Put
nam's inequality, Riesz transforms.

1. Introduction

The primary tools used in developing Clifford analysis and spin geometry are Clif
ford algebras and Dirac operators. Though the same objects have played key parts
in some other important areas of mathematical research such as harmonic analy
sis, index theory, K-theory, and noncommutative geometry, we should point out
that Clifford analysis and spin geometry address a great deal of specific problems,
interesting in their own right, and employ several powerful techniques devised or
discovered over the years as means of solving those problems.
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For an excellent historical perspective on the development of Clifford analysis,
we refer to the monograph of Brackx, Delanghe, and Sommen [BDS], and all the
references and comments therein. More additional material is presented in the
books by Delanghe, Sommen, and Soucek [DSS], Giirlebeck and SproBig [GSl,2],
and Mitrea [Mi]. Other recent contributions can be found in the volumes edited
by Ryan [Ryl], and by Ryan and SproBig [RyS].

Relevant ideas, results, and methods in spin geometry are discussed in the
monographs of Berline, Getzler, and Vergne [BGV], Cnops [Cn], Friedrich [F],
Gilbert and Murray [GM], Gilkey, Leahy, and Park [GLP], Lawson and Michelson
[LM], and Roe [RoJ.

The goal of this article is to show that Clifford analysis and spin geometry
provide an appropriate framework for defining and studying seminormal systems
of Hilbert space operators. Significant applications of Clifford analysis techniques
to the spectral theory of commuting tuples of operators are due to McIntosh
[Mc1,2], McIntosh and Pryde [McP], and McIntosh, Pryde, and Ricker [McPR].
Our approach elaborates on ways of implementing analogues of spin geometry
techniques in multidimensional operator theory. Specifically, we associate to each
n-tuple of bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space a Clifford bundle equipped
with a Dirac type operator. The corresponding Dirac and Bochner Laplacians are
involved in two Bochner-Kodaira identities and a Bochner-Weitzenbock identity.
Motivated by Bochner's method in spin geometry, it is natural to assume that
the remainders in such identities are semidefinite operators. It turns out that this
assumption yields the existing classes of seminormal tuples, as well as a new one.

For the convenience of the reader, we recall that the theory of seminormal,
i.e., hyponormal or cohyponormal operators originated in connection with pairs
(X, Y) of self-adjoint operators satisfying the commutator conditionN[X, Y] 2:
0, which in terms of the operator T = X +NY and its adjoint T* = X - NY
reduces to [T*, T] 2: 0. The early contributions to the field are presented in the
monograph by Putnam [Pml]. Subsequent monographs by Clancey [CI], Xia [X2],
Martin and Putinar [MnPr], and Conway [Co] give accounts of the development
of the one-variable theory at later stages. Steps towards a multivariable theory
are indicated in Athavale [At], Cho, Curto, Huruya, and Zelazko [CCHZ], Curto
[Cu], Curto and Jian [CJ], Curto, Muhly, and Xia [CMX], Douglas, Paulsen, and
Yan [DPY], Martin [Mnl], [Mn4], Martin and Salinas [MnSa], McCullough and
Paulsen [McCP], and Xia [X3], to mention just a few of the contributors in this
area.

One of the basic results in the single variable theory of seminormal operators
is a theorem proved by Putnam [Pm2] that relates the norm of the self-commutator
of a seminormal operator to the area of its spectrum. For subnormal operators,
Axler and Shapiro [AS] derived Putnam's result from an inequality in rational
approximation due to Alexander [All,2]. As highlights of our article, we generalize
both Putnam's theorem and Alexander's inequality to higher dimensions, and the
generalizations rely essentially on Clifford analysis.
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The article has two sections. Section 2 introduces Dirac operators on Eu
clidean spaces or Clifford bundles, Bochner-Weitzenbock and Bochner-Kodaira
identities, fundamental solutions, and the integral and maximal operators associ
ated with fundamental solutions.

Theorems A and C proved in this section point out in specific forms that the
integral operators are dominated by the maximal operators. The two other results,
Theorems Band D, are quantitative Hartogs-Rosenthal type theorems concerning
monogenic approximation on compact sets.

In Section 3, we develop a Clifford analysis and spin geometry approach to
joint seminormality. We present a multidimensional generalization of the Hilbert
transform model of seminormal operators, that is referred to as a Riesz transform
model. The main result in this section, Theorem E, is a Putnam type inequality
for Riesz transform models derived from Theorem C.

The article is in part expository and mainly self-contained. Additional refer
ences and comments are included within each section.

2. Integral and Maximal Operators in Spin Geometry

We start with a brief review centered on the geometric construction and basic
properties of Dirac operators on Clifford bundles. Thorough accounts of the general
theory can be found, for instance, in [BGV], [GM], [LM], or [RoJ.

Next we introduce the integral and maximal operators associated with the
fundamental solution of a Dirac operator. Our goal is to show that the integral
operators are pointwise dominated and, therefore, controlled by the corresponding
maximal operators. The inequality that quantifies the link involves a universal
constant that can be computed and, presumably, has a geometric meaning.

We conclude this section with consequences of that inequality concerning
monogenic approximation on compact sets.

1 S k,l S m,

1 S k S m,

(2.1)

(2.2)

where eo is the identity of 2lm and bkl equals 1 or 0 as k l or k :f- l. The
involution defined by (2.2) is also called Clifford conjugation. The generators can
be identified with the standard orthonormal basis for IRm and thus one gets an
embedding of IRm into 2lm.

We next let 6 denote a unitary 2lm-module, that is, a real or complex Hilbert
space upon which the algebra 2lm acts such that every generator ek of 2lm, 1 S
k S m, determines a skew-adjoint unitary operator, and eo corresponds to the
identity operator. The space £(IRm, 6) of smooth 6-valued functions on IRm is an

2.1. Clifford Algebras and Dirac Operators on Euclidean Spaces

The real Clifford algebra 2lm = 2l(IRm) associated with the Euclidean space IRm,
m ;::: 1, can be described as the universal unital real C*-algebra with generators
ek, 1 S k S m, subject to the relations

ekel + elek = -2bkleO,
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mm-module under pointwise Clifford algebra action. Therefore, it makes sense to
define a first-order linear differential operator Deue : E(IRm, 6) ----+ E(IRm, 6) by
setting

(2.3)

(2.4)x E IR;;' = IRm \ {O},

where Ok = a/aXk, 1 :s k :s m. The so defined operator Deue is called the Euclidean
Dirac operator on E(IRm, 6).

We will refer to functions u in E(IRm, 6) that satisfy the equation Deueu = 0
as monogenic, or Clifford analytic, functions. By squaring Deue and using (2.1) we
get the operator ~eue = D;ue, which turns out to be the standard Laplace op
erator on IRm extended to vector-valued functions. Consequently, each monogenic
functions is harmonic.

The most important example of a monogenic mm-valued function is provided
by the Cauchy kernel <t> on IRm defined as

1 x
<t>(x) = - . -,

W m Ix1m

where W m is the area of the unit sphere §m-l in IRm, and x and Ixl stand for
the Clifford conjugate and the Euclidean norm of a vector x in IRm, respectively.
Actually, <t> is the fundamental solution of the Dirac operator Deue , that is,

Deue(<t> *u) = u, (2.5)

for any compactly supported function u in E(IRm, 6), where 6 is an mm-module
and <t> *u denotes the convolution product given by

<t> * u(x) = r <t>(x - y)u(y)dy,JIR",
(2.6)

In some parts of our article we are going to use the complex Clifford algebras
m~ = m(Cm) defined as complexifications of their real counterparts, that is, m~ =
mm@C, m 2: 1. As a matter of fact, we will be interested only in the case when m
is even. Some specific constructions pertaining to this case are summarized below.

Ifm = 2n, with n 2: 1, a more convenient set of generators, Ci, 1 :s i :s n, for
m2n as a complex C*-algebra can be introduced by setting

1 :s i :s n. (2.7)

We easily get

1 :s i :s n, (2.8)

and the following two important properties,

1 :s i, j :s n, (2.9)

which are equivalent to relations (2.1).
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Moreover, algebra 2t~n has a unique irreducible representation on the so called
space of complex spinors 6 n . As a complex Hilbert space,

n

6 n = A*(Cn
) = EBAP(Cn

),

p=o

where A*(Cn) is the complex exterior algebra over Cn. To each vector a E Cn

one associates the operator E(a) of left exterior multiplication by a on 6 n . If
{a1,' .. ,an} is the standard orthonormal basis for Cn, it can be checked easily
that the operators Ei = E(ai) and their adjoints Ei = E(ai)*, 1 :S i :S n, satisfy
conditions (2.9). Thus one gets a realization of 2t~n within the C*-algebra [(6 n )

of all linear operators on 6 n . Actually, 2t~n = [(6 n ).

Next, we identify ~2n with Cn and assuming that 6 is an 2t~n-module ,
consider the Dirac operator Deue defined by (2.3) as acting on [(cn, 6). Using
(2.8) we have

with

(2.11)

n

Veue = I:Ei (Oi + ROn+i) '
i=1

n

V:ue = I: E: (-Oi + ROn+i) .
i=1

(2.12)

Since V;ue = 0 and V:~e = 0, for the Laplace operator ~eue = D;ue we obtain the
identity

(2.13)

In the special case when 6 = 6 n, the space [(cn, 6 n) can be thought of as the
space of all smooth complex differential forms of type (O,p), 0 :S p :S n, over cn,
and (2.11) becomes Deue = v'2(8 +8*).

2.2. Dirac Operators on Clifford Bundles

The previous constructions can be generalized to Riemannian manifolds. If M is
such a manifold, every cotangent space T; M, x EM, has an inner product induced
by the Riemannian metric, so it makes sense to take the Clifford algebras 2t(T; M)
for each x E M, and form an algebra bundle over M. The resulting bundle will
be denoted by 2t(M) and referred to as the Clifford algebra bundle of M. The
cotangent bundle T* M is naturally identified with a subbundle of 2t(M).

Suppose next that E is a smooth Riemannian vector bundle over M equipped
with a smooth action r : 2t(M) @ E -r E of the Clifford algebra bundle 2t(M)
that makes each fiber Ex a unitary 2t(T;M)-module, for any x EM.

We denote the space of all smooth sections, or compactly supported smooth
sections, from M to E by [(M, E) and V(M, E), respectively.

Assume now that E has a linear connection V' : [(M, E) -r [(M, T* M @E),
and, in addition, suppose that V' preserves the metric on E and is compatible
with the Levi-Civita connection on M and the Clifford action r. Such bundles will
be called Clifford bundles over M, and each Clifford bundle E has a canonically
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associated first-order linear differential operator D : £(M, E) ----t £(M, E) called
the Dirac operator on E and defined as

£(M, E) ~ £(M, T* M ® E) ~ £(M, 2t(M) ® E) ~ £(M, E). (2.14)

The Dirac operator D is elliptic and formally self-adjoint. Its square, ~ = D 2
, is

referred to as the Dirac Laplacian on E.
There is another naturally defined Laplacian ~c on E, called the Bochner,

or connection Laplacian, and given by ~c = ~7*\7, where \7* : £(M, T* M ® E) ----t

£(M, E) stands for the formal adjoint of \7. The two Laplacians are related by an
equation of the form

~ = ~c + R, (2.15)

where the remainder R is an operator of order zero that can be explicitly expressed
in terms of the curvature operator of E. A complete proof and more details may be
found in [LM, Section 11.8], where (2.15) is called the general Bochner identity, in
[BGV, Section 3.5]' where an extension of (2.15) is referred to as the Lichnerowicz
formula, or in [GM, Chapter 5], where (2.15) is called the Bochner- Weitzenbock
identity.

We next turn our attention to complex manifolds. Specifically, we assume
that M is a Kahler manifold and let E be a holomorphic bundle of left modules
over 2tC (M) = 2t(M) ®IR C furnished with a Hermitian metric. In addition, we
assume that the Hermitian metric and the associated canonical connection make
E a Clifford bundle over M.

The complexified cotangent bundle T* M ® C splits into two subbundles,
T* M ® C = TO,l M EB T 1,0M. Consequently, the canonical connection \7 on E
splits into two pieces, namely,

In its turn, the Dirac operator D on E can be expressed as

D = V+V*,

(2.16)

(2.17)

(2.20)

where V is a first-order differential operator on E and V* is its formal adjoint.
Moreover, V2 = 0 and (V*)2 = O.

As a result of the preceding splittings, we get

VV* +V*V = 2(\7°,1)*\70,1 +RO,l, (2.18)

and
VV* + V*V = 2(\71'°)*\71,0 + R 1,0. (2.19)

We will refer to (2.18) and (2.19) as the general Bochner-Kodaira identities. Ac
tually, (2.15) is just the average of (2.18) and (2.19). Specifically,

~ = VV* +V*V,

~c = (\70,1)*\70,1 + (\71,°)*\71,°,
2R = RO,l + R 1,0.
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The two remainders RO,l and Rl,o are operators of order zero on E, and likewise
R they can be computed using the Clifford action and the curvature operator on
E. We refer the reader to [LM, Sections IV.8 and IV.H] for complete details.

As a concluding remark we recall that the special features of the remainders
R in (2.15), and RO,l and Rl,o in (2.18) and (2.19) provide the basis of a powerful
technique discovered by Bochner (see [Bo], [BoY], [G]) that yields various vanishing
theorems under appropriate positivity assumptions on the curvature operator of
the vector bundle E. The last sections in [LM, Chapters II and IV] and [BGV,
Chapter 3] offer a great deal of relevant examples.

2.3. Fundamental Solutions and Related Operators

Suppose E is a Clifford bundle over a Riemannian manifold M of dimension m ~ 2,
and let D : £(M, E) --+ £(M, E) be the associated Dirac operator. On M we take
the distance function and the volume measure derived from the Riemannian metric.

We also introduce the vector bundle £(E) = £(E, E) over M x M whose
fiber at a point (x, y) E M x M equals the space £(Ey, Ex) consisting of linear
maps from Ey into Ex. The norm in Ex and the operator norm in £(Ey , Ex) are
denoted by II . Ilx and" . Ilx,y.

A notable property of the Dirac operator D is that both D and its transpose,
D', have the unique continuation property. This can be proved, for instance, by
applying a result of Aronszajn [Ar] to the Dirac Laplacian ~ = D 2 .

For more details on the unique continuation property we refer to the mono
graph by Tarkhanov [T], where this property is called the uniqueness condition for
the Cauchy problem in the small, in short, (U)s. As pointed out there, property
(U)s implies the existence of a right fundamental solution for D, i.e., a smooth
section <P : M x M \ ~(M) --+ £(E) where ~(M) = {(x, x) : x EM}, such that

(i) <p(x, y) : Ey --+ Ex is a linear map for every (x, y) EM x M \ ~(M);
(ii) the singular integral operator 'J :V(M, E) --+ £(M, E) given by

'Ju(x) = lim r <p(x, y)u(y)dy, x E M, (2.21)
plO } M\B(x,p)

where B(x,p) stands for the closed ball in M centered at x EM with radius
p > °is well defined;

(iii) 'J has the property

D'Ju = u, u E V(M,E). (2.22)

In other words, 'J is a right inverse to D.

Next, for every x EM and t E (0,00) we introduce the set O[x,t] defined as

O[x,t] = {y EM: y -I x, 11<p(x,y)llx,y ~ t} u {x}, (2.23)

and let /-ix : (0,00) --+ (0,00) be the function given by

/-ix(t) = voUl[x, t], t E (0, (0). (2.24)
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We will assume that J..lx has finite values on (0,00) and the quantity A = A( <1»
defined by

A= sup sup tm/(m-l) J..lx(t),
xEM tE(O,oo)

(2.25)

where m = dimM, is finite.
Actually, based on some norm estimates for the fundamental solution <1>

proved in Calderbank [Ca], the last assumption is always met if M is a com
pact manifold, because 11<1>(x, y)llx,y[dist(x, y)]m-l, (x, y) E M x M \ Ll(M), is
uniformly bounded. The property is still true if M is noncompact with an Eu
clidean metric on the complement of a compact subset, and the restriction of the
Clifford bundle E to that complement is isomorphic to a product bundle with a
constant metric in each fiber. For instance, if M = IRm, m 2: 2, and E = M x 6,
with 6 an 2lm -module, then, as pointed out in Section 2.1, for the Euclidean Dirac
operator we have

whence,

1 x-V
<1> (x, y) = - . I I'

W m x - y m
x,y E IRm, xi=- y, (2.26)

1 1
11<1>(x,y)llx,y = -. I Im-l' x,y E IRm, xi=- y. (2.27)

W m x-y
Consequently, the corresponding sets O[x, t] defined by (2.23) are Euclidean balls
centered at x E IRm of radius p = (twm)-l/(m-l). Therefore, the functions J..lx given
by (2.24) are of the form

J..lx(t) = At-m/(m-l), x E IRm, t E (0, (0), (2.28)

where

(2.29)

with Em the unit ball in IRm.
Let us now return to the general case of a Dirac operator D on a Clifford

bundle E with fundamental solution <1>, and introduce the maximal operator9R on
V(M, E) that associates to each compactly supported section u E V(M, E) the
scalar-valued function 9Ru defined as

9Ru(x) = sup l~[ ] r Ilu(y)llydy, x E M. (2.30)
tE(O,oo) vo x, t Jnlx,t)

If D is the Euclidean Dirac operator, then (2.30) is just the definition of the
classical Hardy-Littlewood maximal operators (see [Sl,2]).

We are now in a position to formulate the main result of this section that
relates the integral operator (2.21) and the maximal operator (2.30). Before doing
that we need to introduce the uniform norm II . 1100 and the LP-norms II . lip,
1 ::::: p < 00, on V(M, E) given by

Ilull oo = sup Ilu(x)llx,
xEM

u E V(M,E), (2.31 )
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and

Ilulip= [1M Ilu(X)II~dX] l/p , u E V(M, E). (2.32)

The Banach spaces that result by completing V(M, E) in the norms (2.31) and
(2.32) are denoted by LOO(M, E) and LP(M, E).

Theorem A. If D : E(M, E) -+ E(M, E) is the Dirac operator on a Clifford bundle
E with fundamental solution 4>, then there exists a constant A = A(4» such that

IIJu(x)llx ::::; A[9Jtu(x)](m-l)/m 'lIull~/m

for all u E V(M, E) and x E M.
Moreover, a possible value of A in (2.33) is given by

A = m>..(m-l)/m,

(2.33)

(2.34)

(2.37)

with>.. as in (2.25).
In particular, operator J can be extended to Ll(M, E) n LOO(M, E) and

IIJull oo ::::; m>..(m-l)/mllull}:-l)/mllull~/m, (2.35)

for each u E Ll(M, E) n LOO(M, E).

2.4. Proof of Theorem A

We continue with a proof of Theorem A. Suppose that u E V(M, E), u =1= 0, and
x E M are fixed, and let J1u,x : (0,00) -+ [0,00) be the decreasing function defined
by

J1u,x(t) = r Ilu(y)llydy. (2.36)
J0.[x,t]

Using (2.36) and (2.24) we next rewrite the definition (2.30) of the maximal oper
ator as

)
J1u x(t)

9Jtu(x = sup -'-.
tE(O,oo) J1x(t)

In addition, from (2.25) we get

J1x(t) ::::; >"Cm/(m-l), t E (0,00). (2.38)

Suppose that r E (0,00) is given and define two functions L, k+ :M -+ [0,00) by
setting

L (y) = {114>(X, y) Ilx,y - r, if y E n[x, r] (2.39)
0, if y E M \ n[x, r]

k+(y) = {r, if y E n[x, r] (2.40)
114>(x,y)llx,y, ify E M\n[x,r].

Since obviously 114>(x, y)llx,y = L(y) + k+(y) and

IIJu(x)llx ::::; 1M 114>(x, y)llx,yllu(y)llydy, (2.41)
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IIJu(x)llx:S r L(y)llu(y)llydy + r k+(y)llu(y)llydy. (2.42)
}O[X,T) }M

We claim that

r L(y)llu(y)lI ydy:s (m - 1)'x· T- 1/(m-l)9J1u(x). (2.43)
}O[X,T]

To prove (2.43) we use (2.39) and express the integral over n[x, T] as a Stieltjes
integral associated with the decreasing function J.lu,x defined in (2.36), that is,

r L(y)lIu(y)lI ydy = -100 (t - T)dJ.lu,x(t). (2.44)
}O[X,T] T

From (2.36) and (2.37) we get

J.lu,x(t) :s J.lx(t)9J1u(x) :s 'xCm/(m-l)9J1u(x), (2.45)

whence
lim tJ.lu,x(t) = O.

t--->oo

An integration by parts in (2.44) now yields

r L(y)llu(y)llydy = 100

J.lu,x(t)dt,
}O[X,T] T

which in conjunction with (2.45) gives

r L(y)lIu(y)ll ydy :s 'x9J1u(x)100 cm/(m-l)dt,
}O[X,T] T

an inequality equivalent to (2.43).
On the other hand, from (2.23) and (2.40) we clearly have k+(y) :s T for all

y E M. Therefore, the second integral in (2.42) has the estimate

1M k+(y)llu(y)lI ydy :s Tiluill' (2.46)

By (2.42), (2.43), and (2.46) we get

IlJu(x)llx :s (m - 1)'xT-1/(m-l)9J1u(x) + Tiluill' (2.47)

Finally, to minimize the right-hand side of (2.47) we choose

_ [ . 9J1U(X)] (m-l)/m
T -,x Ilulll

A direct calculation shows that for this value of T inequality (2.47) takes the form
(2.33) with a constant A as in (2.34).

The last statement and inequality (2.35) in Theorem A follow from (2.33) by
observing that

9J1u(x) :s lIull oo ,

The proof of Theorem A is complete.

for any x E M.

o
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As a matter of fact, the previous proof shows that Theorem A is a result
about integral and maximal operators associated to arbitrary measurable kernels
~ :M x M \ b.(M) -t £(E) with the property that (2.25) yields a finite quantity
A = A(~). This observation makes it possible to apply Theorem A to kernels that
are not necessarily fundamental solutions. A situation of this kind will be presented
in Section 3. We would like to mention that Theorem A generalizes some estimates
proved in Martin [Mn2,3] for the Euclidean Cauchy kernel, and an inequality in
one-variable complex analysis due to Ahlfors and Beurling [AB]. At the same time,
when applied to other kinds of kernels, Theorem A generalizes an inequality proved
by Hedberg [He] for Riesz potentials, an inequality for convolution operators with
homogeneous kernels due to Martin and Szeptycki [MnSz], as well as an estimate
for solid Bochner-Martinelli-Koppelman transforms in several variable complex
analysis established in Martin [Mn5]. For some other related results we refer to
Lieb [L].

Inequality (2.33) in Theorem A is not the only pointwise estimate that relates
the integral and maximal operators associated with the fundamental solution of
the Dirac operator. A slight addition to the proof leads to a generalization of
Theorem A. To make the point, suppose that 1 S; p < m. We are going to show
that under the assumptions in Theorem A there exists a constant Ap = Ap (~)

such that

u E V(M,E), x E M. (2.48)

A possible value of Ap is given by

A = m [p(m - 1) . A] (m-l)/m
p p m-p

(2.49)

The case p = 1 reduces to Theorem A. If 1 < p < m, we proceed as follows.
Let q = pj(p - 1) be the conjugate exponent to p and then, by applying Holder's
inequality to the second integral in (2.42), one gets

(2.50)

Next, using (2.40) we have

IIk+II~ = r Tqdy + r 11~(x, y)IIi,ydy.
In[x,rj } M\n[x,r]

The first integral in the equation above equals Tql1x(T), with I1x given by (2.24).
The second integral can be expressed as a Stieltjes integral associated with the
decreasing function I1x, namely,
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(2.53)

(2.51 )

(2.52)

Combining the last two equations and using an integration by parts we conclude
that

Ilk+ll~ ::; qiT t
q- l J.lx(t)dt.

Finally, by (2.38) we have, after some simple calculations,

( )

(p-l)/p
Ilk II < mp . oX r(m+p-l)/mp.

+ q- m+p-1

From (2.50) and (2.51) we obtain the following substitute for (2.46),

1 ()(p-l)/p
k+(y)llu(y)11 dy::; mp . oX r(m+p-l)/mpllull .

M y m+p-1 p

Therefore, we can replace (2.47) with

IlJu(x)llx ::; (m - 1)oXr- l /(m-l)9J'tu(x)

( )

(p-l)/p
+ mp . oX r(m+p-l)/mpllull .

m+p-1 p

To minimize the right-hand side of (2.53) we choose

r = (m + p - 1 . oX) (m-l)/m [9J'tU(X)] p(m-l)/m

mp Ilulip

It remains to observe that for this value of r inequality (2.53) reduces to (2.48)
with a constant Ap as in (2.49).

2.5. Monogenic Approximation on Compact Sets

The second main result in this section is a quantitative Hartogs-Rosenthal theorem
for Dirac operators on Clifford bundles that is derived from Theorem A. We use
the same notations as in Section 2.3.

In addition, let 0 ~ M be a compact set and denote by C(O, E) the Banach
space of all continuous sections from 0 to the restriction of the bundle E to 0,
with the uniform norm given by

Ilullll,oo = sup Ilu(x)llx,
xEll

u E C(O, E).

u E C(O,E).

We also introduce the norm II . Illl,p, 1 ::; p < 00, defined as

Ilullll,p = [i Ilu(x)ll~dX] l/P,

We associate to the Dirac operator D on E and each compact set 0 ~ M the
solution subspace SD(O, E) of C(O, E) defined as the uniform closure in C(O, E) of
the set consisting of restrictions to 0 of sections u from E(M, E) such that Du = 0
on certain open neighborhoods of 0 in M that may vary from a section to another.

Suppose that <P is a right fundamental solution of D. Operator J defined
by (2.21) makes sense for more general sections u, not necessarily smooth. In
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particular, we can define an operator In : £(M, E) -t C(n, E) by setting In(-) =
J(xn·)ln, with Xn the characteristic function of n, that is,

Jnu(x) = l1>(x, y)u(y)dy, u E £(M, E), x E n,

where the integral has the same meaning as in (2.21).
The next result is a preliminary step in estimating the distance to the solution

subspace SD(n, E).

Lemma 1. If u E £(M, E), then

distC(n,E)[u,SD(n,E)]::; IIJn(Du)lIn,oo' (2.54)

Proof. Let Xn, n 2: 1, be a sequence of smooth compactly supported functions on
M taking values in [0,1], with each Xn equal to 1 on an open relatively compact
neighborhood Un of n in M, such that supp Xn+l ~ supp Xn and

nsupp Xn = n. (2.55)
n2':l

Suppose u E £(M, E) is given and let Un E £(M, E) be defined as

Un = U - J(XnDu), n 2: 1.

By (2.22) we get
DUn = Du - XnDu = (1 - Xn)Du,

whence Dunlun = 0, that is, unln E SD(n, E). Consequently,

distC(n,E) [u, SD(n, E)] ::; Ilu - unlln,oo = IIJ(XnDu)lln,oo.

Inequality (2.54) follows from (2.55) and the last estimate by taking the limit. The
proof is complete. 0

Combining Lemma 1 and Theorem A we get the following estimate of the dis
tance in C(n, E) from a smooth global section u to the solution subspace SD(n, E).

Theorem B. Suppose D : £(M, E) -t £(M, E) is the Dirac operator on a Clifford
bundle E. If n ~ M is a compact set and u E £(M, E), then

distc(n,E) [u, So(O, E)] ::; AIIDull~~c:;1)/mIIDull~7\ (2.56)

where A is as in (2.34) in Theorem A.
In particular,

distC(n,E) [u, SD(O, E)] ::; m['x(1>)](m-l)/m(vol n)l/mIIDulln,oo' (2.57)

Since the space consisting of restrictions to n of sections from £(M, E) is
dense in C(n, E), from Theorem B we get the next Hartog-Rosenthal type theorem.

Corollary. If 0 s: M is a compact set of volume zero, then SD(O, E) = C(O, E).
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A different proof of this corollary for the Euclidean Dirac operator can be
found in Brackx, Delanghe, and Sommen [BDS].

As a concluding remark, we would like to point out that Theorem B gener
alizes Alexander's inequality [All ,2] and an inequality due to Putinar [P]' both
in rational approximation, to the setting of monogenic approximation in arbitrary
dimension.

2.6. Additional Results

The tools we developed so far make it possible to find norm estimates for the
extension of the integral operator Jo to the Lebesgue spaces p(n, E) defined as
completions of C(n, E) in the norms II . Ib,p, 1 < p < 00.

We start by observing that the proof of Theorem A in Section 2.4 actually
gives a stronger uniform estimate than (2.35), namely,

1M 11<I>(x, y) IIx,yllu(y) II ydy ::; m['\(<I»](m-l)jmllull~-l)jmllull~jm. (2.58)

If we choose u E LOO(M,E) n Ll(M,E), with IIu(y)lly = 1 for each YEn, and
IIu(y)IIy = 0, for each y EM \ n, then from (2.58) we get

l II<I>(x,y)IIx,ydy::; m['\(<I»](m-l)jm(voln)ljm. (2.59)

Suppose next that the adjoint kernel <I>* : M x M \ b..(M) --4 £(E) is such
that the corresponding quantity '\'(<I>*) defined as in (2.25) is bounded. Since
II <I> *(x, y)IIy,x = II <I> (x, y)llx,y if xi- y, we get the next companion to (2.59),

~ II <I>(x, y)IIx,ydx ::; m['\'(<I>*)](m-l)jm(voln)ljm. (2.60)

For the fundamental solution of the Euclidean Dirac operator defined by
(2.26) we clearly have

'\'(<I>*) = '\'(<I».

Though this might be the case in general, nevertheless we can replace '\'(<I» and
'\'(<I>*) in (2.59) and (2.60) with

'\'(<I>, <I>*) = max['\'(<I», '\'(<I>*)]. (2.61)

We are now in a position to refine the last statement in Theorem A.

Theorem C. Suppose that n ~ M is a compact set and u E p(n, E), 1 < p < 00.
Then

lIJoullo,p ::; m['\'( <I> , <I>*) j(m-l)jm(vol n) ljm IIullo,p. (2.62)

Proof. Let q = pj(p - 1) be the conjugate exponent to p. Using the canonical
pairing (-,.) that relates p(n, E) and Lq(n, E) we get

(Jou, v) = ~ ~ (<I>(x, y)u(y), v(x))xdydx,
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for any v E Lq(n, E), whence, by applying Cauchy's inequality,

l(Jnu ,v)1 :sLL11<I>(x, y)jlx,yllu(y)lI yll v(x)llx dydx. (2.63)

Assume that v E Lq(n, E) is fixed and let f and 9 be the scalar-valued functions
on n x n \ ~(n) given by

f(x, y) = 11<I>(x, Y)II~~:llu(Y)lly,

g(x, y) = 11<I>(x, Y)II~~~llv(x)llx.

Inequality (2.63) amounts to

l(Jnu,v)l:S LLf(x,y)g(x,y)dYdX.

By Holder's inequality we get

where

II flip = [LLfP(x, y)dydxriP, Ilgllq = [LLgq(x, y)dydxr
lq

Moreover, from (2.60) we have

Ilfll~ =LIlu(y)ll~ [L 11<I>(x, y)llx,ydX] dy,

:S m['\(<I>, <I>*)](m-l)/m(voln)l/mllull~,p,

and similarly, from (2.59) we obtain

Ilgll~ = ~ Ilv(x)lli [~II<I>(x,y)llx,ydY] dx,

:S m['\(<I>, <I>*)](m-l)/m(voln)l/mllvll~,q'

The last two estimates in conjunction with (2.64) lead to

l(Jnu, v) I :S m['\( <I> , <I>*)](m-l)/m(vol n)l/m Ilulln,p Ilvlln,q,

an inequality that completes the proof of Theorem C.

(2.64)

o

The comments made in connection with Theorem A remain true for Theorem
C, namely, the estimate (2.62) takes place for arbitrary measurable kernels with
the property that quantity (2.61) is finite.

Theorem C can be used to estimate the distance in LP(n, E), 1 < p < 00,
from a smooth section u E £(M, E) to the subspace Sb(n, E) obtained as the
closure in LP(n, E) of the solution subspace SD(n, E). The next result comple
ments inequality (2.57) in Theorem B and follows from Theorem C in the same
way Theorem B was derived from Theorem A.
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Theorem D. Suppose D : £(M, E) -+ £(M, E) is the Dirac operator on a Clifford
bundle E. If 0 ~ M is a compact set and u E £(M, E), then

distLP(n,E)[u, Sb(O, E)] S; m[-\(cI>, cI>*)](m-l)/m(volo)l/mIIDulln,p, (2.65)

where 1 < p < 00.

3. Clifford Analysis Techniques in
Multidimensional Operator Theory

This section outlines a Clifford analysis approach to multidimensional operator
theory, with a particular emphasis on the study of seminormal systems of Hilbert
space operators. The concept of joint seminormality is introduced in a geomet
ric setting in connection with Bochner-Weizenbock and Bochner-Kodaira type
identities, and Bochner's method.

We will next present a Riesz transform model of pairs of jointly seminormal
self-adjoint systems of operators, that in dimension one reduces to the Hilbert
transform model of a single seminormal operator. The main result in this section
is a Putnam type inequality for the Riesz transform model derived from Theorem
C. That result and, more importantly, the way we prove it, illustrate an interesting
connection between spin geometry and multidimensional operator theory.

3.1. Bochner-Weitzenbock and Bochner-Kodaira Identities in
Multidimensional Operator Theory

To begin with, we assume that H is a complex infinite dimensional Hilbert space
and denote by £(H) the C*-algebra of all bounded linear operators on H. If
T = (T1 , T2 , ... ,Tn), n ~ 1, is an n-tuple of operators in £(H), we set T* =
(T{, T2,... ,T~), where Tt stands for the adjoint of Ti , 1 :::; i :::; n, and define the
real and imaginary parts of T as

and

X R (T) (X X X) X · - R (T.) _ Ti +Tt= e = 1, 2"", n, t - e t - 2 ' 1 :::; i S; n,

1 S; i S; n.

Next, we take the 2tzn-module of H-valued spinors 6 = 6 n ® H, where 6 n is the
space of complex spinors introduced in Section 2.1, and form the product bundle
E = Cn x 6. The corresponding vector bundle £(E) is isomorphic to the product
bundle Cn x £(6), and the spaces of smooth sections £(Cn,E) and V(Cn, E)
can be identified with the spaces of smooth functions £(Cn,6) and V(Cn,6),
respectively.

To the n-tuple T we associate a Dirac operator on the Clifford bundle E
defined as

D = Deue + D(X, Y), (3.1)
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where Deue is the standard Euclidean Dirac operator on E and, using notations
already introduced in Section 2.1,

n

D(X, Y) =H2)ei ® Xi + en+i ®"ti) E ~~n ® £(H). (3.2)
i=l

Based on a result due to Gilkey [Gil, there exist a unique linear connection V and
a unique endomorphism R on E such that

~ = ~e + R, (3.3)

where ~ = D 2 and ~e = V*V are the Dirac and the Bochner Laplacians.
We will refer to (3.3) as the Bochner-Weitzenbock identity associated to T.

Both the linear connection V and the remainder R in (3.3) depend on T.
Let us assume for a while that T is a commuting tuple, that is, its entries

have the property

(c) [Ti , Tj ] = 0, 1:::; i,j :::; n,

where [Ti,Tj ] = TiTj -TjTi is the commutator ofTi and Tj , 1:::; i,j:::; n. A direct
calculation shows that in terms of the real and imaginary parts of T condition (c)
amounts to

and

(c') 1:::; i,j :::; n,

(c") [Xi, Yj] = [Xj ,"til, 1:::; i,j :::; n.

With this additional assumption, we are now in a position to set up the Bochner
Kodaira identities (2.18) and (2.19) introduced in Section 2.2. We start by splitting
the Dirac operator (3.1) as in (2.17). That is done according to (2.11) for Deue

and writing operator (3.2) as

D(X, Y) = V(T) + V*(T), (3.4)

where
n

V(T) = HLti ®Ti ,
i=l

n

V*(T) = -HLt: ®Tt,
i=l

(3.5)

with ti, 1 :s: i :::; n, defined by (2.7).
Condition (c) above guarantees-in fact it is equivalent to-the next impor

tant property,
V(T)2 = 0, V* (T)2 = O. (3.6)

The linear connection V used in (3.3) naturally decomposes as in (2.16) and,
consequently, we get the two identities (2.18) and (2.19), as well as the three
equations in (2.20). Actually, after some cancellations, the resulting relations only
involve operators in ~2n ® £(H), and we end up with the following equations,

BKdT):

BKR(T):

~(T) = eo ® ~L(T) + RdT),

~(T) = eo ® ~R(T) + RR(T),
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called the left and right Bochner-Kodaira identities associated to T, where

tl(T) = V(T)V*(T) +V*(T)V(T),
n

tlL(T) = LTtTi'
i=1

and the two remainders are given by
n

R.dT) = L eie; @ [Ti ,Tn,
i,j=1

n

tlR(T) = LTiTt,
i=1

n

R.R(T) = L e;ej @ [Tt, Tj ].
i,j=1

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)

We proceed with two observations. First, we notice that the two just mentioned
Bochner-Kodaira identities are true for not necessarily commuting tuples. Second,
we point out that the left identity BKL (T) for T coincides, up to a unitary equiv
alence, with the right identity BKR(T*) for the adjoint tuple T*. To be specific,
we let 0 denote the unitary element in 2t2n given by

n n

0= II(ei +e;) = (_yCI)n II en+i,
i=1 i=1

and observe that
O*eiO = (-It-Ie;, 1:::; i:::; n. (3.10)

It remains to check, by direct calculations and a repeated use of (3.10), the
following equations in 2t2n @ £(H),

(i) (B@I)*V(T)(B@ 1) = (-I)n- I V*(T*),

(O@ 1)*V*(T)(O@ 1) = (-I)n- I V(T*),
whence

(0 @ 1)* tl(T)(O @ 1) = tl(T*),

as well as

(ii) (B@1)*eo @ tlL(T)(B@1) = eo @ tlR(T*),

(iii) (0 @ 1)*R.dT)(O @ 1) = R.R(T*).

The last observations also indicate that the right identity BKR(T) is equiva
lent to BKdT*). Therefore, instead of dealing with BKdT) and BKR(T), we can
choose just one equation as a basic form of the Bochner-Kodaira identity. In the
case of a single operator T, that is, when n = 1, the standard definition of the
self-commutator C(T) of T is C(T) = [T*, T], and for that reason it seems that
the natural choice should be the right identity, whose remainder displays the same
kind of commutators. Consequently, we rewrite BKR(T) simply as

BK(T): tl(T) = eo @ tlC(T) + R.(T),

where tlC(T) = tlR(T) and R.(T) = R.R(T), and replace BKdT) with

BK(T*): tl(T*) = eo @ tlC(T*) + R.(T*).
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The splitting (3.4) is primarily motivated by the use of complex variables. If
one decides on using real variables, as in Clifford analysis, then one needs to set
up identities in terms of the self-adjoint tuples X and Y. To this end, we return
to equation (3.2) and decompose D(X, Y) by setting

D(X, Y) = D'(X) + D"(Y), (3.11)

where
n

D'(X) = H2:ei0Xi,
i=l

n

D"(Y) = H2:en+i 0 Yi.
i=l

(3.12)

Assuming that X and Y satisfy the commuting conditions (c') and (c"), or the
equivalent condition (3.6), we get

6.(T) = D(X, y)2 = D'(X)2 + D'(X)D"(Y) + D"(Y)D'(X) + D"(y)2,

and

6.(T*) = D(X, _y)2 = D'(X)2 - D'(X)D"(Y) - D"(Y)D'(X) + D"(y)2.

We next introduce the following combinations of the operators involved in
equations BK(T) and BK(T*) above,

6.(X, Y) = ~[6.(T) - 6.(T*)], (3.13)

6.C(X, Y) = ~[6.C(T) - 6.C(T*)], (3.14)

and

R(X, Y) = ~[R(T) - R(T*)].

As a result, from BK(T) and BK(T*) we derive the equation

(3.15)

BW(X,Y): 6.(X, Y) = eo 0 6.C(X, Y) + R(X, Y),

that will be referred to as the Bochner- Weitzenbock identity for the pair of self
adjoint tuples X and Y.

We have the following explicit equation for the operator (3.13),

6.(X, Y) = D'(X)D"(Y) + D"(Y)D'(X).

In addition, for the operators (3.14) and (3.15) we get
n

6.C(X, Y) = -H2:[Xi ,Yi],
i=l

and
n

R(X, Y) = H 2: C;Cj 0 ([Xi, Yj] + [Xj, Yi]). (3.16)
i,j=l

The last equation can be simplified by using condition (c"). We would also like to
notice that identity BW(X, Y) only requires condition (c").
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We now introduce two definitions of seminormal systems of operators that
catch the geometric significance of the concept of joint seminormality. The ter
minology proposed below is the same as in Martin [Mn1, Mn4] and Martin and
Salinas [MnSa].

Definition 1. An n-tuple T of operators on H is called seminormal provided the
remainder R(T) in BK(T), or the remainder R(T*) in BK(T*), is semidefinite as
an operator in 212n 0 £(H).

If R(T) 2 0, or R(T) ::; 0, then T is said to be right hyponormal, or right
cohyponormal, respectively.

If R(T*) 2 0, or R(T*) ::; 0, then T is called left cohyponormal, or left
hyponormal, respectively.

In the case when n = 1, there is no difference between left or right semi
normality and Definition 1 records the standard definitions of seminormal, hy
ponormal, and cohyponormal operators. It can be proved that the concepts of
joint hyponormality and t-hyponormality introduced by Athavale [At] and Xia
[X3] correspond in our terminology to left hyponormality and right hyponormality
(see, for instance, [Mn1]).

Definition 2. A pair (X, Y) of self-adjoint n-tuples of operators on H satisfying
the commuting condition (c") is called jointly seminormal provided the remainder
R(X, Y) in BW(X, Y) is semidefinite as an operator in 212n 0 £(H).

If R(X, Y) 2 0, or R(X, Y) ::; 0, then the pair (X, Y) is said to be jointly
hyponormal, or jointly cohyponormal, respectively.

From Definition 1 we easily get that the adjoint T* of a right hyponormal, or
cohyponormal, tuple T is left cohyponormal, or hyponormal. For more details on
seminormal tuples of operators, including some spectral properties of commuting
right hyponormal or left cohyponormal tuples derived from the Bochner-Kodaira
identities BK(T) or BK(T*) we refer to [Mn1l, [Mn4l, and [MnSal, and the refer
ences therein.

We also note that the self-adjoint pair (X, Y) corresponding to a commuting
tuple T that is simultaneously right and left hyponormal, or cohyponormal, turns
out to be jointly hyponormal, or cohyponormal, as it follows from Definitions 1
and 2 and equation (3.15) for R(X, Y). At the same time, it is quite apparent that
a pair (X, Y) is jointly cohyponormal if and only if the pair (X, - Y) is jointly
hyponormal.

We end this section with a test for remainder-like positive semidefinite opera
tors in 212n 0£(H) = £(6n 0H). To state it, we assume that R: 6 n 0H ---7 6 n 0H
is an operator of the form

n

R = L C;Cj ®~j,
i,j=l

~j E £(H), 1 :::; i,j :::; n,

and associate to it the n x n operator matrix C = (Rij )f,j=l' regarded as an
operator on en 0 H. Actually, if we use the orthogonal decomposition (2.10) of
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6 n and identify An-l (Cn) with Cn, then matrix C represents the restriction of
operator R to its invariant subspace An-l(cn ) 01t. As the next result points out,
that restriction completely characterizes operator R.

Lemma 2. With the notation introduced above, the following two statements are
equivalent:

(i) R 2: 0 as an operator on 6 n 01t;
(ii) C 2: 0 as an operator on Cn 01t.

For a complete proof, we refer to Proposition 2.6 and Lemma 2.7 in Martin
[Mn4].

In particular, from Lemma 2 and equation (3.16), we conclude that a self
adjoint pair (X, Y) satisfying condition (c") is jointly hyponormal if and only if
the n x n operator matrix

C(X, Y) = H([X i , Yj] + [Xj, Yi])f,j=l (3.17)

is positive semidefinite. We will refer to matrix (3.17) as the commutator matrix
of the pair (X, Y).

3.2. Riesz Transform Models of Jointly Hyponormal Self-Adjoint Pairs

In this section, we introduce a singular integral model of jointly hyponormal pairs
of self-adjoint tuples of operators that generalizes to higher dimension the Hilbert
transform model discovered by Xia [Xl] and Pincus [Pi] for operators with one
dimensional self-commutators, and afterwards set up in full generality by Kato
[Ka] and Muhly [My].

We first recall that the Riesz transforms of a complex-valued function <P in
the Schwartz space S(!R.n,q are defined by the principal value integrals

f((n +1)/2) r Xi - Yi
Ri<p(x) = 7T(n+l)/2 p.v. JlRn Ix _ y!n+l <p(y)dy, 1:::; i :::; n, x E !R.n. (3.18)

We let k i denote the kernels

f((n + 1)/2) Xi
ki(x) = 1r(n+l)/2 . Ixln+l' 1:::; i :::; n, x E !R.o=!R.n \ {O}, (3.19)

and write (3.18) as Ri<p(x) = ki * <p(x), 1 :::; i :::; n.
In addition, we introduce the operators Mi on S(!R.n,q defined as

Mi<p(x) = Xi<P(X) , l:::;i:::;n, X=(Xl,X2, ... ,xn)E!R.n. (3.20)

A simple calculation shows that the commutators [Mi , Rj ], 1 :::; i, j < n, are
singular integral convolution operators, namely,

(3.21 )

where the kernels kij are given by

k .. ( ) _ f((n + 1)/2). XiXj TTJ)n

tJ X - 1r(n+l)/2 Ixln+l' x E IN.o·

In particular, we have [Mi , Rj ] = [Mj , Ri ], 1:::; i,j :::; n.

(3.22)
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We next form the commutator n x n matrix C = ([Mi , RJo]t_1, and consider
'I.,J-

the corresponding operator on the Schwartz space S(lRn,en) of en-valued func-
tions on IRn. On S(lRn, q we take the inner product inherited from the standard
Lebesgue space L2(lRn, q of square integrable complex-valued functions on IRn,
and then convert en I&> S(lRn,q into an inner product space in the usual way. We
are now in a position to formulate the following result.

Lemma 3. The operator C= ([Mi , R j ])f,j=l is positive semidefinite, that is,

(Cu, u) 2: °
for any u E S(lRn, en) == en I&>S(lRn,q.

A complete proof of Lemma 3 based on a Fourier transform argument can
be found in Martin [Mn4]. To make a point, we just want to notice that by taking
the Fourier transforms of the kernels (3.19) we get

for each 1 ::; i ::; n, a set of equations that immediately leads to several basic
properties of the Riesz transforms. For instance, one gets that each R i , 1 ::; i ::; n,
extends to a skew-adjoint operator on L2 (lRn, q, such that L~=l RiR i equals the
identity on L2(lRn, q, and L~111~<p112 = 11<p112 for any <p E L2(lRn, q. More
properties of Riesz transforms are discussed in Stein's monographs [Sl,2].

The Fourier transforms of the kernels kij defined by (3.22) are equal to

kij(O = <5ijl~I-1 - ~i~jl~I-3, 1::; i,j ::; n, ~ E lRo'
Lemma 3 proves essential in developing the Riesz transform model of a jointly

seminormal pair (X, Y).
The two self-adjoint n-tuples involved in that model consist of operators on a

direct integral Hilbert space. To introduce it, suppose SJ is an infinite dimensional
separable complex Hilbert space and

{O} = SJo C SJ1 C SJ2 C SJ3 C ... C SJ

is a chain of subspaces such that

(i) dimSJk = k, k 2: 0,
(ii) Uk~O SJk spans S).

For every x E IRn, let SJ(x) be one of the subspaces SJk, k 2: 0, such that
(iii) Ok = {x E IRn : SJ(x) = SJd, k 2: 0, are Borel sets, and
(iv) 0 = Uk~l Ok is compact.

Next we form the direct integral Hilbert space

1-{ = ('fJ .f)(x)dx = rtfJ .f)(x)dx
JRn Jll

consisting of classes of weakly measurable functions <p E L2(lRn, SJ) such that

<p(x) E SJ(x) a.e.
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Let P : ~n ---+ £(5)) be the projection-valued map that assigns to every
x E ~n the orthogonal projection onto 5)(x).

Finally, we take n + 1 operator-valued functions aI, a2, ... ,an, b E vX)(~n,

£(5))) such that

ai(x) = P(x)ai(x)P(X) = ai(x)* a.e., 1 ~ i ~ n,

b(x) = P(x)b(x)P(x) a.e.

We will refer to the function b as the primary parameter, and to the functions
aI, a2, ... ,an as the secondary parameters. Based on the previous equations, we
define n + 1 operators AI, A2, ... , An' BE £(H) as

Ai<P(x) = ai(x)<p(X), <p E ri, 1 ~ i ~ n, x E 0,

B<p(x) = b(x)<p(x), <p E ri, X E O.

We now introduce the self-adjoint n-tuples X = (Xl, X 2, ... ,Xn ) and Y =
(YI , Y2 ,···, Yn ) of operators on H by setting Xi = Mi I ri, 1 ~ i ~ n, with Mi

given by (3.20), and Yi = Ai - AB*PRiPB, 1 ~ i ~ n, where Ri are the Riesz
operators defined by (3.18). The operators M i and Ri are regarded as acting on
5)-valued functions.

We claim that the so-defined pair (X, Y) is jointly hyponormal, that is, the
corresponding n x n commutator matrix C(X, Y) given by (3.17) is positive semi
definite. To prove our claim we first observe that

(3.23)1 ~ i,j ~ n.[Xi, Yj] = [Xj, Yi] = -RB*P[Mi,Rj]PB,

Substituting these equations into (3.17) we get

C(X, Y) = 2 (B* P[Mi,Rj]PB)~j=1 . (3.24)

It remains to observe that whenever u E en I8IH c en 181 L2(~n,5)) we get
(C(X, Y)u, u) = 2(Cn(118> B)u, (118) B)u), where Cn is the compression of the
operator C in Lemma 3 to en 18> L 2 (0, 5)). Since u can be approximated by restric
tions to 0 of functions from en 18> s(~n,.fj), Lemma 3 shows that Cn ::::: 0, hence
C(X, Y) ::::: 0.

The reader should be aware that in the case when n = 1 the previous model
coincides with the singular integral model of pure hyponormal operators. If n =
1, there is just one Riesz operator, the Hilbert transform. For details and other
properties of the Hilbert transform model, we refer to [CI], [Ka], [My], [Ps], [PX],
[PXX], and [X1,2].

3.3. Putnam-Type Inequalities for Riesz Transform Models

In this section, we prove a norm estimate of the remainder in the Bochner
Weitzenbock identity associated to the Riesz transform model. This estimate is
a multidimensional form of Putnam's theorem. To illustrate the point, we first
recall that Putnam's theorem states that if T is a seminormal operator, then

1II [T*, T] II ~ -area(specT), (3.25)
7f
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where specT denotes the spectrum of T.
We will refer to (3.25) as the one-dimensional form of Putnam's inequality

for a seminormal operator T. Set X = Re(T) and Y = Im(T). A well known
result due also to Putnam and proved, for instance, in [Pm1]' states that the
projections of specT onto the real and imaginary axes are equal to spec X and
spec Y, respectively. Therefore, (3.25) leads to the Cartesian form of Putnam's
inequality,

2
IIC(X, Y)II :::; -11Y11·length(specX), (3.26)

1r

where we used the projection property recalled above in conjunction with spec Y ~

[-IIYII,llYlll·
The original proof of (3.25) in Putnam [Pm2] uses the Cartesian form (3.26)

as a starting point and Putnam's cut-down technique, so (3.25) and (3.26) can be
derived one from the other.

There is also a Cartesian form of Putnam's inequality for the Hilbert trans
form model. Using the notation in 3.2, that amounts to

2
IIC(X, Y)II :::; - esssup Ilb(x)11 2

. length(Sl) , (3.27)
1r xEIl

where b is the primary parameter of the model. The proof of (3.27) is straightfor
ward, and (3.27) turns out to be a refined version of (3.26), because Sl = spec X
and esssuPxEIl Ilb(x)11 2 = IIBI1 2

:::; IIYII. For more details we refer to [CI, Chapter
2]. However, it is important to notice that every pure seminormal operator is uni
tarily equivalent to a Hilbert transform model, therefore (3.27) implies (3.26) and
also (3.25) for arbitrary seminormal operators.

The main result in this section generalizes (3.27) for the Riesz transform
model introduced in 3.2. The notation used subsequently is the same as in 3.2.

Theorem E. Let X and Y be the self-adjoint tuples of the Riesz transform model.
Then the remainder R(X, Y) in identity BW(X, Y) satisfies the inequality

IIR(X, Y)II :::; An IIBI1 2(voHl)1/n, (3.28)

with
A = 2n. r((n + 1)/2) [vol($n)](n-l)/n

n 1r(n+l)/2

and
IIBII = ess sup Ilb(x)ll,

xEIl

where b is the primary parameter.

(3.29)

(3.30)

The comments made right before Lemma 2 in Section 3.1 show that for the
commutator matrix C(X, Y) given by (3.24) we clearly have

IIC(X, Y)II :::; IIR(X, Y)II· (3.31)

In effect, by (3.28) and (3.31) we get a norm estimate for C(X, Y) similar to (3.27),
that in fact reduces to (3.27) when n = 1.
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Proof of Theorem E. We begin the proof by taking the 2l~n-module 6 = 6 n 0 H
and the Clifford bundle E = IRn x 6. On E we consider the kernel <P that assigns
to each (x,y) E IRn x IRn, x:f:. y, the operator <p(x,y) : 6 ----+ 6 given by

<p(x, y) = ~ c*c 0 (Xi - Yi)(Xj - Yj). (3.32)
.~ t ) Ix _yln+l
t,)=l

Operator (3.32) is in fact an element of the Clifford algebra 2l~n' Specifically, by
setting

(3.33)

we have

<p(X,y) = c(x - Y)*c(x - y). (3.34)

Using (3.33) and (3.34) one can compute the operator norm of <p(x, y). A direct
calculation that is left to our reader leads to

2 111<p(x, y)11 = Ilc(x - y) II = I In-I'x-y
(x,y) E IRn x IRn, x:f:. y. (3.35)

The Hilbert space L2(n, E), where n c IRn is the compact set involved in the
Riesz transform model, coincides with 6 n 0 L 2 (n, SJ), and the integral operator
In on L2 (n, E) associated with <P becomes under this identification an integral
operator on 6 n 0 L2 (n,SJ).

Eventually, we are going to apply Theorem C to operator I n in the case when
m = n, M = IRn, and p = 2. Using (3.35) we obviously get that the sets n[x, t]
defined as in (2.23) are Euclidean balls of radius p = c1/(n-l) and, consequently,
the constants A(<P) and A(<P*) needed in Theorem C are both given by

(3.36)

With all the prerequisites at hand, we finally observe that by using (3.16)
and (3.23) in conjunction with (3.21), (3.22), and (3.32) above, we can express the
remainder R(X, Y) E 2l~n 0 £(H) associated with the Riesz transform model as

2r((n + 1)/2) *
R(X, Y) = 1l'(n+1)/2 . (eo 0 B) (eo 0 P)Jn(eo 0 P)(eo 0 B), (3.37)

where, as in Section 3.2, P is the projection operator from L2 (n, SJ) onto the direct
integral Hilbert space H, and B is the operator on H corresponding to the primary
parameter.

To conclude the proof, suppose next that u E 6 n 0 H is given and notice
that by (3.37) and because R(X, Y) is positive semidefinite we have

2r((n + 1)/2)
(R(X, Y)u, u) = 1l'(n+l)/2 (In(eo 0 B)u, (eo 0 B)u)

2r((n + 1)/2)
::; 1l'(n+l)/2 IIJn(eo 0 B)ullll(eo 0 B)ull·
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By (2.62) in Theorem C and based on (3.36) we obtain

lIJn(eo 0 B)ull :::; n[vol(lffin)](n-ll/n(voIO)l/nll(eo 0 B)ull·

On the other hand,

II(eo 0 B)ull :::; IIBllllull·
Combining the last three estimates we get

(R(X, Y)u, u) :::; AnllBl1
2(vol O)1/nll u I12, (3.38)

with An and IIBII as in (3.29) and (3.30).
Since u E 6 n 01f. is an arbitrary element and R(X, Y) ;::: 0, inequality (3.28)

is equivalent to (3.38). The proof of Theorem E is complete. 0
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A Mean Value Laplacian for Strongly
Kall1er-Finsler Manifolds

Zhong Chunping and Zhong Tongde

Abstract. It is well known that the Laplace operator plays an important role
in the theory of harmonic integrals and the Bochner technique both in Rie
mannian and Kiihler manifolds. In recent years, under the initiation of 8.8.
Chern, the global differential geometry of real and complex Finsler manifolds
has gained a great development ([1]' [2], [3], [4]). A lot of results about the
Laplacian and its applications have been obtained in a real Finsler mani
fold ([5], [6]). But up to now there are no results for the Laplacian and its
applications in a complex Finsler manifold. The key point in the theory of
the Bochner technique and harmonic integrals is to define a suitable Laplace
operator. In the case of Finsler manifolds the difficulty is that the Finsler
metric depends on the fibre coordinates. Using the idea that the Laplacian
on Euclidean space or on a Riemannian manifold measures the average value
of a function around a point, P. Centore ([7]) generalizes the Laplacian on a
Riemannian manifold to a real Finsler manifold. Considering a complex man
ifold as a real manifold, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the real
coordinates and the complex coordinates ([8]). In this paper, we use the mean
value idea to define the Laplacian on a strongly Kiihler-Finsler manifold, first
for functions and then for forms, and we derive some remarkable properties
for the Laplacian for functions and extend the Laplacian to arbitrary forms.
Indeed our Laplacian on strongly Kiihler-Finsler manifolds generalizes the
Kiihlerian Laplacian. And it is worth to remark that using the osculating
Kiihler metric - which we obtain in the following to define the pointwise and
global inner product when we define the Hodge-Laplace operator of (p, q)
forms - is more natural than using the fundamental tensor of the Finsler
metric and can avoid many complicated calculations.
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1. Background and fundamental results

Consider a real 2n-dimensional manifold V2n of class Cr covered by a system of
coordinate neighborhoods.

If we denote the coordinates of a point p in two different coordinate neigh
borhoods by (Xi) and (Xi), respectively, then there exists relations of the form

xi = xi(Xk), (1.1)

where the function xi(X k
) are of class Cr with non-vanishing Jacobian, and the

Latin indices run over the range 1,2, ... ,n, I, 2" .. ,ii.
Now,if we put

(1.2)

where the Greek indices run over the range 1,2, ... ,n, then we have a one-to-one
correspondence

(zQ, zQ) ~ (Xi),

and (zQ, zQ) may be considered to be coordinates of a point in our 2n-dimensional
manifold V2n , and equation (1.1) may be always written as relations

(1.3)

formally.
Now if we can cover the whole manifold V2n entirely by a system of complex

coordinates (zQ, zQ) in such a way that, in the intersection of two complex coor
dinates neighborhoods, (zQ, zQ) and (zQ, zQ), zQ are complex analytic functions
with non-vanishing Jacobian of the complex coordinates zQ, then we say that the
manifold V2n admits a complex analytic structure, and we call the manifold a com
plex analytic (or simply analytic) manifold of real dimension 2n and of complex
dimension n.

In this case, equation (1.3) takes the form

zQ = ¢Q(z), zQ = ¢Q(z), (1.4)

where ¢Q denotes the complex conjugate of the function ¢Q(z). Also, if we put

and assume that the barred Greek indices take the values 1,2"" ,ii, then for
(zQ, zQ) we can write zi, i = 1,2, ... ,n, I, 2, ... ,ii, and write the transformation
(1.4) as

Zi = fi(zk). (1.5)

The Jacobian of (1.4) is then, as is easily seen,

8zi

det(8zj) > 0,

and thus the manifold is always orientable.
In a complex analytic manifold M of complex dimension n vectors, tensors,

affine connections, etc., are defined with respect to the coordinate transformations
(1.5) having the special form (1.4), in just the same way as in real case ([8]).
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For example, for a contravariant vector ~i the law of transformation of its
components,

separates to

tQ = ~~:e and to = ~;: {x. (1.6)

by virtue of the special form (1.4) of the transformation (1.5). Thus, the 2n com
ponents of ~ separate completely to the blocks ~Q and ~o.

Equation (1.6) shows that if ~i are components of a contravariant vector,
then (~Q, 0) and (0, ~o) are also components of contravariant vectors. Moreover,
taking the complex conjugate of equation (1.6), we get

-=- 8zQ~ -=- 8zQ-
Co = _0. and CQ = _0.
~ 8ZA~ ~ 8ZA~'

which shows that, if ~i are components of a contravariant vector, then (~o, ~Q) are
also components of a contravariant vector.

For tensors,the same arguments apply.
The volume form of en = ffi,2n is given by dV = dx1 1\ dyl 1\ ... 1\ dxn 1\ dyn,

where, as usual, zQ = xQ+ iyQ, a = 1,2"" ,n. dV can also be expressed as

(_1)n(n-l)/2
dV = dz1 1\ ... 1\ dzn 1\ dz1 1\ ... 1\ dzn

(2i)n '
or

dV = Cndz 1\ dz, (1.7)
_ (_1)n(n-I)/2 _ 1 n

where Cn - (2i)n ,dz - dz 1\ ... 1\ dz .
Let M be a compact complex manifold of dimension n with local coordinates

zQ around a point z. If v E T;'o M, then v = v'" a~o<' where the vQ are coordinates
for the tangent bundle canonically induced from the zQ on the base manifold. F is
a complex Finsler metric, i.e., a continuous function F : T1,o M -----+ ffi,+ satisfying
([4])
(i) G = F 2 is smooth on !VI,!VI = T1,o Mjo(M);

(ii) F(v) >°for all v E !VI;
(iii) F(:Av) = 1:AIF(v) for all v E T1,oM and:A E C.

Condition (iii) is essential in the following, because it guarantees that the unit ball

I = {v E T;,oM IF(v):S: I}

is centered at 0, i.e.,

(iii)' F is symmetric:F(z; -v) = F(z; v).

In addition to the unit ball, one can consider a ball, in the tangent space T;'o M
of any radius E > 0. The indicatrix Ie of radius E will be defined to be this (solid)
ball:

Ie = {v E T;,oM IF(v):s: E}.
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(1.8)

(1.9)

Apart from balls Ie in the tangent space, we will see that we can talk about
balls L e on the manifold, and we must be careful to distinguish the two.

Now we denote

GO;3(z; v) = 0::~{3' G8{3Gr8 = J~, 9 = det
2(Go;3)'

By the property (iii) of F, we have

G(z, v) = G -(z· v)vo v{3, 0{3' .

In the following, we assume that M is a strongly Kiihler-Finsler manifold ([4]),
that is,

(1.10)
where

f3;J.L = GTO (G{3T;J.L - G{3T"!fZ), f~ = GTOGT;W

Let f : M --+ JR be a smooth function with derivatives f0 = :fa, f 0;3 =

az~21zj3 , etc. We are looking for a Laplacian !:::.f :M --+ JR.
Now let us remember the mean value property of a harmonic function f in the

complex plane C1 . It is well known that the Laplace operator!:::. in C1 is defined
by

02 02 02

!:::. = ox2 + oy2 = 4ozoz'

where z = x +iy. A smooth function f in a domain D C C1 is said to be harmonic,
if it satisfies

6f=0,
and then f has the important mean value property, that is,

1 12
71"f(a) = - f(a + rei())dB,

21r 0

holds for {z: Iz - al :::; r} cD.
In general, in the Euclidean space JRn we say that a function f is harmonic,

or has zero Laplacian, if

J fdV
f (x) = average value of f on a solid sphere (of any radius) around x = J' ,

L dV

where
L e := {y E JRn Id(x,y) :::; E}, dV:= dx1/\ ... /\ dxn.

Thus
IL fdV _
J dV - f(x) - 0
L,

for harmonic functions in Euclidean space. To make sense of the expression

ILfdV

ILdV
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for a general function, we must "infinitesimalize," i.e., consider the above quantity
as [ --t O. Furthermore, we know from the more usual expression 6f = E~l Iii
that we are only interested in the 2nd-order term of this expression, so we should
divide by [2 as [ --t O. In addition, we need a normalizing factor of 2(n + 2), and
we obtain

6f(x) ~ 2(n +2)!~:2 O:/d~-fiX))

This expression can be easily extended to a Riemannian manifold. Since for
a Riemannian manifold with positive definite metric

ds2 = 9ij dx i dx j
, i, j = 1,2, ... ,n,

one can choose the volume form to be

we can define

1 (1 fygdV )
6f(x) = 2(n + 2) lim 2 Je dV - f(x) .

0 ......0 [ L yg
The main purpose of this paper is to generalize this formula to strongly

Kahler-Finsler manifolds. Let M be a strongly Kahler-Finsler manifold. Then we
have a distance function between pairs of points, and this function satisfies certain
properties. For Z E M, let U C M be a coordinate chart with z E U. Then define
a function pz : U ---+ IR, where pz (w) is the Finsler distance from w to z, pz
satisfying

(i) Pz(z) = 0;
(ii) pz > 0 on U\{z};
(iii) pz is continuous on U;
(iv) pz is differentiable on U\{z}.

Define Eo = {v E M I pz(v) :s: [}, the ball of radius [ around z. These balls are
defined intrinsically on the complex Finsler manifold and will be essential for our
Laplacian.

Now we can use F to define a nowhere-zero volume form. Note that as a
metric space, (M, F) is equipped with a natural Hausdorff measure. Choose the
volume form which generates the 2n-dimensional measure, i.e., take

(
K2n )dV = J - dE 1\ dz,

I dv 1\ dv

where

K2n = volume of the unit sphere in IR2n .

I = {v E T~'OM IF(v) :s: I} = the solid unit ball in the tangent space.

Cndv 1\ dv = Cndv1 1\ ... 1\ dvn 1\ dv 1 1\ ... 1\ dvn, Cn = (_1)n(n-l)/2 j(2i)n

= Euclidean volume form in tangent space with coordinates va.
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This generalizes the Riemannian volume form and is written in coordinates as

dV(p) :=I);2n ( r dv1 t\ ... t\ dvn t\ dv1 t\ ... dVn)-l
J{VET~'OM I F(v)::'Ol}

X di1 t\ ... t\ din t\ dz1 t\ ... t\ dzn.

We have

dV(V1,'" ,Vn,V1,'" ,vn)

=I);2ndet(v~)det(v~) ( r dv1 t\ ... t\ dvn t\ dv1 t\ ... dvn) -1,

J{VET~,OM I F(v)9}

where

_ f3 a - -f3 a
VOl - VOl az f3 ' VOl = VOl aif3 .

Proposition 1.1. dV is a well-defined (n, n)-form.

Proof. dV is an (n, n)-form if, when we change coordinates to i Oi = iOl(z), gener
ating a new expression

(} )

-1
- =1 =n -1 -ndV =I);2n dv t\ ... t\ dv t\ dv t\ ... dv

{iiET~,oM I F(ii)::'Ol}

X dP t\ ... t\ dzn t\ di 1 t\ ... t\ din,

and a new coordinate expression VOl for VOl' then

i) Write

Then

so

-, azf3 _ f3
VOl ai, - VOl'

(aZ (3
)det(v~)det ai, = det(v~). (1.12)
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ii)Calculate

dV(V1,'" ,Vn,V1,'" ,vn)

= K;2ndet(v~)det(v~) ( r dv11\ ... 1\ dvn 1\ dv11\ ... dVn)-l
J{vET;,OM I F(v)9}

_ (oz{3) (oz{3)
= 1\;2ndet(v~)det oz."! det(v~)det oi"!

(} (
OZ{1) (oz{3) =1 =n -1 _n)-lx det =T det ~ dv 1\ ... 1\ dv 1\ dv 1\ ... dv

{vET;,oM I F(v):::;l} OZ oz

(using (1.12))

= 1\;2ndet(v~)det(v~) ( r dv11\ ... 1\ dvn 1\ dv11\ ... dVn)-l
J{vET;,OM I F(v)9}

=dV(V1,'" ,Vn,V1'''' ,vn).

Now we denote the volume form by

dV = Cnw(z)dz 1\ dz, w(z) = K;2n (Cn1dv 1\ dV) -1. (1.13)

With this volume form, we can define 6j on a strongly Kahler-Finsler manifold:

1 (fL jw(z)dz 1\ dz )
6j(z) = 2(2n +2) lim 2 J E () _ - j(z) .

0--->0 € LEW Z dz 1\ dz

Before working out the coordinate expression for 6j(z) we give some estimations.

2. Some estimates

A complex Finsler manifold has an intrinsically defined exponential map, which
sends one-dimensional subspaces of a tangent space isometrically onto geodesics.
We shall express the exponential map exp in local coordinates, and compute some
expressions to be used in later calculations. A geodesic in a complex Finsler man
ifold is a parametrized path z(t) = (zl(t), z2(t),··· ,zn(t)), which satisfies the
differential equation

"Q - r Q ( .) • {3 '1-'
Z - - (3;1-' z, Z Z Z ,

where a dot above the z indicates differentiation with respect to t. This equation
allows us to write exp in local coordinates around a point p E M as

exp : T~'oM ----; M,

1 1 1
zQ(exp(v)) =vQ

- 2r~;I-'(v)v{3vl-' - 6r~;I-',,!v{3vl-'v"! + 3r~;l-'r~;>.v{3v8v>' + o(lvI 4 ),

(2.1)

where we are writing v E T;'o M as v = vQ a~o , and r~;I-'''! = a~'Y r~;I-"
In a Riemannian space, exp is Coo everywhere on TpM; in a complex Finsler

space, exp is Coo everywhere except at the origin (p, 0), at which it is only C1([4]).
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This deficiency, however, will not cause us any trouble. We will use the exponential
map to move integrals from the manifold to the tangent space, where the structure
of F is exhibited more clearly. In particular, exp-1 takes the sphere F; on M to the
indicatrix of "radius" F; on T~'oM, and on T~'oM indicatrices of different radius
have a natural scaling property.

Indeed, T~'oM can be thought of as a manifold on its own, and exp as a map
between the manifolds T~'oM and M. Since exp is invertible, we can pull back
forms on M to forms on T~'oM, and we will calculate pullbacks (in local coordi
nates) for some special cases. To begin with, let v" be the coordinate functions on
T~'oM canonically induced by the coordinate functions z" on M. Then forms on
the manifold will be written as wedge products of I-forms dv". Take the exterior
derivative of both sides of (2.1). (This is allowed because exp is C 1 at p, although
higher derivatives do not generally exist.)

a [1 1 1 ]dz"=- v" - -fa. (v)v f3vl" - -fa. v f3vl"v' + -fa. fl". vf3 vOv" + o(lvI4) dvT
avT 2 f3,1" 6 f3,I", 3 f3,1" 0,"

1 1 1 af". 1
=dv" - -fa. 8f3v l"dvT - -f". vf3 8l"dvT - -~Vf3Vl"dVT - -f". vl"v'dvT

2 f3,1" T 2 f3,1" T 2 avT 3 T,I",

1 1 2
- -f" vf3vl"dvT + -f" fl" vOv"dvT + -f" fl" v f3v"dvT + o(lvI 3 )6 f3;w 3 T;I" 0;" 3 f3;1" T;"

=dv" - f" vl"dvT +C" v f3 vl"dvT + o(lvI 3 )T;I" Tf31" '

where we write

C" 1 af~;1" 1" 1" 1" rl 2r" l (2 2)
T(31" = - 2 avT -:3r T;I"(3 - {;r (3;w + :3 rT;l (3;1' +:3 (3;lrT;I" .

To work with (n, n) forms, we also need to calculate dz = dz1 II··· II dzn in
terms of dv = dv1 II··· II dvn .

dz =(dv1 - f1 vl'dvT + C1 v f3vl'dvT) II (dv2 - f2 vl'dvT + C2 v f3vl'dvT)T;I' Tf31" . T;I' Tf31'

II··· II (dvn - fn vl"dvT + Cn vf3vl'dvT)T;I' Tf31"

= [1 - f~;1"v!' + (f~;1" f~;f3 - f~;1" f~;f3 + C~f31" ) v f3vI" ] dv

_ [ ff3 I' (fP fa 1fP fa 1f" 1f"- 1 - f3;1"v + P;I' a;f3 -:3 a;!' p;f3 -:3 ";I'f3 - 6" f3;I""

1", 1 af~;I") f3 ]+ :3 f ,,;,ff3;1" - 2" av" v vI" dv,

where we are neglecting terms of higher order than 2. Because exp is only C 1, the
above expression is only continuous and not necessarily differentiable at p.

The exponential map allows us to change coordinates so that the spheres Le
on M become indicatrices of radius F; on T~'oM. Thus any integral JL £ w (of any

(n, n) form w) becomes an integral JI. exp*w on the tangent space, and, if exp*w(v)

(where exp*w = exp*w(v)dv II dv) is homogenous we can use the scaling property
of the Ie to write JI. exp*w as F;k JI exp*w for some appropriate exponent k. In
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particular, when we come to integrate JLe fw for a function f, we will replace f
by its power series around p to get

l fw =f(p) l w + fa(P) l zaw + f6:(p) l zaw
Le L e L e L e

+ ~fat3(P) l za z{3w + l 0(lzI3 )w,
L e L e

wherelzl = J'£ Iza l2. After moving all these new integrals to the tangent space,
we will see that we do in fact have homogenous functions, so we can write them all
as integrals over I, which is the same set as Ii' We now determine the exponent k
given above for integrals of the form J

Le
zla1dV, where Q is a multi-exponent for

the zQls.
Case A. JLe dV. This amounts to finding the volume of the sphere of radius

E in the complex Finsler manifold. We develop a power series in terms of E for this
volume.

Vol(2:)= l dV=Cnl w(z)dzl\dz,
10 L e L e

where w(z) = 1\;2n (Cn JI dfJ 1\ dV) -1 are the coefficients of the volume form as

given above. Replace w(z) by its Taylor series around p:

=Cn he [w(p) + wa(p)za + W6:(p)za + ~Wat3(p)zaz{3 + 0(lzI3 )] dz 1\ dz

=Cn1[w(p) + wa(p) (va - ~r~;J.lv{3vJ.l) +W6:(p)(v6: - ~r~;p,vt3vp,)
e

+ ~Wai3(p)vafJ{3] (1 - r~;J.l + C{3;J.lv{3vJ.l) (1 - r~;p, + C{3;J.lfJ[3fJJ.l )&v 1\ dv

=Cn 1e [w(p) + (WJ.l(p) - w(p)r~;J.l )vJ.l + (wp,(p) - w(p)r~;p,)vP,

X ( - ~r~;J.lWa(P) - W{3(p)r~;J.l + w(p)C{3J.l )v{3vJ.l

X ( - ~r~;p,W6:(p) - wi3(p)r~;p, + w(p)C{3J.l )vi3 vp, + ~Wai3(p)Vai;f3] dfJ 1\ dv.

Here we are ignoring terms of order higher than 2 and abbreviating

C .- p a _ ~ r p r a _ ~ r a _ ~ r a ~ r a r' _ ~ ar~;J.l
{3;J.l .- r P;J.l r a,{3 3 a;J.l p;{3 3 a;J.l{3 6 {3;J.la + 3 a;, (3;J.l 2 ava .

Notice that Ie is symmetric on Ti'o M. This is an advantage of working in
the tangent space because symmetry ensures that Cn JI vJ.ldfJ 1\ dv = 0, or, more
generally, Cnh h(v)dfJ 1\ dv = 0 if h is any odd function. In the line above we

see the integral Cn Jl
e

r~;J.lvJ.ldfJ 1\ dv. Consider equation (1.10). Since F 2(v) is an

even function, and since Gat3 = ~v~~~~) is obtained by taking two derivatives of
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an even function, GaiJ(v) must be also even. Then GiJa(v) is even, and derivatives

of the form 8i/::'T (v), with respect to coordinates zl-' in the manifold, are also even
(as functions of the tangent space coordinates v). Furthermore G(3f'"( is odd, Gf;1-'
is odd, so G(3f'"(r~ is even. We see from equation (1.10) that r~;1-' must then be

even. The function vI-' (on the tangent space) is odd, so the product r~;1-'(v )vI-' of

an even function and an odd function must be odd. Thus C n JI r(3(3_ vl-'dv1\ dv = 0,
• ,1-'

therefore

Vol(L
E

)

= Cn Jw(p)dv 1\ dv + Cn J [( -~r~;I-'Wa(P) - W(3(p)r~;1-' + w(p)C(31-' )v(3vl-'
I. I.

(
1 -) - 1 -]+ - 2r~tLwQ(p) - wiJ(p)r~;tL + w(p)C(31-' v(3vtL + 2WaiJ (p)vav(3 dv 1\ dv.

(2.4)

Note that the first term in (2.4) is the integral of a constant. Because of the
scaling property IrE = r IE, we can change our region of integration to h, via

Cn rw(p)dv 1\ dv = cn€2n rw(p)dv 1\ dv = cn€2n rw(p)dv 1\ dv,
iI. ill iI

where n is the dimension of M, and, of course, I = h. Similarly, the second term
of (2.4) is the integral of a function homogeneous of degree 2, so we can again
change our region of integration to I, but this time with a factor of €2n+4:

=Cn€2nj w(p)dv 1\ dV+Cn€2n+4j [(- ~r~;I-'Wa(P) - W(3(p)r~;1-' + w(p)C(31-' )v(3vl-'

(
1 -) - 1 -]+ - 2r~;tLwQ(p) - wiJ(p)rt tL + w(p)C(31-' v(3vtL + 2WaiJ (p)vav(3 dv 1\ dv.

(2.5)
Recall that w(p) is given by w(p) = en J7~nVAdv' where neither the numerator nor
the denominator depends on v. Thus we can take outside the integral:

= C €2n K,2n rdv 1\ dv + 0 . €2n+2 + C . €2n+4 + o(€2n+6)
n Cn JI dv 1\ dv iI 2n+4 ,

where C2n+4 will be written explicitly later. In summary,

Vol ( I.:) = K,2n€2n + C2n+4 . €2n+4 + o(€2n+6).
E

(2.6)

Case B. J
L

• zadV. The function za is "odd" around the origin, which is the

center of L
E

, so we would expect the integral to be near zero. In fact, this integral
has order €2n+2 instead of €2n+l which seems natural. Again, we work this out by
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transferring h:, z"'dV to T~'oM and using the symmetry of the indicatrix there:

t z"'dV = Cn t z"'w(z)dz /\ dz
L, L,

=Cnt [z"'w(p) +W13(p)z"'z13 + wj3(p)z"'z13 + ~W13ii(P)Z"'Z13zJ.l + o(lzI4)]dz /\ dz
L,

=Cn t [(v'" - ~r~;J.l(v)v13vJ.l )w(p)
L,

+ w13(p) (v'" - ~r~;J.l(v)v'vJ.l) (v13 - ~r~;£/v)v13ve)

+ wj3(p) (v'" - ~r~;J.l(v)v'vJ.l) (v13 - ~r:;e(v)v13ve)

+ ~W13ii(P) (v'" - ~r~;J.l(v)v'vJ.l) (v13 - ~rt,(v)vAvO) (vJ.l - ~r~;iI(v)vTvV)]

x (1 - r~;J.l(v)vJ.l + C13J.lv13vJ.l) (1 - r~;ii(v)vJ.l + C13J.lv13vJ.l )dv /\ dv

=Cn r [w(p)v'" + d"'13v"'v13 + d",j3v"'v13 + o(lzI3)]dv /\ dv,lI,
for some coefficient d"'13' d",j3' Again, oddness of z'" ensures that

r w(p)v"'dv /\ dv
lI,

vanishes, and homogeneity allows us to evaluate IE solely on I by adding an ap
propriate factor:

~Cndne (1v"v"do A dV) ,2n+2 + Cndn" (1vnil'd;; A dV) ,2n+2 + d,n+3,2n+3

+ o(€2n+4),

for some constant d2n+3 . The important result here is that we don't need any
terms involving €2n+l, so

t z"'dV :S d2n+2€2n+2 + o(€2n+4).
L,

By estimations of Case A and Case B, there are two conclusions, the first
conclusion assures that integrals of the form fL , z"'dV are actually of the same

order of magnitude as the integrals fL , z'" z13 dV, and the second conclusion allows
us to ignore higher-order terms when they appear in integrals.

Remark 2.1. Expression (2.6) of Case A is interesting because of its parallels with
the Riemannian case. The first term in both the complex Finsler and Riemannian
case is 1I:2n€2n, which is simply the Euclidean volume of a sphere of radius € in ]R2n,
so even in a complex Finsler space, volume measurement doesn't differ dramatically
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from the Euclidean case. Also, in both cases the coefficient of E2n+2 vanishes. The
most interesting coefficient is C2n+4, which measures how our space differs from
Euclidean space. In the Riemannian case, this coefficient (up to a constant) is
actually the scalar curvature([7]).

Since expression (2.6) is invariant by its very construction, this clearly sug
gests thinking of the second coefficient as a scalar curvature for strongly Kahler
Finsler manifolds ([8]).

Definition 2.2. Define the Puiseux curvature P at z of the strongly Kahler-Finsler
manifold (M, F) to be

P = 0!2nC2n+4 ,

where 0!2n is a constant.

Lemma 2.3. P: M ~ IR given by z f----> Puiseux curvature at z is Coo.

Proof. The expression for C2n+4 involves integration over I, but an integral over
I is equal to an integral over 1\{O}. If C2n+4 is seen as an integration over 1\{O},
then all limits of integration and integrands are smooth functions of z, so P is
smooth. 0

3. Mean value Laplacian and its coordinate expression

In this section, we use the constructions of Section 2 to show that the Laplacian
6 for a function exists, and to derive a coordinate expression for 6, which will
make clear that 6 is a differential operator.

Firstly, we will state formally the definition of the Laplacian.
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Definition 3.1. Let M be a complex manifold with a strongly Kahler-Finsler metric
F, and let f : M ------; IR be a smooth function. Let dV = Cnw(z)dz 1\ dz, where
w(z) = en lff:fJ/\dv is the coefficient of the canonical volume form.

Define the Laplacian fj, at a point p by

1 (fL fdV )
fj,f(z) = 2(2n + 2) l~ e2 f~< dV - f(z) ,

or if we write dV = Cnw(z)dz 1\ dz,

1 (J fw(z)dz 1\ dz )
fj,f(z) = 2(2n + 2) lim 2 f< ()d- d - f(z) .

0->0 e L < W Z Z 1\ z

(3.1)

(3.2)

Theorem 3.2. Let M be a complex manifold with a strongly Kahler-Finsler metric
F, and let f : M ------; IR be a smooth function. Let p be a point in M. Then
fj,f(p) exists and is a linear, 2nd-order differential operator with the coordinate
expresswn:

Proof. Write f as a Taylor series around p,

Substitute this expression into the definition:
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1 f"L (iQ(p)zQ + fa (p)zQ + ~fQiJ(p)zQz(3 + o(lzI3 ) )dV
=2(2n + 2) lim 2" ' f dV

€~OE "L,

1 f"L (iQ(p)zQ + fa (p)zQ + ~fQiJ(p)zQz(3 + o(lzI3 ) )w(z)dz 1\ dz
=2(2n + 2) lim - --=..c''------'- ----;;-_--;-:---,,-------,- --'-- _

€~O E2 fL w(z)dz 1\ dz

=2(2n + 2) lim 1
2
r [fQ(p)(vQ- ~r~."v(3v/1) + fa(p)(fjQ - ~rQ(3=._fj(3fj/1)

€~OE lI, 2 "... 2 ,/1

1 _ Q 1 Q >. 8 -(3 1 iJ X 8 ]+ '2/Q(3(p)(v - 2r>.;8V v)(v - 2rX;8v v )

(W(P)+w" (p)(v" -1r~;8VAv8)+Wii(p)(v" -1rt~vAV8))(l-r~;eve)(l-r~;eve)dVAdv
x---'----r------------------'-,----------

II, w(p)+w" (p)(v" -1r~;8vAv8)+Wii(P)(V"-1rt~vAV8) (l-r~;eve)(l-r~;eve)dVAdv

=2(2n + 2)!~ [,21, (w(p) +w.v· + w.V· +0(lvI2) )dv A dvrI
x1, [fQ(p)w(p)v

Q+tfQiJ(p)w(p)v
Q

fj(3 + f Q (p )WiJ(p)v
Q

fj(3 - fQ(p)w(p)r~;iJVQfj(3

+ fa(p)w(p)fjQ + fa(P)W(3(p)fjQ v(3 - fa(P)w(p)r~;(3fjQv(3]dfj 1\ dv.

Again, eliminating integrands homogeneous of degree 1, and ignoring terms of
higher order than 2n +2, and moving to I, we have

[
II (~f".B(P)W(P)+f,,(P)W.B(P)-f,,(p)w(p)r~.B)V"V13 dVAdV

=2(2n + 2) lim€~o E
2n

+
2

€2n+2 w(p) II dVl\dv '

(fii (P)W13 (P)-1ii (p)w(p)r~;13) v"v13 dVl\dV]

+ €2n+2 w(p) II dvl\dv .

Separating into coefficient of fQiJ and fQ, fa,

This expression clearly shows that I:::. is a differential operator.

4. Mean value Laplacian generalizes the Kahlerian Laplacian

o

Firstly,we remark that for the leading coefficient in the coordinate expression of
1:::., we have
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Lemma 4.1. Let M be a strongly Kahler-Finsler manifold of dimension n with
Finsler metric F. Define

- I vaf;f3 dv 1\ dv
Kf3a = (2n + 2) I (4.1)

II dv 1\ dv

Then KiJa are the components of a Hermitian symmetric, twice-contravariant,
positive-definite tensor.

Proof. Clearly, KiJa = K Cx f3, so these components are Hermitian symmetric. To
see that

iJa _ ( ) II v
a

v
f3

dv 1\ dv
K - 2n +2 I d- d

I V 1\ v

are the components of a Hermitian tensor, make a coordinate change

i a = ia(z)

on the manifold. Then we have the following relations on the tangent space:

-a _ 8za f3
v - 8if3 v ,

(
8z

a
)dij = det 8if3 dv.

In the i a coordinate system,

- iJa _ (2 ) II ijaijiJdv 1\ dij
K - n + 2 I d- d-

I V 1\ v

J oz" 0,,(3 '-old (Oz,,) 1
2d- dI oi" oio V v et 8fiJ v 1\ v

= (2n + 2) 2

IIldet(~)1 dv 1\ dv

Since none of the terms ~~~ ~~~ and Idet(~) 1

2

depends on v and v, we can take
them all outside the integral signs, and cancel the determinant, to get

- iJa _ ( 8za 8zf3 II v'vodv 1\ dv _ 8za 8zf3
J,

K - 2n + 2) 8i' 8zo II dv 1\ dv - 8i' 8zoK ,

i.e., k iJa are the components of a twice-contravariant Hermitian tensor.
To see that this tensor is positive-definite, simply use the Hermitian symmetry

to choose a coordinate system z in which k iJa is diagonal, that is, one for which
k iJa = 0 if a =I (3. Then

- - I ijavadv 1\ dij
K

aa = (2n + 2) I > 0
II dij 1\ dij ,

so KCxa is positive-definite. D
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Since a symmetric,positive-definite,twice-covariant Hermitian tensor is a met
ric tensor, we can see the K/3o as the (inverse) components of a Kahler metric.
Thus we have canonically associated to our strongly Kahler-Finsler manifold a
Kahler metric.

Definition 4.2. The metric

/30 _ ( ) JI vov
f3

dv 1\ dv
K - 2n + 2 J d- d

I V 1\ v

on a strongly Kahler-Finsler manifold (M, F) is called the (inverse of the) oscu
lating Kahler metric.

Lemma 4.3. Let M be a Kahler manifold of complex dimension n with metric C o /3'
Then

/30 _ ~( ) JI vov
f3

dv 1\ dv
C - 2 2n + 2 JI dv 1\ dv

Proof. To simplify the calculations, choose coordinates such that

C/30 (p) = Co/3(p) = 80 f3(p),

i.e., such that I at p is the unit sphere D in ]R2n. Then, by symmetry of D,

K/3o = 0, if 0: =1= (3,

and
K 11 = K 22 = ... = Kiln.

Let V
O = ~o + i~n+o, 0: = 1, ... ,n. Then we calculate

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.5)

where

2(2n + 2) JD ~§nd6d6'" d6n
JDd6 d6" ·d6n

J~l ~§n (J!J~~~~ J ... J d~l ... d6n-2d6n-l )d~2n
=2(2n + 2) 2 2n

J~l (J!J~~~~nJ . .. J d~l ... d6n-2d6n-l )d6n

J~l ~§n ((2n - I)-sphere of radius )1 - ~§n)d6n
=2(2n + 2) -----::i17~___:_-:--_:_------::--~_;===;;:::;~

J~l ((2n - I)-sphere of radius )1 - ~~n )d6n

=2(2n + 2) J~l ~§nK2n-l (JI - ~§n)2n-ld~2n
J~l K2n-l (JI - ~§n)2n-ld6n
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Let 6n = sin 0 and integrate:

2fi sin2 OCOS2n- 1 OcosOdO
=2(2n + 2) --'--"0_-----,,,..--- _

2102 cos2n OdO

-=..L cos2n+ 1 0sin 0I~ + _1_ f ~ COS2n OdO
( )

2n+2 0 2n+2 Jo
=2 2n+ 2 "10

2 cos2n OdO

=2,

by (4.1) to (4.5),

K13a = 2C13a .

We know that C13a is a twice-contravariant Hermitian tensor, and since lemma 2
proved that K13a is a twice-contravariant Hermitian tensor, it follows that C13a =
~K13a in any coordinate system, i.e.,

13a _ ~ ( )II v
a

v!3dv A dv
C - 2 2n + 2 II dv A dv

As remarked before, the terms

( )II vav!3dv A dv
2n + 2 I d d

I V A v

appear as the leading coefficients in 6.. If our space is Kahlerian, they will also
appear in the first-order coefficients, and this fact suggests us to prove the following
theorem, which states that our mean-value Laplacian generalizes the Kahlerian
Laplacian.

Theorem 4.4. Let (M, F) be Kahler manifold with its canonical Laplacian ([8])

L(f) = 2C13a fP f .
f)zaf)z!3

Define

. l(IL f dV
)6.f = (2n + 2) ~~ E2 I

L
• dV - f .

Then

6.f = L(f). (4.7)

Proof. Consider the coordinate expression (3.3) for

6.f = (2n + 2) [JI v",v
J3

dV/\dV j _+ f (2WIJ JI v"'v
J3

dv/\dv _ 2JI r t IJ v"'V
J3

dV/\dV)
] I dv/\dv a!3 a W ] I dv/\dv ] I dv/\dv

f - (2WJ3 JI v"'v J3 dv/\dv _ 2JI r~;J3V"'vJ3dV/\dV)]
+ a w II dv/\dv II dv/\dv .
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Since the Christoffel symbols r~;t3 don't depend on tangent vectors in a
Kahler manifold, we can take them outside the integral signs, which leaves a com
mon factor (2n + 2) II vO:fJf3 dfJ Adv/ II dfJ Adv:

II vO:fJ
f3

dfJAdv [ (2Wt3 X) (2Wf3 A)]
6f=(2n+2) IIdvAdv fo: t3 +fo: ~-2rX;t3 +fa ~-2rA;f3 . (4.8)

In a Kahler manifold, the volume form dV = w(z)dz A dz is

dV = VQdz Adz,

so
wt3
w

There is, however, the Kahler identity

r X _ CXc 8Ccx _ 1 8..m
X;t3 - 8zf3 - ..m 8zf3 '

so the coefficients of fo: and fa in expression (4.8) are zero, leaving

II vO: fJf3 dfJ A dv
6f = (2n + 2) I d d fo: t3 ·

I v A v

Now use Lemma 4.3,which asserts the identity

t3o: _ ~ ( ) II vO:fJf3 dfJ A dv
C - 2n +2 J d- d '2 I vA v

to convert (4.9) to

6f = 2Ct3o: fo:t3 = L(J).

(4.9)

o

Remark 4.5. Although the Laplacian we have defined does not result from any
Kahlerian metric, it shares some important properties with Kahlerian Laplacians.
In particular, 6 is "self-adjoint" in the sense that it satisfies a version of Green's
Theorem for complex Finsler manifolds, and as a result of this, it can be written in
a divergence form very similar to the divergence form of the Kahlerian Laplacian.
Furthermore, our definition can be extended to the Hodge-Laplace operator of
arbitrary (p, q) forms. It is worth to remark that using the osculating Kahler
metric Kt3o: to define the pointwise and global inner product when we define the
Hodge-Laplace operator of (p, q) forms is more natural than using the Finsler
metric Ct3o: and can avoid many complicate calculation.

5. Properties of the Laplacian for functions on strongly
Kahler-Finsler manifolds

In this section, we will prove some remarkable properties of the mean value Lapla
cian 6 defined in Section 3.
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Definition 5.1. A linear operator D is self-adjoint on a complex Finsler manifold
(M,F), if

1M (uD(v))w(w)dw 1\ dw = 1M (vD(u))w(w)dw 1\ dw (5.1)

for any compactly supported functions u and v.

Lemma 5.2. Let M be a strongly Kahler-Finsler manifold with Finsler metric F
and b. be defined as above. Then b. is self-adjoint, i. e.,

1M(u b. v - v b. u)w(w)dw 1\ dw = O. (5.2)

Proof.

1M(u b. v - v b. u)w(w)dw 1\ dw

_ 1[ . fL:.(w) (v(z) - v(w))w(z)dz 1\ dz
-2(2n + 2) u(w) hm 2 1 ()d- d

M c-+O C L:.(w) w z z 1\ z

. fL(w)(u(z) - u(w))w(z)dz 1\ dZ] _
- v(w) hm 21 ()d d w(w)dw 1\ dw

c-+O C L:.Cw) w Z Z1\ Z

(where 2:c (w) (resp.2:c(z)) is the ball of radius c around w(resp.z))

. lit ( 1 )=2(2n + 2) hm -
c-+O c2 M L(w) fLew) w(z)dz 1\ dz

x [u(w)v(z) - v(w)u(z) - u(w)v(w) + u(w)v(w)]

x w(z)w(w)dz 1\ dz 1\ dw 1\ dw

. 1 [1 h ( 1 )=2(2n + 2) hm -
c-+O c2 M L:.Cw) fL:.Cw) w(z)dz 1\ dz

x u(w)v(z)w(z)w(w)dz 1\ dz 1\ dw 1\ dw

- r r (1 ~ ) _ d )v(w)u(z)w(z)w(w)dz 1\ dz 1\ dw 1\ dW]
JM JLCw) LCw) w z dz 1\ z

1 [1 h ( 1 )=2(2n + 2) lim -
c-+O c2 M L(w) fLCw) w(z)dz 1\ dz

x u(w)v(z)w(z)w(w)dz 1\ dz 1\ dw 1\ dw

- r r (1 ~ )d- d )v(w)u(z)w(z)w(w)dw 1\ dw 1\ dz 1\ dZ]
JM JLCz) LCw) w Z z 1\ z

(because, along the "diagonal" of M x M,

r r !(z,w)dwl\dwl\dZl\dz= r r !(Z, w)dz 1\ dz I\dw 1\ dw )
JMJLCz) JM JL(w)
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. 1 [1 h ( 1 )=2(2n + 2) hm -
E~O €2 M L(w) fL(w) w(z)dz 1\ dz

x u(w)v(z)w(z)w(w)dz 1\ dz 1\ dw 1\ dw

- r r (f. (\d - d )u(w)v(z)w(z)w(w)dz 1\ dz 1\ dw 1\ dW]'
JM JL(w) L(z) w W W1\ W

(renaming the parameters in the second term)

=2(2n + 2) lim 1
2
r [ r U(W)V(Z)W(Z)W(W)]

E~O € JM I'L,.(w)

[ 1 1]x - dz 1\ dz 1\ dw 1\ dw
fL(w) w(z)dz 1\ dz f'L(z) w(w)dw 1\ dw

=2(2n + 2) lim 12 r [ r U(W)V(Z)W(Z)W(W)]
E~O € JM Jz:,.(w)

x [,,,0" + C'.+~(W)o"+' + ... - ',.0" + C,.+~(z)o,.+' + ... ]
x dz 1\ dz 1\ dw 1\ dw,

(using (2.6))

=2(2n + 2) lim 12 r [+ r U(W)V(Z)W(Z)W(W)]
E~O € JM € n JL(w)

X [1\;2n(C2n+4(Z) - ~2n~:(W))€2n+4 + ... ] dz 1\ dz 1\ dw 1\ dw
1\;2n€

€2n+4 1 1[ 1 h ]=2(2n + 2) lim 2'+4- 2--=2 u(w)v(z)w(z)w(w)
E~O € n 1\;2n M € n L.(W)

X [C2n+4(z) - C2n+4(w)]dz 1\ dz 1\ dw 1\ dw

=0.

The last line we obtained by letting € --t O. When this happens, z --t W, C2n+4
is just the Puiseux curvature defined in Section 2 (Definition 2.2.), where we also
proved that it is smooth. Since C2n+4 is smooth,we have C2n+4(z) --t C2n+4(w).

o

Self adjointness induces an equivalent condition on the coefficients of the
differential operator D. For a second-order, linear differential operator D with
Hermitian symmetric leading coefficients, i.e.,

(5.3)
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this is indeed the case. For the Laplace-Beltrami operator of the Kahler manifold
L(f), we can write

(5.4)

and give a name to this convenient form. Notice that in the case of a Kahler
manifold if we write L(f) in the form (5.3) we have Ba = o.

Definition 5.3. We will say that an operator V is in divergence form if

(5.5)

where w(z)dz 1\ dz is the canonical Finsler volume form dV of a strongly Kahler
Finsler manifold, and hi3a is some Hermitian symmetric, contravariant 2-tensor on
M.

Lemma 5.4. If V is a second-order linear differential operator of the form

with Hermitian symmetric leading coefficients, then

V is self-adjoint {::::::} V is in divergence form.

Proof. ¢:=: Assume that V is in divergence form, i.e., that

for some hi3a . Let u and v be any compactly supported smooth functions on the
manifold M. Then

1M uV(v)w(z)dz 1\ dz = 1M u~ a~a (Vi3 hi3aw)w(z)dz 1\ dz

= - 1M uavi3hi3aw(z)dz 1\ dz

= 1M v a~f3 (uah
i3a

w)dz 1\ dz

=1M v~ a~f3 (uah
i3a

w)wdz 1\ dz

= 1M vV(u)w(z)dz 1\ dz.

This is just the definition of self-adjointness.
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=*: Let V be written as in expression (5.3). Assume self-adjointness and
choose two arbitrary compactly supported functions U and v. Then

0= 1M (uVv - vVu)w(z)dz 1\ dz

= 1M (uA.Be>ve>.B + uBe>ve> - vA.Be>ue>.B - vBe>ue»w(z)dz 1\ dz

r [ (OA.Be> - -)
= 1M - Ve> oz(3 UW + A(3e>u.Bw + A(3e>uw.B

(
0A.Be> .Be> .Be»

+ Ua oz(3 vw + A v.Bw + A vW.B

+ uBe>ve>w - vBaue>w] dz 1\ dz.

To achieve the three lines above,we used integration by parts on the first term (*)
(integrating ve>.Bdz 1\ dz) and on the third term in (*) (integrating ua.Bdz 1\ dz). We
can now use the Hermitian symmetric of the coefficient A.Be> to cancel the second
in (**) with the second term in (* * *).

r [OA.Be> - 0 ( ) ]
= 1M (ue>v - ve>u) oz(3 + A(3e> oz(3 Inw - Be> w(z)dz 1\ dz

r 0 (U) [OA.Be> - 0 ( ) ]0= 1M v
2

oze> -; oz(3 + A(3e> oz(3 Inw - Be> w(z)dz 1\ dz.

Because any function can be written as v2 a~o (;),therefore we have

B e> - oA.Be> A.Be> 0 (1 ) (5.6)
- oz(3 + oz(3 nw.

Furthermore,by the following Sub-Lemma (Lemma 5.5) the conclusion follows. 0

Lemma 5.5 (Sub-Lemma). Recall that Vf = A.Be> fe>.B + Be> fe>' In this notation,

1 0 ( - ) oA.Be> - 0 () - -Vf =-- f(3-h(3e>w ¢=} Be> = -_- + A(3e> Inw and A(3e> = h(3e>.
Woze> oz(3 oz(3

Proof. =*:

Vf = A.Be>j - + Be>J = ~~ (f-h.Baw)
e>(3 e> Woze> (3

= fe>.Bh.Be> + fa [0::(3e> + h.Be> 0~(3 (lnw)],
by assumption A.Be> = h.Be>, it follows that

B e> _ oh.Be> hEa 0 (1 ) _ oA.B
a

A.Be> 0 (1 )
- oz{3 + oz(3 nw - oz{3 + oz{3 nw.

~: Assume

B e> _ oA.B
a

A.Be> 0 (1 )
- oz(3 + oz(3 nw.
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Let h!3o: = A!3o:, then

o

(5.6) now implies (by Lemma 5.5) that

V f = ~ 8~O: (J!3 h!3o:w).

for some h!3o:. In fact, we can see from the calculations that we must have h!3o: =
A!3o: .

Recall the the coordinate expression for 6f,

[
JI vO:v(3dv 1\ dv

6f =(2n + 2) JI dv 1\ dv fo:!3

+1 (2W!3 JI vO:v(3dv 1\ dv _ 2JI rt!3vO:v(3dv 1\ dV)
0: W JI dv 1\ dv JI dv 1\ dv

(
2W(3 JI vO:v(3dv 1\ dv 2JI r~;(3vo:v(3dv 1\ dV)]

+1- - - .
0: W JI dv 1\ dv JI dv 1\ dv

Lemma 5.2 shows that /::, is self-adjoint, Lemma 4.3 gives conditions on the coef
ficients of 6. In particular, the A!3o: in Lemma 5.4 must just be

!3o: !3o: ( )JI vO: v(3dv 1\ dv
A = K = 2n + 2 J d- d '

I V 1\ v

i.e., the coefficients of the osculating Hermitian metric. The BO: of course are just

(5.7)

Lemma 5.5 gives the condition
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(5.8)

_ ~ II v"'ii13 dii/\dv _ II V"'iil3dii/\dv,~ II dii/\dv
- II dv/\dv ()2

II dii/\dv

II v"'ii13 dii/\dv 1 a J -
- II dv/\dv II dii/\dv lJiif I dv 1\ dv

=-2 ~ [In(J dfJl\dv)]II v"'ii
13

dii/\dV + ~IIV"'iil3dii/\dv.
lJiif I II dv/\dv II dv/\dv

Of course from (5.7) we already know

1 2wl3- J vCt fJ 13 dfJ 1\ dv 2 JI r~'I3-vCtfJl3dfJ 1\ dv-;-::-_-::-;-BCt = _ I ...,:;''--- _

(2n + 2) w JI dfJ 1\ dv JI dfJ 1\ dv

and if we again use w = II ~~~dv' then

1 8 [ (J )] J vCt fJ 13dfJ 1\ dv 2JI r~'I3-vCtfJl3dfJ 1\ dv__---,-BCt = -2- In dfJ 1\ dv I -' .
(2n + 2) 8z13 I JI dfJ 1\ dv JI dfJ 1\ dv

(5.9)
Equating (5.7) and (5.8), cancelling the common term, and multiplying by JI dfJ 1\

dv gives

~ rvCt i;!3dfJ 1\ dv = -2 rr~ -vCt fJ 13dfJ 1\ dv. (5.10)
8z13 i I i I >';13

This, then, must be an identity in strongly Kahler-Finsler manifolds.
Ifwe go back to Lemma 5.4, we can see a way to write 6f in divergence form

directly. The proof of Lemma 5.4 necessitates hi3Ct = Ai3Ct = Ki3Ct , the coefficient
of the osculating Hermitian metric, and this is all needed to prove.

Theorem 5.6. Let M be a complex manifold with a strongly Kahler-Finsler metric
F, and let f : M ---+ IR be a smooth function. Let dV = w(z)dz 1\ dz, where
w(z) = II ~;~dv is the coefficient of the canonical volume form, and Ki3Ct = (2n +
2) JI vCt fJ 13 dfJl\dvj JI dfJl\dv is the osculating Hermitian metric. Then the Laplacian

"'f(P) ~ 2(2n + 2)!~ 0;eJ/:-!(P))

can also be written as

6f(p) = w~p) 8~Ct [fi3 K !3Qw(p)]. (5.11)

Thus 6 is a self-adjoint operator (that is, JM (u 6 v - v 6 u)w(w)dw 1\ dw = 0) in
divergence form. 0
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This provides an interesting interpretation of our Laplacian: we can see t:::, as
the Laplacian of the osculating Hermitian manifold with respect to a volume form
which comes from the strongly Kahler-Finsler metric.

6. The Laplacian for differential forms

So far, we have defined the mean-value Laplacian for functions on a strongly
Kahler-Finsler manifold. Now we will extend our definition to arbitrary (p, q)
forms. The key point is defining a pointwise inner product and a global inner
product.

Assume M is a compact complex Finsler manifold with a strongly Kahler
Finsler metric F. Op,q(M) (or Op,q) denotes the COO(p,q)-forms on M. The ele
ments of op,q in local coordinates are

1f)(Z) = _I_If) f3- f3- dzal /\ ... /\ dzap /\ dzf3l /\ ... /\ dzf3q
Y p!q!Yal···ap 1'" q ,

1
'ljJ(z) = -,-,'ljJ)\J"'>' "l"'/L dZ>'l /\ ... /\ dz>'p /\ dZf.ll /\ ... /\ dzf.lq.p.q. pr q

Define the pointwise inner product of <p(z) and 'ljJ(z) by

(<p, 'ljJ)(z) = j j ... j x j j ... j <p(V)'¢(V) ((2n + 2)
dv

I /\ dVI)
I I I I I I II dv /\ dv

x ((2n + 2)dv2/\ dV2) ... ((2n + 2)dvp /\ dVp) (6.1)
II dv /\ dv II dv /\ dv

x ((2n + 2)dvI /\ dVI ) ((2n + 2)dv2 /\ dV2) X ... x ((2n + 2)dvq /\ dvq)
II dv /\ dv II dv /\ dv II dv /\ dv '

where
<p(VI' V2,'" ,Vp; ih,'" ,fJq)ij;(VI' V2,'" ,vp;VI,'" ,vq)

1 -
= p!q! <Pal···ap!3l···!3q 'ljJ>'l"'>'P/Ll "'/Lq

x val va2 ... vapvf3lvf32 ... vf3q V>'lV>'2 ... V>'PVf.ll Vf.l2 ... vf.lq
12 pl2 ql2 pl2 q'

If we substitute this into (6.1),then we can perform the integrations over VI,V2,
... ,vp and VI, V2, ... ,vq separately, and since the coefficients <Pal" 'a

p
!3l ... !3q (z) and

'ljJ>'l"'>'P/Ll"'/Lq(z) do not depend on tangent vectors, we can take them outside the
integral to get (by Lemma 4.1)

1 I al->'ld- /\d__ _ _ - _ _ 2(p+q) I VI VI VI VI . ..
(<p, 'ljJ)(Z) - , ,<Pal ·apf31,,·f3q'ljJ>'l···>'Pf.lI···f.lq (2n + 2) x I d /\ dp.q. I V V

f ap _.APd- /\ d J f.ll -f3ld- /\ d J f.lq -f3qd- /\ dIVp Vp Vp Vp I VI VI VI VI I Vq Vq Vq Vq

II dv /\ dv II dv /\ dv II dv /\ dv

=_,1,<Pal ...ap!31 !3 '¢>. >. - - K)"la l •.. K)"papK!3lf.ll ... K!3qf.lqp.q. .. q I'" pf.ll···f.lq
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(6.2)

When (M, F) is a Kahler manifold, then K)..lQl = 2g)..lQl, ... , K!3qJ.Lq = 2g!3qJ.Lq
(Lemma 4.3), and the pointwise inner product (6.1),(6.2) reduces to the case of a
Kahler manifold.

We define this pointwise inner product in a particular coordinate system, so
we should check that this definition is independent of coordinates. This follows
from writing

_ 8iQl 8iQ2 8iQp 8i!3l 8i!32 8i!3q

epklk2···kpflf2··.£q = 8Zkl 8Zk2 ... 8zkp 8Z£1 8Z£2 ... 8z£q epQl"·Qp!3l· .. !3q' (6.3)

8iAl 8iA2 8iAp 8iPl 8iP2 8iPq
'¢SlS2"· Sptd2 .. ·tq = 8zSl 8zS2 ... 8zsp 8ztl 8zt2 ... 8ztq '¢Al'''ApPl'''Pq, (6.4)

RSlkl = 8z: l 8Z
kl
K)..lQl, Rfqtq= 8z~q 8z

t
q K!3qJ.Lq (6.5)

8iAl 8iQl ' 8i{3q 8iJ.Lq ,

in a tilde coordinate system i
Q

= iQ(z). Substituting (6.3), (6.4) and (6.5) into
(6.2) gives

If) {3- (3- 01., ... ' - ... - K)..lQl ···K)..pQpK!3lJ.Ll ···K!3qJ.Lq.,.. Ql "'Qp 1'" qall\1 /\pJ.Ll J.Lq

- - - - -], _ _ _ j{slkl j{s2k2... KSpkpKfltl K f2t2 ... K- fqtq-epklk2·..kp£1£2"·£q o/SlS2·"Sptlt2 .. ·tq ,

so that the pointwise inner product (6.1) or (6.2) is invariant on the manifold, this
invariance depending solely on the tensor (density) character of

K)..lQl ... K)..pQp K!3lJ.Ll ... K!3qJ.Lqw(z).

There are many other possible densities, too ([5], [9]).
Associated to the osculating Kahler metric we have the Kahler form

w = iKQ!3dz
Q

dz{3

and

wn = 2n n!KCn dzdz, K = det(KQ!3)'

By the pointwise inner products (6.1) or (6.2) we can obviously define the global
inner product (.,.) on np,q(M):

(ep, '¢) = r(ep, '¢)(zt~1M n.

=2n Cn 1M epQl·"Qp!3l· ..!3q i[JAl "ApPl· ..pqK)..lQl ... K)..pQp (6.6)

X K!3lJ.Ll ... K!3qJ.Lq K dz /\ dz.
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Now we define the Laplace operator for f),p,q(M). First we define a co
differential 8 : f),P(M) --t f),P-l(M), where f),P(M) is the space of (p,O)-forms
on M by requiring (for any (p,O)-form cP and (p - 1, O)-form 'IjJ)

(cp,d'IjJ) = (8cp,'IjJ). (6.7)

As usual, define 8f = 0 for any function f. Now simply define, for any (p,O)-form
cp,

6.cp = d8cp + 8dcp.
This is our Laplacian on (p,O)-forms.

We should check that this new definition is compatible with the old one for
the case of O-forms, or functions. We have

Theorem 6.1. Let f : M --t lR. be a smooth function. Our two definitions of Lapla
cians agree, i. e.,

6.f = 8df = wtz) o~{3 [faK/3aw(z)].

Proof. We will calculate explicitly 8 : f),l(M) --t f),O(M). Let cp be a (l,O)-form.
Condition (6.7) requires

(cp,d'IjJ) = (8cp,'IjJ),
where'IjJ is a (0, O)-form, i.e., 'IjJ is a function 'IjJ :M --t R Using (6.6), the definition
of the global inner product, we write

(cp, d'IjJ) = Cn 1M CPa (d'IjJ)/3K/3aw(z)dz Adz.

Since d'IjJ is just the exterior derivative of 'IjJ, (d'IjJ)/3 = 'IjJ/3' it follows

(cp, d'IjJ) = Cn 1M CPa'IjJ/3K/3aw(z)dz A dz

= Cn 1M 'IjJ o~{3 [CPa K /3aw(z)]dz A dz

_ C rIo [ /3a ( )] -
- n JM w(z) 'IjJ oz{3 CPa K W Z dz A dz

= (wtz) o~{3 [CPa K /3aw(z)] ,'IjJ).

Since (6.7) determines 8 uniquely, it must be that

8cp = wtz) o~{3 [CPa K /3aw(z)].

Now let cP = df. Then CPa = fa, and so

8cp = 8df = wtz) o~{3 [fa K /3
aw(Z)] ,

or equivalently,
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which was to be shown.

Theorem 6.2. The Laplace operator 6 for (p, 0) -forms is self-adjoint.

Proof. Let <p, 'Ij; be two (p,O)-forms. Then

(<p,6'1j;) = (<p, (d8 + 8d)'Ij;)

= (<p,d8'1j;) + (<p,8d'lj;)

= (8<p,8'1j;) + (d<p,d'lj;)

= (d8<p, 'Ij;) + (8d<p, 'Ij;)

= ((d8 + 8d)<p, 'Ij;)

= (6<p, 'Ij;).

o

o
In terms of integrals,we would write

C 11(1 ... (6.1,) - - - K!31
Q

l K!32
Q

2 ... K!3pQpw(z)dz A dzn 't'QI Q 2 Q p 'f/ fh{32···{3p
M

=c 1.1, ... (61(1) - - - K!31
Q

l K!32
Q

2 ... K!3pQpw(z)dz A dzn 'f/QI Q 2 Q p 't' {31{32"·{3p ,
M

which is a direct generalization of the condition given for functions.
In the following we define the Hodge-Laplace operator for (p, q)-forms on

np,q(M). Fist we define the operator * :np,q(M) ---+ nn-q,n-p(M) by the relation

<p A *i[; = (<p, 'Ij;)dV(M).

Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [10] we can prove

Theorem 6.3. There is a linear map * :np,q(M) ---+ nn-q,n-p(M) such that

(1) <p A *i[; = (<p, 'Ij;)dV(M);
(2) *'Ij; = *i[;;
(3) **<p=(-l)p+q<p. 0

Then the inner product (-,.) of (6.6) can also be expressed as

(<p,'Ij;) = fM<PA*i[;. (6.8)

Next we define the adjoint of 8,8 and d with respect to (.,.) on a compact
strongly Kahler-Finsler manifold:

8* : nCp,q)(M) ---+ n(p,q-l)(M),

8* : n(p,q)(M) ---+ nCp-1,q)(M),

8: np(M) ---+ nCp-1)(M),

(8<p,'Ij;) = (<p,8*'Ij;), (0<p,'Ij;) = (<p,8*'Ij;), (d<p,'Ij;) = (<p,8'1j;).

Theorem 6.4. Let (M, F) be a compact strongly Kahler-Finsler manifold. Then

8* = - * 0*, 0* = - * 8*, 8 = - * d * .
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Proof. We only prove the first equation, the remaining proofs are similar. Take
ep E n(p,q)(M), 'ljJ E n(p,q+l) (M), then X = ep 1\ *if; E n(n,n-l)(M), so that

dX = (8 + 8)x = 8X,

therefore

o= 1M 8x = 1M 8(ep 1\ *if;) = 1M 8ep 1\ *if; + (-1 )P+q 1M ep 1\ 8(*if;),

and we have

(8ep, 'ljJ) = 1M 8ep 1\ *if; = (-1) 1M ep 1\ (-1)p+q8 * if; = (-1) 1M ep 1\ **8 * if;

= (ep,-*8*'ljJ) = (ep,8*'ljJ),

that is, 8* = - *8*.

Definition 6.5. Let

o

I:::. = d8 + 8d, 0 = 88* + 8*8, [] = 88* + 8*8,

where d = 8 + 8, 8 = 8* + 8*, operators 1:::.,0 : np,q(M) ----. np,q(M) are called
Hodge-Laplace operator.

EvidentlY,we have

I:::. = d8 + 8d = (8 + 8)(8* + 8*) + (8* + 8*)(8 + 8)

= 0+0+88* +8*8+88* +8*8.

Definition 6.6. Let (M, F) be compact strongly Kahler-Finsler manifolds and ep E
np,q(M). If Oep = 0, then ep is called a harmonic (p, q)-form.

Theorem 6.7. Let (M, F) be a compact strongly Kiihler-Finsler manifold. Then
Dep = 0 if and only if 8ep = 8*ep = o.

Proof.

(Dep, ep) = (88* ep, ep) + (8*8ep, ep)

= (8* ep, 8* ep) + (8ep, 8ep).

Theorem 6.8. 0 is self-adjoint, that is, (Dep, 'ljJ) = (ep, D'ljJ).

Proof.

(Oep,'ljJ) = (88*ep,'ljJ) + (8*8ep,'ljJ)

= (8*ep,8*'ljJ) + (8ep,8'ljJ)

= (ep, (88* + 8*8)'ljJ)

= (ep,D'ljJ).

o

o
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Non-commutative Determinants and
Quaternionic Monge-Ampere Equations

Semyon Alesker

Abstract. First we give a survey of the notions and the properties of non
commutative determinants of Moore and Dieudonne, especially in the quater
nionic case, with a particular emphasis to applications in quaternionic anal
ysis. Then we review the theory of plurisubharmonic functions and Monge
Ampere equations in quaternionic variables, following [4] and [5].
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O. Introduction

This paper has two goals. First, we give a survey of the notions and properties of
non-commutative determinants of Dieudonne and Moore especially in the quater
nionic case and with special emphasis to applications in quaternionic analysis. In
fact the Moore determinant is usually defined only for quaternionic hyperhermi
tian matrices (though the quaternions can be replaced by more general fields with
some rather special properties; we do not discuss here such generalizations). Our
exposition follows mostly [4]. Some references are given in Section 1 of this paper.
For more references see [4]. Another goal is to discuss the theory of plurisub
harmonic functions of quaternionic variables and of quaternionic Monge-Ampere
equations. The notion of plurisubharmonic function of quaternionic variables was
introduced by the author in [4] and independently by G. Henkin [24]. The quater
nionic Monge-Ampere equation was introduced and studied by the author in [5]
where in particular the existence and uniqueness of the solution of the Dirichlet
problem was proved (under appropriate assumptions). This material is discussed
in Section 2. Some references to the works in quaternionic analysis are given in
Section 2. In Section 3 we state some open questions.
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We believe that the theory of non-commutative determinants should be very
relevant for Clifford and quaternionic analysis. The quaternionic Monge-Ampere
equations and plurisubharmonic functions of quaternionic variables are examples
of such applications which seems to be interesting by itself. The standard reference
for Clifford analysis is the book by Brackx, Delanghe, and Sommen [11].

1. Linear algebra

In this section we will discuss the determinants of Moore and Dieudonne espe
cially in the context of quaternionic matrices. The most general theory of non
commutative determinants (or quasideterminants) is due to I. Gelfand and V.
Retakh. It was introduced in [20], see the recent survey [22] for further devel
opments and applications. Though both the Dieudonne and Moore determinants
can be expressed through the Gelfand-Retakh quasideterminants [21], [22] we will
discuss a more elementary traditional approach to them.

1.1. The Dieudonne determinant

The Dieudonne determinant of quaternionic matrices takes values in non-negative
real numbers and behaves exactly like the absolute value of the usual determinant
of real or complex matrices from all points of view (algebraic and analytic). How
ever we would like to present first purely algebraic theory of this determinant over
an arbitrary non-commutative field following the original approach of Dieudonne
[17] (see also [6]).

Let F be an infinite field, not necessarily commutative. Let Mn(F) denote the
ring of n x n-matrices with entries in F. Let GLn(F) denote the group of invertible
n x n-matrices. An elementary matrix is a matrix which has units on the diagonal
and at most one non-zero element out of the diagonal. Let En denote the subgroup
of GLn(F) generated by all elementary matrices. Set also F;b := F* I[F', F'] the
abelinization of the multiplicative group of F (here F* denotes the multiplicative
group of F, and [F*, F*] denotes its commutator subgroup).

1.1.1. Theorem (Dieudonne). Let n ::: 2. The group En is a normal subgroup of
GLn(F). For the quotient-group GLn(F)1En there exists a natural isomorphism
D: GLn(F)1En -+ F;b'

:::o~~::::: [':ni~IY ~rD:;h: ~~:::o:h~;:o:.~nY inverlible
1.1.2. Definition (Dieudonne determinant). The Dieudonne determinant is a map

D :Mn(F) -+ F;b U {O}

defined as follows: if X is an invertible matrix then D(X) is as in Theorem 1.1.1;
if X is not invertible then D(X) := O.
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Note also that it is convenient to define the Dieudonne determinant of el
ements of F, i.e. 1 x I-matrices, as D(O) = 0 and for x =I- 0 as D(x) := x mod
[F*, F*]. Let us state some basic general properties of the Dieudonne determinant.
For the proofs we again refer to [6].

1.1.3. Theorem. (i) D(Id) = 1.
(ii) For X, Y E Mn(F),

D(XY) = D(X)D(Y).

(iii) For any block-matrix A = [~ ~], with X, Y being square matrices,

D(A) = D(X)D(Y).

(iv) If one interchanges two rows or two columns of the matrix then the Dieudonne
determinant is multiplied by -1 mod [F*, F*] .

Now let us consider in more details the case of the quaternionic field F = IHI.
The commutator subgroup [IHI*, IHI*] coincides with the subgroup of quaternions of
absolute value 1. Thus we can identify IHI~b with the multiplicative group IR>o by

q mod [IHI*, IHI*] +-+ Iql := ..;qq.
So in the quaternionic case the Dieudonne determinant maps

D: Mn(IHI) ----+ IR20 .

Let us discuss its properties in greater detail.

1.1.4. Theorem. (i) For any complex (n x n)-matrix X considered as quater
nionic matrix, the Dieudonne determinant D(X) is equal to the absolute value
of the usual determinant of X.

(ii) For any quaternionic matrix X,

D(X) = D(Xt
) = D(X*),

where X t and X* denote the transposed and quaternionic conjugate matrices
of X, respectively.

(iii) D(X· Y) = D(X)D(Y).

The following result is a weak version of the decomposition of the determinant
in rows (columns).

1.1.5. Theorem. Let A =
[

all . . . aIn]
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . be a quaternionic matrix.
anI ... ann

n

D(A) ::; L laIiID(MIi ).
i=1

Then

Similar inequalities hold for any other row or column.
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(In this theorem lal denotes the absolute value of a quaternion a, and Mpq

denotes the minor of the matrix A obtained from it by deleting the p-th row and
q-th column).

In a sense, the Dieudonne determinant provides the theory of absolute value
of the determinant. However it is not always sufficient and we loose many of the
algebraic properties of the usual determinant. The notion of the Moore determi
nant provides such a theory, but only on the class of quaternionic hyperhermitian
matrices. These notions will be discussed in the next subsection.

1.2. The Moore determinant

Let V be a right vector space over quaternions.

1.2.1. Definition. A hyperhermitian semilinear form on V is a map a : V xV ---+ lHI
satisfying the following properties:

(a) a is additive with respect to each argument;
(b) a(x, y. q) = a(x, y) . q for any x, y E V and any q E lHI;
(c) a(x,y) = a(y,x) for any x,y E V.

1.2.2. Example. Let V = lHIn be the standard coordinate space considered as right
vector space over lHI. Fix a hyperhermitian n x n-matrix (aij)i,j=l' i.e. aij = aji,
where x denotes the usual quaternionic conjugation of x. For x = (Xl, ... ,xn ), Y =
(YI, ... ,Yn) define

i,l

(note the order of the terms!). Then A defines a hyperhermitian semilinear form
on V.

In general one has the following standard claims.

1.2.3. Claim. Fix a basis in a finite dimensional right quaternionic vector space
V. Then there is a natural bijection between hyperhermitian semilinear forms on
V and n x n-hyperhermitian matrices.

This bijection is in fact described in the previous Example 1.2.2.

1.2.4. Claim. Let A be the matrix of the given hyperhermitian form in the given
basis. Let C be transition matrix from this basis to another one. Then the matrix
A' of the given form in the new basis is equal to

A' = C*AC.

1.2.5. Remark. Note that for any hyperhermitian matrix A and for any matrix C
the matrix C*AC is also hyperhermitian. In particular the matrix C'C is always
hyperhermitian.

1.2.6. Definition. A hyperhermitian semilinear form a is called positive definite if
a(x, x) > 0 for any non-zero vector x.
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Let us fix a positive definite hyperhermitian form (".) on our quaternionic
right vector space V. The space with such a fixed form will be called hyperhermitian
space.

For any quaternionic linear operator ¢ : V ~ V in a hyperhermitian space
V one can define the adjoint operator ¢* : V ~ V in the usual way, i.e. (¢x, y) =
(x, ¢*y) for any x, y E V. Then if one fixes an orthonormal basis in the space V then
the operator ¢ is selfadjoint if and only if its matrix in this basis is hyperhermitian.

1.2.7. Claim. For any selfadjoint operator in a hyperhermitian space there exists
an orthonormal basis such that its matrix in this basis is diagonal and real.

The proof is standard. Now we are going to define the Moore determinant
of hyperhermitian matrices. The definition below is different from the original one
due to Moore [29] but equivalent to it.

First note that every hyperhermitian n x n-matrix A defines a hyperhermi
tian semilinear form on the coordinate space !HIn . It also can be considered as a
symmetric bilinear form on JR4n (which is the realization of !HIn ). Let us denote its
4n x 4n-matrix by RA. Let us consider the entries of A as formal variables (each
quaternionic entry corresponds to four commuting real variables). Then det(RA) is
a homogeneous polynomial of degree 4n in n(2n - 1) real variables. Let us denote
by Id the identity matrix. One has the following result.

1.2.8. Theorem. There exists a polynomial P defined on the space of all hyperher
mitian n x n-matrices such that for any hyperhermitian n x n-matrix A one has
det(RA) = p 4 (A) and P(Id) = 1. P is defined uniquely by these two properties.
Furthermore P is homogeneous of degree n and has integer coefficients.

Thus for any hyperhermitian matrix A the value P(A) is a real number,
and it is called the Moore determinant of the matrix A. The explicit formula for
the Moore determinant was given by Moore [29] (see also [7]). From now on the
Moore determinant of a matrix A will be denoted by det A. This notation should
not cause any confusion with the usual determinant of real or complex matrices
due to part (i) of the next theorem.

1.2.9. Theorem. (i) The Moore determinant of any complex hermitian matrix
considered as quaternionic hyperhermitian matrix is equal to its usual deter
minant.

(ii) For any hyperhermitian matrix A and any matrix C

det(C*AC) = det A . det(C*C).

1.2.10. Example. (a) Let A = diag(>'1, ... ,An) be a diagonal matrix with real A;'s.
Then A is hyperhermitian and has Moore determinant det A = Ili Ai.

(b) A general hyperhermitian 2 x 2 matrix A has the form

A=[; b]'
where a, bE JR, q E !HI. Then det A = ab - qq = (ab - qq).
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Let us introduce more notation. Let A be any hyperhermitian n x n-matrix.
For any non-empty subset I C {I, ... ,n} the minor M1 (A) of A which is ob
tained by deleting the rows and columns with indexes from the set I, is clearly
hyperhermitian. For I = {I, ... ,n} let detM{1, ... ,n} = 1.

1.2.11. Claim. Let A be a non-negative (resp. positive) definite hyperhermitian
matrix. Then det A 2: 0 (resp. det A > 0).

The following theorem is a quaternionic generalization of the standard Syl
vester criterion.

1.2.12. Theorem (Sylvester criterion). A hyperhermitian n x n-matrix A is positive
definite if and only if the Moore determinants of all the left upper minors of A are
positive.

Let us define now the mixed discriminant of hyperhermitian matrices in anal
ogy with the case of real symmetric matrices [2].

1.2.13. Definition. Let AI, ... , An be hyperhermitian n x n-matrices. Consider
the homogeneous polynomial in real variables >'1,"" An of degree n equal to
det(AIAI + ... + AnAn). The coefficient of the monomial Al ..... An divided by n!
is called the mixed discriminant of the matrices AI, ... ,An, and it is denoted by
det(A I , ... ,An)'

Note that the mixed discriminant is symmetric with respect to all variables,
and linear with respect to each of them, i.e.

det(AA~ + flA~, A z,···, An) = A· det(A~, A z,···, An) + fl' det(A~,A z, ... , An)

for any real A, fl. Note also that det(A, ... , A) = det A. One has the following
generalization of Aleksandrov's inequalities for mixed discriminants [2].

1.2.14. Theorem. (i) The mixed discriminant of positive (resp. non-negative)
definite matrices is positive (resp. non-negative).

(ii) Fix positive definite hyperhermitian n x n-matrices AI, ... ,An- z . On the real
linear space of hyperhermitian n x n-matrices consider the bilinear form

B(X, Y) := det(X, Y, AI,"" An- z ).

Then B is a non-degenerate quadratic form, and its signature has one plus
and the rest are minus signs.

1.2.15. Corollary. Let AI, ... , An- l be positive definite hyperhermitian n x n-ma
trices. Then for any hyperhermitian matrix X,

det(A I , ... , An_ I,X)2 2: det(A I,···, An-I, An-d' det(A I , ... , An- 2,X, X),

and the equality is satisfied if and only if the matrix X is proportional to An-I'

Finally let us give an explicit formula for the Moore determinant (which
was the original definition by Moore [29]). Let A = (ai,j)f,j=l be a hyperhermitian
n x n-matrix. Let (J be a permutation of {I, ... ,n}. Write (J as a product of disjoint
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cycles such that each cycle starts with with the smallest number. Since disjoint
cycles commute we may write

a = (kll ... k1jJ(k21 ... k2i2 ) ... (km1 ... kmjm )

where for each i we have ki1 < kij for all j > 1, and kll > k21 > ... > km1 . This
expression is unique. Let sgn(a) be the parity of a.

1.2.16. Theorem. The Moore determinant of A is equal to

det A =L sgn(a )akll ,k12 .•• ak1h ,k ll ak21 ,k22 ••• akmjm ,km1
(T

where the sum runs over all permutations a.

2. Quaternionic Monge-Ampere equations

First we introduce the class of plurisubharmonic functions on IHln following [4].
Note that this notion was also introduced independently by G. Henkin [24]. Let 0
be a domain in IHln .

2.1.1. Definition. A real valued function u : 0 ~ IR. is called quaternionic
plurisubharmonic if it is upper semi-continuous and its restriction to any right
quaternionic line is subharmonic.

Recall that upper semi-continuity means that u(xo) ~ lim sup u(x) for any
x---+xo

Xo E O. We will denote by P(O) the class of plurisubharmonic functions in the
domain o.

Also we will call a C 2-smooth function u : 0 ~ IR. to be strictly plurisubhar
monic if its restriction to any right quaternionic line is strictly subharmonic (i.e.
the Laplacian is strictly positive).

2.1.2. Definition. An open bounded domain 0 c IHln with a smooth boundary 00 is
called strictly pseudoconvex if for every point Zo E 00 there exists a neighborhood
o and a smooth strictly psh function h on 0 such that On0 = {h < O}, h(zo) = 0,
and \1h(zo) -=1= o.

We will write a quaternion q in the usual form

q = t + x . i + Y . j + z . k,

where t, x, y, z are real numbers, and i, j, k satisfy the usual relations

i2 = j2 = k2 = -1, ij = -ji = k, jk = -kj = i, ki = -ik = j.

The Dirac-Weyl operator tq is defined as follows. For any lHl-valued function f

a of .af .af of
aijf:= at + Zax + J ay + k oz·
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Let us also define the operator gq:

~f:= 0 1= of _ ofi- of j _ of k.
oq oq ot ox oy OZ

Remark. The operator gij is called sometimes the Cauchy-Riemann-Moisil-Fueter
operator since it was introduced by Moisil in [28] and used by Fueter [18], [19] to
define the notion of quaternionic analyticity. For further results on quaternionic
analyticity we refer e.g. to [1]' [11]' [30], [31], [37], and for applications to mathe
matical physics to [23]. In Clifford analysis one often calls the above operator the
Dirac operator. But in fact it was used earlier by J.C. Maxwell in [27], vol. II, pp.
570-576, where he has applied the quaternions to electromagnetism.

Now we can write the quaternionic Monge-Ampere equation with respect to
a C 2-smooth psh function u on D:

02U
det( ~ ~_) = f,

uqiuqj

where f is a given function. Note that the matrix (a~i2auijj) is quaternionic hyperher

mitian (since u is real valued), det means the Moore determinant of this matrix.

Note also that since the function u is psh, the matrix (a~i2auijj) is non-negative
definite, and hence its Moore determinant is non-negative by Claim 1.2.11.

Let B denote the Euclidean ball in JH[n.

2.1.3. Theorem. Let f E COO(B), f > O. Let ¢ E COO(oB). There exists a unique
psh function u E COO(B) which is a solution of the Dirichlet problem

[Pu
det(!:} !:}_) = f,

uqiuqj

UlaB = ¢.

The real version of this result was proved for arbitrary strictly convex bounded
domains in IRn by Caffarelli, Nirenberg, and Spruck [12]. The complex version
of it was proved for arbitrary strictly pseudoconvex bounded domains in en by
Caffarelli, Kohn, Nirenberg, and Spruck [13] and Krylov [26]. Our method is a
modification of the method of the paper [13]. Note also that in the case n = 1
the problem is reduced to the classical Dirichlet problem for the Laplacian in 1R4

(which is a linear problem); it was solved in the XIXth century. Note also that
interior regularity of the solution of the Dirichlet problem for real Monge-Ampere
equations was proved earlier by A. Pogorelov, and the proof was briefly described
in [32]-[34]. The complete proof was published in [35] and [14]' [15]. In [15] Cheng
and Yau gave a different proof of interior regularity; they also studied some related
geometric problems on flat manifolds.

Now we will state results on existence and uniqueness of generalized solutions
of the Dirichlet problem in general strictly pseudoconvex bounded domains in JH[n.
First we will formulate a result that clarifies in which sense the solutions are
generalized.
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2.1.4. Theorem ([4]). For any function u E C(O) n P(O) one can define a non

negative measure det( a:i2a~j) which is defined uniquely by the following two prop

erties:

(a) ifu E C2 (O), then it has the obvious meaning;
(b) if UN ---+ U uniformly on compact subsets in 0, and UN, U E C(O) n P(O),

then
a2

UN w a2u
det(a a- )---+ det(a a- ),

qi qj qi qj

where the convergence of measures is understood in the weak sense.

Remarks. (a) It is easy to see that if UN ---+ U uniformly on compact subsets, and
UN E C(O) nP(O), then u E C(O) nP(O).

(b) Note that the real analogue of this result was proved by A.D. Aleksandrov
[3], and the complex analogue by Chern, Levine, and Nirenberg [16].

2.1.5. Theorem ([5]). Let 0 c lHIn be a bounded quaternionic strictly pseudoconvex
domain. Let f E C(f!), f :2: O. Let <p E C(aO). Then there exists a unique function
u E C(f!) which is psh in 0 such that

a2u
det(a a-) = f in 0,

qi qj

ulao == <p.

Remark. The real analogue of this result was proved by A.D. Aleksandrov [3], and
the complex one by E. Bedford and B.A. Taylor [10].

Finally we would like to state the minimum principle analogous to the com
plex case proved by Bedford and Taylor [10]. This minimum principle is heavily
used in the proof of the above results.

2.1.6. Theorem. Let 0 be a bounded open set in lHIn . Let u, v be continuous func
tions on f! which are plurisubharmonic in O. Assume that

a2u a2v
det(a a-):::; det(a a- ) in O.

qi qj qi qj

Then
min{u(z) - v(z)lz E f!} = min{u(z) - v(z)lz E ao}.

3. Questions and comments

We would like to state few questions closely related to the material of this paper.
Question 1. Find a geometric (or any other) interpretation of the quaternionic

Monge-Ampere equation (or of an appropriate modification of it).
Remind that the (modified) real Monge-Ampere equations appear in con

struction of convex hypersurfaces in lRn with the prescribed conditions on cur
vature. For this material we refer to [9], [35]. One of the main applications of
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(modified) complex Monge-Ampere equations is the construction of Kahler met
rics on complex manifolds. After the proof of the Calabi-Yau theorem [38], [39]
and the Aubin-Yau theorem [8], [39] they became one of the key tools in complex
differential geometry, see e.g. [9], [25] for further discussion.

Question 2. (due to L. Polterovich.) Find a geometric characterization of
quaternionic strictly pseudoconvex domains. (Note that we have not defined the
notion of quaternionic pseudoconvex domain in the non-strict sense.)

Question 3. (due to G. Henkin.) This question is closely related to the pre
vious one. Let n c IHIn be a domain which admits an exhaustion by level sets of
plurisubharmonic function; in other words, there exists a plurisubharmonic func
tion h : n~ JR such that for any number c the set {h :::; c} is compact. (Note that
in the classical complex situation this property is one of the equivalent definitions
of the pseudoconvex domain.) It was observed by G. Henkin [24] that if h is a
strictly plurisubharmonic Morse function then n admits a homotopy retraction
onto a compact subset of dimension at most ~ dimlR n = 3n (indeed the Morse
index of every critical point of such a function is bounded from above by 3n). This
implies that the boundary an is connected provided n > 1. These properties are
analogous to the corresponding properties of pseudoconvex domains in the com
plex spaces (where the constant ~ is replaced by ~). It would be of interest to
understand the relation between the class of domains with this property and the
class of strictly pseudoconvex domains in the sense of this paper.

Question 4. Generalize Theorem 2.1.3 on the existence of the regular solu
tion (under suitable assumptions on regularity of the initial data) to arbitrary
strictly pseudoconvex bounded domains with smooth boundary (and not only for
the Euclidean ball).

Question 5. Generalize the theory of plurisubharmonic functions and Monge
Ampere equations to the octonionic case, say to the case of the octonionic plane (())2.

The hyperhermitian matrices of size 2 have the form [~ b] with a, b E JR, q E (()).

The octonionic analogue of the Moore determinant is det [~ b] = ab - qij

(= ab - ijq).
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Galpern-Sobolev Type Equations
with Non-constant Coefficients
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Abstract. We study Galpern-Sobolev equations by the help of a quaternionic
operator calculus. Some previous work will be extended to the case of variable
coefficients. Rothe's time discretization method is used to reduce the problem
to a series of stationary problems. Solving the resulting stationary problems
by means of quaternionic analysis we obtain integral representation formulas
for the solution of the Galpern-Sobolev equation. The truncation error and
the stability of the method is studied, too.
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1. Introduction

(1.1)

(1.2)

(1.3)

(1.4)

9 on f

Uo in n.
u

u(O,x)

Let n c ]R3 be a bounded domain with a piecewise smooth boundary f. A fluid
flow with a low Reynolds number, i.e. the inertia term of forces is smaller than the
viscous term, can be modelled by the well-known Navier-Stokes equations:

atu + ~ grad p - l/6.u = £ in n
p p

div u °in n

The coefficient l/ describes the diffusion of momentum and is called kinematic
viscosity. p is the density of the fluid. TJ = Pl/ is the so-called dynamic viscosity.
Under a given body force f the pressure p = p(t,x) and the velocity u = u(t,x) of
the fluid flow is searched. On the boundary the velocity data 9 are given. Because
of GauJ3 theorem we have l g(y) . n(y)dfy = ° (1.5)

where n is the unit vector of outer normal to f at point y. Condition (1.2) expresses
the incompressibility.
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The case of a steady incompressible fluid, i.e. OtU = 0 was treated by hypercomplex
methods in [3] and [4]. For g = 0 representation formulas for the solution of (1.1)
(1.4) were obtained as

U + ~ TnQp = TnQTn £, (1.6)
TJ TJ

where Tn is the Teodorescu transform and I -Q a generalized Bergman projection.
In the books [3], [4], [10] this alternative strategy for solving linear and nonlin
ear boundary value problems of stationary equations in mathematical physics was
presented. With this special hypercomplex operator calculus the problems of ex
istence, uniqueness, regularity, representation of solutions and the construction of
well-adapted numerical methods can be studied in the framework of one and the
same theory.
Recently, first attempts were made to include time-dependent problems into this
concept. As in [10] time-harmonic cases are considered it was described in [5] how
Rothe's semi-discretisation method can be applied also in the Clifford analysis
context. This can be done by working in the Pauli algebra as well as the Dirac
algebra. Using complex distances G. Kaiser [8] obtained another interesting gen
eralization of the quaternionic operator calculus and applied this to Maxwell's
equations. Without discussing details it can be stated that all these approaches
to time-dependend problems require to work in complex quaternions or complex
Clifford algebras. The Dirac or generalized Cauchy-Riemann operator has to be
replaced by a disturbed Dirac operator.
As a model case in [5] a version of the so-called Galpem-Sobolev equation (cf. [9],
[13]) was studied. It is an equation of the following type:

Ut - TJD..Ut - vD..u = f(x, u, \7u) (1. 7)

where U = u(x,t),x Ene ]R3,t 2 0, and TJ,V are non-negative constants. Several
physical phenomena lead to boundary value problems or Cauchy problems of this
partial differential equations, e.g for n = 1; non-steady flow of second-order fluids
and the theory of seepage of homogenous fluids through a fissured rock. Here
U represents the absolute value of the velocity of the fluid and TJ characterizes
the fissured rock (increasing TJ corresponds to a decreasing degree of fissuring).
Existence- and uniquess theory the reader can find for instance in [9].
Dealing with this problem in [5] it was shown that by discretizing the time we
can reduce the original problem approximately to a sequence of steady state prob
lems. These problems could be factorized by applying the hypercomplex operator
calculus, working in the complex quaternions. The factorization leads to two first
order differential equation with a disturbed Dirac operator. Finally, for these dis
turbed Dirac equations and the discretized problem integral representations for
the solutions could be obtained.
In this paper we generalize the approach to differential equations with variable
coefficients. For comparison we study again an equation of Galpern-Sobolev-type
as follows:
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Let n c jR3 be a bounded domain with a sufficiently smooth boundary rand [0, T]
a finite time-segment. Further, let f : n x [0, T] ~ jR3 and 1! : n x [0, T] ~ jR3.
We consider the differential equation

at(u + "7(3-1D (3 Du) + va- l DaD u = f(x, t) in n x (0, T] (1.8)

with the boundary condition

u(x, t) = g(x, t)

and the initial condition

u(x,O) = h(x)

on an x (O,T]

on n.

(1.9)

(1.10)

The coefficients "7 and v are positive constants and the positive functions a, (3 E

coo (n). The operator D is defined by

D u = - div u + rot u.

Remark 1.1. Galpern-Sobolev problems can be also considered in domains in jRn.

For n = 1 we get the well-known Benjamin-Bona-Mahony equation, which (d. [15])
that is seen as an alternative model of the KdV equations. The case a, (3 = const
reproduces equation (1.7).

2. Preliminaries

To study our problem more detailed it is necessary to introduce some basic nota
tion. We use here the notations from [1] because the properties of the used integral
operators are proved therein.
Let H be the set of real quaternions. This means that elements of H are the form

3

a = Lakik, where {aklk E lN~:= lN3 U{0};lN3 := {1,2,3}} c:JR.;
k=O

io = 1 the unit; i l , i2, i3 are called imaginary units, and they define the arithmetic
rules in H; by definition i% = -io, k E lN3; i l i2 = -i2il = i3; i2i3 = -i3i2 = i l ;
i3i l = -il i3 = i2 .
Natural operations of addition and multiplication in H turn it into a skew-field.
The main involution in H is called quaternionic conjugation. This involution is
defined in the following way:

i o := io; ik:= -ik; for k E lN3 ,

and it extends onto H by :JR.-linearity, i.e., for a E H
3 3 3

a:= Lakik = Lakik = ao - Lakik.
k=O k=O k=l

Note that
3

aa = aa = L a% = lal~4 =: lal~
k=O
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Therefore for a E lEI \ {O} the quaternion
-1 1 _ 1_

a := aa a= ~a

is an inverse to a. We notice also a very important property of the quaternionic
conjugation: for any a, b E lEI

ab = b· a.

For our purposes we need a notion of a complex quaternion. The set of complex
quaternions lEI(<C) consists of the elements

3

a= Lakik
k=O

where {id is as above,

{aklk ENg} C <C,

the set of usual complex numbers with the imaginary unit i. By definition

i . ik = ik . i, k E N~ .

Arithmetic rules are defined in lEI(<C) just as in lEI. It is obvious that lEI is a real
subalgebra in H(<C) . Each element a E H(<C) can be represented in the form

a = a1 + a2 . i = a1 + i . a2 ,

where aI, a2 E lEI. Quaternionic conjugation on lEI(<C) acts on quaternionic units
only, not on i.
Let n be a domain in Ra , we shall consider lEI(<C) - valued functions defined in n:

f : n --4 lEI(<C).

Notation CP(n;lEI(<C)),p EN U{O}, has the usual component-wise meaning. On
C1(n; lEI(<C)) the Dirac operator D is defined by:

3 . of 3.
D(f) := :L Zk8 =: :L Zk .Okf.

k=l Xk k=l

D is a right-linear operator with respect to scalars from H(<C) . Let 6. be the
3

3-dimensional Laplace operator 6. := I: o~. Then on C2 (f2; lEI(<C)) we have anal-
k=l

ogously to the complex case the factorization:

6. = _D2 .

Let .\ E <C \ {O}, and let a be its complex square root: a E <C, a 2 = .\, Re a > O.
The 3-dimensional Helmholtz operator

6.).. := 6. +.\

acts on C2 (n; lEI(<C)). For the stated above a the operators

Do: .- a + D ; Do::= a - D
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are called left mutually conjugate generalized Cauchy-Riemann operators. The
following equalities hold:

D).. = Do. . Do. = Do. . Do..

They give factorizations of the Helmholtz operator with a complex (in particular,
real) parameter A. Elements of the set 9J1o.(O; lH(lC)) := ker Do. are referred to as
left-a-hyperholomorphic functions.
Let e).. be a fundamental solution of the Helmholtz operator in ]R3:

e ( ) 1 1 -io.lxl
-).. X :=--·-e ,

47r Ixl
Then the fundamental solution of the operator Do. is given by

e"(x) ,= D " [eA](x) = 1:1' (OIXI' + (iolxl + 1) .t, ikXk) 8 A(x) . (2.1)

3. Time discretisation

(k=0,1, ...N-1).
T

Let us now start to deduce an implicit discretisation method. We abbreviate the
meshwidth T:= TIN and Uk = u(·,kT). The time derivative 8t u at kT is approx
imated by the forward difference

u(x, (k + l)T - u(x, kT)

Then we obtain from equation (1.8)

Uk+1 + TJ(3-1 D(3Duk+1 + Tva- 1DaDuk+1 fkT + Uk + TJ(3-1 D(3Duk,

(k=0,1,2 ... ) (3.1)

where
(k+1)T

fk(X):=~ J f(x,t)dt, (3=(3(~.x), a=a(~8.x)
kT

and 8 := TJ + TV. For simplifying equation (3.1) we search for a real function
"( : 0 --; ]R1, "((x) =I- 0 such that "( fulfils the relation

TJ(3-1 D(3v + Tva- 1Dav = 8"(-1 D"(v .

It follows

[TJ +TV - 8]Dv + (TJ (D(3) +T)Da)) v = 8(D"() v
(3 a "(

As for TJ + TV = 8 we have only to set "( = a(3. Indeed, it holds

D(a(3) = (DarT (3 + (D(3H a = (3 (Da) TV + a (D(3) !l.
"( "( a 8 (38

It remains to consider the following problem:
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Let 0 C ]R3 be a bounded domain with piecewise smooth boundary f. There are
given IHI-valued functions

f E C1((0, T], £2(0)), g E C1((0, T], W;/2(r) , hE Wi(O)

and real-valued functions (x, (3, -y E Coo(O), (x, (3, -y i- 0. We look for a solution of
the problem

Uk+! + 8-y-lD-yDuk+! = T fk + Uk + 'rJ (3-1D(3DUk (k = 0, 1,2, ... ) (3.2)

Uk(X) = g(x, Tk) on f = 80 , k = 0,1, ...N - 1
uo(x) = h(x) on O.

It follows with 8- 1 =: f..L2

(-y-lD-yD + f..L2)Uk+l = f..L2(Tfk + Uk + (3-1D(3DUk) (k = 0,1, ... ,N - 1).

This equation belongs to the class of Yukawa type equations. Such equations are
considered in the hypercomplex setting in [14]. Main idea is to factorize the dif
ferential operator on the left hand side. We obtain

1 ) ) 2 ( -1 ). D-y-y- (D - if..L -y(D + if..L Uk+l = f..L Tfk+ Uk+ (3 D(3Duk + Zf..L-Uk+l
-y

(k = 0,1, ... ,N-1). (3.3)

This follows from the generalized Leibniz rule

-y-lD(-yif..Lu) = f..Li Du + (-y-1if..LD-y)u .

The factorization of the left hand side allows it to reduce our considerations to first
order problems. In practical calculations, problems can be caused by the zero-order
term at time level (k + l)T because we have to invert the operator

-y-l(D - if..Lh(D + if..L) - (-y-1if..LD-y).

Nevertheless for existence results we will study this equation but for simplier cal
culations it is also of some interest to substitute (-y-1if..LD-Y)Uk+l by (-y-1if..LD-Y)Uk.

4. Quaternionic integral operators

Let 0 be a bounded domain in ]R3 with the Liapunov boundary f := 80 and
let n = (nl' n2, n3) be the unit vector of the outward pointing normal at the
point y E f. The kernel (2.1) generates two important integrals. The Cauchy-type
operator is introduced by

Fo:f(x) := Jeo:(y - x)n(y)f(y) dfy x ~ f.
I'

A Teodorescu-type operator is given by

To:f(x) := - Jeo:(x - y)f(y) dn y , x E ]R3.

I'
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We have to find operators which correspond to the factorization of the differential
operator (,-1D,D + Ji,2) and satisfy the following Borel-Pompeiu formula

U = (D ± if..l)T±ijLU = T±ijL(D ± if..l)u +F±ijLU in O. (4.1)

Similar problems were studied in several papers, see e.g. [10], [4], [6] for the three
dimensional case and [1] for the n-dimensional case, n > 3.
In [6] the following Borel-Pompeiu formula is proved:

f(x) = Faf(x) + TaDaf(x) xEO, fEC1(O;IHl(C))nC(D;IHl(C)).

This is the desired result in the three-dimensional case if we set Q' = if..l.
In the case of dimensions n> 3 these operators are given by (see [1])

-( if..l t/2JIx - yll-n/2[Kn/2(if..ll x _ yl) X - Y
21r Ix - yl

n

-Kn/2-1(if..llx - y/)]u(y)dy

and

-( if..l t/2JIx - yll-n/2[Kn/2(if..ll x _ yl) X - Y
21r Ix - yl

r

-Kn/2-1(if..llx - yl)]n(y)u(y)dr y

where Ks(z) denotes McDonald's function. This type of operators was studied also
in [2]. The operators F±ijL are called Cauchy-Bizadse operators and the operators
T±ijL are called modified Teodorescu transforms.
Formula (4.1) can be generalized to U EWi(O). On the boundary r we have then
trru E wi/2(r). In the following we will not distinguish the operators for different
dimension because of the same algebraical and mapping properties.

5. A representation formula

Applying the modified Teodorescu transforms on (3.2) we get

Uk+l = T_ijL,-ITijLf..l2T,fk + f..l2T_ijL,-ITijL,Uk + f..l2T_ijL,-ITijL D(3 DUk

+T_ijL ,-I</>+ + </>- - if..lT-ijL,-ITijL(D,)Uk+l, (5.1)

where </>± E ker(D ± if..l).
The functions </>± have to be determined now. Setting gk(X) = g(x, kT) (k =
0,1, ...N -1) and use that (D±if..l)(F±ijLU)(X) = 0 (cf. [14]) we get F±ijLT±ijLU = O.
Furthermore, it follows F_ijLUk+l Ir = F_ ijLgk+l = </>_. The determination of the
second unknown function </>+ is more complicated.
From (5.1) we obtain by using FijL </>+ = </>+ and truk+l = gk+l

Qr,-ijLgk+l = f..l2trrT_ijL,-ITijL[T fk + (I + (3-1D(3D)Uk]

-if..lT_ijL,-ITijL(D,)Uk+1 + trrT_ijL,-1 FijL </>+
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Similarly to considerations in [3] one can prove that the operator

trrT_iJ.l,-l FiJ.l : imPr,iJ.l n W;-1/2(r) -+ imQr,-iJ.l n Wk+1/2(r) (k 2 1)

is an isomorphism, where Pr,iJ.l and Qr,-iJ.l is a pair of generalized Plemelj projec
tions which act in corresponding Hardy spaces. It follows

¢+ = -FiJ.l(trrT-iJ.l,-l FiJ.l)-l [/.hrrT_iJ.l,-lTiJ.l,(Tfk + (I + /3-1D/3D)Uk)]

+FiJ.l( trrT-iJ.l,-l FiJ.l)-1[Qr,-iJ.lgk+1 + iJLT_iJ.l,-lTiJ.l(D,)Uk+d

Replacing ¢+ in (5.1) we get

Uk+l = JL2T_ iJ.l,-lTiJ.l [Tlfk + (I + /3-1D/3D)Uk] + iJLT_iJ.l,-lTiJ.l(D,)Uk+1

-JL2T_iJ.l,-1 FiJ.l(trrT_iJ.l,-l FiJ.l)-l [trrT-iJ.l,-lTiJ.l'(rfk

+(1 + /3-1D/3D)Uk)] + T_iJ.l,-l FiJ.l(trrT-iJ.l,-l FiJ.l)-l[Qr,-iJ.lgk+l

+iJLT_iJ.l,-lTiJ.l(D,)Uk+1] + F_iJ.lgk+1

We introduce the projections

IPiJ.l = FiJ.l(trrT-iJ.l,-l FiJ.l)-lT_iJ.l,-l and QiJ.l := 1 -IPiw

IPiJ.l is a modified Bergman projection onto the subspace ker D + iJL and QiJ.l is the
o

projection onto the subspace ,(D - iJL)WJ.
Using these projections the last expression transforms into

Uk+l = JL2T_ iJ.l,-lTiJ.l,[rfk + (I + /3-1D/3D)Uk]

-j.L2T_iJ.l'Y-1IPiJ.lTi/.lo'Y[r fk + (I + /3-1D/3D)UkJ

+T_iJ.l,-l FiJ.l( trrT-iJ.l,-l FiJ.l)-ltrT_iJ.lD_iJ.lgk+l + F_iJ.lgk+1

-iJLT_iJ.l,-lTiJ.l(D, )Uk+1

JL2T_iJ.l,-1 QiJ.lTiJ.l,[rfk + (I + /3-1D/3D)UkJ

-iJLT_iJ.l,-l QiJ.lTiJ.l(D,)Uk+l

+F_iJ.lgk+1 + T_iJ.l IPiJ.l,D_iJ.lgk+1,

where gk+l a smooth extension of gk+l into the domain n. We remark that this
last expression decomposes our boundary value problem into two problems. The
part that contains gk+1 solves the homogeneous differential equation with the
original (inhomogeneous) boundary values and the other terms are solution of an
inhomogeneous differential equation with vanishing boundary data. This is because
of the fact that im QiJ.l consists of all !HI-valued functions y with

tr T_iJ.l,-l y = O.

This can be proved by applying the generalized Plemelj-Sokkotzkij formulae (d.[4]).
Now we have to consider the operator RJ.l := -iJLT_iJ.l,-l1iJ.l(D,). We obtain by
using the estimation (d. [1])
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For simplicity we estimated the norms of the coefficients by their maximum norms.
Under the condition that

(I - RJ.L)-l exists and we get for Uk+1 the following representation formula:

Uk+1 = (I - RJ.L)-l,iT_iJ.L"{-lQiJ.LTiJ.L"{[rfk + (I + {3-1D{3D)Uk]

+T_iJ.LIPiJ.L"{D_iJ.Lgk+! + F_iJ.Lgk+1 (5.2)
fJ?(I - RJ.L)-lT_iJ.L"{-lQiJ.LTiJ.L"{(I + {3-1D{3D)Uk + Gk+1

with

G k+1 = (I - RJ.L)-l,iT_iJ.L"{-lQiJ.LTiJ.L"{rfk + T_ iJ.LIPiJ.L"{D_ iJ.Lgk+1 + F_iJ.Lgk+!.

Equation (5.2) can be used to estimate stability and truncation error. For the
truncation error we have to study ILTUk - LUk/ with

a
Lu = at (u(x, t) + "1{3-1 D{3Du(x, t)) + va-1DaDu(x, t)

and

LTUk = Uk+1 - Uk + "113- 1Dj3D( Uk+1 - Uk) + va-1DaDuk+I.
T r

Obviously we obtain from

IUk+! - Uk _ aUk + "1{3-1 D{3D( Uk+! - Uk _ aUk)
r at r at

+va-1DaD(uk+! - uk)1 ::; canst. . T.

The stability can be proved analogously to the method that is demonstrated in
[5]. Main problem is to prove that the operator

J.l2(I - RJ.L)-lT_iJ.L"{-lQiJ.LTiJ.L"{(I + {3-1D{3D)

is a continuous operator in L2 (0.). Then, from the approximation property and the
stability we conclude the convergence of the finite difference scheme. The remaining
stationary problems at each time level can be treated by using ideas of discrete
function theory (see [4]) or discrete potential theory [11] for the general idea and
[7] for details.
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A Theory of Modular Forms in Clifford Analysis,
their Applications and Perspectives

Rolf Soren KrauBhar

Abstract. This chapter is devoted to monogenic, harmonic and polymono
genic Clifford-valued automorphic forms that are related to discrete sub
groups of Vahlen groups acting on half-spaces of real and complex Minkowski
type spaces. In particular, Eisenstein and Poincare type series are constructed
within this framework.

We discuss their basic properties and provide a short overview about
their range of applications to several areas from pure and applied mathemat
ics, as for example, to number theory, to functional analysis and to order
theory and pde's on manifolds.

Mathematics Subject Classification (2000). llF03, llF55, 30G35, llG15,
32A25.

Keywords. Clifford analysis, automorphic forms, Vahlen groups, Minkowski
type-spaces, function spaces, partial differential equations, order theory, ar
gument principles on conformal manifolds.

1. Introduction

Examples of holomorphic automorphic forms and functions of one complex variable
appeared first systematically in the paper [14] by G. Eisenstein (1847) and in lec
tures from K. WeierstraB in 1863. The general theory of holomorphic automorphic
forms of one complex variable has been developed mainly by H. Poincare, F. Klein
and R. Fricke. This theory is not only interesting from the function theoretic point
of view; it provides many important applications to other field of mathematics,
to physics and to the applied sciences. Areas of applications include number the
ory, the representation of Riemann surfaces, partial differential equations, function
spaces, Yang-Mills theory, quantum gravity [23, 4] and many more.
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Already in the first half of the twentieth century higher dimensional (but
complex-valued) generalizations have been developed within the framework of sev
eral complex variables theory, starting with O. Blumenthal [3] in 1904, continuing
with the school of C. L. Siegel and H. MaaB in the thirties and early forties [56,43].

One of the first authors who considered automorphic forms in a hypercomplex
variable was R. Fueter. In 1927 R. Fueter constructed in his paper [18] automorphic
forms and functions related to Picard's group in a three-dimensional hypercomplex
variable. However, the functions treated in his paper, are not in kernels of Dirac
type operators.

In 1949 H. MaaB proceeded to introduce in [44] a further different kind of
automorphic forms in a hypercomplex variable. The class of automorphic forms
introduced by him consists of complex-valued non-analytic eigenfunctions of the
higher dimensional hyperbolic Laplace-Beltrami operator.

Many authors extended these fundamental higher dimensional theories from
a large variety of viewpoints. Just to give a few examples, see e.g. works of J. EI
strodt, F. Grunewald and J. Mennicke, [15, 16], E. Freitag and C. F. Hermann
[17], A. Krieg [37, 38, 39], O. Richter and H. Skogman [49, 50] which are some of
many authors who provided important contributions in this direction.

If one looks for analogous extensions within the framework Clifford analysis
and its regularity concepts, then, as far as we know, one finds only very few
contributions to higher dimensional versions of the doubly periodic holomorphic
WeierstraB functions (as e.g. [13, 19,21,23,51]) before we started in the period of
1998-2002 to fill this gap step by step, and to develop systematically a theory of
monogenic and polymonogenic hypercomplex-valued modular forms in the setting
of real and complexified Clifford analysis. In [27, 28, 30, 31, 32, 33]) the basis of
this theory has been developed. Applications to function spaces, spin geometry and
partial differential equations have been developed in joint works with J. Ryan and
D. Constales (see [35, 36, 8, 7, 10]). In this chapter we give an overview about the
development of the theory of monogenic and polymonogenic automorphic forms
within the more general context of Minkowski-type spaces. We furthermore show
how an order theory, an argument principle and versions of Rouche's theorems can
be extended to the framework of monogenic functions on more general conformally
flat manifolds as for example on cylinders and tori. These results in turn extend
the theory developed in the recent joint paper with T. Hempfling [26] for the
Euclidean space m,n.

2. Groups and Dirac operators on real and complex
Minkowski-type spaces

2.1. Clifford Algebras over Minkowski type spaces

Let K stand for the field of real numbers m, or complex numbers <C. Let n be a
positive integer, and let p, q be non-negative integers with p+q = n. In what follows
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we consider an n-dimensional vector space over lK that is endowed with a non
degenerate bilinear form of signature (p, q). By Clp,q(lK) we denote its associated
Clifford algebra in which one has the following multiplication rules:

e; = 1 for i = 1, ... ,p

e; = -1 for i = p + 1, ... ,n
and

eiej + ejei = 2I5ij e;.

A lK-basis for Clp,q(lK) is given by the set {eA : A ~ {l, ... ,n}} with eA =
ell el2 ••• elr, where 1 ~ h < ... ,< lr ~ n, e0 = eo = 1. The scalar and the vector
part of an arbitrary element a = L aAeA where aA E lK will be denoted

AE~{1, ... ,n}

by Sc(a) and by Vec(a). Each element a E Clp,q(<C) can be written in the form
a = ao + ial with real Clifford numbers ao, al from Clp,q(R.) where i denotes the
complex imaginary unit. We write further Re(a) = ao and Im(a) = al. In this
notation a complex vector Z E <cp,q shall be written in the form Z = X + iY where
X, Y E R.p,q. If we do not want to specify if the variable is concretely from R.p,q
or <cp,q we just use small letters, say for example z.

The "Clifford" conjugation in Clp,q(lK) is defined by a = LA eAaA where
eA = el r el-l'" fG, ej = -ej for j = 1, ... , nand eo = eo = 1. The reversion
is defined by a* := LA(-1)IAI(lAI-1)/2aAeA , where IAI stands for the cardinality
of the set A. Both (anti) automorphisms act on the basis elements eA; they leave
the complex unit i invariant. The "complex" conjugation mapping and element
a = ao + ial from Clp,q(<C) onto ao - ial shall be denoted by a~ in what follows.

p

The Euclidean (Hermitian) scalar product in lKp,q defined by (z, w) = - L ZjW~+
j=l

n
I: ZjW~ extends to Clp,q(lK) by regarding Clp,q(lK) as a 2n -dimensional vector

j=p+!
space with the basis elements eA. In Clp,q(lK) a vector z E lKp,q is invertible if

p n

and only if the expression N(z) := zz* = L z; - I: z; does not vanish. In
i=l i=p+l

this case z-l = z/N(z). The set So := {z E 1Kp,q,N(z) = O} has in general the
geometrical structure of a cone. Only in the case lK = R. with additionally p = 0
or q = 0 it reduces to a single isolated point. Let us further use the notation
SZQ := {z E lKp,q,N(z - zo) = O}.

2.2. Half-spaces and related modular groups
Modular forms are usually defined on half-space type domains. The structure of
the null cones motivates the consideration of the following half-spaces in lKp,q. In
the case lK = R. consider

p n

HP+(R.p,q) = {X E R.p,q I LX; > L x;, Xl> O}
j=l j=p+l
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p n

Hq+(lRp,q) = {X E lRp,q I LX; < LX;, Xn > O}.
j=l j=p+l

Notice that in the case p = 0 one obtains HP+(lRO,n) = 0 and Hq+(lRO,n) = {X E

lRO,n I Xn > O}. In the case q = 0 one gets similarly that Hq+(lRn,O) = 0 and
HP+(lRn,o) = {X E lRn,o IXl > O}.

In what follows we assume without loss of generality that p < q and use for
simplicity the notation H+(lRp,q) for Hq+(lRp,q). In the complexified case consider
in the case p = 0 the following half-cone (compare with [1]) as its complexification:

n-l

H+(qj°,n) = {Z = X + iY E qj0,n IX~ > LY/, Xn > o}.
j=l

In the case p = 1, q = n - 1 consider the classical Siegel half-space
n-l

H+(qj1,n-1) = {Z = X +iY E qjl,n-l IY; > LY~l, Yn > O}.
j=1

In the remaining complexified cases with p, q 2 2, p < q consider the following
domains

P n-l

H+(qjp,q) = {Z:::::; X + iY E qjP,q IY; > LY~l + LX;, Yn > O}
j=1 j=p+l

which of course are Siegel type domains as well. Similar domains are considered
when p > q. One can verify by a direct calculation that these half-spaces have no
intersection with the nullcone.
Mobius transformations in lKP,q can be described in terms of the Vahlen groups
SVK(p, q) (see for instance [15, 53]). For convenience, let us recall its definition.

Definition 1. Let M = (~ ~) be a matrix with coefficients a, b, c, dE Clp,q(:K)

that can all be written as products of vectors from lRp,q. Then M belongs to the
Vahlen group SVK(p, q) if and only if a, b, c, d satisfy

ac* ,cd* ,db* ,bc* E lKP,q and ad* - bc* = 1.

The Vahlen group acts on :Kp,q by its associated Mobius transformation

M(z) = (az+b)(cz+d)-l where M = (~ ~) E SVK(p, q). The group SVK(p, q)

is generated by the inversion matrix J := (~ ~1) and by matrices inducing
the translations z 1--+ z+a where a E :Kp,q. The group SVqj(p,q) contains the real
Vahlen group SVR(r, s) where r :::;; p, s :::;; q, as a subgroup. Each arbitrary discrete
subgroup of SVqj(p,q) is contained in a group that is isomorphic to r~(n) where

r~ = (J := (~ ~1),TW1 := (~ ~l ), ... , TW2n := (~ W~n ) )
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where WI, ... ,W2n are lR-linear independent vectors from <cn. Of course, the whole
group r~(n) does not act discontinuously for any arbitrary choice of lattice.
However, in this paper we restrict ourselves to the particular case where WI =
el,.·. ,Wn = en,wn+l = iel,'" ,W2n = ien which involves discontinous actions.
In relation to the half-spaces introduced above the following groups are of special
interest.

The group rO,k(lR) = (J, Ten_
k

, ••• , Ten_I) leaves Hq+(lRp,q) invariant when
k :S q - 1. One observes that the case where p = 0, q = n (or similarly p = n,
q = 0) is special. Under this condition, H+ (lRp,q) is invariant under the mod
ular group with the maximal number of translative generators. The situation is
different in the complexified case where all the cases turn out to be equivalent.
In the complexified case we always have an invariance under the inversion and
a translation group consisting of n linear independent translation matrices, inde
pendently from the choice of p and q. The space Hq+(<C°,n) is left invariant un-
der r~n = (J, Tep ,Ten _p TieJ. Similarly, Hq+(<cl,n-l) is left invariant under

r~n-l = (J,Tep ,TeJ. Analogously, for p,q 2 2, H+(<Cp,q) is invariant under

r~q = (J,Tel, ,Tep,Tiep+I, ... ,'T;,en_I,TeJ. All these groups act discontinu-
ously on the respective half-space. These half-spaces serve as definition domains
for modular forms related to the associated hypercomplex modular groups.

2.3. Dirac operators on Minkowski type spaces

Some of the first contributions to Dirac operators on Minkowski type spaces have
been developed by W. Nef and R. Fueter in the second half of the 1940s. See for in
stance [47] and [21] pp. 264. Unfortunately, most of their results remained unknown
for a rather long time. The theory of Dirac operators on arbitrary Minkowski type
spaces had a remarkable renaissance in the 1980s and 1990s. See for example
[52,53], or [5]. The main reference for our purposes is [53]. The Dirac operator in
:Kp,q is given by

and functions annihilated by it from the left are called left :K-(p, q)-monogenic.
When it is clear to which space we refer, then we simply say left monogenic.
Sufficiently smooth functions, satisfying D~p,q f = 0 shall simply be called left
h-monogenic. Notice that

2 P 82 n 82

DKP,q = L 2" - L 2
z· z·j=l J j=p+l J

which coincides in the cases lRO,n or lRn,o with the real Euclidean Laplacian or,
in the cases <c0,n or <cn,o with the complexified Laplacian. The left and right
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fundamental solution to D~p,q is given by

h odd integer with h < n,

h even integer with h < n,{

X .!!..±!=.!l

q~h)(X) := IIN(X)~ n 2 h

IIN(X)II-2-

and the left and right fundamental solution to D~p,q by

(1)

(2)
h odd integer with h < n,

h even integer with h < n.
q~h)(Z):= { N(Z)~

n h
N(Z)-2-

These functions in turn, together with their partial derivatives q~)(z) :=

~~~ q~h) (z) (z E Kp,q), generalize the classical complex negative power func
tions to the Clifford analysis setting within the framework of D~p,q. Here m =
(mi,"" mn ) E Non is a multi-index and Iml = mi + ... + mn is its length.

3. Clifford-analytic Eisenstein series related to translation groups
and their applications

The classical Eisenstein series to translation groups in complex analysis are given as
Mittag-Leffler series of the negative power functions l/(z +w)m summed up over a
one or two dimensional lattice. In the higher dimensional Clifford analysis setting
where we consider nullsolutions to DKp,q in :Kp,q, the negative power functions
are generalized by the functions q~) (z + w), as explained in the previous section.
Generalizations of the classical Eisenstein series to the context considered here are,
roughly speaking, thus given by summations of the expressions q~) (T(z)) over the
corresponding translation group T.

Indeed, in the simplest case KP,q = lRO,n or :Kp,q = lRn,o one can introduce
higher dimensional generalizations in the h-monogenic setting as follows:

Definition 2. Let kEN with 1 :s; k :s; n, hEN and 1 :s; h :s; n - 1, and let
Wi, ... ,Wk be lR-linear independent paravectors in lRn. The h-monogenic transla
tive Eisenstein series associated with the lattice Ok are then defined for all multi
indices m E N~ with Iml 2 max{O, k - n + 1+ h} by

E~\(X; Ok) = L q~)(X + w).
wE!1 k

(3)

In the cases k - n + h 2 0 one sets additionally for mE No with Iml = k - n + h:

E~~h(X; Ok) = q~h)(X) + L (q~h)(X + w) - q~h)(w)). (4)
wE!1k\{O}
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Additionally one can define in the cases with k - n - 1+h 2 0 for multi-indices
mE IN"~ with Iml = k - n - 1+ h:

E~\;a,b(X; Ok) .- q}::)(X - a) - q}::)(X - b)

+ L [q}::) (X - a + w) - q}::)(X - b - w) (5)
wEnk \{o}

- q}::)(w-a)+q}::)(w-b)],

where a, b are vectors from lRn\Ok with a =1= bmod Ok.

Notice that all these series have only point singularities.
In the other cases lRM where p and q are both different from zero, we do

not obtain a convergent series when considering a summation of the associated ex
pressions q~) (X +w) over any arbitrary lattice in lRM , independently how large
Iml is chosen. This behavior is due to the fact that these expressions do not only
have singularities in isolated points but in cones. Therefore, restrictions on the
periodicity group need to be made. We get a convergent series (under the same
conditions for Iml as mentioned above), when the lattice 0 is additionally com
pletely contained in lRP or in lRq

. This shows that the configuration (p, q) = (0, n)
or (p, q) = (n, 0) is special. In these particular cases one obtains even h-monogenic
Eisenstein series to n-dimensional periodicity lattices. In the general case working
in lRM one gets in the best case Eisenstein series· for a translation group with
max{p, q} translation matrices. In the complexified case however, one has again
a more equilibrated relation between the corresponding spaces. In <ep,q one can
always define convergent Eisenstein series for a group that has n translation gen
erators. In <eM one needs the period lattice to be contained in the linear manifold
ei 4>(lRP + ilRq

) where <P E [0,27T) is an arbitrary real parameter. Under this condi
tion we get the same convergence conditions for Iml as mentioned above. Thus, in
the complexified case we can always introduce (independently from the signature)
k-fold periodic h-monogenic Eisenstein series, for 1 ::; k ::; n. We get a divergent
series whenever k > n.

In the cases k < n these function series provide us with k-fold periodic gen
eralizations of classical trigonometric functions to the Clifford analysis setting (cf.
[27, 28]). In the case k = n one obtains generalizations of the elliptic functions to
the Clifford analysis setting. Notice that one cannot define n-fold periodic Eisen
stein series within the setting of lRM whenever p, q are both different from zero.

Some very first contributions to the study of some particular types of func
tions that belong to that function class of Eisenstein series have been provided by
A. C. Dixon [13], R. Fueter [19, 20, 21, 22] and J. Ryan [51]. In these papers the
authors introduced the particular series associated with the case k = n (elliptic
functions) in the Euclidean spaces lRO,3, H, lRO,n, and studied some basic prop
erties. In [48] T. Qian introduced a general function class defined on particular
sector domains and studied Lipschitz pertubations of the (n - I)-torus within a
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cylinder in order to obtain special Fourier multipliers for these particular domains.
The special function f~n-l) associated with the orthonormal lattice makes part of
that special function class.

A more extensive and systematic study of I-monogenic Eisenstein series in the
Euclidean space R,0,n has been started in [27, 28] within a more general framework.
In [32] we studied their complexification to <c0,n. h-monogenic Eisenstein series
within the framework of R,0,n have been introduced as a special case of Poincare
series in [31] and their complexification to <c0,n in [32]. They in turn contain the
holomorphic Cliffordian Weierstrassian functions from [23, 41] which are solutions
of the quaternionic Fueter-Sce equation as special cases.

3.1. Function theoretical properties

The Eisenstein series f~)h(Z, Ok) provide a powerful tool to construct a large fam
ily of h-monogenic k-fold periodic functions in :Kp,q that have the property that
the centers of their singularity cones all lie in S(:Kp,q). Here, and in all that follows,
S(:Kp,q) stands for R,P or R,q when :K = R, and for the linear domain manifolds
of the form eicl>(R,P + iR,q) with ¢ E [0, 27r), when :K = <C. In particular, the
series f~~h (z, Ok) admit the construction of higher dimensional vector valued vari
ants of many elementary trigonometric within the framework of D~p,q f = 0, as
for example (d. [27, 28]):

COh,h(Z) (k) (- fO,h z),

tank,h(z) '- L COh,h(Z + v/2),
vEVd2)\{O}

CSCk,h(Z)
1

'- 2n - h- 1 COtk,h(Z/2) - cotk,h(Z),

seck,h(Z) .- L CSCk,h(Z + v/2).
vEVk (2)\{O}

Here k < nand Vk(2) := {O, ~1, ••• , '=!!'-, ... ,Wl+.::;+Wk} stands for the canonical
system of representatives of the quotient module Ok/20k. By means of the series

f~)h with Iml = 1 one can furthermore construct h-monogenic k-fold periodic
ge~eralizations of the cosecant-squared and the secant-squared function, etc.. See
also [9] in which we provided a detailed discussion on their relation to their planar
counterparts.

The functions

Pr+r(i),h(Z) := f~~r(i),h(z) i = 1, ... ,n (6)

where r E lN~ with Irl = h - 1 provide natural h-monogenic generalizations of the
WeierstraB p-function to R,0,n or <cp,q (p + q = n). Their partial derivatives gen
eralize the derivatives of WeierstraB p-functions. Analogues of them in the spaces
R,p,q where p, q both differ from zero cannot be defined. All the functions from (6)
are generated by partial differentiation from one single h-monogenic primitive (r,h
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that then satisfies a~i (r,h(Z) = Pr+T(i),h(Z), The function (0,1 is the monogenic
generalization of the WeierstraB (-function which has the form

n-1

«(z) = qo(z) + L [qo(z + w) - qo(w) + L qT(j) (w)(Zj + znenej)] (7)
wErln \ {a} j=l

with Z E lRO,n or Z E <ep,q. Here r(j) stands for the multi-index having the entry
1 at the j-th position and the entry zero at the remaining ones. The function
(7) was introduced in the setting of real quaternions by R. Fueter in [21],[22]
and in the setting of real Euclidean space lRO,n by J. Ryan in [51]. The function
(r,n-1 (z) when X E lRO,n (n odd) or z E lRp,q with p + q = n is the holomorphic
Cliffordian generalization of the WeierstraB (-function that has been introduced
in the setting of real quaternions by G. Laville and I. Ramadanoff in the recent
work [41]. The functions are in general not n-fold periodic (r,h' However, there are
vectors TJ~, ... ,TJ~ such that

(r,h(Z + Wj) - (r,h(Z) = TJY)

where the Wj denote the primitive periods of the underlying lattice.

By applying Mittag-Leffler's theorem for real and complexified Minkowski
type spaces we can deduce by similar arguments as presented for the monogenic
case in the Euclidean space lRO,n in [27, 29] the following structural result. The
following theorem points out the central role of this type of Eisenstein series in the
study of meromorphic p-fold periodic functions in higher dimensional Minkowski
type spaces Kp,q.

Theorem 1 (Representation theorem). Let Ok be a k-dimensionallattice in Kp,q
that lies completely in S(Kp,q). Let a E lNo with a 2:: max{O, k - n - 1+ h}. Let

I
f : Kp,q\( U SaiHlk) --+ Clp,q(K) be k-fold periodic. Suppose that all the centers

i=l
of the singularity cones lie all in S(Kp,q). Suppose further that the center points
of the singularity cones within an arbitrary period cell modulo Ok are all isolated
and that its cardinality per period cell is finite. Denote them by a1, ... ,al. Suppose

I
that f is left monogenic in Kp,q\( U Sai+rlk)' Suppose that the singularity order

i=l
of ai with (1 :::; i :::; l) is N(ai), that N(ai) - n + h 2:: a for all i E {I, ... , l} and

N(~)-n+h "
that the principal parts are given by L q~\z - ai)b~. Then there is a left

Iml=<>

s-entire function g : Kp,q --+ Clp,q(K) with

I N(ai)-n+h

f(z) = L L E~~h(Z - ai)b~ + g(z). (8)
i=l Iml=<>

In the cases Iml = a with a = k - n -1+h the function E~)h"a b with an arbitrarily
chosen b;f:. ai mod Ok and b rt. Ok· ' , "
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The proof is based on applying Mittag-Leffler type theorems for Minkowski
type spaces.
We shall see briefly that we get an even stronger result for the class of h-monogenic
n-fold periodic functions in the Euclidean space lRO,n. The speciality of this func
tion class within the particular framework of lRO,n or lRn,o becomes clear by means
of the following theorems providing generalizations of the classical Liouville theo
rems.

Theorem 2 (1. Liouville theorem). Every n-fold periodic function that is h-mono
genic in a whole period cell is a constant function.

For I-monogenic functions this theorem has already been proved by R. Fueter
for the quaternionic case (cf. [19]) and by J. Ryan for lRO,n (cf. [51]). Within the
framework of the quaternionic Fueter-Sce equation a proof has been provided by
G. Laville and I. Ramadanoff in [41]. It can easily be extended to the class of h
monogenic functions since every arbitrary h-monogenic function that is bounded
in lRn also reduces to a constant function as proved for example in [2]. From the
compactness of the period cell of an n-fold periodic function the statement thus
follows immediately.

In the particular case k = n working in the Euclidean space lRn the function
g(z) from the previous theorem thus reduces to a constant. For the other cases, a
similar statement cannot be provided in such a generality.

From this theorem one infers furthermore that in this special case a non
constant n-fold periodic monogenic functions must have singularities in each of its
period cells. Moreover, we have:

Theorem 3 (2. Liouville theorem). The sum of the residues of an n-fold periodic
monogenic function within an arbitrary period cell vanishes.

This statement has been proved for the quaternionic case by R. Fueter (see
[19]) and for arbitrary dimensions in [27, 26]. In the case of dealing with non
isolated singularities the notion of a residue has to be understood in the sense of
Leray-Norguet residues as introduced by W. Nef in [45, 46] and, more generally
in [11]. In particular, each non-constant n-fold periodic monogenic function needs
to have at least two point singularities of order n - 1 or one point singularity of
higher order.

Furthermore, we proved recently in [26] the following balance relation between
c-points and poles for a particular case:

Theorem 4 (3. Liouville theorem). Let f be an n-fold periodic monogenic function
that has only isolated singularities and that takes all its values in lRn. Moreover,
let us suppose that f has only isolated c-points (c E lRn

) and only isolated singu
larities. Let P be any period cell with no poles and c-points on its surfaces. Let
bl, ... ,bk be the poles within P. Let Cl, . .. ,Ck > 0 be sufficiently small such that
B(bi,ci)\{bd contains no c-points and poles.
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L ord(f - c; a) = - Lp(f - a; bi ),

aE? i=l
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(9)

p(f-a;bi ):= :n J qo(f(z)-a)(Jf)*(z)da(z),

8B(b;,c;)

An standing for the surface measure of the unit ball from Rn and (J f)* for the
adjunct of the Jacobi matrix.

For the exact definition of the order, see [25].
For the proofs of the second and third Liouville theorem, the use of Cauchy's

integral formula for monogenic functions is central. It is thus not clear whether
these theorems have similar extensions to the more general function class of h
monogenic functions where h 2: 2. Under additional conditions both theorems can
be extended to lRn-like linear domain manifolds within the framework of a com
plexification of the n-fold periodic functions in <en satisfying the complexified Dirac
equation. Whenever, the cones of the singularities and the manifolds of the c-points
have only point intersections with the linear domain manifold, generalizations of
Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 can thus be obtained.

Similarly to the classical complex case the functions f~)h can be characterized
in terms of special functional equations that generalize the ~ell-knownduplication
formula of the classical cotangent. For details, see [34]. By direct rearrangement
arguments one can readily deduce:

Theorem 5. Let f2k be a k-dimensionallattice lying completely in S(I(p,q). Suppose
that mE lN~ with Iml 2: max{O, k - n + 1+ h}. In these cases

rn+lml-hf(k) (rz) = ~ f(k) (z + vir)
m,h L.J m,h

vEVk(r)

where Vk(r) is the canonical system of representatives of f2 klrf2k .

(10)

By integration arguments one infers further that (10) is satisfied at least up
to a vector constant C also for the cases with Iml = k - n + h, k :::; n, h :::; n - 1
such that the points of the associated lattice all lie in S (lKp,q). For the particular
cases mentioned in the previous line where additionally Iml + h is odd and for all
cases dealing with n-dimensional lattices, we managed to show that C = 0. See
[34] where we provided a detailed proof within the framework of working in the
real Euclidean space lRO,n. Under the condition that f2k c S(lKp,q) the proof can
easily be adapted to the more general setting working in lKp,q, therefore we omit
it here. We can say more:
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Theorem 6. Let h < nand m E N~ be a multi-index. Let nk = ZWl + ... + ZWk
be a k-dimensional lattice lying completely in S(I(p,q). Let mE N~ with Iml 2
max:{O, k - n +h}. Let further 9 : I(p,q ----t Clp,q(l() be a left or right h-monogenic

function with principal parts q~)(z - w) at each wE nk. If 9 satisfies

rn+lml-hg(rZ) = L g(z + vir),
vEVk(r)

then there is aCE Clp,q(l() such that

g(z) = f(k) (z) + Cm,h

(11)

(12)

for all z E 1(p,q\SOk'

Proof. Define the function s(z) = g(z) - f~\(Z) which is left h-monogenic in the
whole space I(p,q. Let us first treat the case where Iml + h is odd. In this case we
have the certaincy that

rn+lml-hS(rZ) = L s(z + vir), s(O) = So
vEVdr)

(13)

with an So E Clp,q(I(). Let us assume that s oj. So· Let {3 := Ilwl + ... + wkll.
Notice that the maximum principle holds for the class of h-monogenic functions.
Therefore, there is an element c E 8B(0, r{3) such that

Ils(z)11 < Ils(c)11
o

for all z EB (0, r(3). Here B(O, r(3) = {z E I{p,ql Ilzll ::; r(3} stands for a "ball" in
o

Kp,q with radius n{3, B (0, r{3) for its open kernel and 8B(0, r{3) for its boundary.
Notice that

k

II(c + I>~iwi)/rll ::; (3 + r ~ 1(3 < 2(3
i=l

for all 0 ::; (Yi < r, so that we can infer from (13) that

rn+lml-hlls(c)11 = II L s(+v)ll::; L Ils(+v)11 < rklls(c)11
r r

vEVdr) vEVdr)

::; rn-h+lmllls(c)lI,

which provides us with a contradiction, and the assertion is hereby proven for
Iml + h being odd. In the case where Iml + h is even, consider the first partial
derivatives Si(Z) := g:i for i = 1, ... ,n. The Si satisfy definetely the integer
multiplication formula

rn+Hlml-hsi(rZ) = L 8i(Z + vir), 8i(0) = 8iD'

vEVp(k)

Applying a similar argument yields finally that 8i == 8iD for all i = 1, ... ,n. From
~Vk(r) = rk = rn+lml-h follows SiD == 0 and the assertion is hereby proven. 0
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By similar arguments one can further show that there are no non-constant
entire h-monogenic functions satisfying these functional equations. Theorem 6 pro
vides a generalization of Theorem 6 from [34] to the setting of arbitrary Minkowski
type spaces JKp,q.

3.2. Number theoretical properties

The classical complex-analytic Eisenstein series have many highly interesting num
ber theoretical properties.

Those complex-analytic WeierstraB p-functions that are associated with lat
tices that have complex multiplication play a central role in class field theory.
Putting 92 = 60 L:WEl!\{a} w-4 and 93 = 140 L:wEl!\{a} w-6

, then all division
points of the normalized WeierstraB function P(z) = 3~2973 2 p(z) lie all in an

92 93
abelian Galois field extension of an imaginary quadratic number field, and the
trace itself is an element from that proper imaginary number field. The p function
plays thus a basic role for the construction of algebraic number fields.

The Fourier expansion of the Eisenstein series is explicitly related to repre
sentation numbers of sums of divisors and to the Riemann zeta function involving
further interesting number theoretical relations.

In [34, 30, 6] we analyzed whether generalizations can be obtained or expected
within the framework of the higher dimensional h-monogenic Eisenstein series.

Let us concentrate in this section on the monogenic Eisenstein series in the
Euclidean space R.0,n. For more general results we refer to the above cited papers.

3.2.1. Lattices with hypercomplex multiplication and hypercomplex division
points of the generalized p-functions in R.n. A two dimensional lattice 0 in the
complex plane is said to have complex multiplication whenever there is a AE <C\Z
so that AO ~ O. In turn each element rJ E 0 where 0 is such a lattice satisfies
770 <::::: n. Assume without loss of generality that n = Z + ZT (7 E H+(lC)). Then
o has complex multiplication if and only if T E Q[V- D] where D is a positive
square-free integer.

In [34] we were concerned with analyzing which lattices from R.n generalize
those of the complex plane that have complex multiplication within the framework
of Clifford analysis. The question of generalizing the complex multiplication of
lattices to the Clifford analysis setting is far from being trivial. Notice that if
A E R.n and if wEn where n now denotes a p-dimensionallattice in R,n, then AW
is not a vector from R.n anymore. Because of the non-commutativity it is suggestive
to focus on lattices that satisfy A0f.l ~ 0 for some vectors A, f.l E R.n. If 0 c R.n

is an arbitrary lattice, then the relation A0f.l ~ 0 is in general only satisfied
when A, f.l are integers. However, there are indeed some special lattices where this
relation is also satisfied for some special vectors A, f.l E R.n. We call these kinds of
lattices then lattices with vector multiplication (or with paravector multiplication
when working in the paravector formalism) in the general sense. The concept of
vector multiplication can be regarded as an adaptation of the general theory of
Z-orders in rational Clifford algebras (cf. [16]) to the framework of working in the
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vector space JRn which is not closed under usual multiplication for general n. The
simplest examples for lattices with vector multiplication in the general sense are
for instance rectangular lattices. Notice that

el(Zalel + ... + Zapep)el = Zalel + ... + Zapep.

Here aj E JR. Among the lattices that have with vector multiplication in the
general sense, a special role is played by those that also satisfy

(14)

for every a E Z and every arbitrary 'T] E n. Actually, these lattices in turn shall be
regarded as the canonical ones generalizing complex lattices with complex multipli
cation to the Clifford analysis setting. This viewpoint is justified by the following
argument.

Suppose that we have the more general situation that there is a vector>' E JRn
and another element J.l E Clo,n(JR) so that >.nJ.l ~ n. Assuming now that f satisfies
f(X + w) = f(X) for all W E n p , then the function f>..,J.l(X) := J.lf(>.XJ.l)>' also
satisfies f>..,J.l(X + w) = !>.,J.l(X) for all W from the same lattice.

However, if f : JRn ---+ Clon(JR) is an arbitrary left and right monogenic
function and if >. is an arbitrary vector from JRn, then in general f>..,J.l(X) =
J.lf(>.XJ.l)>' remains only left and right monogenic, if J.l = a>' with a real a E JR.
This motivates us to regard lattices with the property (14) as very canonical
ones within the theory of hypercomplex multiplication of Clifford-valued periodic
functions.

Next one needs to investigate which lattices satisfy (14). In [34] we proceeded
one step in this direction. We proved:

Theorem 7. If the primitive periods WI, ... ,Wp from a lattice np = ZWI + ... +
ZWn C JRn satisfy the number theoretical conditions

(Wi,Wj) E Z Vi,j E {I, ... ,p}, (15)

then every integer a and every vector 'T] from that lattice, satisfies

a'T]n'T] ~ n. (16)

Conversely, if np c JRn is a p-dimensional lattice with (16) for any a E Z and
any'T] E n p, then the primitive periods satisfy all (15).

Examples of lattices with (15) are lattices where the primitive periodsWI, ... ,
wp have the form

k

Wi = L aij Jrnjej (17)
j=1

where aij E Z and where the elements mi are positive integers, as proved in [34].

Remarks. When working in the paravector formalism, one needs to claim that
furthermore 2SC(Wi) E Z and that n = n is satisfied in order to have (14), as
shown in [34].
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Treating the paravector space lR EB lRn in the cases n = 1,3,7 with numbers
from Q:;, H or (]) respectively, then we have one important speciality. Considering
in these cases lattices of the form where the primitive periods satisfy

(18)

or

(19)

or

Wi = aiQ + ailymIel + ai2Jm2e2+ ai3Jm3e3

+ai4ymIJm2e4+ ai5ymIJm3e5+ ai6Jm2Jm3e6+ ai7ymIJm2Jm3e7
(20)

where aij E Z, ml, m2, m3 are distinct square-free positive integers and where
the ej shall be identified with the complex or with the corresponding quaternionic
or octonionic units, respectively, then we have that each element rJ from such a
lattice satisfies rJn c n. In these special cases the lattice is closed under multi
plication. Notice that the octonions do not form a Clifford algebra, as they are
non-associative.

In the classical complex case one knows furthermore, that (18) is the most
general form of a complex lattice that has complex multiplication.

Some first contributions to the quaternionic case were provided by R. Fueter
in [20, 21]. The more general theory has been developed recently in [34].

The quaternionic and the octonionic case have also a function theoretic spe
ciality. Whenever n is a lattice satisfying (15) and 2Sc(n) E Z, then flf(>"Xfl)>"
is left and right monogenic and p-fold periodic with respect to n for all arbi
trary elements >.., f.l from n, whenever f is quaternionic (octonionic) left and right
monogenic and periodic with respect to O.

Let us now turn again to the more general case working in lRn for arbitrary
n.

The fact that both fa>.,>.(X) and f(X) are left and right monogenic p-fold
periodic functions associated to the same period lattice involves explicit relations
between both functions. In particular one obtains for the monogenic WeierstraB
gJT(i) functions (i = 1, ... ,n) that

a
a>"[ax

i
((a>..x>..,nn)]>"

1 ~ (n) (X -1>..-1 >.. -1)
[aN(>..)]n-2 L f T (i),1 + a W

a-I >.-I w >. -IEP\{O}

h~1 [ehia>"C~1nhjrJY
J

)>..] -N(va>..)2 h~1 ehirJ~11
= detW

as proved in [34].

(21)
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n

Here, we used the notations Wh = L Whjej, det
j=l

(22)

W = det (~~~ : :: ~~~)
Wn1 Wnn

and 8 hj stands for the adjoint determinant associated with the element Whj' Also,
P denotes the fundamental period cell.

The relation (21) in turn involves an explicit formula for the trace of the
hypercomplex division points of the generalized p-functions rr(i)' Applying the
limit to zero on (21) namely leads to

(n) ( -1,-1 ,-1)
Er (i),l 0: /\ W/\

0- 1 .\ -1 w .\ -1 EP\{O}

[o:N(,X)]n-2 h~l [8hiO:'x (j~l nhj 1JYI) ,x] - N( Ja,X)2 h~l 8hi1Jh
1
]

detW

for i = 1, ... ,n. If we denote by R the ring to which the real components of the
primitive periods Wh belong and by K its associated quotient field, then we can
say that the real vector components of the trace of the vector division values of
the generalized monogenic p-functions lie thus all in the field generated by K and
by the real components of the quasi-periodicity constants 1Jh

1
] of the monogenic

WeierstraB p-function. In particular, dealing with a lattice of the form (17) where
the elements m1, ... ,m n are all pairwise distinct positive square-free integers, K
is the multi-quadratic number field Q[yfi1ll, ... ,~]. Implicitly, we have treated
the quaternionic and the octonionic case, too: the series E~(l),l (X1e1 +... + Xnen)
can be introduced similarly as in the beginning of Section 3 into the quaternionic
and octonionic setting. Simply re-express their formulas for n = 2,4,8 in the
paravector formalism, and then substitute the unit paravectors by the canonical
quaternionic and octonionic units. The components of the associated quaternionic
or octonionic periods of the special lattice (19) or (20) generate a biquadratic or
triquadratic number field, respectively.

For a further progress, a number theoretical analysis of the quasi-periodicity
constants (and the relation between them and the periods) needs to be provided.
From the generalized Legendre relation for the generalized WeierstraB (-function
proved in [21, 51] it follows that the periods and the quasi-periodicity constants 1Jh

cannot all be algebraically independent. Could it be that the monogenic WeierstraB
p-function plays a similar role for the construction of field extensions of multi
quadratic number fields as the complex p-function does for imaginary quadratic
number fields?

Such a result would be really of interest for algebraic number theory. Remem
ber that E. Hecke [24] tried managed to construct some higher algebraic number
fields by using four-fold periodic Abelian functions in two complex variables. The
Abelian functions can be imbedded as special cases within the more general class
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of four-fold periodic monogenic functions. However, in contrast to Clifford anal
ysis, the periods of the Abelian functions additionally always need to satisfy a
special quadratic relation, the so-called Riemann condition. The Riemann condi
tion in turn leads to significant restrictions for the construction of the class fields.
E. Hecke was only able to construct subfields. See [24, 21, 22] for more details.
In the Clifford analysis setting, the periods of the monogenic elliptic functions do
not have to satisfy the Riemann condition. This in turn might be a significant
advantage for the construction of class fields.

3.2.2. Relations to divisor sums and Dirichlet series. In classical complex analysis
one can use the WeierstraB r-function as the generating function for the following
Eisenstein series

Gm(z) = L (cz + d)-m mE 2N, m ~ 4, Im(z) > 0 (23)
(c,d)EZ 2 \ {(O,O)}

which have a very interesting Fourier expansion explicitly involving representation
numbers of sums of divisors and the Riemann zeta function. In [27] and [30] we
showed that similar results can be obtained in the higher dimensional case within
the framework of monogenic Eisenstein series. Notice first that (similarly to the
complex case) one may restrict oneself to the consideration of lattices of the form
On-l +ZT where T E H+(R,n) and where 0n-l is an (n-1)-dimensionallattice ly
ing completely in spanR { el, ... , en-I}. Every arbitrary n-dimensional lattice can
be transformed by a simple rotation into a lattice of this special form. Restricting
oneself to lattices of this special form, and regarding T as a hypercomplex vari
able of the upper half-space H+ (R,n), then the monogenic WeierstraB r-function
generates the following natural generalization of the series (2) to the framework
of Clifford analysis.

Definition 3. (cf. [27, 30]) For a multi-index m E :No with Iml == 1(2) the
monogenic Eisenstein series associated to the generalized monogenic WeierstraB
r-function is defined by

Gm(X):= L qm(aX + w)
(a,w)EZxfl n _ 1 \ {(O,O))

where 0n-l denotes a non-degenerate lattice in spanR{el, ... ,en-I}.

More generally, we can introduce h-monogenic generalizations in H+(I(p,q)
with respect to a lattice Ok C S(I(p,q) with Ok n H+(I(p,q) = 0 as follows:

G~\(z) := L q~)(az + w),
(a,w)EZxflk\{(O,O)} (25)

z E H+(I(p,q), Iml ~ 2+ h, Iml + h == 0 mod 2.

Notice that (25) would vanish identically if Iml +h == 1 mod 2. The series G~~h (z)
is absolutely convergent on H+(I(p,q) whenever Iml ~ 2+ h.
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Let us first restrict ourselves again to the case of H+(R,n) with k = n - 1.
Later, in Section 4, we also need their generalizations. From the monogenicity
of Gm and its (n - I)-fold periodicity with respect to On-I it follows that Gm

can be represented by a normally convergent Fourier series on H+(R,n). In what
follows let us write a vector X E H+(:Rn) in the form X = X + Xnen where
X E spanR{el, ... ,en-d and X n > O. Without loss of generality we may restrict
ourselves to the case where 0n-I = Zel + ... + Zen-I is the orthonormal lattice
within the following analysis. As a consequence of the Dirac equation we can
furthermore restrict to multi-indices of the form m = (ml, ... ,mn-I, 0).

Theorem 8 (Fourier expansion, d. [30]). The Fourier series representation of the
Eisenstein series Gm, m= (ml, ... ,mn-I, 0) with Iml == 1(2), Iml ~ 3, associated
with the orthonormal lattice on the upper half-space reads

Gm(X) = 2(~n-l (m) + An(21ri)lml L am(s)(ien +~ )e21ri (s,X) e-21rIlSllxn.
sEZn-1 \ {O} Iisil

(26)
Here, An stands for the surface of the unit ball in R,n. Furthermore, (~n-l stands
for the generalized Riemann zeta function introduced in [27] which equals in the
case Iml == 1(2)

(~n-l(m) = ~ L qm(w)
wEnn - 1 \{O}

and

am(s) = 2: rm

rls

where rls means that there is an a E N such that ar = s.

(27)

(28)

One way to obtain this result is first to expand the subseries E~-I\X) (Iml ~
2) on H+(lRn

) into a Fourier series of the form

L af(r,xn)e21ri (r,X).

rEL n _ 1

A direct computation yields

af(r,Xn)= J ( 2: qm(X+m))dXI ... dXn-I=O.

[o,l]n-l mEZn- 1

For r =/:. 0 one applies the partial integration method successively (integrating qm
until getting qo and differentiating the exponential terms) to obtain

af(r, X n) = (21ri)lmlrm Jqo(X)e-21ri (r,X) dXI ... dXn- l ·

Rn-l
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The value of the remaining integral is well-known. See for example [57, 42, 6]. It
can be evaluated by applying the residue theorem,

J qo(X)e-21ri (r,X)dX1 ... dXn - 1 = ~n (ien + II~II )e-21rllrIlXn
Rn-l

so that we finally obtain for X n > 0 that

E~-I)(X) = ~n L (21Ti)lm 1rm(ien + ~ )e-21rllrIlXne21ri(r,x). (29)
rEZn-1\{O} IIrll

By rearrangement arguments we can now rewrite Gm(X) in the form
00

Gm(X) = 2(nn-l (m) + 2 L L Em(aX)
a=1 mEZn- 1

(30)

(31)

where we used the notations introduced above. Applying (29) to (30) leads then
to

Gm(X)

=2(nn-l(m)+2(21Ti)lml(~n)f L rm(ien + :~ )e21ri(ar,X)e-21rllarIlXn
a=1 rEZn-1 II II

which in turn can be further rearranged into the form (26).

Here we have a nice similarity between the form of the Fourier expansion of
the classical Eisenstein series (23) and the structure of the Fourier expansion of the
higher dimensional variant defined in (24). The ordinary Riemann zeta function is
replaced in the higher dimensional monogenic setting by the expression (27). This
expression in turn coincides with the ordinary zeta function, when rewriting it in
the special case n = 2 in the paravector formalism.

Furthermore, as illustrated in [27, 30], it is closely related to the Epstein zeta
function. In a recent paper [6] we illustrated that each vector component of (27)
can be written in terms of a finite sum of scalar-valued Dirichlet series of the form

i5(P(·),s) = L P(g)(gi+ .. ·+g;_I)-S
gEzn-l\{O}

where P is a real-valued polynomial in gl, ... ,gn-l and where s is a complex
number satisfying Re(s) - deg(P) > (n - 1)/2.
The Fourier coefficients a f (r) for r i= 0 of the complex Eisenstein series

am(s) = L rm- 1 (32)
rls

where rls means that there is an a E N such that ar = 1are thus generalized by
the expression (28) which in turn can be expressed in terms of (32):

(33)
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As a consequence of the monogenicity, the monogenic plane wave function ap
pears as a natural generalization of the classical exponential function in the sense
of Cauchy-Kowalewski extension. Notice further that infinitely many Fourier co
efficients do not vanish, so that the series Gm(X) are indeed non-trivial functions
whenever Iml is odd. In Section 4 of this chapter we will see furthermore, that
they provide elementary building blocks for the generation of families of modular
forms to larger discrete groups, in particular also to the full modular group which,
in turn provides us with an analogy to the classical complex case.

However, the series Gm(X) themselves are not yet modular forms to the
full modular group. Only their set of singularities Qel + ... + Qen-l is totally
invariant under the full hypercomplex modular group rn-l' This in fact provides
a difference to the complex case.

3.3. Applications to function spaces, pde's and order theory of monogenic func-
tions on some conformal manifolds

3.3.1. Explicit formulas for Bergman and Szego kernels of strip and rectangular
domains. The results outlined in this subsection have been obtained in collabo
ration with Denis Constales (Ghent University). For details, see our joint papers
[8,7].

Let V c lRn be a strip or rectangular domain in lRn
, and assume without loss

of generality that its sides in the first kl dimensions (1 ~ kl ~ n) Xl, ... ,Xk1 are
of positive finite lengths dl , ... , dk

1
, that its sides in the next k2 - kl dimensions

(k l + 1 ~ k2 ~ n) are semi-infinite and that its remaining (n - k2 ) dimensions
extend infinitely in both directions. Without loss of generality we may assume that
V has the form

0< X j < dj j = 1, ... , kl

o< X j < 00 j = kl + 1, ,k2

-00 < X j < 00 j = k2 + 1, ,n

Write further K := {I, ... , k2 } and denote by A c K an arbitrary subset.

For any w E lRn put (wA)j := (-l)jEAwj where

(_l)jEA := { 1 j ~ A
-1 J E A.

The translative Eisenstein series allow us a closed and explicit representation of
the Bergman kernel of these types of domains. In terms of the notation introduced
above one obtains (d. [8]):

Theorem 9. The reproducing Bergman kernel of V has the following explicit rep
resentation

Bv(X, W) =~ I: I)_l)IAI+l( _l)jEAE~~~\(wA- X)ej.
n AEK,AT"0 j=l
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In the case dealing with a strip domain that is unbounded in at least one di
mension, the Bergman kernel is thus given in terms of the first partial derivatives
of the monogenic generalized cotangent type functions. In the case of a rectangular
domain, bounded in all directions, the Bergman kernel is given in terms of general
izations of the WeierstraB p-function. This provides a nice analogy to the situation
in the classical complex case. We can say more. Remember that the Szego kernel
of a strip domain in the complex plane is given in terms of the complex-analytic
cosecant function. In [7] we showed that a similar result can be obtained in the
higher dimensional case in terms of the one-fold periodic monogenic generaliza
tions of the cosecant functions csc(1) introduced in Section 3.1. Precisely speaking,
the Szego kernel of a strip domain bounded in one direction, being without loss of
generality of the form

is given by
1

SDI (X, W) = An csc(1)(X - w{n}, 2dZedel.

The functional equation of the series E~1) (Theorem 5) provides us furthermore
with an explicit relationship between the Bergman kernel BD 1 and the Szego
kernel SD

1
(!) of this domain:

B (X W)_B (X+de l W+del)=_2n+l~S (X W)
D1 2' 2 D1 2 '2 aWl D1 ,

The detailed proof can be found in our paper [7]. Extensions to the more general
framework working in :Kp,q shall be discussed elsewhere.

3.3.2. Boundary value problems on conformally flat cylinders and tori. The re
sults outlined in this subsection have been obtained in collaboration with John
Ryan (University of Arkansas). For details, see our joint paper [35].

The main idea is that conformally flat cylinders of infinite extension as well as
conformally flat tori can be constructed by the factorization lRn11k, as suggested
in a more general but different framework in [55]. In the cases where k < n we
are dealing with flat cylinders which shall be denoted by Ck . In the remaining
case k = n, we get a conformally flat n-torus Tn. Since the universal covering of
these manifolds is the Euclidean space lRn, there is a well-defined projection map
Pk : lRn -+ Ck (k < n) andpn : lRn -+ Tn. If U c lRn is k-fold periodic with respect
to a lattice 0.k C lRn, then U' = Pk(U) is a subset of Ck, so that each X E U
induces an element X' = Pk(X) E Ck. This map induces further a Dirac operator
on Ck, simply viz D' = Pk(D). Functions in the kernel of D,h are simply called
h-cylindrical (toroidal) monogenic. Provided f : U -+ Clon(lR) is k-fold periodic
with respect to 0.k, then Pk induces a well-defined function f' : U' -+ Clon(lR)
defined by f(p';;l(X')) for each X' E U'.

In the cases k :S n - h the translation invariant Eisenstein series E~:~ (X - Y)

induce global Cauchy (Green) kernel functions viz E'~:~(X', Y') on the associated
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flat cylinders Ck = lRO,n ITt. since they are the k-fold periodic periodizations of
the Euclidean Cauchy (Green) kernel functions.

Theorem 10 (cf. [35]). Let h ~ n - 1, k ~ n - h. Let G' C Ck be a domain
and U' c G' be a compact orientable n-dimensional differentiable manifold whose
boundary aU' is an n-chain. Let g' : G' --+ Clo,n(lR) be cylindrical h-monogenic,

h 0

that means that D' g'(X') = 0 for all x' E G'. Then for each Y' EU' one has

h

wau,(Y')g'(Y') = A~ JL E'~~~(X', Y')da(X)' D,j-1g'(X') (34)
au' )=1

where wau'(Y') denotes the wrapping number of aU' at Y' and da'(X') the ori
ented surface measure on aU'.

Also for the case k = n - h + 1, in particular for I-monogenic functions
on a torus, a local Cauchy (Green) integral formula is provided by means of the

I-monogenic translative Eisenstein series E~~l b. More precisely, we obtained:, ,

Theorem 11 (cf. [35]). Let G' c Tn be a domain and U' c G' be a compact ori
entable n-dimensional differentiable manifold whose boundary aU' is an n-chain.
Let g' : G' --+ Clo,n(lR) be a toroidal left monogenic function. Furthermore suppose
that b' = Pk(b) does not belong to the closure of U~ := Pn(U - a). Then for each
y' E V'

wau'a(Ya')g'(Y') = 1 r E'~7l,b(X', Y;)da'(X')G'(X') (35)
n Jau~

where Y; = Pn(Y - a) and G(X) = g(X + a).

These formulas enable us to study Hardy spaces in this context of flat cylin
ders and tori, as for example Plemelj projection formulas and Kerzman-Stein for
mulas. For more details, see [35].

One can prove similar results within the more general framework of working
in lKP,q, when putting additional restrictions on the extension and the location
of the period lattice, so that the associated Eisenstein series converge. A detailed
discussion shall be provided elsewhere.

3.3.3. Order theory and an argument principle on conformally flat cylinders and

tori. By means of the monogenic Eisenstein series E~klone obtained in the partic
ular case h = 1 Cauchy integral formulas on Ck for ali 1 ~ k ~ n, where Cn := Tn.
They in turn can be used further to deduce an argument principle and a gener
alized version of Rouche's theorem for monogenic functions on conformally flat
cylinders and tori. To proceed in this direction we first introduce

Definition 4. Let k E {I, ... ,n}. Suppose that G' ~ Ck is an open set and that
J' : G' --+ Ck is cylindrical (toroidal) left monogenic and that c' E G' is an
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isolated zero point on Ck so that there is an E > 0 such that B'(e', E) C Ck and
I'IB'(e' ,E)\{e/} -10. Then the integer

ord(f'; e') := :n J t,~k\X')da'(X') (36)
fl(8BI(e' ,E))

is called the order of f in e. In the case k = n take the function t~7{b and choose

Eso small that b' tJ. B'(e', E).

In order to show that ord (f'; e') is an integer, we use the Cauchy integral
formulas on cylinders and tori. In the cases where k < n, take g' == 1 and replace
Y' by I'(Y') and further oU' by ol'(U'). This then leads to

:n J t,~k\X', f'(Y'))da'(X') = W8f' (U ,)(f'(Y')).

8fl(U')

Taking now U' = B'(c', E) and Y' = e', then ord(f', e') = W8f'(B'(e',E))(O) is an
integer counting how often the image of the ball around the isolated zero wraps
around the image of O.
For the case k = n, put also G' == 1, replace Y' e by I'(Y;) and oU~ by ol'(Uc').
Afterwards apply the Cauchy integral formula for the torus. Putting furthermore
U~ = B' (e', E) and Yc' = e' leads to the analogous result for the toroidal case.

More generally, in Definition 4 the ball could be replaced by a nullhomolo
geous (n - 1)-dimensional cycle parametrizing an (n - 1)-dimensional surface of
an n-dimensional simply connected domain inside G like in the simpler case in
Euclidean space (cf. [25]).

Since I' : G' -+ Ck is continuously differentiable, we can apply the general
transformation rule for differential forms (cf. [58])

da'(f'(X')) = (Jj')*(X')da'(X'). (37)

Here J I' denotes the Jacobi matrix and (J1')* its adjoint. Notice that f' is a local
diffeomorphism (near a'), so that (37) may be rewritten in the form

da(f'(X')) = det J I'(X')((J1')-1) T (X')da'(X'). (38)

This allows us to rewrite (36) in the following form, providing us with an argument
principle on conformally flat cylinders and tori.

Theorem 12 (Argument principle on Cylinders and Tori). Let G' ~ Ck be a do
main, I' G' -+ Ck cylindrical (toroidal) monogenic in G' and e' E G' an isolated
point. Then, under the same conditions for B' (e', E) C G' as in Definition 4,

ord(f';e') = ~ r t,~k)(f'(X'))detJj'(X')((Jj')-l)T(X')da'(X').
An J8B'(el,E)

For the case k = n take again t~~~,b'
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We also obtain a generalization of Rouche's theorem within this context. To
proceed in this direction we introduce a norm on Ck by

IIX'llck := min {IIX +wll}, X' E Ck .
wEf),k

Theorem 13 (Generalized Rouche's Theorem for isolated zeroes). Let G C Ck be a
simply connected domain and let r be a nullhomologous (n - I)-dimensional cycle
parametrizing an (n -1) -dimensional surface of an n-dimensional simply connected
domain D c G. Suppose f, 9 : G -; Ck are cylindrical (toroidal) monogenic

o
functions having only a finite number of zeroes in D and no zeroes on the boundary
aD. If

then

/If(X) - g(X)/1 < Ilf(X)11 't/X E aD,

L ord(f; a) = L ord(g; a).
aED aED

(39)

(40)

N(>')

For the proof we mention that this relation is a consequence of the fact that
the definition of the order which is a topological mapping degree, is invariant
under homotopy. To be more explicit, for a real>. E [0, 1] we define the function
h>. := f + >.(g - J). Then we consider

L ord(h>.;a)
aED

_1_ J<:/~k)(f(X)+ >.g(x) - >'f(x))(J(f + >.g - >'J))*da(x).
an+l

r

Here again, take <:~~~ b for the case k = n. The integrand depends continuously on
>.. Hence, N(>') is ~ 'continuous function. Since N(>') E Z we conclude that N(>')
does not depend on >.. Therefore, N(>') == const, thus N(I) = N(O). Notice that
we used (37) instead of (38) to simplify our notation.

4. Automorphic forms related to more general hyperbolic
polyhedron groups and perspectives

The function series treated in the previous section are totally invariant under
the action of translation groups in J(p,q. They provide useful building blocks for
the construction of automorphic forms to larger discrete subgroups of Vahlen type
groups. In order to construct for example monogenic and polymonogenic functions
that show an invariance behavior under the action of a translation group and
additionally also under a finite rotation group it issuggestive at the very first to
sum the series <:(k)h or dk)h over that rotation group. Suppose that Ul, ... ,Ut are

m , 1D ,

lR-linear independent unit vectors in J(p,q satisfying uf = 1 for a positive integer
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N E IN (j = 1, ... ,t). We write
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R
t

= \ (u~ U~l ), ... , (u~ U~l )).

Suppose that the parameters k, m, h are chosen so that the series E~)h or G~)h

are normally convergent, as described in Section 3. Under the same conditions, the
series

R(P) (z):= " E(k) u(uzu)um,h ~ m,h
MER'

and
Q(p) (z):= " d k) u(uzu)um,h ~ m,h

MER'

are well-defined h-monogenic functions, too. Notice that the centers of the singu
larity cones of the first series are isolated points in S(J<p,q). However, these series
do not turn out to be translation invariant for any arbitrary lattice 0 E R,n. To
have the translation invariance, the primitive periods Wj and the vectors Ui have to
satisfy UiWjUi E Op Vi, j. Op needs to be a lattice with vector multiplication. The

functions R~:h (z) give then examples of h-monogenic modular forms transforming
in the way

and

R(P) (z) = uR(P) (uzu)u
m,h m,h ( u 0 )for all M = 0 U -1 E R p

R(P) (z) = R(P) (Z + w) for all wE Ok,
m,h m,h

as a direct rearrangement argument shows.
Similarly, the series of the form Q~)h (z) transform under translations and

rotations. It is more difficult to include also an invariance behavior under inver
sions. In [31, 32, 33J we proved two construction theorems that meet this end, in
which the multiperiodic functions from the previous section can again be used as
generating building blocks.

To proceed in this direction let us recall that from the conformal invariance
formula for the iterated Dirac operators on Minkowski type spaces (see e.g. [53]) it
follows that if j :H+(J<p,q) --> Clpq(J<) is a left d-monogenic function (1 ::::: d ::::: h),

then DzlKp,q[q~h)(cz+ d)* f(M(z))] = 0 for every positive integer l with l 2 hand
for all M E rk. Here, and in all that follows, rk shall always stand for r~k in the
case K = R, (where we always assume that additionally k ::::: q - 1) and for r~q
in the complexified case, where 1 ::::: k ::::: n. For simplicity we use the abbreviation
D~ for D z I KP,q, etc..

Starting now with an appropriate monogenic generating function j from Clif
ford analysis that is totally invariant under the action of the maximal translation
group ~ that is contained in rk, and summing the expressions of the form

(JlhM)(Z) := q~h)(cz+ d)* j(M(z))
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(41)

over a complete set of representatives of right cosets in f k modulo '4, will lead
to several classes of non-trivial Clifford-valued modular forms with respect to fk
within the function classes Ker D l for all positive integers l satisfying l 2 h
whenever h is an even positive integer, as we will explain now. In the sequel the
notation M : '4 \fk means that M runs through a system of representatives Bk of
the right cosets of f k with respect to '4, i.e. UMEBk '4M = f k and '4M =J '4N
for M, N E Bk with M =J N. More generally as in [31] we may thus formulate:

Theorem 14 (1. Construction theorem). Let n EN, hE 2 N, h < n, k < n- h-1,
and in the particular case K = Il assume additionally that k :S q - 1. The groups
fk and '4 are given as previously mentioned above. Let j: H+(Kp,q) --+ Clp,q(K)
be a bounded and left monogenic function on H+ (Kp,q) that is totally invariant
under the translation group '4. Then

f(z) = L UlhM)(Z)
M:Tk\rk

is a Clifford-valued function which is bounded in any compact subset of H+(Kp,q).
Moreover, f satisfies D;f(z) = 0 for alll 2 hand f(z) = UlhM)(Z) for all
ME f k on the whole half-space.

For the proof in the arbitrary Minkowski type space Kp,q one can proceed
in a similar way as for the case in KO,n which we presented in a detailed form for
K = Il in [31] and for K = <C in [32].

This construction theorem provides us with non-vanishing hypercomplex
modular forms for the whole modular group r p in the classes Ker Dl with l 2 h
where h is even, as for example in the class of the Fueter-Sce solutions. To con
struct concrete examples of vector-valued non-cusp forms within this setting, the

series G~:h can be used, as shown in the above cited works for the special case
(p,q) = (O,n).

Notice that whenever h is an odd integer, then the construction (41) generates
only the zero function. See [31] for details. More generally, whenever we have
a group that includes the negative identity matrix, then all functions satisfying
f(z) = UlhM)(Z) for all M from that group vanish identically whenever h is odd.

In order to construct non-trivial h-monogenic examples satisfying f(z) =

UlhM)(Z) for h odd we thus need to restrict ourselves to smaller groups, as for
example congruence groups. In the space KO,n let us for instance consider congru
ence groups of the form

(42)

where s is a positive integer with s > 2.
Here I stands for the identity matrix and 0 := I:A ZeA' Consider for instance
s = 3. Taking for example j == 1 or j(z) = Gm(z + en), then

f(z) := L q~h)(cz + d)* j(M < z » k < n - h - 1
M:Td3]\rd3]
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provides us with non-trivial examples of Clifford-valued modular forms (also for h
odd) satisfying

f(z) = q~h)(cz + d)* ](M < z »

as one can show by applying limit arguments. To be precise, in the case where
] == 1 we obtain

L q~h)(CXnen + d)*
M:Tk[3]\fd3]

L lim q~h)(cenXn + d)*
Xn~OO

M:Tk [3]\f k [3],CM#0, v '

=0

+ L d*d*
M:Tk[3]\fk [3]'CM=0

1.

In the case ](z) = Gm(z + en), a similar calculation leads to lim f(Xnen) =
Xn-+OO

lim Gm(Xnen) = (!1 n
-
1 (m) where en - 1 (m) is the vector-valued generalized

Xn-+OO

Riemann zeta function from Section 3.2.2. Since the expressions (!1 n - 1 (m) in turn
are the Laurent coefficients of the series f~~l-l) (z) there must be indices m for

which (!1n - 1 (m) i- O. Otherwise we would obtain f~nl-l)(z) == qr(z) within a whole
ball, which would be a contradiction. '

One possibility to construct also non-trivial modular forms in Ker D1KP,q

(l 2: h) where h is odd (in particular for h = 1), with respect to the whole modular
group r p and even with respect to the full modular group r n-l, is to consider two
weight factors (one from the left, another from the right) and to introduce a second
auxiliary variable. We exploited this idea recently in [33] in order to construct
monogenic and polymonogenic Hilbert modular forms on Cartesian products of
the upper half-space.

In what follows we focus on the construction of non-trivial monogenic and
polymonogenic modular forms on H:j:(J.{p,q) = H+(J.{p,q) EEl H+(J.{p,q) that trans
form in the way

f(z, w) = Ullh,IM)(z, w) for all ME fk (43)

and whose restriction to the diagonal z = w is at least a non-constant COO-function
satisfying f(z, z) = Ullh,IM)(z, z) for all M E fk.

Here

Ullh,IM)(z,w) = q~h)(cz+d)*f(M < z >,M < w »q~l)(wc* +d*).

The following construction theorem provides many non-trivial examples.
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Theorem 15 (2. Construction theorem). Let k < 2n - (h + l) - 1. Additionally,
assume that k :::; q - 1 in the case K = It, or k :::; n in the complexified case.
Let h + l == 0(2). Suppose j : Ht(Kp,q) --t Clp,q(K) is a bounded function that
satisfies the relation D~[j(z, w)] = [j(z, w)]DL = 0 and j(T(z), T(w)) = j(z, w)
for all T E ~ for all (z, w) E Ht (Kp,q). Then

f(z, w):= L (Jllh,lM)(z, w)
M:Tk\rk

is left h-monogenic in the variable z and right l-monogenic in wand satisfies

f(z, w) = Ullh,lM)(z, w) for all ME r k .

for all (z,w) E Ht(Kp,q).

(44)

(45)

The (h, l) biregularity is a consequence of the conformal invariance formulas
for Dirac operators which were proved in [53] within the framework of working in
general Minkowski-type spaces. In the case K = It we get even convergence for
k = q - 1 whenever h + l :::; q - 1. Even for the monogenic case, i.e. h = l = 1, we
get non-trivial Clifford-valued modular forms for the full modular group provided
we are in the half space of the Euclidean space It°,n of dimension n 2 3. The
simplest non-trivial examples for monogenic modular forms for the whole modular
group are the biregular Eisenstein series

E(z, w) = L (1Ih,lM)(z, w)
M:Tk\f'k

L q6hl (CZ + d)*q6l)(wc* +d*) (z,w) E Ht(Kp,q).
M:Tk\rk

(46)

To verify that these series are non-trivial transcendental functions, consider for
instance in the case I( = It the expression,

lim E(enXn,enYn)
Xn,Yn~oo

L Xn,l~~-.OO q6
hl

(cenXn + d)*qgl(enYnc* + d*) + L d*d*
M:Tk\rk,CM"eO, v J M:Tp\rp,CM=o

=0

= 2L eA eA = 2k+1

A

where we put z = ,,£7=1 Xjej and w = ,,£7=1 Yjej. In particular E(z, z) =t 0,00,
so that we do indeed have non-trivial modular forms. In the complexified cases a
limit argument can be applied, simply choosing the adequate coordinate direction
for which we have the positivity condition.

Once again, the series Gm can be used to generate classes of non-trivial
examples for hypercomplex modular forms transforming in the way (43) - in this
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setting, even for obtaining families of non-trivial monogenic modular forms for the
full modular group rn-l in Euclidean space R,0,n - namely by applying (44) to

j(z, w) = Gm(z + en)Gm(w + en) (47)

which is bounded on H:j"(IKp,q). To show the non-triviality we consider again

lim I: q~hl(cXnen+ d)*Gm(M < enXn > +en)
Xn,Yn->= M:Tk\fk

x Gm(M < enYn > +en)qgl(Ynenc* + dO)

(-8)· I:>:4II(!1n
-
1 (m)11 2

eA*.

A

As mentioned above, there must be at least some indices mE No of odd length,
for which ((m) and hence 11((m)112 is different from zero. For these indices we have
then that the limit considered is different from zero proving the non-triviality of
the associated series I:M:Tk\fk (Jllh,IM)(z, w) and in particular its restriction to
the diagonal (z, z) is a non-constant C= automorphic form.

Final remarks
Special variants of the monogenic and polymonogenic automorphic forms discussed
in this section admit the treatment of similar problems as outlined in Section 3.3
but within a much more general geometrical context.

Partial results in these directions have been developed in [10] where closed and
explicit representation formulas for the Bergman kernel for wedge shaped domains
are obtained in terms of more general Eisenstein series, and in [36] where boundary
value problems of partial differential equations on more general conformally flat
spin manifolds are treated.

Further to this, these families of automorphic forms open the door to deriving
explicit argument principles for monogenic functions with isolated a-points on more
general conformally flat spin manifolds that can be constructed by factoring R,n by
a discrete subgroup of Vahlen's group, extending our discussion from Section 3.3.3
in a natural and systematic way to a much more general geometrical context;
roughly speaking simply by replacing the translative Eisenstein series of lowest
singularity order by those automorphic forms of lowest singularity order that are
associated to the group which parametrizes the spin manifold.

The author is very thankful to Prof. Freitag and the members of his research
group from Heidelberg University (Germany) for the very fruitful and helpful
discussions on this topic.
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Automated Geometric Theorem Proving,
Clifford Bracket Algebra
and Clifford Expansions

Hongbo Li

Abstract. We report some of our recent progress on using Clifford bracket al
gebra to simplify automated geometric theorem-proving via the homogeneous
model, and on systematic expansions of Clifford expressions with the purpose
of finding the shortest expansions. With such simplification and expansion
techniques, we are able to finish some pure geometric computation tasks that
are too difficult for other algebraic methods to finish even with the aid of a
good PC, and we get better results through a readable procedure.
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1. Introduction

Automated theorem proving started in the 1950s as a branch of artificial intelli
gence (AI). At that time the prevailing approach was database searching and logic
programming. In late 1970s, an algebraic approach appeared. It was Wu's method
of characteristic sets [18]. The theoretical foundation is no longer logic deduction
based on a set of axioms. Geometric theorems are first algebraized, i.e., changed
into polynomial equalities and inequalities, then the proving of the conclusion, now
algebraized as well, becomes verifying if the zeroes of the conclusion polynomial
are included in the zeroes of the hypotheses polynomials. In the 1980s, another
algebraic approach - the Grobner bases method occurred [9]. In the 1990s, several
invariant algebraic methods were proposed, including the biquadratic final poly
nomials [6]' Cayley algebra [15]' bracket algebra [14]' the area method [5], Clifford
algebra [10], Grassmann algebra [16], etc.

What is the reason for people to switch from a logic approach to an alge
braic one? Because a pure logical approach is very inefficient, even for easy but
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nontrivial tasks of geometric theorem proving. Why do people continue to de
velop invariant algebraic methods? In history, invariant algebras were developed
after coordinate algebra for the purpose of more advanced and abstract treatment
of geometric problems. Since Descartes' analytic geometry, coordinates have been
playing a crucial role in the algebraization of geometry. Still, people want more ad
vanced algebraic representations so that the algebraic manipulations become more
"geometric" , or invariant. Leibniz had dreamed of a geometric calculus dealing di
rectly with geometric objects rather than with number sequences, or coordinates.
Gauss realized Leibniz' dream in 2D geometry by his complex numbers method,
and Hamilton extended Gauss' 2D numbers to 3D by his quaternions. Then Grass
mann, Cayley and Clifford continued the extension to nD numbers by the algebras
now bearing their names. In the 19th century, the Cambridge formalist school, led
by de Morgan, Peacock, et al., formulated the symbolic algebra used in geometry
as follows [19]:

"Symbolic algebra is the science of symbols and their combinations, con
structed according to their own rules, which may be applied to arithmetic and
other sciences by means of an interpretation."

The algebraic approach to automated geometric theorem proving is an inte
gration of classical symbolic algebra with modern AI techniques, which makes this
subject a branch of mathematics. The invariant algebraic approach is a trend for
producing short and readable proofs by simplifying algebraic representation and
computation. Many difficult geometric computing tasks can only be finished by
means of algebraic invariants.

While Cayley algebra and bracket algebra are for invariant computation in
projective and affine geometries, Clifford algebra is for invariant computation in
metric geometry [8]. Clifford algebra has three major forms: hypercomplex num
bers, matrices and abstract symbols. In automated geometric theorem proving, it
is the symbolic form that is used.

Invariant algebras can provide succinct representations for geometric enti
ties and relations. Such representations are potentially very helpful in simplifying
geometric computation. In applications, however, some difficulties will inevitably
occur. They further stimulate the development of invariant algebras.

Difficulty one: Multiple algebraic representations for the same geometric entity
or relation.

For example, in the homogeneous model of Euclidean plane [11], let there
be two circles or lines passing through points 0,1,2 and 0, 1',2' respectively,
then their second point of intersection (the first is point 0), can be represented
uniquely up to scale by

012 n 01'2'

= 1 .2[011'2'][021'2']0 + [12; 1'2']0([021'2']1 - [011'2']2) (1.1)

= l' . 2'[0121'][0122']0 - [12; 1'2']0([0122']1' - [0121']2'),
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(1.5)

which are two equivalent but different representations. Here

[12; 1'2']0 = 0·1 [021'2']- 0·2 [011'2'] = 0·2' [0121'] - O· I' [0122']. (1.2)
The efficiency of a good prover should be independent of different rep

resentations of the conclusion. On the other hand, an efficient prover should
be able to choose different representations for the same geometric entity in
different places of an algebraic expression.

Difficulty two: Multiple expansion results.
(1.2) is the simplest example of expansion, i.e., transformation from an

abstract form to a simpler one. In invariant algebras, the expansion results
are generally not unique. For example, Let A, B, C be three points in the
projective plane. If A = 12 n 34, B = 1'2' n 3'4', C = 1"2" n 3"4", then in
the Cayley algebra we have

A = 12 f\ 34, B = 1'2' f\ 3'4', C = 1"2" f\ 3"4". (1.3)

Substituting them into the bracket [ABC], we get

[(12 f\ 34)(1'2' f\ 3'4')(1"2" f\ 3"4")]' (1.4)

which has 16,847 different expansions into bracket polynomials.

Difficulty three: Simplifications in invariant algebras are difficult.
Simplifications generally include combination, i.e., reduction of the num

ber of terms, and factorization, i.e., decomposition of an expression into the
product of smaller ones. For example, the nD bracket algebra over a field
K of characteristic # 2 is the algebra of n x n determinants. Since any 2n
vectors AI,.'.' An- l and Bl , ... , Bn+ l in an nD vector space satisfy the
Grassmann-Plucker (GP) syzygy

n+l

"'" HI ~L,...( -1) [AI'·' An-lBi][Bl ... B i ··· Bn+IJ = 0,
i=l

combination and factorization of a bracket polynomial are much more difficult
than those of a polynomial in coordinate algebra. It is an open problem how
to use the GP syzygies to reduce the size (degree and number of terms) of a
bracket polynomial.

When applying Clifford algebra to automated theorem proving in Euclidean
geometry, how should we handle the above difficulties? In this paper, we report
some of our most recent work on using Clifford bracket algebra [12] in automated
geometric theorem proving via the homogeneous model [11], on how the three
problems are tackled, and on the systematic extension of the Clifford expansion
formulas of [4], as stimulated by the need of finding the shortest expansions in the
Clifford bracket algebra for the homogeneous model. With the powerful expansion
and simplification techniques, we are able to finish some pure geometric computing
tasks that are too difficult for other algebraic methods to finish even with the aid
of a good PC, and we get better results through a readable procedure.
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2. A theorem proving example

In [12], there are examples in automated geometric theorem proving which are
difficult for other algebraic methods to finish in reasonable time but which can be
finished with the Clifford bracket algebraic method within a fraction of a second.
That version of Clifford bracket algebra should be called inner-product bracket
algebra, as no Clifford multiplication is involved. In this paper, we are going to
develop the inner-product bracket algebra into a sincere Clifford bracket algebra,
or the second version of Clifford bracket algebra, which has completely different
algebraic elements with the first version. The same geometric theorems can be
tested once again, and it turns out that the algebraic computations can be finished
by hand now - no computer aid is needed.

We use an example in [12] to show how the basic algebraic elements in the
second version of Clifford bracket algebra pop up naturally in geometric problems.

Example 1. (Miquel's Theorem) In the
plane there are four circles as shown
in Figure 1. If points 1,2,3,4 are co
circular, so are points a, b, c, d.

In the homogeneous model, bold-faced
characters are used to denote the null
vectors representing the corresponding
points in italic font. The hypotheses of
the theorem are

a, b, 1, 2, 3, 4 are free points in the plane,
c = 12a n 23b, d = 14a n 34b,
[1234] = O.
The conclusion is [abed] = O.

a

FIGURE 1. Miquel's Theorem.

Below we prove the theorem. Substituting the intersection formula (1.1), i.e.,

e

d

1· a [23bl] [23ba] 2 + [la; 3bh([23ba] 1- [23bl] a)
1 . a [43bl][43ba] 4 + [la; 3b]4([43ba]1 - [43bl] a),

(2.6)
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[abed]

ex~nd

contract

coordinates

1· a [23ba][43ba]{1 . a [ab24][23bl][43bl]

[ab41][43bl][la; 3bh - [ab21][23bl][la; 3b]4}

- 1 . a [123b][134b][24ab]

+ 1 . 4 [12ab] [123b] [34ab] - 4 . a [12ab] [123b] [134b]
- 1 . 2 [134b] [14ab] [23ab] + 2 . a [123b] [134b] [14ab]

a· b [124a][123b][134b]

+ 1 ·4 [123b][12ab][34ab] - 1 . 2 [134b][14ab][23ab]
o.

Explanation of the proof

The criteria for a good representation are that it should lead to (1) a factored
expression, when this is impossible then (2) an expression with minimal number
of terms, and when neither is possible then (3) a contractible expression.

By (1.1), e, d each have two representations. The representations in (2.6) lead
to an expression with three monomial factors 1· a [23ba][43ba], and are optimal.
The first step is eliminating e, d by choosing suitable representations. In the end
of the step, the underlined factors are discarded.

The second step is expanding [la; 3bh and [la; 3bk Each expression has
two different expansions, and the criteria for a good expansion are the same as
those for a good representation. In this example, no expansions can lead to either
a factored expressions or an expression less than five terms. The expansions used
in the proof lead to a contractible polynomial, and are optimal.

By contraction we mean reducing the number of terms by syzygies. In the
third step, the following GP syzygy equality

-1 . a [24ab] + 2 . a [14ab] - 4 . a [12ab] = a· b [124a] (2.7)

is used to reduce the number of terms by two.
The last step is introducing a global coordinate system, changing the expres

sion into a polynomial of coordinates, and computing its remainder with respect
to the polynomial corresponding to [1234]. The remainder is zero, showing that
[1234] is a factor of [abed].

So [abed] must be a homogeneous function of [1234]. However, this function
is difficult to find out using coordinates, nor using inner and outer products only.
It took us some efforts to find the integrated invariant hidden in the 3-termed
polynomial

p = a· b [124a][123b][134b] + 1 . 4 [123b][12ab][34ab]
-1·2 [134b][14ab][23ab].

(2.8)
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The invariant is [12ab34], which changes its sign by a left shift, a right shift or a
reversion, and which has the following rational binomial expansion:

[ b ]
_ a· b [124a][134b] + 1 ·4 [12ab][34ab]

12a 34 - 2 [14ab] . (2.9)

(2.15)

let c = 12a n

With this invariant, factoring (2.8) becomes very easy: the first two terms of
p are in the following form:

[123b](a . b [124a][134b] + 1 ·4 [12ab][34ab]). (2.10)

The first and third terms are in a similar form:

[134b](a . b [124a][123b] - 1 . 2 [14ab][23ab]). (2.11)

Applying (2.9) to (2.10), we get [123b][14ab][12ab34]/2, so

p = [14ab]( ~ [123b][12ab34] - 1 . 2 [134b][23ab]). (2.12)

This is the first factorization. Now apply (2.9) once again to (2.12), by the unique
correspondence

1 f-+ b, 2 f-+ a, 3 f-+ 4, (2.13)

we get the second factorization:

p = -[14ab]3 . b [a21b][2143] = 3 . b [1234][12ab][14ab]. (2.14)

If we apply (2.9) to (2.11) instead of (2.10), we have a similar procedure of
factorization. Collecting all the common factors we have discarded, we obtain a
nice theorem as follows.

Theorem 2.1. For 6 generalized points a, b, 1, 2,3,4 in the plane,
23b, d = 14a n 34b, then

[abed] [1234] [12ab][34ab]
a· e b . d 1 . 23 . 4 [23ab][41abj"

If the juxtaposition of elements in [12ab34] represents a product, then we
get an invariant algebra suitable for geometric computing involving lines and cir
cles. Can we take the juxtaposition as the multiplication in the Clifford algebra
Cl(R3,1), and take the square bracket as the dual of the pseudoscalar part of the
multiplication? Since 1,2,3,4, a, b are in the same 4D space, they satisfy Cramer's
rule

3 - [34ab]1 + [13ab]4 - [134b]a + [134a]b (2.16)
- [14ab] .

Substituting (2.16) into the left side of (2.9), and using the formula that for any
null vector 1 and any sequence of vectors 2,3, ... ,r in a Clifford algebra [13],

T

12·· ·r1 = 2 Z)-lr- i (1. i) 12·· ·i·· ·r,
i=2

(2.17)
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we get

(2.18)

[12ab34]
[34ab][12abI4]- [134b][12aba4]

[14ab]

1 . 4 [12ab][34ab] + a . b [124a][134b]
= 2 ---------;:----:-:;-------

[14ab]

So we can indeed take the juxtaposition as the Clifford multiplication!
Furthermore, the peculiar symbol [12; 1'2']0 defined in (1.2) can be taken as
-[01201'2']/2, because by (2.17), they have the same expansion.

The importance of this identification lies in that the Clifford algebraic struc
ture turns out to be unique in constructing more advanced algebraic invariants
in Euclidean geometry. Before it shows up, the only basic invariants are inner
products and brackets which are determinants of homogeneous coordinates. They
prove to be inefficient in doing factorization in the first version of Clifford bracket
algebra. The Clifford multiplication introduces two kinds of basic invariants: the
scalar part and the dual of the pseudoscalar part of the Clifford multiplication of a
sequence of vectors. On one hand, they are complicated polynomials of inner prod
ucts and brackets when expanded. On the other hand, they occur and function
naturally in geometric problems and as a whole represent certain geometric invari
ants. In the next section we shall establish some properties of the new invariant
algebra and its connection with Euclidean geometry.

3. Clifford bracket algebra - second version

The extension of bracket algebra from a vector space to an inner product space
is called Clifford bracket algebra in [12]. The basic algebraic elements are inner
products and brackets of n vectors, where n is the dimension of the space.

Let K be a field of characteristic =1= 2. Let n :::; m be two positive integers,
and let L be a fixed element in K - {O}. The n-dimensional Clifford bracket algebra
generated by m symbols aI, ... ,am, is the quotient of the polynomial ring over K
whose indeterminates are elements of {ai· aj, [ai, .. .ain]!I:::; i,j,i1,··· ,in:::; m},
modulo the two-sided ideal generated by the following five types of elements:

Bl: [ail ain ] if ij = ik for some j =1= k.
B2: [ai, ainl- sign(IT) [aial ... aian] for any permutation IT of 1, ... ,n.
B3: ai· aj - aj . ai for i =1= j.

n+l

GPl: I)-I)k+laj.aik [ai, ... aik ... ain+,]'
k=l

GP2: [ai,·· .ain][aj, ... ajnl- Ldet(aik· ajlkl=l, ... ,n.

To further simplify algebraic manipulations, more advanced invariants are
needed. In the second version of Clifford bracket algebra, the basic algebraic ele
ments are the scalar parts and the duals of the pseudoscalar parts of any sequences
of vectors, as long as they exist.
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Let K be a field of characteristic oj:. 2. Let n ::; m be two positive integers,
and let L be a fixed element in K - {O}. The n-dimensional Clifford bracket algebra
generated by symbols aI, ... , am, is the quotient of the polynomial ring over K
whose indeterminates are elements of {(ail'" ai2P)' [ajl ... ajn+2q_2] Ip, q 2: 1; 1 ::;
i 1 , ... ,i2p , j1, ... ,jn+2q-2 ::; m}, modulo the two-sided ideal generated by the
following seven types of elements: Bl, B2, B3 in which ai .aj is replaced by (aiaj),
GPl, GP2, and

21
DFl: (a· ... a· ) - "'{-l)j{a· a· ) (a· ... a ... a· )1,1 'L2L 6 1,1 Ij 1,2 tj t2L .

j=2

1:::;0"2l:::;n+21-2
0-21 is a partition of 1, 2, ... ,n + 2l - 2 into two subsequences of length 2l and
n - 2 respectively.

It can be proved that all the properties on the scalar part and the dual of
the pseudoscalar part of the Clifford multiplication of a sequence of vectors in a
Clifford algebra, can be derived from the above seven kinds of generators. This
justifies the term "Clifford bracket algebra" .

In the homogeneous model of Euclidean geometry [11], the square of any vec
tor representing a geometric point is zero, and the corresponding Clifford bracket
algebra is called null bracket algebra. We use the homogeneous model of the Eu
clidean plane to show the geometric interpretations of the basic algebraic elements
in the null bracket algebra.

First of all, for any vectors aI, a2 representing two points,

(3.19)

(ea1a2a3)

[ea1a2a3]

la1a211a2a3! cos L(a2a3, a2a1),

la1 a211a2a31 sin L(a2a3, a2a1)'
(3.20)

Here e represents the Gaussian point at infinity of the Euclidean plane,
L (a2a3, a2a1) is the oriented angle from vector a2a3 to vector a2a1, and Sal a2 a3 is
the signed area of the oriented triangle al a2a3. For any four points aI, a2, a3, a4,

-4Sala3a2a4
21ala211a3a41 sin L(a3a4, ala2),

(ea1a2ea3a4) 2(a2 - a1) . (a4 - a3)

= 21a1a211a3a4/ cos L(a3a4' ala2).

(3.21)
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By means of the relations

al . a3 (ala2a3a4)

al . a3 [ala2a3a4]

[al a2a3a la4a5]

(al a2a3a la4a5)

(ala2a3h . (ala3a4h

(ala2a3)1 . (ala3a4)3

2 (ala2a3h . (ala4a5)3

2 (ala2a3h . (ala4a5h

(3.22)

(3.23)= (al'" a21+l)r
= -221- 1(al' a2)(a2' a3)'" (a21 . a21+d(a21+1 . ad,

(al ... a21)2 + [al ... a21f = 221- 2(al . a2)(a2 . a3)'" (a21-1 . a21)(a21 . ad, (3.24)

it can be proved that

and

(al ... a21+1)~

-8 Pal a2 a3Pal a3 a4Sal a2 a3Sal a3 a4 L(Nal Nal )
lala3\2 COS ala2 a3' ala3 a4

-8 Pal a2 a3Pal a3 a4Sal a2 a3Sal a3 a4 in L(Nal Nal )
lala312 s ala2 a3' ala3 a4

8Pala2a3Pala4asSala2a3Sala4as cos L(Nglla2a3' Ng;a4 as)

[ala2a3a la4a5] 8pala2a3Pala4asSala2a3Sala4as sin L(Ng;a2a3' Ng;a4 aJ.
(3.25)

Here Pala2 a3 is the radius of circle ala2a3, and Nglla2a3 is the outward normal
direction of the circle at point al.

Using ala2al = 2 (al . a2)al and the relations

[ala2a3a4ala5" .a21+5] 2( (ala2a3a4) [ala5'" a21+5]
+[ala2a3a4] (ala5'" a21+5)),

2( (al a2a3a4) (al a5 ... a21+5)

-[ala2a3a4] [ala5'" a21+5]) ,
(3.26)

[ala2a3ala4a5ala6'" a21+6] = 2([ala2a3ala4a5] (ala6 a21+6)
+(ala2a3al a4a5) [al a6 a21+6]) ,

(al a2a3al a4a5ala6 ... a21+6) = 2( (al a2a3al a4a5) (al a6 a21+6)

-[ala2a3a la4a5][ala6'" a21+6]) ,

we find that all the basic algebraic elements in the null bracket algebra are the sines
and cosines of the sums of some oriented angles, multiplied by rational monomials
of distances, radii and signed areas.

4. Clifford expansion

Changing a Clifford expression into an equivalent expression of inner and outer
products is called Clifford expansion. In Clifford bracket algebra, like in other
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invariant algebras, factored and shortest expansions are extremely important. The
proof of Miquel's Theorem is a typical example.

The earliest work on Clifford expansion is [4], where two fundamental dimen
sion-free expansion formulas are established. The first formula is Caianiello's first
identity [3]:

Theorem 4.1. Let al, ... , ak be vectors. Let (al ... ak)k-2l be the (k - 2l)-graded
part of the Clifford multiplication of the k vectors. Then

(al ... akh-2l = L sign(0"21, 0"21) (0"2l (a)) A0"2l(a).
1:::;0"21 :::;k

(4.27)

Here the summation is over all partitions of the sequence 1, 2, ... , k into two subse
quences 0"2l, 0"2l of length 2l, k - 2l respectively, 0"21(a) is the Clifford multiplication
of the a's with 0"2l as indices, and A0"21(a) is the outer product of the a's with 0"2l
as indices.

The scalar (al ... a21) is traditionally called the pseudo-Pfaffian of the vectors.
It has the following recursive expansion:

2l

(al ... a21) = L(-1)i(alai) (a2··· ai··· a2l)·
i=2

(4.28)

In our application, the grade is either 0 or the dimension n of the base vector
space. The expansion given by (4.27) turns out to be too long. For example, in
4D null bracket algebra, the bracket [ala2a3a4a5a6] is expanded into Cl = 15
terms by (4.27). On the other hand, the expansion we use in proving in Miquel's
Theorem is binomial.

Even if the expansion is restricted to be polynomial, Caianiello's first identity
still gives too many terms. When the grade is n, as long as the characteristic of
the field is not 2, we have the following much shorter expansions:
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Theorem 4.2.

(al ... an+21)n

1
Ck L sign(0"2k'0"2k)(0"2k(a)) (0"2k(a)am +l" ·an+21)n

I lS0"2ksm

1
= Ck L sign(T2k,T2k)(T2k(a)) (al" ·amT2k(a))n

I m+1ST2kSn+21

355

It can also be written as a change of (0, n)-typed summation:

L sign(0"2k,0"2k)(0"2k(a)) (0"2da)am +l" ·an+21)n
lS0"2ksm

k

L L (-l)iCt~i sign(T2i, T2i)(T2i(a)) (al ... am T2i(a))n·
i=O m+1ST2isn+21

(4.30)

To see that the number of terms is greatly reduced, let us check the simplest
case m = n + 2l - 1 and k = 1. Then

(al ... an+21)n = L sign(0"21' 0"21)(0"21 (a)) (0"21(a)an+21)n. (4.31)
lS0"21S n +2l - 1

So it is the sequence 1,2, ... ,n + 21 - 1 that is partitioned instead of the whole
sequence 1,2, ... ,n+2l in (4.27). The number of terms is reduced by C:;:+21-1'
When m takes other values, the number of terms can be further reduced.

Below we prove Theorem 4.2. By symmetry we only need to prove the first
equality in (4.29). The theorem is true in the following three special cases, whose
proof can be found in [13].

Case 1. k = 1 and any 0 ::; m ::; n + 21.
Case 2. m = n + 21 and any 1 ::; k ::; 1.
Case 3. m = n + 21 - 1 and any 1 ::; k ::; 1.
Now assume that the first equality in (4.29) is true for k = r - 1 and any

o ::; m ::; n + 21, where r ::; 1. We prove that it is true for k = r and any
o::; m ::; n + 21 - 2. There are three cases to consider:

Case 4. 2r ::; m.
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Let a2r-2 be a sequence of 2r- 2 elements in 1, ... ,m, and let its remainder in
1, ... ,m be X = Xm-2r+2. Let 72 be a subsequence of 2 elements in m+1, ... ,n+2l,
and let its remainder in m + 1, ... ,n + 2l be 1fn +21-m-2. Let <P2i be a subsequence
of 2i elements in 1f = 1fn +21-m-2, and let its remainder in 1f be 'l/J = 'l/Jn+21-m-2-2i.

By the hypothesis of the induction,

(al ... a n +21)n

1
Cr - 1 L sign(a2r-2' x)(a2r-2(a)) (x(a)am+l ... a n +21)n

I 1<0"2r-2<m

+I:(~l)i+l~~l ( L sign(72i,1f)(72i(a)) (al·· .am1f(a))n)
i=1 I m+l~72i~n+21

1
Cr - 1 L sign(a2r-2, x)(a2r-2(a)) (x(a)am+l ... a n+21)n

I 1~0"2r_2~m

r-l i

+L(_l)i+l C;~1 L sign(72i, 1f)(72i(a)) (al ... am1f(a))n
i=2 I m+l~72i~n+21

+y L sign(72i, 1f)(72i(a)) (al ... am1f(a))n
m+l <72i<n+21

~ -L- sign(72i, 1f)(72i(a)) (al ... am1f(a) )n,
m+l~72i~n+21

(4.32)
and

(al ... am1f(a))n

1
Cr - 1 L sign(a2r-2' x)(a2r-2(a)) (x(a)1f(a))n

1-1 1<0"2r_2<m

+~(~l)i+l~-1 ( L sign(<p2i,'l/J)(<p2i(a)) (al·· .am'l/J(a))n) .
i=1 1-1 {</>2;}<;;{1f}

(4.33)
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First, let W2i+2 be the ascending sequence formed by elements in {T2' ¢2i}.
Then its remainder in m + 1, ... ,n + 2l is W2i+2 = 1r. We have

-} I:(_l)i+l ;-1 L L sign(T2, 1T)sign(¢2i, '¢)(T2(a))
i=1 1-1 m+l:ST2:Sn+21 {cP2;l<;;{7r}

(¢2i(a)) (al ... am,¢(a))n

-~ I:(-l)i+l ~-1 L L sign(T2,1T)sign(¢2i,'¢)
i=1 1-1 m+l:Sw2i+2:Sn+21 {T2}<;;{W2i+2}

(T2(a)) (¢2i(a)) (al ... am'¢(a))n

T Ci-1
"'(_l)i+l Cr~.1 '" . ( )( ())( ( ))~ ,~slgn T2i' T2i T2i a al'" amT2i a n'
i=2 I m+l:ST2i:Sn+21

(4.34)
Second, let 6 be a subsequence of 2 elements in X, and let its remainder in

X be TJm-2r' Let (2r be the ascending sequence formed by elements in {0"2r-2, 6}.
Then the remainder of (2r in 1, ... ,m is TJm-2r' By the conclusion in Case 1,

L sign(T2,1T)(T2(a))(x(a)1T(a))n
m+l:ST2:Sn+21

(l- r +1) (x(a)am+I ... an+21)n

L sign(6, TJm-2r)(6(a))(TJm-2r(a)am+l'" an+21/n.
{~2}<;;{X}

By the conclusion in Case 2,

(4.35)

1
= lCr-1 L L sign((2Tl TJm-2r)sign(0"2r-2,6)(0"2r-2(a)) (6(a))

1-1 1:S(2r:Sm {~2}<;;{(2r}

1
cr L sign((2Tl(2r)((2r(a)) ((2r(a)am+l' .. an+21)n'
I 1:S(2r:Sm

(4.36)
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Using (4.33), (4.34), (4.35), (4.36), we get

l-r+1
lCr - 1 L sign(0"2r-2, X) (0"2r-2) (x(a)am +l ... a n +21)n

1-1 1::;<T2r-2::;m
1

+lCr - 1 L L sign(0"2r-2, x)sign(6, 'T]m-2r)(0"2r-2(a))

1-1 1::;<T2r_2::;m {6}~{x}

r Ci-1

+"(_l)i+1 Cr~.I" ( )( ())( ( ))~ . ~ sign T2i, f2i T2i a al'" amf2i a n

i=2 I m+l::;T2i::;n+21

1
= - C r - 1 L sign(0"2r-2, X) (0"2r-2) (x(a)am +l ... a n +21)n

I 1::;<T2r_2::;m

+~r L sign((2r, (2r)((2r(a)) ((2r(a)am +l ... a n +21)n

I 1::;(2r::;m

r Ci-1

+2)-1)i+l ;~1 L sign(T2i,f2i)(T2i(a))(al" ·am f 2i (a))n.
i=2 I m+l::;T2i::;n+21

(4.37)
Substituting (4.37) into the last term of (4.32), we get the first equality of (4.29)
for k = r.

Case 5. 2r - 2 :s m but 2r > m.
In this case, the right side of (4.35) contains only the first term, and (4.36)

does not occur. The middle term on the right side of the last equality in (4.37)
vanishes. The previous proof is still valid.

Case 6. 2r - 2 > m.
In this case the first term on the right side of the last equality in (4.32)

vanishes, so does the first term on the right side of (4.33). The proof can be
finished by substituting (4.33), (4.34) into the last term of (4.32). This finishes the
proof.
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Theorem 4.2 in its form (4.2), which is on the change of (0, n)-typed summa
tion, can be extended to other types of summations.

Theorem 4.3. (Change of (O,O)-typed summation)

L sign(0"21-m, a21-m)(al ... am0"21-m(a)) (a21-m(a))
m+l~a2l_m~2k+21

[T] (4.38)

= L L C;:;f_msign(7r2i,ir2i)(7r2i(a)) (ir2i(a)am+l" ·a2k+21).
i=O 1~7T2i~m

where the combinatorial symbol is extended to any integers k, l:

• For any 0 ::; 1::; k, Ck = l!(t~l)!'
• For any 1> k, or any 1< 0 ::; k, Ck = o.
• Foranyl>k>O C-1 = (_1)k+1Ck- l .

- '-k 1-1

Theorem 4.4. (Change of (0, n)-typed summation, general case) Let i ::; 2k and
j ::;n+21. Letu=n+2k+2l-i-j. Thenjoranyvectorsal, ... ,ai,bl, ... ,bj,
Cl,··· ,cu ,

min(k, [i¥))

(-1 )i(j+l) L
m=[i.¥1

L Ck+l-m sign(TJm_i' T2m-i)
1~T2m_i~j

(4.39)

Theorem 4.5. ((0, n)-typed summation, special case) Let k, 1 2: 0, and let u =
n + 2k + 2l. Define

Tk,l(al ... am)

2: sign(T2k-m, T2k-m)(al ... am0"2k-m(a)) (a2k-m(a))n (4.40)
m+l~a2k_m~U

jor any 0 ::; m ::; 2k. Then

if m = 2i + 1,0 ::; i ::; k - 1;
if m = 2i,0::; i::; k.

(4.41 )
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Theorem 4.6. (Change of (n, n )-typed summation, general case) Let i :::; n+2k and
j :::; n+21. Let u = 2n+2k+21-i - j. Then for any vectors al, ... , ai, hi"'" h j ,

cl,""cu ,

1"5.u=un+2k-i"5.u
min(k, [i+i

2
- n ])

(_l)(n+i)(J+l) L

Theorem 4.7. ((n,n)-typed summation, special case) Let k,l ~ 0, and let u =
2n + 2k + 2l. Define

sign(0', a) (al ... amO'(a))n (a(a))n (4.43)
m+l"5.u=un +2k-"."5.u

for any 0 :::; m :::; n + 2k. Then

Uk,{,(a;, .. a..)

- 0

Ck+l_i(al ... an+2i)n (an+2i+l ... au)n,

if m < n;

if m = n + 2i - 1, 1 :::; i :::; k;
if m = n + 2i, 0 :::; i :::; k.

(4.44)

Caianiello's second identity [3, 4] is on the expansion of the Clifford multi
plication of two extensors (outer products of vectors). Recently, this identity was
implemented into the Maple package CLIFFORD [1] to simplify algebraic compu
tation, called Rota-Stein formula [7].

Theorem 4.8. (Caianiello's second identity)

((al/\ ... /\ ar)(hl /\ ... /\ h s ))r+s-21

= L L sign(al, O'I)sign(Tl, ft} (AO'I(a)AT1(h)) Aal(a) /\ Af(h).
l"5.ul"5. r l"5. rl"5.s

(4.45)

The above identity should be extended to arbitrarily finitely many extensors,
just as Caianiello's first identity. The extension was obtained by us recently [13].
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Theorem 4.9. Let r1, 000' rk be positive integers. For 1 :S i :S k, let Si =
(i) _

L~=l rho Let a1, o. 0' aSk be vectors, and let Ari - aSi _ 1+1 f\ .0. f\ aSi ' Then for
any 12: 0,

(A~~) .. 0 A~:))sk-21

. ((1) (k)
slgn (Jil , ... , (Jik '

(4.46)

When skis even,

(4.47)

From the above expansion formulas, we can obtain some nice summation
formulas. The following are two examples.

Theorem 4.10. Let Ar = a1 f\ . 0 0 f\ aT) Bs = b1 f\ ... f\ b s . Then

I: sign((Jt, CTt)(A(Jt(a) Bs ACTt(a))r+s-21 = (-l)stb(t, r, l)(BsAr)r+s-21'
l::;(7t::;r

(4.48)
where b(t, r, l) is the coefficient of xt in (1 - x)I(1 + xt- l .

Theorem 4.11. For vectors a1, 0 • 0 , ar ,

I: sign((Jt, CTt)((Jt(a)CTt(a))r-21 = c(t, r, l)(a1 ... ar)r-2l,
l::;(7t ::;r

where c(t, r, l) is the coefficient of xt in (1 + x2)1(1 + xt-2lo

(4.49)

Coming back from the expansions into polynomials in Clifford bracket al
gebra, let us consider the expansions into rational polynomials in null bracket
algebra. Many rational binomial expansion and summation formulas have been
discovered by us in the procedure of automated geometric theorem proving. Still,
a complete classification of all such expansions is far from being established. The
following are two rational binomial expansions and two binomial summations in 4D
null bracket algebra. They are essential in an algebraic proof of Miquel's Five-Star
Theorem [12] by hand.
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[ala2a3~ala2a5a6] [al a2a3a5]
2(a2' a3[ala2a5a6][ala2a5ala3a4] - a2 . a5[ala2a3a4][ala2a3ala5a6]),

(al a2a3a4al a2a5a6) [al a2a3a 5]
2(a2 . a3(ala2a5a6) [ala2a5a la3a4] - a2 . a5[ala2a3a4] (ala2a3a la5a6) ),

(al a2a3a4) [al a2a3a l a5a6] - (al a2a3a la5a6) [al a2a3a4]
- 2al . a2 a2 . a3[ala3a4a la5a6],

(al a2a3a4) (al a2a3a la5a6) + [al a2a3a l a5a 6] [ala2a3~]
- 2al . a2 a2 . a3(ala3~ala5a6)'

(4.50)

5. Conclusion

To find more efficient algebraic methods in automated geometric theorem proving
we need invariant algebras, and to simplify algebraic manipulations we need more
advanced invariants. Under this environment Clifford bracket algebra is proposed,
whose basic algebraic elements are the scalar and pseudoscalar parts of the Clifford
multiplications of vectors. Geometrically, this algebra is equipped with not only
the basic invariants such as distances and areas, but also trigonometric functions
of sums of oriented angles. The need to find factored and shortest expansions of
the Clifford multiplication into inner and outer products leads to the study of
Clifford expansions into polynomials and rational polynomials. Some important
results are established, including the simplifications and extensions of Caianiello's
expansion formulas. Some rational binomial expansion and summation formulas
in null bracket algebra are also established. The classification of all such formulas
is to be completed in the future.
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Quaternion-valued Smooth Orthogonal Wavelets
with Short Support and Symmetry

Lizhong Peng and Jiman Zhao

Abstract. In this paper, we define the quaternion-valued multiresolution anal
ysis of L2 (~, H). We give the properties of the scaling functions, wavelet func
tions and their corresponding low-pass and high-pass filters, and present a suf
ficient condition for the existence of the quaternion-valued wavelet. By solving
the system of equations, we obtain some kinds of low-pass filters and high
pass filters with short support and symmetry of smooth orthogonal wavelets.
We also construct quaternion-valued wavelets of a quaternion variable on
L 2 (H,H).

Keywords. Quaternion-valued multiresolution analysis, scaling function, wave
let function, low-pass filter, high-pass filter.

1. Introduction

Wavelets, multi-wavelets, multi-band wavelets, and matrix (vector) valued wavelets
have been extensively studied. Many papers and books on these topics appeared,
for example [5], [6], [10], [11]' [13]' [14]' [16], etc.

H is well known that an orthogonal wavelet function with compact support
and certain regularity can not have any symmetry (see [5], [6]), but multi-wavelets,
multi-band wavelets, and matrix (vector) valued wavelets may have symmetry
properties as well as other good properties.

In this paper we construct quaternion-valued wavelets, which, among other
good properties, have the symmetry properties. In [8], by identifying the quatern
ion-valued function with the duplex complex matrix-valued function, J. X. He and
B. Yu introduced quaternion-valued multiresolution analysis of L2 (lR, H), and con
structed three kinds of quaternion-valued scaling functions and wavelet functions
using a method similar to what is given in [15] (in matrix viewpoint). Only the
trivial one of them had the symmetry property. In this paper we offer an approach
that directly constructs quaternion-valued scaling and wavelet functions rather
than by identifying the quaternion with the duplex complex matrix.
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Firstly we give the definition of quaternion-valued multiresolution analysis
of L2 (1R, H), scaling function, wavelet function and the corresponding low-pass
and high-pass filters. Then we study the properties of the scaling function and its
corresponding low-pass filter, and present a sufficient condition for the existence of
quaternion-valued wavelets. Considering the orthonormal property of the scaling
function, and by adding the compacted support, symmetry, proper smoothness
to the scaling function, we get a system of equations for the coefficients of the
corresponding low-pass filter. By solving these equations, we obtain low-pass filters.
The cascade algorithm is still valid if substituting the real-valued coefficients with
quaternion-valued coefficients. Finally we get the smooth scaling functions with
short support and symmetry. We also get a formula to give the corresponding high
pass filters and orthogonal wavelets with smoothness, short support and symmetry.
By using quaternion-valued wavelets on L2 (1R, H), we also construct quaternion
valued wavelets of a quaternion variable on L2 (H, H). In this case, there are one
scaling function and 15 wavelet functions.

As a special Clifford algebra, the quaternion algebra Hover R is an associa
tive, non-commutative and division algebra. It has the basis: eo, el, e2, e3, which
satisfies ei = e~ = -1, e3 = ele2, and ele2 = -e2el·

Let a = 2::%=0 akek and b= 2::%=0 bkek. Then their product ab is written as

ab = (aobo - albl - a2b2 - a3b3)eo + (albo+ aObl - a3b2 + a2b3)el
+(a2bO + a3bl + aOb2 - alb3)e2 + (a3bO - a2bl + alb2+ aOb3)e3·

(1.1 )
The conjugate quaternion to a is defined by a = aoeo - 2::~=1 ajej and the

norm by lal = (aa)~.
It is easy to prove that

labl = lallbl· (1.2)
For more details about quaternions, see ([7]), and for general Clifford algebras,

see ([1]).
Similar to the definition of Clifford modules in [1]' we have the following

definition.

Definition 1.1. A quaternion module L2 (1R, H) is denoted by

3

L2(1R, H) = {f : IR -* H, f(x) =L fk(x)ek I fk E L2(1R), k = 0, 1,2, 3}.
k=O

The inner product of L2 (1R, H) is denoted by

(j,g) = ~ f(x)g(x)dx.

Like in the classical case, we observe that for f(x), g(x) E L2(1R, H), the Planchette
formula is still valid, i.e.,

(1.3)
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where the Fourier transform for each real-valued function in quaternion-valued
functions is defined as in [6] with vh-. For continuous wavelet transforms on
L2 (JR, H), L2 (JR 2

, H), and for Clifford-valued admissible wavelets, see [9], [17], [2],
[3], [4].

2. Quaternion-valued Multiresolution Analysis

In [12], Marius Mitrea introduced one kind of Clifford-valued multiresolution anal
ysis. There he constructs Clifford-valued higher dimensional orthogonal wavelets
like bases. Instead of high dimension, here we define quaternion-valued multireso
lution analysis (QMRA) of one dimension on L2 (JR, H), which is more similar to
the conventional multiresolution analysis (MRA).

Definition 2.1. A multiresolution analysis of L2 (JR, H) (QMRA) consists of a se
quence {Vm}mEZ of embedded closed subspaces of L2 (JR, H) satisfying the following
conditions:

1. ... C V- 2 C V-I C Vo C VI C V2 C ...

2. UVj = L2 (JR, H), nVj = {O}
jEZ jEZ

3. f(x) E Vj if and only if f(2x) E Vj+I, Vj E Z
4. there exists a function 'P E Vo such that {'PO,n(x) = 'P(x - n) : n E Z} is an
orthonormal basis for Vo, that is, for all f E Vo,

/

+00

IIfl1 2
= If(xWdx = I: IU, 'PO,nW,
-00 nEZ

The function 'P is called the quaternion-valued scaling function (or father wavelet)
for the QMRA.

If {Vj }jEZ is a multiresolution analysis of L 2 (JR, H) and if Vo is the closed
subspace generated by integer translation of a single function 'P, then we say that
'P generates the multiresolution analysis. Then it follows from 3. that {'Pj,n(x) =

2~ 'P(2j x - n)}nEZ is an orthonormal basis for Vj.
The real importance of a QMRA lies in the fact that it enables us to construct

an orthonormal basis for L2 (JR, H). In order to prove this statement, first we
assume that {Vj }jEZ is a QMRA of L2 (JR, H).

Since Vm C Vm+I, we define Wm as the orthogonal complement of Vm in
Vm+I. Like in the conventional MRA, we have f E Wm if and only if f(2·) E Wm+I
and

L2 (JR, H) = EBmEZWm ,

Now we are going to show that there is a function 'l/J E Wo such that {'l/Jo,n, n E Z}
is an orthonormal basis for Wo (then it follows from the definition of QMRA that
{'l/Jj,k,j, k E Z} is an orthonormal basis of L2 (JR, H)).
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Following the conventional approach, by using the non-commutativity prod
uct (1.1) and the Plancherel formula (1.3) of quaternions carefully, we obtain the
following two propositions (omit the arguments).

Proposition 2.2. For any function f E L2 (JR, H), the following conditions are equiv
alent:

1. The system {fo,n(x) = f(x - n), n E Z} is orthonormal.
~ , 2

2. L..-If(~ + 2k7r)1 = 1, a.e. ~ E JR.
kEZ

Proposition 2.3. For any two functions j, g E L2 (JR, H), the set of functions
{fo,n(x) = f(x - n), n E Z} and {go,n(x) = g(x - n), n E Z} are orthogonal,

z.e., (JO,n,gO,m) = c5n,m,n,m E Z, if and only if2:j(~+2k7r)g(~+2k7r) = 0,
kEZ

a.e. ~ E IR.

From Definition 2.1, we have

cp(x) = V2LnEZ hncp(2x - n), (2.1)

'IjJ(x) = V2LnEzgncp(2x - n), (2.2)

where hn,gn, n E Z are quaternion-valued constants, and {hn} and {gn} are called
low-pass filter and high-pass filter, respectively.

Using the above two propositions, we obtain the following so-called orthogo
nality conditions (which are similar to [6] and [16]):

where

IH(~W + IH(~ + 1rW = 1, a.e. ~ E JR,

G(~)H(~) + G(~ + 1r)H(~ + 1r) = 0, a.e. ~ E JR,

IG(~W + IG(~ + 1rW = 1, a.e. ~ E JR,

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

H(~) = ~ 2: hne-in~, G(~) = ~ 2: gne-in~;
nEZ nEZ

the above are also called quaternion-valued low-pass filter and high-pass filter,
respectively.

In conventional MRA, the high-pass filter {gn} can be obtained simply from
the low-pass filter {hn }, the existence of correspondent high-pass filter needs to
be proved, and it needs also to be designed after the low-pass filter in our case.
Its existence can be proved by a similar argument for the case of a matrix-valued
situation in [16]. By the existence of G(~), we obtain the existence of a quaternion
valued wavelet function.

Proposition 2.4. Let 'IjJ( x) be a quaternion-valued function, let its Fourier transform
satisfy
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n

where G(O fulfills (2.4)), (2.5). Then No,n(x), n E Z} forms an orthonormal basis
for Wo°

Using the properties of the scaling function <p and the product of quaternions,
we have the following proposition on the coefficients hn , n E Z of the low-pass filter.

Proposition 2.5. (a) L hn = V2
n

(b) L hnhn+zk = <50 ,k, k E Z

(c) L(-lthn = °
n

(d) L(-ltn1hn=0,l=0,1,2, ... ,p-l
n

where p ::; [m/2] - 1, m is the length of the low-pass filter, and it is not to hard to
see that (d) is equivalent to

( )
dk H(E,) I - k-e ~E,=1r-O, -O,l, ... ,p-l.

Remark. (a) and (b) imply that

1
(J) L hZn = L hZn+l = J2.

n n

Similar to classical wavelet theory, (e) can be explained as the vanishing moments
of the scaling function and the wavelet function, which guarantees the smoothness
of them.

3. Construction of smooth symmetric orthogonal wavelets with
short support

In [8], the authors gave some design of wavelets by using the method given in [15],
there the scaling function has no symmetry. In this section, by solving the system
of equations, we construct some smooth orthogonal wavelets with short support
and symmetry.

To get such scaling functions, first we construct the corresponding low-pass
filters. Denote

1 ZN+l 1 N ZN+l
H(~) = J2 ~ h~e-inE, = J2(~ hne-inE, + k!;+l hZN+l_ke-ikE,), (3.1)

where h~ = hn, n = 0, ... ,N; h~ = hZN+l- n , n = N + 1, ... ,2N + 1; while
hn = hno + hnlel + hnzez + hn3e3 are quaternions, n = 0, ... ,N, NEZ.

Now using Proposition 2.5 (adding proper vanishing moments) we solve the
system of equations on {hn } ;{=o.

Design 1. Let N = 1, there are four coefficients satisfying the following equations:

2(ho + hd = J2, 2(lholZ+ IhllZ
) = 1, hohl + hlho = 0,
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J2
ho+hl = 2'

2 2 1
Ihol + Ihll = 2'

hooh lO + hOIhn + h02 hl2 + h03hl3 = O.

(3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) yield the following equation:

h~o + h~l + h~2 + h~3 = ~hoo.

Thus we obtain
h lO = ~ - hoo, hn = -hOI,

hl2 = -hI2 , hl3 = -h03 ,

which satisfies

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

h~l + h~2 + h~3 = ~hoo - h~o, (3.6)

where hoo, hOI, h02 , h03 are real-valued. So there are three free parameters.

From (3.6), we know that hoo E (0, ~], and when hoo = 1-, 1", the right
side of (3.6) reaches its maximal value kand its minimal value 0, respectively. If
hoo = 1", the solutions of the above equations degenerate to the classical Haar
low-pass filter.

Remark. In this design, there are no solutions if we add vanishing moments.

Design 2. When N = 2, there are 6 coefficients. Using 2 vanishing moments (p=2),
we have the following equations:

2(ho + hI + h2) = v2, (3.7)

2(lhol
2+ Ihl 1

2+ Ih21
2) = 1, (3.8)

hoh2+ hl h2 + h2hl + h2ho = 0, i.e. Re(hoh2) + Re(h}h2) = 0, (3.9)

5ho - 3hl + h2 = O. (3.10)

(3.7) and (3.10) yield

J2
hI = S +ho,

3
h2 = -v2 - 2ho.

8
Substituting (3.11) and (3.12) into (3.8), we get

2 2 2 2 5 /0 1
hoo + hOI + h02 + h03 - 24 v2hoo = 32'

Now substituting (3.11) and (3.12) into (3.9), we obtain

2 2 2 2 J2 3
-hoo - hOI - h02 - h03 + Shoo + 128 = 0,

(3.11)

(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.14)
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3
hoo = --J2. (3.15)

64
Substituting (3.15) into (3.13), we obtain

2 2 2 15
hOI + h02 + h03 = 32 x 64 (3.16)

So the solutions are as follows:

hoo = - i4 J2, h61 + h62 + h63 = 32~64'

h lO = :4 j2, hll = hOI, h l2 = h02 , h l3 = h03 ,

h20 = ~~ j2, h21 = - 2hol , h22 = - 2ho2 , h23 = - 2h03 ,

where hOI, h02 , h03 are real-valued.
There are two free parameters in these solutions.
If we set hOI = h02 = h03 , the we can get one solution:

3 Jill Jill Jill
ho = --J2 - -el - -e2 - -e3'

64 64 64 64'

_5 12 Jill Jill Jill.
hI - 64 Y L. - 64"el - 64"e2 - 64"e3'

15 Jill Jill Jill
h2 = 32J2 + 264"e l + 264"e2 + 264"e3'

Design 3. When N = 3, there are 8 coefficients. Using 3 vanishing moments (p=3),
we solve the following equations:

2(ho + hI + h2 + h3) = J2, (3.17)

2(lhol2 + Ih l 12 + Ih2 12 + Ih3 12 ) = 1, (3.18)

hoh2 + h l h3 + h2h3 + h3h2 + h3hl + h2ho = 0,

i.e.,
Re(hoh2) + Re(hlh3 ) + Re(h2h3 ) = 0,

-7ho +5hl -3h2 +h3 =0,

-343ho + 215hl - 117h2 + 37h3 = O.

(3.17) and (3.20) yield

(3.20) and (3.21) yield
14ho - 5hl + h2 = O.

By (3.22) and (3.23), we have

(3.19)

(3.20)

(3.21 )

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)
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Substituting (3.24) into (3.22), we have

5V2
h2 = 32 + ho· (3.25)

Substituting (3.24) and (3.25) into (3.20), we obtain

1OV2
h3= 32 - 5ho· (3.26)

(3.24), (3.25) , (3.26), (3.18) yield

2 2 2 2 42V2 130
hoo + hal + h02 + h03 - 32 x 18hoo = 322 x 18' (3.27)

(3.24), (3.25) , (3.26), (3.19) yield

2 2 2 2 15V2 120
-hoo - hal - h02 - h03 + 32 x 19hoo = - 322 x 19' (3.28)

By (3.27) and (3.28), we obtain

h __ 155V2
00 - 32 x 528 (3.29)

Substituting (3.29) into (3.27), we get

(3.30)

h2 h2 h2 1583470
01 + 02 + 03 == 322 x5282 ,

2 2 2 1583470
hOI + h02 + h03 = 2 2 .

32 x 528

Thus by (3.24), (3.25), (3.26), (3.29) and (3.30), we obtain the solutions of
the equations:

h - l55V200 - - 32x528'

h - V2 3h - 63V2
10 - 32 + 00 - 32 x528 '

h20 = 5: + hoo = ;~~551,

h - 10V2 5h - 6055V2 h 5h h 5h h 5h30-32- 00-32x528' 21=- 01, 22=- 02, 23=- 03,

where, hal, h02 , h03 are real-valued.
There are two free parameters in these solutions.
If we set hal = h02 = h03 > 0, the we get one solution:

ho = -0.01297366845 +0.04299920158el +0.04299920158e2 + 0.04299920158e3,

hI = 0.00527316846 +0.12899760476el + 0.12899760476e2 + 0.12899760476e3,

h2 = 0.20799720066 + 0.04299920158el + 0.04299920158e2 + 0.04299920158e3,

h3 = 0.5068100805 - 0.21499600794el - 0.21499600794e2 - 0.21499600794e3'

Denote

(3.31 )
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G(O = e-i(2N+l)~H(~ + n), (3.32)

where H(O is defined by (3.1). Then it can be written in the form

1 2N+l
G(O = J2 ~ (-1)1-nh'2N+l_ne-in~.

Comparing with (3.31), we get

gn = (_1)1-nh'2N+l_n, n = 0,··· ,2N + 1,
Therefore gn = (_l)l-nhn, n = 0,··· ,N; gn = (_1)1-nh2N+1_n, n = N +
1,··· , 2N + 1.

If H (0 is one of the above designs, we can prove by direct calculation that
G(~) given by (3.32) satisfies (2.4) and (2.5). Therefore, by Proposition 2.4, we get
three kinds of wavelets 'lj;(x) = J2E~~61 gn<p(2x - n).

We say that there is also a cascade algorithm in our case. In order to get the
cascade algorithm, first we prove the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose ¢(x) E L1(JR,H) with compact support in [-M,M], and
satisfying fIR ¢(x)dx = 1.

(1) If f is a continuous quaternion-valued function, then for all x E JR,

lim 2j rf(x + y)¢(2 j y)dy = f(x).
)-+00 } R

(3.33)

(2) If f is uniformly continuous, then (3.33) constitutes uniform convergence.
(3) If f is Holder continuous with exponent a :

If(x) - f(y)1 ::; Glx - yl",
then the convergence is exponentially fast in j :

If(x) - 2j1f(x + y)¢(2j y)dyl ::; G2- j
".

Proof. By the properties of ¢, we have

If(x) - 2j fIR f(x + y)¢(2 j y)dyl

= 12j fJR[f(x) - f(x + y)]¢(2 j y)dyl

= 1 fIR [f(x) - f(x + 2- j z)]¢(z)dzl·

Denote
3

L hr(z) = [f(x) - f(x + Tj z)]¢(z),
r=O

then by (1.1), we have

Ihr(z)1 ::; 4If(x) - f(x + Tj zll¢(z)l, (3.34)
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If(x) - 2j fIR f(x + y)¢(2j y)dyl

= 12::=0 fIR hr(z)dzerl = (2::=01 fIR hr (z)dzI2)~

::; 2::=01 fIR hr(z)dzl ::; 2::=0 fIR Ihr(z)ldz

::; 16 fIR If(x) - f(x + 2- j z)11¢(z) Idz by (3.34)

::; 1611¢1I1suPu:9-JMlf(x) - f(x + u)l·
The theorem is proved. o

<Po(6)

Using this theorem, (1.1) and the same technique as in [6], we can deduce
our cascade algorithm, i.e.,

'T]j+l(X) = V2~ hn 'T]j(2x - n), 'T]o(x) = X[O IJ(X), <p(x) = . lim 'T]j(x),
~ '2 )-'+00

n

where hn are the quaternion-valued coefficients of the low-pass filter. Therefore
the corresponding scaling functions can be obtained by this algorithm.

As the quaternion-valued cascade algorithm is more complicated than the
conventional one, it is difficult to draw the graphs of these scaling and wavelets
functions. The above two graphs are the two scaling functions which are obtained
from the conventional cascade algorithm by using the real part of coefficients in
the above special low-pass filters (N = 2 and N = 3). We can get some idea about
the smoothness of the scaling functions and wavelet functions we designed.

Finally, by using the above quaternion-valued wavelets on L2 (JR, H), we
are going to construct the quaternion-valued wavelets of quaternion variable on
L2(H, H). For the quaternion variable xeo + yel +ue2 + ve3, there are one scaling
function and 15 wavelet functions. Let 'ljJ0 = ¢, 'ljJ1 = 'ljJ. For f. E {a, 1}4, we define

W'(x, y, u, v) = 'ljJ" (X)'ljJ'2(y)'ljJ'3 (U)'ljJ'4 (v).

Then there are a total of 16 functions supported on a cube, where the function
wo,o,o,o is the scaling function, the other 15 functions WE, f. E {O,I}4\(O,O,O,O)
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are the wavelet functions. We can also select different scaling function and wavelet
function for each component of the quaternion variable, we obtain the functions
W€(x, y, u, v) supported on a rectangle.
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